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preface

/ < Tb. Stditdatsky bad ran insight mtoi the loauniPhilo-

Csopbf iage^l ei^ Bnddl^c PhEosophy is 'partkoUr.

^iB^'cijiicep^ of Bn^st Nimsa’ has been o]rt of print for

' more twafonr decades.
, , ,

f. '
,

I V 11 >''
^

'

• Shri EshoieChandJam, flic enterpriBmg proprietbr of

Bjmrati^ Vid^ ]^alnriun, decided to reprint it. The editing

entrusted to me. The language of theibwih

fomid to be faulty, I, have, oonecied

those,gTanniuitical and idiomatic mistakes which appeared to

V be^^gii^g. It was not thought proper to take too much liberty

' mth the original book. Some expressiMS, which are not very

jatiriactoiy, but do not mar the sense, have been allowed to
'

'Stand as th^ are.

1 have added 'An Analysis of Contents' by reading which

,
the reader may get a gist of the entire book. Theorigmalof

'

tbeUfadhyamaka RarMs and Chandrakird's commentary

' which have been translated by Stcherbatsky has been appen-

; '^d at the end of the book to enhance the ndhty of the book,

'SO that the re^ be able to profit by a oomparatrve

stixfy of the translatioa and the original Sanukrta.

I have provided a somewhat long Introduction to the book

. w that the average reader may get a general idea of the mam
. 'features of Madhyamaka Philosophy. Shri Kedar Nath Uisra

,
. Lecturer in Indian PhEosophy and Comparative ReHgion in

Benatas Hindu University obtained for ns a copy of Stcher-

r.j'ljatsky's book througn the courtesy of Dr. N. K. Devaraja,

; Head of the Phflosopby Department of Banaias Hindu
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and to Shn Ahibbuslian Bhattachaiya M.A. who helped me

m the proof>cerrcction of a part of the book.

It is hoped that the book together with the Introdtiction

and the Samskrt onginal will prove to be a handy guide to the

Madbyamaka Philosophy,

In spite of the best care, a few misprints have crept mior

which we crave the indulgence of the readers A list of the

main misprints together with their corrections has been given

at the end of the book.

In the Introduction M. K. stands for Madhamaka Kotikas

andF.'P, for Prasannapadh commcntaiy on Madhyamaka

Kankasby Candraldrti.

Jaideva Singh
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INTRODUCTION

Mdhayana and Hinayuna
”

1

There are two aspects of Mah^yana Philosophy, viz. the

Madhyamaka Philosophy or ^iin3>^avada and Yogacara or

Vijnanavada. Here %ve are concerned only with Madhyamaka

Philosophy' or Sunyai^da.

Generally there are three names current for HTnayana and

Mabdyana. The three names for the former are Southern

Buddhism, Original Buddhism, and Hlnayaaa, and those for

the latter Northern Buddhism, Developed Buddhism and

MaMyana The first two names arc given by European scho-

lars. Southern and Northern Buddhism are names used on

Geographical basis. European scholars called Buddhism pre-

valent in countries to the north of India, viz*, Nepal, Tibet,

China, Japan etc.. Northern Buddhism and that prevalent

in count! les to the South of India, viz., Ceylon, Burma, Siam

etc. Southern Buddhism This division is not quite correct,

for, according to Dr. J. Takakusu, the Buddhism prevalent in

Java and Sumatra which he in a southern direction from India

is similar to that prevalent m the North

The division 'original and developed Buddhism’ is based on
the belief that Maha^^na was only a gradual development of

the original doctrine which was Hinayana, but this is not

acceptable to Mahayanists. Japanese scholats mainlam that
the great Buddha imparted his teachings to his pupils accor<>

ding to their receptive capacities. To soma he imparted his

exoteric teachings (vyakta-ttpadeia) containing his 'phenomeno-
logical perception’, to more advanced pupils he imparted his

subtle esoteric teachings (githya-^tpsideia) containing his 'onto-

logical perception*. The Buddha generally gave an outline of

both the teachings, and both were
,
developed by the great

aedryas* It is, therefore, a misnomer to call one 'original

Buddhism*, and another 'developed Buddhism.' Both the
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teachings were delivered simuUansously The c'coieric tea’

chingsmay be called well-known Buddhism and tlis esoteric

less known, the latter being subtler thin the former.

We have, however, to And out how the terms HSnaySna

and Mahoyana came into vogue. According to R. Kimura, the

Mah^sangliikas had retained the esoteric teachings of the

Buddha and were more liberal and advanced than the Stha-

viras. In the Vaisali Council, the Mahrisanghikas or the Vajjian

monks were excommunicated by the Sthaviras for expressing

opinions different from those of the orthodox school, and were

denounced as 'Papa Bbikkhus* and 'Adliammavadins' The

Mahasanghikas, in order to show the superiority of their

doctrines over those of the Sthaviras, coined the term Mahayana

(the higher velucle) for their own school, and Binayana (th e

lower vdiiclc) for the school of their oppanents. Thus the

terms Mahayana and Hinayana came into vogue. It goes with-

out saying that these terms were used only by the Mah5yanists

Three jtlmes i« Buddhhm

Three phases can be easily marked in Buddhist philosophy

and religion.

2, The Abhidharmie phase from the Buddha’s death to Jst

Cetitury A. />.

Hus was the realistic and pluralistic phase of Buddhism.

The method of this school was one of analysis The philosophy

of this period consisted mostly of analysis of p^eho-physical

phenomena into dharmas (elements) samskrta (compounded or

conditioned) and asamskria (uncompounded or unconditioned).

The mam interest in this period was p^chalogical-soteriolo-

gical The dominant tone of this school was one of rationalism

combined with meditation practices. The language used in

this period was PMi, and the school is known as Hinayana.

g. DwekpmfU of Esoteric Teaelungs

The second phase consisted of the development of the eso-

teric teachings of the Buddha which were current among the
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Mahasanghikas, simultaneously with the Abhidharmic phase.

The main interest in this period was ontological-soteriologtoL

The dominant tone of this school was one of supra-rationalism

combined with The mam attempt was to find out the

SvabMva or true nature of Reality and to realize it in oneself

by developing Prajfia. The language used was Samskrta or

mixed Saihskrta. This scliool was knoivn as Mah5.yana.^ The

ealier phase nas known as Madhyamaka philosophy or Sfinya-

vSlda, the later as Yogacara or Vi]^a^a^^da'. This phase lasted

from 2nd century A. D, to 500 A. D.

3. Development of Taiitra

The third phase was that of Tantra. This lasted from 500

A. D. to 1000 A. D. The main interest of the period was cos-

micahsotenological. The dominant feature of this school was

occultism. The main emphasis was on adjustment and har-

mony with the cosmos and on achieving enlightenment by

mantrtc and occult methods. The language was mostly Sam-

skrta and ApabbramSa. The mam Tantnc schools were Mantra-

yana, Vajrayana, Sahajayana, Kfilacakrayana.

Here we are not concerned with the first and third phase.

We are concerned only with the earlier phase of the second

period. Stcherbatsky has provided a translation only of the

first and twentyfifth chapters i. e. the chapter dealing with

causality and that dealing with Nirvana of the Madhyamaka

Sastra or the Madhyamaka-K3.rikas of Nagarjuna together

with the commentary of Candrakirti. In the Introduction,

an attempt is made to give a brief resume of the Madhyamaka

system as a whole

Madhyamaka Life of anA Afyadeva

The Madh5'amaka philosophy is contained mainly in the

Madhyamaka Sastra of Nagarjuna and the Catuh-Sataka of

Arjradeva.

Books on Mahaykna Buddhism were completely lost in

India. Their translation existed in Chmese, .Japanese and

Tibetan. Mah^yana literature was written mostly in Samskrta
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and mixed SamsLrfa. Scholars who had made a study of

Buddhism hardly suspected that there were books on Budd<»

hism in Samskfta also,
f

Mr, Brian Houghton Hodgson was appointed Kesidcnt at

Kathamandu in Nepal in 1833« and served in this capacity up
to the end of 1843,

During this peijod, he discovered there 381 bundles of

maruEcnpts on Buddhrm in Samskrta* These 'Acre distn*

1 ufed to vaiicus learned societies for editing and publication.

It was then found out that the Buddhism in the Samskrta

manuscripts was greatly dificrent from that of the Fall Canon,

and that the Buddhrm in China, Japan, Tibet etc. was very

much similar to that of the Samskna works Among the

Samskrta manuscripts was also found the Madbyamahaiiistra

of NIigorjuna together with the commentary known as Prasa--

miapads by Candrakirli. This was edited by Louis dc la Vallee

Poussin and published in the Bibliotheca Buddhica, Vob IV.

St Petersburg, Russia in 3912 An earlier edition of tins book
was published by the Buddhist Text Society, Calcutta, in

1897 and edited by Saraccandra Sastxx This \i as full of mis-

prints. Poussin consulted this book, but he also used 'two

other manuscripts, one frem Cambridge and another from

Pans He also checked up the text of the Karikas and the

'commentaiy with the help of Tibetan •translation. Dr P L*

Vaidya utilised Pcussin's edition and brought out m I960

Madhyaviaka Sdstra of Nagdijuna with Candrakfrti’s comme-
ntary in Devai agaii character This has been published by
MithilS VidyapUha, Darbhanga. Stcherbatsky had utilized

Poussin's edition in tvnting out his Conception of Buddhist
NnrvSi^a.

The Buddha used to characterize his teaching as madhyaml

prattpad ( the middle path ) When NSgaquna evolved his

philosophy, he seized upon this important word, and called

his philosophy Madhyamdka {madhyamatva tnadhyamabam) or

Madhymtaka-£dsira, The followers of tins system came to be

known as MSldhyamika {fnadhyamabam adhlyaU vidanti vd
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MndhyamiMl^. The correct name for the system is ^fadliya-

maka, not Aiadhyamika. Madhyamika means the believer in

or follower of the Madhyamaka system.

Under the title of Madhynmaka iastra, Xagar}una wiote

out bis philosophical teaching in over 400 harikas in amnlublia

metre, divided into 27 chapters,
'

Ndgarjwm,

He was the teacher who developed and perfected the

Madh3faniaka system. He flourished in the second century

A. D. He was born m a Brahmin family m Andhrade^a
probably m Vidaibha (BeraraV SiTparvata and Dhanyalcataka
Were the centres of his activities in the south. In the north,

he carried on bis activities in many places of which Nalanda
IS said to be the most proroirent He was also connected with

AmarSvat! and K&gar]unakonda. Ra]ataTangixii ( 11 th Century

A. D.) says that he was a contemporary of Pluska, Juska and

Kaniska,

According to the biography of ^agarjuna, translated into

Chinese by KumSra^Iva ( about 405 A.D. ), Nagaijunawas

born in a Brahmin family in Southein India, and studied the

Vedas and other impoitant branches of Biahmanical learning.

He was later converted to Buddhism.

One of his minor voiks, SahrUekha { Friendly Epistle )
is

Sfid to have been addressed to the Andhra king, Sdtavahana.

^tavahana is, however, regarded not as the name of a pait-
icular king, but as the name of a family of Andhra kings,

founded by Siiruka (vide. Ancient India, by R. C Majumdar,
^ 133). Seme scholars maintain that SuhrlleKha was addressed
to Kaijiska.

There is a legend associated with his name. Naga means a
serpent or dragon. Aijuna is the name of a tree It is said
that he was bom under an Aijuna tree, and he visited the
submarine kingdom of the Nagas, where the Naga king trans-
mitted to him the MahUpra^MpararnttS, SfUra which had been

entrusted to the Nagas by the Buddha.
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The word ‘Kaga' however, is symbolic of wisdom. The
Buddha is said to have remarked, **The serpent is a name for

one who has destroyed the asavas (passions)” (Ma]jhima--Nik-

aya, 1 23). The Nagas may, there fore, have been certain Arhants

to whom the prajnaparavitfa teachings may have been handed

down. Nagarjuna ma3' have received the teachings from

them.

The Buddhist Nogaquna should not be confused with the

Chemist and Tantnka Nagaijuna who lived probably in the

7 th century A D
^

The Tibetans ascribe 122 books to Nagarjuna, but only the

following seem to have been his authentic works.

(1)
Madhyamaka-Sasita, also known as Frajna or KSnldls

with the commentary’, Akutobh xya by the author

himself.

(2) Vtgrahavydvartani with a commentary b\* the author.

(3) YvkftsasUkd,

(4) Silfiyata^saptah with a commentary by the author.

(5) PratUyasa^nutpddahrdaya with a commentaiy

(6)
Catiihstava

(7) B/i&vandkrama.

(8i SuIflUeklta

(9)

BMvasafjikrdiitt

(10) Raiitdvalf

(11) PrajHdparamtid-sOiraSdslra

(12) Daiahhiimwibhds*>iastf am

(13) Eka-iioka-idsira

(14) Vaidalaya sUtra and Prakarana

fl5) VyavaJtara-stddhi

Only a few of these are available in the original There is,

however, a Tibetan translation of all these books.

Aryadeva or Arya Deva

He was born in Sunhala (Ceylon) and became a pupil of

Nagar]una. He travelled with him to various places and helped

him greatly in propagating his doctrine.
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His biography was translated into Chinese by Kumarajlva

in about 405 A. D,

His most famous work is Caluh<-Sataka which consists of

•400 Karik&s. He defended the teachings of Nagarjuna, and

criticised the philosophy of Hfnay^a, Saihkhya and VaiSesika.

He was probably the author of Ak^araSaiakamt He ,is also

said to liave been the author of HaBiavala-praharana and
Cittaviiuddhi-praharana. Prof. Wintemitz expresses his doubt

whether CiiiemiSuidhUprdkarana was his work.

It is said that he was murdered by the pupil of a heretical

teacher whom he had defeated in disputation.

Tite Original Sources of M^idydna

The origin of Mal^yana may be traced to an earlier school

known as Mahosatiglnka and earlier literary sources known as

Mahdydna sCUras.

1, MahasangJiikas,

At the council held at Vaisah ( according to Kimura },

eertain monks differed widely from the opinions of other

monks on certain important points of the dharma. Though the

monks that differed formed the majority, they were excommu*
nicated by the others who called them 'Papa Bhikkhus and
Adhammavadms. In Buddhist history, these Bhikkhus were

known as Medidzanghikas, because they formed the majority

at the council or probably because they reffected the opinion*^

of the larger section of the laity. The Bhikkhus who excommu-
nicated them styled themselves Sthaviras or the Blders,

because they believed thal they represented the original, orth-

odox doctrine of the Buddha. We have seen that the Mdha-
sanghikas coined the term Mahdydna to represent their system
of behef and practice, and called the Sthaviras HUtayana,

Let us see what the main tenets of the Mahdsanghikas
were. Their contributions can be summed up under four

beads.



h The Slattis of the Buddha

According to tne Mahasanghikas, the Buddha was not simply

an historical person The real Buddha was transcendentah

suptamundane eternal, infinite The historical Buddha

was only a fictitious person sent by Him to appear in the

world, to assume a human body , to live like an ordinary

human being and teach the dlmma to the inhabitants of the

world The real Buddha is the Reality par excsdlMce and wiU

continue to send msssengers to the world to teadh the true

dlmma to mankind

2 The SiattM of the Arhai

The Sihaviras bad attributed perfection to the Arhats The

MaHw*gh%ka$ maintamed that the Arhats were not perfect,

they n^re troubled by doubts and were ignorant of niau3'

Hungs They should not be held up as ideals. Rather those

should be emulated as ideals who during aeons of seU^aCrifice

and struggle attained to Buddhahood.

3 The Smas of Ey}xpi'iical knowledge

According to the MdhSsahghikae, empirical knowledge

could not give us an insight into Reality Only S&nyatd which

transcends all worldly things can give us a vision of the Real
All verbal statements give us a false view of the Real, they are

mere thought-constructions

4, Tie ViiSithstanttal Naime of iJie Dharmas

The Stha\ iras believed lliat the ptidgala or a personal self

was unsubstantial, but the dlmmas or elements of esdstence
were real entities The Malmsanghikas maintained that not
only were the pudgalas unsubstantial (pttdgala^airaiMya), but
f w dharttm (elements of existence) were also unsubstantial

Every thing was unsubstanUal {innya)

It will be seen from the above account that the germs of
pract(cail3 all the important tenets of Madhyamaka philosophy
were present m the system of the Malusanghikas.
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It is the MaMsaiighikas who first of all gave expression

to Buddha’s ontological perceptions wliich were first eml^died

in the Mabaysina * sutras and were iater develofied* into

Mahayana philosophy and religion.

JJ, Literary Sources

In Buddhism, sfUra literature is said to contain the^direct,

oral teachings of the Buddha, and iSstra is said to contain the

scholarly and philosophical elaboration of the direct teachings

of the Buddha.

We have a large bulk of literary works known ^as

sUtras, Being sdfrns, they claim to be the 'direct teachldg^ of

the Buddha Such bulky volumes, obviously, cannot be the

spoken word of the Buddha. They are the elaboration of some
’seminal sQtras* Which are so deeply embedded in the volum*
inous naira’ literature that it is now almost im'possi*

ble to disentangle them.

The most important of these works are the
sutras. PrajHa-pdramUd is generally translated as '’perfect

wisdom’. The word '|»ram-ita' i, e. 'gonebeyond' suggests that
it would be better to translate as ’transcendent
insight or ’transcendent wisdom The Tibetans translate it in
this way In all countries where Mahayfina is a living religion^

the following prajnd~pdra99iita ttunUra is generally ' recited.
•'Gate, gate, paramgatc, pSrasamgafe Bodin, i. e. "O
wisdom which has gone beyond the beyond, to thee Homage".

According to Dr. Edward Conze, the composition of the
Prapid paramiid texts extended oveiabouta thousand years
which may be divided into four phases.

The first phase (C. 100 B. C. to A. D. t00)‘’con'^ts in'tee
elaboration of the teaching m a basic text. *

»

The second phaSe (C.'A. D.* 100-300) consists in' the expan-
sion* of the teachuig into thtee dr fbur 'lengthy treatises.

The thhd phase {c. A, D. 300^00) consists iii the^abridge-
'ment the teadhidgs into a’few shorter treatises.
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The fourth phase (C A, D 500-1200) Lonsists in its cond-

ensation into Tantnc ditaranls and mantras

(1) According to most scholars, the Asia sdhasrika, conbist-

5ng of 8,000 lines is the oldest of the Prajndpdramitd literature

It had its ongin probably anoong the Mahasanghikas. The

principal theme of this treatise is the doctrine of iHnyaid (void

or emptmess)

(2) Asla-sdhasrtkd seems to have been expanded in the

tiiree hundred years that followed into SaUisahasrikd[oi 100,000

hnes), PattcavwtSaltsahasnkd (of 25,000 lines) and Astadaiasd^

A«sn’fto' (of 18,000 lines). The last one was translated by

Lokaraksa in A. D 172.

(3) Now began the abndgement of the PrajndrpSramUd

literature The earliest abridgements are the Hrdaya’^ntra

and the Vajracchtd^ka siUra The Va^racchcdtkd was translated

>into Chinese probably in the 5th century A. D. This translat-

ion was printed In China on Ilth May, 868 This is said to be

^
the oldest printed book in the world.

Ahhtsamayl^amkara is said to be a summary of pancavtihiaii-

^sUhasrika made by Maitreyanatha, the teacher of Asanga

(4) XrOstly Prajnaparamtid was condensed into dkSranls and

ntattiras One of these, viz., Ekaksarl says that the perfection

of wisdom IS contained only in one letter, viz , 'a'. Ultimately

PrajUdpdrofmtd was personiiiGd as a goddess to be worshipped.

PrajhapHramit^ are both philosophy and religion They

are not mere 'philosophy* in the Western sense of the word.

'In the West, philosophy cut itself adrift from religion and be-

came a purely intellectual pursuit In India, every philosophy

was a religion, and every religion had a philosophy. Western

religion became only a credal religion Indian religion Was a

philosophical religion.

The principal theme of the Prajndparamitd literature is the

doctrine of dHtnyata The Hlnayanists believed only in padgala-

natralniya or the unsubstantiality of the individual They

'classified Reahty into certain dJiarmas or elements of existence
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frd iLought that the dharmas veie subfitantiall^ real. Fra^na^

Pataniiin gives a knock-out to this belief It teaches sotva^

dhatViU the unsiibstantiality of all dJiarthos^

Phenomena are dependent on conditions. Being so depen-

dent. they are devoid of bub^tantial reality- Hence they are

iPnya (empty).

ICtrvdna being transcendent to all categories of thought fe

^Rnyaia (emptiness) itself.

Both samsara and Nirvaiia, the canditioaed and unconciti-

oned are mere thonght-consti actions and are so devoid of

reality [^tluya).

Ultimate Reality may be called Sunyai^ in the sense that it

transcends all empirical determinations and thought-

constructions.

Fra]ild or transcendent insight consists in ceasing to indulge

in thought-constructions. So prafnd becomes s5'non}raious with

Stinyata»

One, however, acquires insight into ^nnyatd not merely

hy avowing it enthusiastically, nor by logcmachy, but by
meditation on ^Unyaid^

One has to meditate on Siinyaid as the absence of self-hood,

on the abstnee of substantialit}* in all the dharmas, on SunycUd

as even the emptiness of the unconditioned. Finally one has

to abandon Sttnyatd itself as a mere raft to cross the ocean of

Ignorance. This meditation will, however, be ineffective unless

one has cultivated certain moral virtues.

Though this is a very brief summary of the Prajndparahiztd
texts, it IS enough to show that this kind of literature contai-

ned all the important elements of the Mabaydna system

Thus we see that the Hladhyamaka sj’stem was developed
•^n the basis of the doctrines of the MafiasaUghikas and the
Mahaydna snfras known as Prayiidpdratnifd sfitras
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The MadJ^amaka Works and Schools

- The Madhyamaka system of philosophy was developed
mainly by Kagarjtina. He was one of the greatest genuises

the world has ever known* The S3r5tem of which he laid the

foundation was developed by his bnlliant followers. It had
a continuous history of development from the second century
A.D. upto eleventh century A D.

Three stages of its development can be easily marked. In

the first stage, there was a 53^tematic formulation of the

Madhyamaka philosophy by Kagaijuna and Aryadeva. The

second stage is one of division of the system into two schools

the Prasagfitka and the SziUaninhan The third stage is one of

re-affirmation of the Pr&sa^igtka school.

First stage-Nagarjtwa and Aryadeva centfity A, jD.)

Hagaijnna was the author of a voluminous commentary

on Prajnaparofmtd known as Prajfidpdrasmtd-idstra This was

translated mto Chinese hy Kumfirajiva (A D. 402-405). The

onginal is not available now. He, however, formulated his

mam philosophy in fra^iia-inula or M^Ia-Madhyasnaka-Kdrtkds

known also as Madhyamaka-Sastra His devoted pupil Axyadeva

elaborated his philosophy in Caudir^iataka We have already

^een what other books were written by Nfigarjuna an I

Aryadeva.

Second stage Nfigarjuna had us“d the technique of prasanga

in formulating his Madhyamaka philosophy. Prasanga is a tec-

hnical word which means reducho ad dbsurdum argument.

Nakatjuna did not advance any theory of his own, and there-

fore, had no need to advance any argument to prove his

theory. He used only prasanga-vdkya or reducUo ad abstadam

argument to prove that the theories advanced by his oppon-

ents only led to absurdity on the very principles accepted by

them. This imphed that Reality was beyond thought-const-

ruction.
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Bttddhapalita who flourished in the middle of the sixth

century was an ardent follower of Kagarjuna. He fdt that

prasanga was the correct method of the Madb
3
;^maka philoso-

phy and employed it in his teachings and writings. He wrote a

commentary called Madhyamaka'vitUx on the Madhyamaka

Sdstra of Nagarjuna* This is available only in Tibetan transla-

tion. The original is lost.

A junior contemporary of Buddhapalita, named BhaV3'a or

Bhavaviveka maintained that the opponent should not only

'he reduced to absurdity, but svaiafUra or independent logical

arguments should alsc be advanced to silence him. He believed

that the system of dialectics alone could not serve the purpose

of pin-pointing the Absolute Truth.

He wrote MahdySna-Karaiala^raUia MsdhyafnikaJtrd-

aya with an auto-commentary, called Tarhajvidd, Madhyamdr^

iha-^atngraha and Prajita-pradipa, a commentary on the Madhy-
amaka Sastra of NSgarjuna. Only a Tibetan translation of

these works is available. Dr. L. M. Joshi transcribed the
^Madhyafnart/iaSaingraha into Nagan letters and translated it

into Hindi which appeared in the Dharmaduta, VoL 29, July-
August, 1964.

N. Aiysu^mi SSstn has restored KaraialaraUta from the
Chinese translation of Yuan Chuang into Samskrta (Vilvabbar-
atl Santinekatan, 1949).

So we see that in the sixth century, nearly 400 years after

the death of Kdgarjuna, the Madfayamaka school was split

into two, viz. (a) Prasangika sdiool. led by Buddhapalita and

(2) Svafantnka School, led by Bhavaviveka.

y. Ka]iyama says that the problim which divided the

Hadbyaxnikas was whethei the system of relative knowledge
could be recognised as valid or not, though it was delusive

from the absolute point of view.

According to Yuan Chwang, Bhavaxiveka externally wore
the Samkhya cloak, though internally he was supporting the

•'doctrine of Kagarjuna.
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Third Stage—In the third sta^e. ue have two veiy biilliant'*

scholars of the Madbyamaka system, viz- Candrakirti and
Santideva

A large number of comentanes (about twenty) was written

on Kagaijuna's Madhyamaka SSstra They are available onlv
in Tibetan translatiou’. Candrakirtz’s prasannapadd commen--
tary is the only one that has survived in the onginal Samsakrta
It seems to have elbowed every other commentan- out of

eitistence.

He flourished earl3' in the seventh century A D- and wrote
several works He was born in Samanta in the South He stud-
ied Madhyamaka philosophy under Kamalabuddhi^ a disciple

of Buddbapalita and probably under Bhavya also His
armapada commentary on Kagaijuna's Madhyamaka 5«s/r«,

has already been mentioned He wrote an independent work,
named Madhyamakdvatara with an auto-commentarj" He-
frequently refers to MadhyamakSvatara in nu Prasaniiapadd
which goes to show that the former was written earlier than
the lattier

He also wrote commentaries on Nagarjuna's Sunyatd-
Saptaiv and YukH Sa^uM and on Aryadcva's CaUthiataka,

Two other prakajanas or manuals, viz ,
Madkyamakaprajild-'

vatdra and Pancaskaiidha were also written by him Of all his

works, only Prasannapadd is available in the original, other

works are available onlv m Tibetan translation

Candrakirti vigorously defends the Prdsangika school, and
exposes the hollowness of Bhavaviveka's logic at manj” places

He also supports the common sense view of sense-percept-

ion and criticizes the doctrine of the 'unique particular'

{svalaksava) and perception devoid of determination {kalpaiiS'^

podha).

He has also criticized Vijilanaiada and maintains that'

Gonscrousness (vijhana) without an object is unthinkable.

S^tideva was another great pillar of the Prdsangtka
school He flourished in the seventh century A D According to-
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T&r7inatha^ Santidevawas the &on ol King Kalyanavaiutan
• of Saura<5tra and was the rightful successor to the throne. As

a prince he was known as ^ntivarman. He was so deeply

inspired by Mahay&nic ideal that he fted away from his king-

dom and took orders with Jaidet^ in Ncilanda after which be

was known as Sdntideva.

He was the author oi litksa^samuccaya and Bodfitcary&oatdra^

In the foimer, he has refen ed to many important Mahayana
' woikSf nearly 97 in number which are now completely lost.

In the Bodhicaiy^vatara he has emphasized the cultivation

of Bodhiatta. He was the greatest poet of the Madhyamaka

school and his works evince a beautiful fusion of poetry atid

^ philosophy. He was the follower of the Prdsang%ka method
and has criticized Vijfianavada vehemently.

It may be said in passing that Santaraksita and Kamalablla

represent a syncretism of ihe Madhyamaka system and VijiiV

navada and cannot be strictly called Madhyamikas. Yantai a-

ksita flourished in the eighth century A D. His great work
was Tattvasaihgraha (Compendium of Reality). His celebrated

pupilj KamalaSiia wrote the Tattvasamgraha-pahjikdt a leamcd
commentary on TattrasamgraJta.

The Madhyamaka Dialectic • Its Orxghx^ Strut tare And
TytyclopmenU

We have seen that nearly all the important tenets of the
Madhyamaka philosophy were aheady adumbiated m the
Mahasanghika system and Prajitapdramtid literature. Nagar.
juna only developed them What was then the original
contribution of Nagarjuna ? His oiigmal contnbution was
the dialectic that he evolved. He certainly threw new light
on the various doctrines of Mahayana foreshadowed in The
Mahasanghika thought and Prajiiaparawtta works, and provi-
ded a deeper and more critical exposition of those doctnnes,
but his most original contribution was the dialectic.
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The tnystenous silence of the Buddha on the most funda-

mental question of Metaphysics led him to probe into the

reason of that silence Was the Buddha agnostic as some of

the European wi iters on Buddhism believe him to be ? If Hot,

wrhat was the reason of his silence ? Through a searching

inquiiy into this silence was the dialectic born.

There arc well-known questions which the Buddha declared.'

to be avyakrta i. c. the answers to which were inexpressible.

Candrakirti enumerates them m his commentary on the^MK.

22 , 12.

He begins by saying caturdaia avyakr(a<fasiiifit hhaga*

vaid mrdisi&m''—The Lord announced fourteen things to be
inexpressible'*, andthen mentions them in the following order

:

(1) Whether the world is (a) eternal (b) or not, (c) or both*

(d) or ncither-4

(2) Whether the world is (a) finite (b) infinite (c) or both

(d) or neuher-4

(3 Whether the Tathdgata (a) exists after death, (b) or

does not (c) or both (d) or neither-4

(4) Whether the soul is identical with the body or different

from it-2s=14 in all

It will be seen that there are four alternatives in the first

three sets of questions. There could be four alternatives in

the last question also. These four alternatives formed the

basis of Caiu^koH or tctra-lemma of Nagarjuna’s dialectic.

In each, there is (i) a positive thesis, opposed by (n) a negative

counter-thesis. These two are the basic alternatives, (in) They

are conjunctively affirmed to from the third alternative, and

(iv) disjunctively denied to form the fourth.

The 'yes* or 'no* >answer to these fundamental questions

could not do justice to truth; Buddha called such speculations

mere 'dMnvada (dogmatism), and refused to be draWn

into them.
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NrigAijuna had before him the structure of these questions

and Buddha's silence, refusing to give any categoncai answer

to such questions. Buddha used to say that he neither believed

in Sii&vata-v&da, an absolute affirmation, nor in Ucchedavdda an

absolute negation His position was one of 'madhyamfi

praixpada" (literally, the middle position).

Nagrirjuna pondered deeply over this attitude of the

Buddha, and came to tlie conclusion that tlic leason of Buddha's

studied silence in regard to such questions as that Reality

was transcendent to thought. He systematized the four alter-

natives (anias or hoiis)^ mercilessly exposed the disconcerting

implications of each alternative, brought the antinomies of

Reason luminously to the fore by hunting them out from even'

cover, and demonstrated the impossibility of erecting a sound

Metaphysic on the basis of dogmatism or rationabsm., Tins

was his dialectic The four alternatives were already formula-

ted by the Buddha His originality consisted in drawing out by
the application of rigorous logic the implications of each alter-

native, driving Reason in a cul de sac and thus preparing the

mind for taking a nght-about-turn [pariivrUt) towardsprajM

To the unwary reader, Hagaijuna appears to be either a
cantankerous philosopher out to controvert all systems, or as

a sophist tnckster wringing from an unsuspectmg: opponent
certain concessions in argument by artful equivocation and
then chuckling over his discomfiture or as a destructive nihilist

negativmg every view brusquely, affiuming none.

On a more careful study of his dialetic, it will appear that
none of these fears is true, that he is, m all soberness, only
trying to show up the mevitable conflict in which Reason
gets involved when it goes beyond its legitimate provmce of
comprehendmg phenomena, and enters the forbidden land of
notnnena.

The^ Meaning of Dialetic~
' V

'

What then does dialectic mean ? In plain words, dialectic
IS that movement of thought which, by examining the^Mir
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and cons of a questzonj brings about a clear consciousness of

the antinomies mto which Reason gets bogged up, and hmts

at a way out of the impasse by rising to a plane Ipgher than

Reason.

Structure of The Dialeiic

We have seen that the origin of the dialectic of the Madh-
yamika lay in the four alternatives in each auySlflla problem

followed by a mysterious silence on the part of the Buddha,

Nagarjuna clearly systematized these and formulated them

into the catushoti^ tetralemma or quadnlemma, also called the

four-cornered negation. The structure of the clearly articula-

ted dialectic finally stood thus :

The fizst alternative of the tetralemma consisted of (i) a

positive thesis^ the second of (n) a negative counter-thesis,

the third of (lii) a conjunctive affirmation of the first two, the

fourth of (iv) a disjunctive denial of the first two.

The Technique of fhe DudeeUc

The technique of the dialectic consisted m drawing out the

implications of the view of the opponent on the basis of the

principles accepted by himself and thus showing the self-

contradictory character of that view. The opponent was

hoisted with his own petard He was reduced to the position

of absurdity when the self-contradictoiy consequences of his

own assumptions were revealed The dialectic was thus a

rejection of views by redtufto ad ahmrdufn argument. Techni-

cally this was known as pra^Ofiga*

The Purpose of The Dialecltc

The purpose of the dialectic was to disprove the views

advanced by others, not to prove any view of one's own. He
who advances a view must necessanly prove it to others whom
he wants to convmce; he who has no view to advance is under

no such necessity. NagSquna states dearly in his Vtgrahavy^

dvartanl (St. 29) that no one can find fault with the Mfidhya-

mika^ for he has no view of his own to advance.
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**Yadt kixcana pratigHU sydn vie iaia eva me bhaved dosah, Ndslj

ta vmna ffaitjfia ias7n(in naivasH me do&ali*^

''If I had a thesis of my own to advance, you could find

fault with it. Since I have no thesis to advance, the question

of disproving it does not arise''.

The dialectic was directed against the dogmatists and
rationalists who maintained a definite view about Reality.

By exposing the hollowness of their logic and the self-contra«

dictory consequences of their assumptions, Nagarjuna wanted
to disprove the claims of Reason to apprehend Reality.

Candrakfrti puts the whole position very clearly in the follow*

ing words *

^'Ntnipafaiiika^faksaJbhytipagettndt svdividnam eva ayam

visamvddayan na iakiiott paresCiin micayam adhaium tiu Idameva

spastalarain ddsanam yaduta svapialijntitdrlhasCtdftandsarnarfh^

yam lU*' (P.F. p.6) "By his illogical assumption, the opponent

only contradicts himself, and is unable to convince others.

What could be more sclf-oonvictmg than the fact that he is

unable even to prove the premises on the basis of which he
advances his arguments "

Nagarjuna mercilessly demohshed every philosophical

opinion of his time, not because he derived a sadistic pleasure

in doing so, but because he had a definite purpose. Negatively

the dialectic was meant to prove that Reality could not be
measured by the three-foot lule of discursive thought. But
this was not all. It had some positive suggestions. Firstly,

phenomenon or empirical reality is a realm of relativity, in

which an entity is itwya or nts^svabhdsa i.e., devoid of indepen-

dent reality.

Secondly, one can comprehend Reahty by rising to a plane
lugher than logical thought i.e., the plane oiprajna.

Thirdly, Reality cannot be expressed in .terms of the 'is'-.

'IS not'—didiotoxnismg mind. < ,
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77ig AfphcaUon *he Dialecttc

Nagarjuna ngorously examines all philosophical theoiies

that 'were held by the thinkers in his time He turns the

battery of his dialectic against concepts like causality, motion

and rest, the ayataiias, the bkandhas, the dltnan etc.

Stcheibatsky has included only his criticism oi caubahty

and nirvana, for they are the most important We shall,

therefore, confine our observations only to these two We
shall consider Nag^rjuna's examination of the concept of

causality here, and his examination of NirvSya under a

separate heading

l^agaijuna fires the fiist shot against causality, ior that

was the central problem of philosophy in his days.

ExafmuiUfon of Cansaltty

Applying his tetralemma to causality, Nagarj una says that

there can be only four views about causality, viz, (1) view of

svaia uifaitth, the theory of self-becoming (2) paraia lUpatU/i^

i.e, production from another (3) dvdbhyam utpatHh ue product-

ion from both^from itself and from another (4) ahetuta aipaUik

1 e production without any cause, production by chance

{1) Svaia iitpaitth—This means that the cause and effect

are identical, that things aie produced out of themselves

NdgSrjuna, had evidently in view the Satkaryavfida of Sjim-

khya, while criticizing the au'togenous theory of causality.

The Madhyamika's criticism of this theoiy may be bumma-
nzed thus

.

If the effect is already present in the cause, no purpubc

would be seived by its re-production. The S^khya may say

that though the effect may be present in the cause, its mani-
festation {ahhivyakU) is something new This, however, docs
not mean that the effect is a new substance. It only means
that It IS a new form or state of the substance But this
difference of form or state goes, agamst the identity of the
iinderlymg substratum.
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(n) If it IS said that the cause is partly actual* and partly

potential, it would amount to accepting the oppsoed natures

in one and the same thing.

If the cause is wholly potential* it cannot by itself become

actual without an extianeous aid. The oil cannot be got out

of the seed, unless it is pressed by a ciusher. If it has to

depend on an external aid* then there is no svaia iUpattih or

self-production. This amounts to giving up salkatyav&da^

(ill) If the cause and e£[ect aie identical* it would be impo-

ssible to distinguish one as the producer of tlie other.

The identity view of cause and effect {Salharyavdda) is*

therefore, riddled with self-contradiction,

(2) Parata TJipatUh This means that the cause and eilccl

are different This view is known as asaih&ryavada* This

was held by the Sarvastivadins and Saulrantikas or the Hlna-

y^ists in general. Ndgarjuna had obviously these in view
while criticizuig this heterogeneous view of causality.

His criticism of thia view makes out the following impor-

tant points

(i) If the cause is difleicnt from the effect* no relation can

subsist between the two. In that case anything can be pro-

duced from anything.

(n) The Hina} anist believed that with the production of

the effect the cause ceased to exist But e\ hypothesi causality

IS a relation between two. Unless the cause and effect co-

exist* they cannot be related. If teey cannot be related,

causality becomes meaningless,

(m) The Hinayanist believed that the effect is pioduced by
a combination of factors. Now for the co-ordination of these

factors, another factor would be required, and again for the

co-ordmation of the additional factor with the previous one*

another factor would be required. This would lead to a

rsgr^ssus ad tfifintimn.
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(3) DvSbhyam utpattxh—^Tbis theory believes that the effect

IS both identical with and different from the cause. This is a
combination of both Satkdiyavada and Asatkaryavada, and
so contains the inconsistencies of both. Besides this would

mvest the real with two opposed characters (identity and

difference) at one and the same time

{d) Abelfitah Uipathh—^This theory maintains that things

are produced without a cause, by chance The Svabhavavadms-

Naturalists and Sceptics believed in such a theory. If no

reason is assigned for the theory, it amounts to sheer, perverse

dogmatism If a reason is assigned, it amounts to accepting

a cause.

Having exposed the inherent inconsistency in all the above

views, Ndgaijnna comes to the contusion that causality is a

mere thought-construction superimposed upon tlie objective

order of existence In the words of Ixant, causality is only a

category of mind.

Dtsttnciion Between ffiiiayiiita and Mahayana

There are several aspects af Buddhist philosophy and reli-

gion in which Mahayana differs from IHnayana In what

follows, we shall deal mostly with the Afadhyamaka system of

Mahayana

(I) Difference \n the Inietpretaiton of PratifyasatmUpada—

The doctrine of Pratityasamutpada is exceedingly important

in Buddhism It is the causal law both of the universe and

tne lives of individuals. It is important from two points of

view Firstly, it gives a very clear ideo of the impermanent

and conditioned nature of all phenomena Secondly, it shows

how birth, old age, death and all the miseries of phenomenal

existence arise in dependence upon conditions, and how all

the miseries cease in the absence of these conditions.

We have seen what view the Madhyamikas held of causa-

lity. Since Pratityasamutpada was the universal causal law,

the Madhyamikas undertook a critical examination of this law*
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Their interpxetation of this law differs considerably from that

of HlnaySna-PratltyasamutpSda is generallj' translated^ as

'conditioned co-productfon* or 'interdependent origination .

According to Hinayana, pratUyasaMutpada means **praU

prati tiyaftam vinS&tndm samutpadah*' le. -'the evanescent

motnentaxy things appear*'. According to it, praiitya’-safnai-^

pSda IS the causal law regulating the coming into being and

disappearance of the various elements (dftormas).

According to the Madhyatnika rise and subsidence of tlie

elements of existence (dharmas) is not the correct interpretat-

ion of pratUyasamutpada^

As Candrakirti puts it ••heiiipraiyayapekso bhavanam uipadah

praiHya^oiwutpaddfihdK* p- 2) i.e-

»means the manifestation of entities as relative to causes and

conditions.

The Hinayanists had interpreted praiUyasamutpada as

temporal se(|uence of real entities between which there was

a causal relation.

According to the Madhyamika, pratityasanmlpada does not

mean the principle of temporal sequence, but the principle

of essential dependence of things on each other. In one word,

it IS the piinciple of relativity Relativity is the most impor-

tant discovery of modem science. What science has discovered

to-day, the great Buddha had discovered two thousand five

hundred years before. In interpreting praHiyasantuipdda as

essential dependence of things on each other or relativity of

things, the Madhyamika means to controvert another doctnne

of the HinaySLnist. The Hinayanists had analysed all pheno-

mena into elements {dhatmas), and believed that these dkarmaz

had a separate reality of iheir own. The Madhyamika says

that the very doctnne of praHfyasa$nuipdda dedares that all

the dhofmas are relative, they have no separate reality (svab-

hdva) of their own. Nts-^svabh^aiiaa is synon3mious with

iHuyed&u^^ devoid of real, independent existence. Pheno-
mena are devoid {SUf^a) of independent reahty. Prati^asa-
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mutfiCiHa or Tntordoprndenro niPan<; Rolalivit3% and Rdativity
connotes the unrealitv (if/wvaM) of the separate elements

Candr.iklrl i says, ’‘Tadairn^mrodhudya^ta-ifi se^ann-viitsiah

prafUyasaimitfirtdah itistrtVilitdheynrUiah** ( P P. P 2 ) j. c ,

"The subject matter or the roiiirai idea of this treatise is

praiUyasaJtiitfpuda charnel cured hy eight negative charac-

teristics”

Tlic importance of /o/i/f/ynsn;;M/^fi/f/7 lies in its teaching

that all phenomenal existence, all entities in the Morhl arc

conditioned are devoid of (srlnyA) real, independent existence

[^^abfinva).

As Nagarjuna pu^s it "TVa/m n^ahltavo bhnvCtuuiu ;|^rnfy«yarfisf'

(M, K 1,5)—"There is no real, mdcpindeut exis-

tence of entities in the praiyayas i c conditions*' As Dr E
Conac puts it *'A1I tha concrete content belongs to the inter-

play of countless conditions" ( Buddhist Thought in Tndia,

P. 240 ).

Nagarjuna sums up his teaching about

m the following words

**ApralUya samnipnmto dJmmah haicUma vtdya/e Yasfndl

/asmut a£ilnyo/tr d/iarmah kffictfina vitfya/e” (M, IC, 24, 19) "Since

there IS no element of existence (d/iamta) which comes into

manifestation without conditions, therefore there is no dharma

which IS not iftnya (devoid of real, independent existence)"

The pratUyasamutpada becomes equivalent to ^imyata or

relativity Nagarjuna says "T’n/i pratVyasamutpud^h ifwyatCi

tam pracaksamahe** (M K 24, 18} "What is

that we call iunyata**

Sdnya or idnyata is the most important concept of Madhya,
maka philosophy. We shall, therefore, consider it under a
'Separate heading in the sequel, * *
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I Difference in the concept of Nirv&m

The following points regarding Nirvana are common bet-

ween Hfnayana and Mahayana.

(1) Nirvana is inexpressible. It has no origin^ no change,

no decay. It is deathless (mitrta)

(2) It has to be realized within oneself. This is possible

only when there is complete extinction of craving for

sense-pleasure.

(3) Personal self as such ceases in Nirvaina. Access to

Nirvai^a is possible only on the extinction of the per-

sonal self.

(4) It is a peace {§ama or itj)a§ama) that passcth under-

standing.

(5) It provides lasting security.

Tha ^ord 'nirvana' literally means 'extinguished' and
therefoffe 'tranquil'.

The Buddha is said to have made the following remark
about Nirvana :

‘•There is an Unborn, Unbecome, Unmade, Unoompounded;
for if there were not this Unborn, Unbecome, Unmade, Uncom-
pounded, there would be apparently no escape from this here
that IS born, become, made, and compounded" (Ud^na VIIL3)

This goes to show that Nirvana is not annihilation. In
Saihyutta Nilmya (1069-76), there is a long dialogue between
UpaSiva and Buddha about Nirvana. In that dialogue, the
following two statements made by the Buddha are very
important

"

"Acci yatha vatavegena khitto

attam paleti, na upeti sahkham
evam muni namakayS vimutto
attam paleti, na upeti sankham"

••As flame blown ont by wmd goes to rest, and is lost to cogni-
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zance« just so the sage who is released from name and body,
goes to rest and is^ lost to cognizance".

"Atthan-gatassa na pamanam atthi,

yena nam vajju, tarn tassa n'atthx,

sabbesu dhammesu samuhatesu

samOfaata vadapatha pi sabbeti*

"There IS no measure to him who has gone to rest, he keeps

nothing that could be named When all dharmas are abolished,

all paths of speech are also abolished".

Both Hinay^ists and Mahayanists would concur in these

beautiful descriptions of Nirvana It is only on the stepping-

stone of our dead selves that we can rise to Nirvana As
Suzuki puts it "Nirvana according to Buddhists, docs not

signify an annihilation of consciousness nor a temporal or

permanent suppression of mentation, as nnagi'ied by <'ome,

but It 15 the annihilation of the notion of ego-substance and

of all the desires that arise from this erroneous ooiiception"

(Outlines of Mah^yana Buddhism pp 50-51/

' We shall now turn to the difference m the interpretation

of Nirvana between the two.

(1) The IHnayanists believe that Nirvana is eternal {mtya)^

blissful (sf»^/2e)

, , The Madhyamika says that there can be no predication of

Nirv^a.

(2) Hfnayanists believe that it is something to be acquired.

Madhyamikas believe that it is not somethmg to be acqmiod

Nagarjuna describes Nirvana in the following words

’^Apraliinatn asampr&ptam anucchtnnam aiaivatam

Animddham amupamtam etan mroanam ticyaU^*

(MK. 25, 3)

"Nirvana is that which is neither abandoned nor acquired, it

is neither a thing annihilated, nor a,thing eternal, it is neither

destroyed nor produced"
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To quote Candraldriti **S(irv(ij>TapancopasamuiiV(iaksaiiwn

nttvanofn*' (P.P. p.2). Nirvana connotes the cessation of all

talk about it, the quiescence of phenomenal existence, and

the attainment of the highest good”

3. The Vaibhasika thinks that Nirvana is a positive entity

(bhdva)* NagHxjuna says that the HinaySLnist believes Nirvana

to be unconditioned. To say it is unconditioned

and yet a positive entity (hhdva) amounts to self-contradiction,

for a positive entity which is not dependent on comditions

cannot be discovered If it is not bliava, it cannot be abhdva

(total cessation) either, for abhdva is a relative word. There

can be abhdva only when previously there is bftdva* Moreover

cessation (abhdva) is an event, occnrnng in time. It would

make Nirv&na transitory-

Candrakirti in his commentary on Madhyamaka k^ika
gives a relevant quotation from Arya Ratnavali.

*'Na cabhavo* pi nirvai^m kuta evasya bhavana

Bliavabhdvapar^arSa-ksayo nirvanam ucyate”

P.P. p. -29j

*'Nor is Nirvana abhava (non-eus). How do you entertain

such an idea ? Nirvana is really complete cessation of sudi

consideration as bhava (ens) or abhdva (non-ens) of the real”.

It IS above the relativity of existence and nou-existence.

Candrakirti cUnches the whole issue by saying *‘Taktica

saroakalpand ksaya rnpatn eva ntrvd^iam** (P. P. p. 229) Nirvana
or Reality is that which is absolved of all thonght-constmetin.

4. The Hlnayanist thinks that Ntrvana is the apposite of

samsdra (phenomena). Nagarjuna says that there is no difiEere-

nce between Nirvaiia and samsdra.

Na sofhsdfa^a ntruaiidt kunad asti viie§anam
Na ntrvdnasya saitisdrdi kimnd ast% viiesanant.

(Mk 25, 19)

^

'^Nothing of phenomenal existence is different
'rom ntrvana, nothing of nirv&tia is different from phenomenal
existence”.
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*^NifVfiti(tsya cu yii ko(th kolth samsafanosytt ca

Na tayor antaram kinicit sasUk^amafk npi vidyalc**

(Mk. 25, 20}

* 1 hat which js the limit of Nirvana is also the limit of

samsfira; there is not the sligiitcst difference between the

two’*.

"Tfl iijampixtihhinta upCtdaya praiVya vd

So* ptalitya auutpaddya virvdnom upadtiyatc**

(Mk 25, 9).

"1 hat which when appropri«iling or rcJat]\c [npdddya)OT

dependent (piatitya va} wanders to and from [djavamja^

vihhava) is declared to be Nirvana W'licn not depending

(apfaliiya) or not appiopiiating oi itlativ'c {anupudraiaY'

.

To sum up, there arc two mam features which distinguish

the Madh^amika concption of Nirvana from that of the

Hfnayanistp

(1) Ihe Hinayanist considers cci tain defiled and condi-

tioned dhannas (elements} ta be ultimately real, and also cer-

tain undefiled and unconditioned dhottnus to be ultimately

real* According to him. Nirvana means a veritable change of

the discrete, conditioned existences {samskriti dharfuas) and

defilaments into unconditioned (asamskfta) and undefiled

dharrnasm The Aladhyamika says that Nirvana does not mean

a change m the objective order, the change is only subjective.

It IS not the world that we have to change, but only ourselves

If the kh^as ^defilements) and the samsk} ta dharmas (condi-

tioned existences) vicre ultimately real, no power on earth

could change them. The change is in our outlook, at is a

psychological transformation, not an ontological one Suzuki

sums up the Madhyamika position about Nirvana in the

following words “Theoretically, Nirvajnia is the dispersion of

the clouds hovenng round the light of Bodhi Morally, it is the

suppression of egoism and the awakening of love {karund).

Religiously it is the absolute surrender of the self to the will of

the Dharmakaya^^ (Ontlines of M, Buddhism, p 369) It may be
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added that ontologically it u the Absolute itself. '"Nirvana is

not something which can be abandoned or acquired, neither a

thing annihilated nor a thing eternal; it is neither destroyed

nor p^odnced'^ (MIC. 25, 3). No change can be effected in the

Absolute or Reality. It is as it has always beeu. A change has

to be effected only in ourselves.

2. The Absolute and the Empirical, the Noumenon and

the Phenomena, Nirvana and Samsdra are not two sets of

separate realities set over against each other. The Absolute or

N^ana viewed through the thought-constructions {vtkalpa)

is saihsara, the world or samsSra viewed sf*6 specie acirniialts is

the Absolute or Nirvana itself.

It may be said in passmg that much of the confusion

regardmg Nirvana is due to the fact that the same word

l^uvana is used for the psychologicol change consequent on

the extinction of craving and the sense of ego, and also for

the ontological Reality or the Absolnte. It should be borne

in mind that Nagarjuna is using the word Nirvaiaa throughout

the twentyfifth cliapter of the Madhyamaka kanka in the

sense of the Absolute Reality and it is from this standpoint

that his criticism has been levelled against the Hinayanist-

3. Dtjffereitce in Ideal

The ideal of HfnaySna is Arhatsbip oi Arhantship; the

ideal of Mab&yana is that of the Bodhisattva* To put it in

simple English, the ideal of Hinayana is mdividual enlighten-

ment, the ideal cf Mahayana is universal enlightenment.

The word *yana' is generally translated as way, path or

vehicle. In his “Si^rvey of Buddhism", Bhikshn Sangbaraksita

suggests ‘career’ for ‘yana'. Tnis seems to be the best English

equivalent for ‘yana'.

There were three ydnas known to Early Buddhism, vi^.,

^ravaka-yana, Fratyekabuddha-y^a and Bodhisattva-yana

Sf&vaka (P^h^Sdvaka) literally means 'hearer'. The name
was given to the Disciple who having heard i. e, learned the
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truth from the Buddlia or any oi his disaiplcs aims at lArhaut^

ship Aihat or Arhant means the status of the holy man wlio

has won enlightenment. The word 'Arliat' means ctymologi*

cally 'worthy* Another meaning that is suggested in some

Buddhist books is 'one who has slam (han) the enemies {an)

1. c the kieses oi defilements.

Ptafyekahuddha ( Fall, Poccekahvddha) is one who in 'soli-

tary singleness*, in mdependence of all extcinal support^

attains Arhatship, The woid 'pratyeka' means 'private* 'indi-

vidual*, 'single' 'solitary*. He docs not share with others his

hard-won knowelcdgc of the means for the attainment of

Nirvana He believes that others too, driven by the stern

reality of the miseries of life, may some da3'' take to the holy

path, but does not bother to teach or enlighten them.

The above two adepts rcpicsent the ideal of individualism

They consider enlightenment as an individual not a social or

cosmic achievement

The Bodhisattva (Pah, Bodhisatta) seeks supreme enlight-

enment not for himself alone but for all sentient beings

Bodhisattvayaiia has for its aim the attainment of Supreme
Buddhahood. It is, therefore, also called the Buddhayana
or Tathagatayana The word 'bodhi* means 'perfect wisdom,
supreme enhghtenmeut' The woid sattva' means 'essence*

The word 'bodhi* is untiansiatable. It is the reflex of the

consciousness of Bhaimakaya in human beings A Bodbisat-

tva IS one who has tba essence or potentiahty of perfect

wisdom ox supreme enlightenment, who is on the way to the

attainment of perfect wisdou He is a potential Buddha His

career lasts for aeons of births in each of Avhich he prepares

himself for final Buddhahood by the piactice of the six perfe-

ctions and the stages of moral and spiritual discipline {dasa’^

bhihnt) and lives a life of heroic stuggle and unremitting self-

saenfice for the good of all sentient cieatures

Bodhisattva has in him bodht-ctita and pranidhUnabal^

There are two aspects of bodht^tta^ viz prajnd (transcendental
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wisdom) and KarvnS (universal love). Pre^WiS^/ibalO- is

the roflemble -resolve to save all' scJnticnt creatures These

are the three aspects of Dharmakaya (The Absolute Presona-

hzcd) as reflected m the religious consciousness of Bodhi-

sattva, Pra]nd is the highest expression of the cognitive

side, karuna is the highest expression of the emotive side,

and pramdhattahala is the highest expression of the volitional

side of consciousness. Eodhisattva thus develops all the

aspects of consciousncsb

Bodicitta is the most important characteristic 'of Bodhi-

sattva On the basis of* l^agarjuna’s 'Discourse on the Tran-

scendentahty of the Bodhicitta, Suzuki gives a detailed

description of bodJmctiiajn his Outlines of Mahayana Buddhism

It may be summarized thus *

(1) r/ie bodJnexita is free from all determinations-the five

skandhas, the twelve ayatanns and the eighteen dhSlus.

It ts not particular, but universal.

(2) Love IS the essence of the Bodbicitta, Therefore, all

Bodhisattvas find their fatson d' eire in this.

(3) The bodict^ta abiding in the heart of sameness {safnatd)

creates individual means of salvation [updya).

The Bodhisattva has to pass through ten stages of deve-
lopment {dasa bhfims), viz. (i) pramudttd fdehght) which he
feels in passing from the narrow ideal of personal hfirvuna to
the higher ideal of emancipating all sentient creatures from
the thraldom of ignorance (2) vimala negatively 'freedom
f om defilement', positively 'punty of heart* (8) prabhskari

the penetrating insight into the impermanence of all things,

(-4) atewfiat^ In this the Bodhisattva practises passionlsse-

ness and detachment and bums the tmin coverings (dvaranas)

of defilement und ignorance (5) stiditrjayd—In this he develops
spirit of sameness, and enlightenmentby means.

.^1 meditation. (^)^abk%fitukf^i or Face to Face., In this the
Bodms^ttva stands f^ce to f^ce with,Reality. He r^lizes the
sameness^ of all phenomena,^, (7) dutangafn&or ibe far-going.
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In this he acquires the knowledge that enables him to adopt

any means for his work of salvation. He has won Nirva^,
but without entering it, he is busily engaged for the emanci-

pation of all (8) acals. ot the immovable'—In this, the

Bodhisattva experiences the aniUpaittha^harma'^ksdnH or

acquiescence in the unonginatedness of all phenomena. He
knows in detail the evolntion and involution of the universe.

(9) Sadhuntail—In this he acquires comprehensive knowledge,

unfathomable ordinary human intelligence He knows the

desires and thoughts of men and is able to teach them accord-

ing to their capacities, (10) dharmameghiU In this he acquires

perfection of contemplation, knows the mystery of existence,

and IS oonsecrated as perfect. He attains Buddbaheod.

The ideal of Hfnaydna was Arhatship or attainment of

personal enlightenment. The ideal of Mahayana was Bodhi-

sattvaySua. Sravakayana and Pratyekabuddayana, according

to Mahayana aimed at mere individual enlightenment which

was a narrow ideal. Bdhisattvayana aimed at universal

enlightenment. It was the destiny of every individual to

become a Buddha. The Bodhisattva ideal of Mahayana was

higher {inahai, Hinay^na was infenor {hina)

The difference in the spiritual ideal of the two is expressed

m yet another way. The ideal of Hhiayana is NirvSna, the ideal

of Mahayana is Buddhatva, the attainment of Buddhahood.

The Mahayanist does not consider the attainment of Nirvana

to be the highest ideal, bnt the attainment of Buddhatva i.e,

(transcendental insight) and karwtfS (universal love) to

be the hihest ideal.

4. D^erence regarding the nteufis for the aitammeni of Nsrva^a

The Hlnayanist believes that by the realization of pndgeda*

nairSin^d (not-self or unsubstantiality of the person), one

could attain Nirvana

The Mahayanist maintains that it is not only by the reali-

zation of pudgaloF^natrUin^, but also hy the realization of

dhartna-fmrdiniya (i.e. that ah the’ dhafmas or elements of
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existencarc unsutbstanlial, devoid of any independent reality

ol their own) that one really attains Nir\fina.

According to Mabayana, the reaii^tion of both pudgala*

nniratmya and dh^fnioritairdifitya is necessary for the attain-

ment of Nirvana.

5, DiJ^erettce regarding //ig removal of iht dyarayas or o^s/nf/es

Closely connected with the above the question of the

removal of tlie doarawns.

The Hindytnist says that man is unable to attain Nirvana,
because Reahty is hidden by the veil (ui’afAnn) of pas<?ions
like attachment, aversion, delusion (klcsa^ara^a}, The iC/cia-
varana acts as an obstacle in the way of the realization of
Nirvana, Tbe has, thciefoie, to be removed before
one can attain Nirvana, The KUias, however, depend for their
activity on the belief of an identical personal s^f (satkSyadrsitJ,
It IS only by Tesihzwg pudgahtmrdtniya ic. the non-reality’ or
unsubstantiahty of a personal self that the KUias or the
Obstacles can be removed, and only when the klcias are remo-
ved can Nirvana be attained. The removal of KIci&Darana h

c™.d». tt. Zsufficient for the attamment Of Nirva^
The Mah^nist says that Reahty is veiled not only by

A'
W or the veil that hides tm^

necessary lh« ' jiUyavarana is also

i>ny« o^^A«S2«»Sr T dharmnairs-

elients<XX« * »nd emptiness dfali

realisation of

« connected with the realisation of
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G Differeyce in the Concept of Dhartna

The Hinayilnisls bc]ie\ cd in certain ultimate reals, called

dharmas, Tlic word ^dharvia* in tins ^ense is difiicuU to trans-

late It is sometimes translated ns 'things' It should be borne

in mind that dliarmasarc not 'things' iit the sense of the crude

data of common sense, 'JLlcmcnts of cMstcnrc', 'ultimate reals*-

tlKsc fire beltci trnti*<litt]ons of dharpitas, Hina^ana believes

lliat tlic world js coinpo^-cd of •in iinc«>a><ing flow of certain u/fi-

Matrdharmav whicli aic Mnipb, momt ntary and impersonal

Most of them are Satvshta {ditprnias with signs), and come arc

a^attifkrfa (dliarmas ujthniit signs).

Accoiding to Mahavriiia, these d/ia^fnas are not ultimate

realities at all, bnl only mental roiistiucts Maliayana pointed

out that even the so-called ultimate sawshria and awn^Ma
dharmas are dependent upon conditions and so lolativc Being

relative, they arc iiinya (devoid of reality)

y, Dijfcrenee in the concept of Buddhology

The rdpakTiya of the Bubdha was simply the s'lsiblc physical

body. Neither HfnayHna mor Mahayuna accepted this as the

real Buddha

Earlier Buddhism had also developed the idea of ntrntiina-

hnya which was a fictitious bodi'' which the Buddha could

assume by his yogic power whenever he liked and by means of

which he could appear anywhere There is no difference of

view regarding this body also between the Hinayanist and the

ItfSdbyamika.

The difference lies in the concept of the dharma^kayn of the

Bnddha The highest conception regarding the dhatmakSya

reached by Hina3^ma was that it was the sum total of the

qualities {dharmai^ of the Bnddha When a folloivcr takes

refuge in the Buddha it is in this Buddha-nature that he takes

refuge. He does not take refnge in Gautama Bnddha who is

dead and gone.
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Tlie Madhyamika developed the concept of dharmakdya in a”

different way.

The concept of samhltoga-kaya was the contribution of the

Yog^arins. We shall study the concept of these hayas under

a separate heading.

8, HtnUyana was intellectual, Mahayaiia devotional also

Hinayana was entiiely intellectual. The main concern of

the Hinayanist was to follow the eight-fold path chalked out

by the Buddha. In Hinayana, it was the human aspect of the

Buddha which was emphasized

In Mahayana, Buddha was taken as God, as Supreme

Reahty itself that had descended on the earth in human form

for the good of mankind The concept of God in Buddhism

was never as a creator but as Divine Love that out of com-

passsion embodied itself in human form to uplift suffering

humanity. He was worshipped with fervent devotion. The

devotion of the Mahayanist gave rise to the art of sculpture

and painting. Beautiful statues of the Buddha were carved

out, and excellent imaginative pictures representing him and

the various aspects of his life were painted Mahayana main-

tained that the arduous path of prajila (transcendental wisdom)

was meant only for the advanced few, for the average man it

Was devotion to the Buddha which would enable him to

attain NirvEUia. Buddha was worshipped in the form of

AvalokiteSvara, Amitabha and the future Buddha, Maitreya

9 Hinayana pluraltstic, ilfa/ioyflfig fion-dtiati^hc

The philosophy of Hinayana was one of radical pluialism,

that of Mahajrana was undiluted non-duahsm.

JO. Hinayana raitonahsltc, Mahdy&na ntysiic

The approach to truth adopted by Hinayana was one of

mystically-tinged rationahsm, that adopted by Mahayana was
one of super-rationalism and profound mysticism.
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Main Features of Madh\ am7ka Philosophy

[1^ iHnya^Snnyatd

The most striking fcatare of Madhvatn.ika philosphy is Us

ever^recurnng-use of i^nya and iUnyato So central is this idea

to the s\ stem that it IS generally known as ^ftnyutv^da i c.,

tin philosophy that asserts S^aiya as the characterization of

Reality

iftnya is a most peipltMiig word in Buddhist philosophy,

Non-Buddhicts ha\c interpreted it onl^^ as nihilism. But that

i*2 not win! U means

Etymologically it is dt.rivcd from the root uhteh

means 'to swell, to expand’. Curioush’ enough, the i^ord

Brahman IS derived from the root 'brir or 'brnh' which also

inojns 'to swcIl,to expand'. The Buddha is said to be seated

in ilinya tativa*, in the hunya p-inciple’. The word *Pun\iiL

s<^cms to have been u^^rd in an ontological sf iisr in ^nrh con-

t« xt-i The implication of th** clvmolosru al si^nitn.Ui.in of 111**

ward docs not seem to have b^cn fully worked out.

According to some scholars the w’ord 'siiny/r' ha<i no ontolo-

gical signification. It has only a sotcriologicai suii^cstion

But the word siitrya has ob\ lously be' n us^'d also in an ontolo-

gical sense witli an axiological overtone and **o‘oriological

background

In Uie ontological senre’ itf»yj is the void ivhich is also

fulness Because it is nothing in particular, it has 1h* possi-

bility of eveiy thing It has been idcnti'ied with Xirvana

,

with the Absolute, with Paramartha-sat (the Supreme Reality),

with Tattva (Reality). What is the siiuya-ta//ia ^ This is what

Xagarjuna lias to say

Aparapraiyayahi ian^am prapaficatr aprapaiiciiam

l^irvikalpam anUnartham ctai tatlvasya laksanam
(M. K , IS, 9)

(I) It IS 'aparaprat3rayam’. It is tint experience which

cannot be imparled to any one b3’ another. It has to be reali-

zed by even' one for himself.
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(2) It is £d:ntam It quiescent, unaffected by the

empirical mind.

(S) It is prapaficair aprapancxiavi i. c inexpressible by the

verbalising mind. It is non-de-tcrminale. ,

(4) It IS i. e it is transcendent to discui&ive

thought.

(5} It is andndrt/uu». It is non-dual.

iHnyald is an abstract noun derived from iuvja. It means

deprivation and suggests fulfilment,

Thewords Sfiwjaand will best be undersood in

connexion with svahhdva Svabhdsta literally means 'own

bemg'. Candrakfrti says that this word has been used in

Buddhist philosophy in two ways :

L The essence or special prop^rtv of a thing, e g-* Tieat

IS the s abhava or special property of fire*. Ihyo dharmo yean

padariham na vyabhtcarati, sa iasya svabhdva Ht vyapadxiyaHe^

aparpraiibaddhaih'U** i* z '*In this world an attribute which

always accompanies an object, never parts from it, that, not

bemg mdissolubly connected wilh any thing else, is known as

the svahh&va or special property of that object'' fPP, 105)

2. Svabhdoa fown-being) as the contrary of paredihava (other-

being). Candrakirti sa3rs, "svo hhavah svahhdva %ii yasya padGr-

thasya yaddtmiyean rupam tat tasya svaWiava ilV^ (P. P p. 2151

IS the own-being, the very nature of a thing".

Nagarjuna 533^5 svabMvo hi nirapeksah paraira ca

(M. K, 25, 2) " That is really ^ahh%va which is not brought

about by anything else, unproduced {akritrimah), that which

IS not dependent on, nit relative to any thing other than

itself, non-contingent, nnconditioned {nitapek&alt pafaira

The MSldhyamika rejects the first meaning of saahhaxm and
accepts only the second. Candiakirfi says dually **hTtnmjasya

parasStpek^asya ca svdbh&oaimm nesian^\ We do not accept

that as s:oahhas}a which is brought about b}", contingent on,

relative to something else". The first sense is not acceptable.
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for even the soK^ailed saabhUva or e&seatial property of a thing

IS hkirima and ^apeksa^ contingent and relative. Even the

heat which is the special property of fire depends on so many
conditions—a match, or a lens, fuel, oi the friction of two

pieces of wood. It is, therefore, not svahhava in the highest

sense of the word. In one word svahh'5,va is the Absolute

reality, whereas everything else, all phenomen a are parahkdLva

(relative).

The word ^Unya has to be understood from two points of

view, viz (1) from the point of view of phenomena or empiri-

cal reality, it means svabh^va sUnya i e. devotd of svabh^va or

mdependent, substantial reality of its own, (2) from the point

of View of the Absolute, it means prapanca-^Uftya i e, devoid

of prapanca or verbalisation, thought-construction and
pluiality

(i) We shall consider the woid Svaiya in its first significat-

ion at first We have discussed the word svabh&oa at length

so that we may be able to understand cleaily the woid iiiiiya

when used in connexion with phenomenal leality or with

dliarmas (elements of existence) In this context iunya invari-

ably means svahkava-imiya, i c empty or devoid of indepen-

dent, substantial reality Thexe is not a single thing m the

world which is unconditionally, absolutely real Everything

IS related to, contingent upon, conditoued by something else.

The long discussion of causali*^y or pratUyarSafnnip&da in

Madhyamaka Sdstra is only meant to show that not a single

thing in the world exists in its own right, nothing has an

independent reality of its own Every thing is conditioned by
something {praUtyasamtupanna). The world is not Reality

it is a realm of relativity That is why Nagaijuna says *yah

pfaiHyasamuipddah sunyat&n torn prac^kzmalie** There is no

real production there is only manifestation of a thing contm

gent on causes and conditions It is this condicioned co-produ-

ction that we designate as Sunyatd” There is no real causal

relation between entities, there is only muUtal dopendence bet-
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ween entittics which means in other words that entities arc

devoid of independent self-hood isvnbh^va). Causal relation,

therefore, does not mean a sequence of realities but only a

sequence of appearances Everj- thing in the world is depen-

dent upon the sum-total of its conditions Things are merely

appearances. Hence pt aiUya^sanmipSda is equated with sUnyai^

or relativity. The world is not a conglomeration of things.

It IS simply pro-cess, and things are simply events, A 'thing'

xiself IS 'nothing' at all This is what is meant by the

iunyafsL or emptiness of all dharmas*

(ii) Now let us see what ^unya^ means’from the stand-

point of the Absolute From the standpoint of the Absolute,

AiTinyam. means •prapaTicaxr aprapaficttani* that which is devoid

of, completely free of thought-construction, that

which IS devoid of plurality In other words, sunyaiK as

applied to tativa signifies that it is

(i) in-expressible in human language.

(li) that 'is', 'not is', 'both is* and 'not is', 'neither is' nor

'not is'—no thought-category or predicate can be

applied to It. Is is transcendent to thought.

(ui) that it is free of plurality, that it 'is a Whole which

cannot be sundered into parts

Axiological stgfit/ieance of SuHffaia.

ingots. IS not merely a word of ontological

It has also an axiological implication. Since all empirical things
are devoid of substantial reahty, therefore they are ‘worth-
less' It IS because of our ignorance that we attach so much
value to worldly things. Once '/guiiyaffi' is properly unders-
tood, the inordinate craving for the mad rush after a thme
that

‘Like snow upon the Desert’s dnsly face
.

Lighting a little hour or two-is gone’

ceases, and we experience the blessing 6i peace
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SoUrtoIogical significance of &nnyai&

S^nyatk is not merely an intellectual concept Its realiza*

tion is a means in salvation. When rightly grasped, it leads

to the negation of ths multiplicty of the dharmas and to deta-

chment from the 'passing shoiv' of the tempting things of

hfe. Meditation on Snityafk leads to prajiiei (trancsccndcntal

wisdom) which brings about the emancipation of the aspirant

from spiritual darkness. >'agSrjuna puts the quintessence of

his teachings about Sunyata in tbc following verse ;

Karmaklesa-ksayun-moksah, karmakle^d vtkalpaiah

TV prapancdi prapancasht iunyatay&m mrudhyaU*'

( M. K. 18,5 ;

"Emanctpaiion is obtained by the dissolution of selfish

deeds and passions. All sclfsh deeds and passions are caused

by imaginative constructs which value worthless things arc

full of worth. The vikedpas or imaginative constructs are

bom of prapaiica, the verbalizing, imaging activity of the

mmd. This activity of the mind ceases when innyafk, empti-

nesss or hollowbess of things is realized/*

Surtya as the syttibol oj iftc tnexpresstbU

S&nya is used in Madbyamaka philosophy as a symbol of

the ine^pjessxble In calling Reality iilnya, the Mddh3^mika
only means to say that it is avSeya, anabhil&pja i e inexpre-

ssible In the very first verse of Madbyamaka Karika, N^gar-

juna makes the standpoint of Suttyaukda luminously promi-

nent. The standpoint consists of the eight 'Nos'

*‘An%rodhatn anuipsdam anucchedam ttia&vatam

Anehar^am andndrthean atiagamam amrgamanC*

It IS (1) anirodham. beyond destruction (2) awitpadam-

beyond production (3) auticchgdam-heyond dissolution (4) aid-

Ssalaw-beyond eternity, (5) au«^dr^i»-b^ond oneness,

andnStikantr-heyond plurality (7) an&gamattir^beyond mgress

l8)antrgafnam-heyond egress.
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I In short. Reality is beyona the dichotomies of the mte-

lect. It IS inexpressible. The word 'iunya* (or ^unyatS) has

been used in this s3rstcTn, now and then, as indicative of mee-

xpi essibihty (iivficytt ovyiikYia)^

Sftnyatd-nof a thtory

We have seen that the Madhyamika uses the dialertic as a

cyiticism of all drs/is (theories) without any theory of his own.

By the use of his dialectic, he reaches the conclusion that all

the d7^7;ias are or msst^abhdva i e. devoid of any
independent, substantial reality

It may be thought that sUfiyata itself is a theory. But
this would be a misreading of the Mridhyamika's position.

iiinyata is not a theory. It is at once the awarenss of the
impotence of Reason to realize Tiuth and the urge to ii^se to
a level higher than Reason in older to realize it. When the
thinkei lets go his foothold on discussivc thought, it is only
then that he can mount to something higher.

The purpose of iHnytUa is beautifully put by Nagarjuna in
the following verse

**Aira hrikmaf} iO^nyat&ydm na tvam vet&i prayqjamm
SdnydCSif^ idityat^TtfMitn ca fat eoam

(M. K, 24, 7)

•‘You do not know the purpose of i^nyam. iHnyaia is
not used as a theory just for the sake of ifinyata^^ In explain-
ing the purpose of iimyai^ Candrakirti says that it is meant
to silence the incessant cogitation of the verbalizing mind
ipraponcasiu sUnyat&yam mntdhyate), Smyota is taughtmot for
Its own sake, but for leading the mmd to Reality by restrain-
ing Its conceptualizing tendency It is an expression of
asptratim, not of theory,

mhihsm

It JS contended by some that siteyoM is sheer negativism.

}\ denoimces' evelything and' has no pbsitiive suggestion to
offer. San^ms does not leid n's anyh here,

_
It is rank Mhiiwm
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The }Iadh3s;2r9}k dialeviic leading to is not mere
negativism. It docs not simply negate all affirmations about

Reality, it also negates all negations about Reality. It says
Reality is neither sat (existent) nor asat (non-cxjstent). It

only asserts that the Absolute is inaccessible to thought; it

does not say that the Absolute is a non-entity. It only main-

tains that tlie Absolute is realised in non-dual, transcendental

wisdom. It vehemently pleads for the realization of the
absolute Truth. Nagaijuna says ''paramirtham anagaoiya
nirva:nam nadhigamyatc" i e., “without realizing the absolute

Truth, one cannot attain Nirvana*’.

The Madhyamika only negates all views about Reality; it

does not negate Reality itself. It cannot, therefore, be called

nihilism As Dr. Murti puts it “No-doctrine,—about—Reality

does not mean no—Reality doctrine". is negative

only for thought, but in itself it is the non-relational know-

ledge of the Absolute. It may even be taken as more universal

and positive than affirmation" (CPB, p. 160).

Candraklnti vehemently protests against the Madhyamika
being called nihilist {nasttha). He says that the Madhyamika
only points to the relativity ox things, and that his doctrine

transcends both affirmation and negation (P. P. p. 156- 157).

6ii»iyaiSrnot an end in ttself

NSgarjuna warns that one shonld not make a fetish of

^unyata. It is not an end in itself. It is only a means to

lead the mind up to (transcendental insight), and
^ould not be bolstered up as an end in itself. The following
verse of Ndg3.r]una expresses this idea beautifully.

^*SuftyatS sarvadystindm proktd nthsaranam ytnath,

Ysi&m iu i/UnyeUd drsHsioft asSdliydn habh6sttc‘*

(M. K. 13, 8)

^

"Sunyata was declared by the Buddha for dispensing
with all viem or 'isms'. Those who convert ^nyaUi itself

into another *ism' are verily beyond hope or help’*
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Candraklrti in commenting o \ tlii above refers to a remark

of the Buddha about Sunyata made to Ka^yapa. The Buddha

said to him "O ICa^yap, it would be better to entertain the

personalistic view {ftidgala drsU) of the magnitude of mount

Sumeru than to hug the isuAiyaifi view of the nihilist {ahhavdJb^

himvesikasya). Him I call incurable who clings to Sunya*u

itself as a theory. If a diug administered to a patient were

to remove all his disorders but were to foul the stomach

itself by lemaining in it, would you call the patient cured ’

Even so, Siiiiyata is an antidote against dogmatic viewb,

but if a man were to cling to it foi ever as a view in itself,

he is doomed/'

Elsewhere Buddha is said to have remarked that bunyalu

IS to be ticatcd like a laddei foi mounting up to the louf of

prafim. Once the roof is reached, the laddci should be

discarded

Hagar]una, again warns unequivocally in the following

verse, against the wrong use of innyaid.

**Vindiayaiv dm dTsid siinyatd ^nandafiiedhasam

Sarpo yaihd durgrftih vidya vd dusprasddhita’

iM K. 24, U)

Just as a snake caught at the wrong end by a dull-witted

fellow only kills hun or a magic wrongly employed rums the

magician, so too Sunyald wrongly used by a man who does not
understand its imphcations only rums him".

MediUifion on iHnyatd

It has already been said tnat ^uityoid is not simply an
intellectual concept but an aspiration. In order to perfect
this aspiration, one has to meditate on twenty vaneties of
iUityatd, They are too long to be given here

2, PradHaparawiid

The second important feature of MaMyana Buddhism is
the practice of prajHdparamitd,
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Meditation on tlu sunyald (emptiness) is only a preparation

for the spiritual discipline of prajHdparafntUt Prajfia is super-

rational. It js transcendent insight. Prajiid knows reality as

\t [prajTid yatMbhutavi ariJiam prajunuti). The mam aim is

to acquire prajiid It is only by attaining prajud that we can

know Truth. Frajiid cannot be attained by the chattering

academician ‘sickbed o^er with the pale cast of thought', nor

can it be attained simply by putting on the wishing cap It

can be attained only by arduous self-disciphnc and sclf-cultuio.

Pfajilaparofntta is usually translated as perfection of wisdom,

but It really means ‘transcendent wisdom' {prajnd pdrafn-\‘tW)*

There arc six spiritual qualities that Jiave to be acquired

Prajhaparamsta is a blanket term for all these qualities. They

are 1. dana (chanty), 2- itla (withdrawing from all evil deeds)

3 /^san/« (forbearance) 4 virya (enthusiasm and exertion) 5

dhydiia (concentration) 6 pfajiid (transcendental insigh*). The

first four are moral qualities. Their development prepares one

for the piactice of dhydnd Dhydna orients the mmd towards

pr^and After sufficient practice of dhydna, scales fall from

the eyes, and one sees truth face to face (vipasyanu), the

chrysalis of the ego is split asunder, and one sees 'the light

that never was on sea or land' 5

3 The Ideal of the Bodht ^altva

It has aliead\ been '^aid in connexion uilh Hie dfslinclion

bctw'ccn Hinavrma and MaluLynna that the alfainmeiil of the

<;1alub of the Bodhisattva is the ideal of Mah^y*uia The

aspitcinf evolves to the sIhIus of a Bodhis«itfv.i by auultaitt

dcvohim.d discipline consisting of seven steps, and

the practice of the siv pTajiidpdfatnttas The highest devclop-

inenf of the Bodhisittva consists in acquiring hodlncifla which

has two aspects, vir. {\) ^finyata or prajnd Siwd (2) Kaf ujin

We ha\ c Already seen whit sdnyafa or prajita k /C«rK«a is

usually translated as compassion or commiseration, but it is

better to translate il as universal Jove as Sujsuki has done.
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Prajm or transcendent \vi;»d an and Karitna oi univ'^isal love

constitute Buddhahood.

d Bttddhology

In Hinayana, tlic Buddha was simply a human being who

by his own effort became enlightened and divine. In Mahuyan i,

it is Divinity itself that incarnates itself in a Buddha and

descends to earth to impait the lushest leaching about man's

destiny as an act of grace.

Mahayana evolved the concept of thicc bodies of the

Buddha, viz (1) Nu^m&va-kCtya (2) DJtnrfua-ISya and (3)

Samhhoga-kaya Tlie Sambhoga^kdya or the bodv of bliss was

a concept cvol\ cd later by the Yogacarms The Mldhvamikas

speak only of two bodies of the Buddha, viz, Ijharma /uTya

and Nirwdna-knya.

Dharma is a most protean ‘word in Buddhism In the

broadest sense it means an impersonal spiritual energy behind

and in every thing Theie are foui important senses in which

this word has been used in Buddhist philosophy and leligion

(1) Dharma m the sense of one ultimate Reaht}' It is both

transcendent and immanent to the woild, and also the govcin-

ing law within it

{2) Dharma m the sense of sciipturc, Doctiine, Religion,

as the Bnddhist dhatma

(3) Dharma in the sense of iighteousness, virtue,

(4) Dharma in the sense of "elements of exi-itciice". In

this senbc, it is generally used in plural

Dharma m the woid Dharma-Mya is used in the fir'-t sense,

VIZ. ultimate Reality. The word Mya in this context is not
used m the literal sense of body, but in the sense of asiaya oi

substratum, in the sense of unity, organised form Dharma-kaya
means » ‘the principle 'ol cosmic unity' It is not tneiely an
abstract philosophical concept, but an 'object of the religious

consciousness'. '
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Dhartnnkaya •

Dhanna or dhamnuta iS the essence ojf being, the ultimatd

Reality, the Absolute. The Dliarmakuya is the essential nature

of the Buddha. As Dharmakaya, the Buddha experiences his

identity with Dharntaia or the Absolute and his unity (sm)ta*d\

with all beings. The Dharmakdya is a knowing, loving, will-

ing being, an inexliaustiblc fountain-head of love and com-
passion. ' '

When Buddha's disciple, tlic monk Vakkali was on his

death-bed, he expressed his ardent desire to see the Buddha
in person. On that occasion, the Buddha remarked "He who
sees the DIiamMasees Me. He who secs Mo secs the Dhamma''
This statement of the Buddha gave rise to the conviction that

the 1 cal Buddha was the jO/iorwa, not the historical Gautama
known as the Buddha, and thus the idea of Dharmak&ya was

developed. The Mahasanghikas conceived of Buddha as

lokoitara or Dliannakdya (transcendental) and S^yamuni only

as Ntrmanakdya or a phantom body conjured up by the Dhar-

viakaya for brioging the message of Dltarm'i to ignorant

humanity

Dharmakdya is the essential transcendental aspect of the

Buddha. DharmatS, is the ultimate impersonal principle

Dharmekdya is the ultimate universal person. There is a

slight resemblance between the Brahman and Jivara of Vedanta

and Dharmata and Dhannakaya of the MSdhyamika.

Dharmata is lilce the Vedantic Brahman and Dharfnah&ya is

something like the Vedantic livara, but there is also a good

deal of difference between the two. In Vedanta, l£vara in

association with Mdy& creates, sustains and withdraws the

universe Dharmahaya has no such function The function of

Dharmak&ya is to descend out of his deep wisdom and love,

to earth as a Buddha in order to teach the Dhanna and uplift

erring humanity. He is Divme and yet not God. for in

every system the function of creation of the universe is

associated with God. Buddhism dees not believe in any such
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God. Suzuki puts the idea of God in Buddhism in the fol-

lowing words, -Buddhitm must not be judged as an ageism

which endorses an agnostic, materialistic interpretation of

the universe. Far from it. Buddhism outspokenly acknow-

ledges the presence in the world of a reality which transcends

the limitations of phenomenality, but which is nevertheless

immanent everywhere and manifests itself in its full glory,

and in which we live, and move and have our being (Out-

lines of Mabayana Buddhism P. 219)

Oharroakaya is identified with the Absolute and is also con-

nected with the phenomenal Therefore it is Dharmakaya

alone that can descend to earth as the saviour of mankind.

Whenever Dharmakaya decides to come down to earth in

human form. He conjures up a phantombody called timnana*

kdjya Nirtf dnakdya is the body assumed by Dlianndkdya

whenever he decides to come down to earth to save mankind

It is through this that He incarnates in a human form, as a

Buddha, as the saviour of mankind. The actual physical body

of the Buddha is the Rdpahdya, It will thus be seen that

Buddhisn is not an historical religion like official Chrisfianity.

The Buddha is not the founder of a religion. He only trans-

mits Dharma which is eternal, There have beenmany Buddhas

before, and there will be many Buddhas in the future.

When a Buddhist takes refuge in the Buddha, it is the

eternal Dharmakaya Budddha ia whom he takes refuge.

JVtniigngAoyg

It has already been said that Nwtauakdya is a body

assumed by the Buddha in order to establish contact with the

world in a human form. Dhatwakdya is also known as

Sv5bh5:nka hdya or the essential, natural kdya of the Buddha.

The N%rmdr}>akdya is assumed for the time being for a specific

purpose. The Rufakdya or the actual physical body of the

Buddha is visible to every one The Ntrmdfiakdya is visible

only to adepts.
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Sipmjirai ce of ihr Concept of Madlivama Praitpad

The Buddha u<!cd to <iay that Truth did not Item the

extreme alternatives but in the middle position (fnadhyamfi

prahpad}^ HSna3Cinists orally used the concept oifnodhyatiu

fratipad in the ethical sense, in the sense of ncitin r taking

too much food nor too little, licithci sleeping too much, nor
too little etc.

Tlic Mldh^amiKas interpreted madhyaniA praup&d in a

mf‘faph3 siral sense Saxs Nriglijiin.i

’^KMyTiyavAVrtvTide ras/i/i «rts/r/i cohhayani

Prahs*ddham bhagavaK\. iArn'ri///rivffT

iM K 15,7)

"In the lCafy7iya»ai*avH**ti/fra, ihc Lord who had the right

insight into both bliAva (ens) and ahhTiva (non-ens) rejected

both III#' extreme altarnatives of 'is' and 'is not” .

In commenting on this, Candrakuti has quoted the relevant

passage in th«' JCiTyAyan7i7tavAdA^stttra whicli is accepted as an

authont3 bv all the Buddhists In this, Buddha sa3'g to

KaS3'apa "O K‘i<3Mpa, ‘is' is one cMiemc altcrnitivc, 'not i^'

15 another extreme alt< rnative That uhich is the madhyama

position IS intangible, incomparable, without anj* position,

non-appeanng, incomprehensible That is what is meant by
wadyantk prattpaf (the middle position) O K layapa It is

perception of Kutilitv {hhuta pratyaveksa)” (P. p p. 118/

Xagaijuna takes his stand on this authoritative statement of

the Buddha The word maihyama is not to be taken in its

literal seusc of ‘in beawcen’ or a 'mean between the two'. As

IS clear from the adjectives ‘intangible, incomparable, incom-

prehensible etc, madhyamk pratiyai (the middle position)

means that Reality is transcendent to the antinomies of

Reason, the dichotomies of thought, and cannot be ‘cabined,

caged and confined' in the alternatives of 'is' and ‘is not' It

js on this basis that XSgarjuna called his philosophy madhya^

mdka 1 e pertaining to the transcendent'.
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The Absotsfte and Flmmntua

There aie many words used lor the Absolute or Reality in

Madbyamaka philosophy. Tathata (suchness) iQnyatSi, nirv&na,

advaya (non-dual), anutpanna (unproduced), nirvihalpa (the

realm of non-discrimination)« dharfiuU& (the essence of being,

the true nature of Dharma), itnahhi}&pya (the inexpressible

taUva (thatness) ntsprapaiica (free of verbalisation and plura*

liiy),yathahhnfa (that which really is) Saiya (Truth, bhUfa*

tatkatd or bhuiata (the true icality), Uiihdgata-garbha (the womb
of Tathagatas), apafapralyaya (reality wliich one must realize

within oneself), Dharmakdya etc. Each word is used from a

particular standpoint.
^

Throughout the Madhyanuaka Sastra, Nag3.z}una has been

at pains to prove that the Absolute is transcendent to both

thought and speech. Neither the concept of hhdva (ens) nor
a&Adna (non-ens) IS applicable to it. Nagarjuna advances the

following reason for the inapplicability of these concepts.

^*BhSxfast&vai na itirvamm jarafn^ranalak§anam

Prasayyetdsii hhdvo h% najardmaranam mid**

(M K. 25, 4)

•‘Nirvana or the Absolute Reahty cannot be a hhdva or posi-

tive ens, for in that case it would be subject to originatipn,

decay, and death; there is no empincal existence wh'ch is free

from decay and death. If it cannot be 6/kiva, far less can it be
ahl^a

, (non-existence), for ahhdva (non-existonce) is only a
rdative concept (absence of hhdva) depending upon the con-
cept of hhdva"\ As Nagarjuna puts it

^•Bhdvasya cedapraniddhtYahJidvo natva stddhyaU

Bydoasya hyanyaih^hdvam ahhaoam bnwate jandh**
'

,
(111 K tsl'S}

•'When bhdva itself is proved to be inapplicable to Reality,
ahhdva cannot stand scmtiny, for abJidva is known only as the
disapperance of bhdva*\ i «
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When the concepts of hhava ( empirical existence ), and

abhava (the negation of bhava) cannot be applied to the

Absolute, the question of applying any other concept to it

does not arise, for all other concepts depend upon the above

tnro. In one word, the Absolute is transcendent to thoughtj

and because it is transcendent to thought^ it is inexpressible.

*^NwTttafmb7iidhStavyam ctUagocare.

Antnpattnamntddha h% nirvanavnva dharmaia**

“ What cannot be an object of thought cannot, a forhon,

be*an object of speech The Absolute as the essence of all

being 25 neither bom, nor does it cease to be"

Candrakirti says ^‘Parafn&tho hi dfydnam tdsttfmbJtdvah

(P P p. 19) *'To the saints, the Absolute is just silence i c. it

is inexpressible".

Phenomena have no independent, substantial reality of

their own. Relativity or dependence is the mam characteristic

of phenomena, and that which is relative is not real in the

highest sense of the word. The Absolute is the Reality of the

appearances.

The Absolute and the world are not two different sets of

of reality posited against each other. Phenomena viewed as

relative, as governed by causes and conditions constitute the

world, and viewed as free of all conditions are the Absolute.

The Absolute is always of uniform nature Nirvana or the

Absolute Reahty is not something produced or achieved.

Nirv^a only means the disappeamce of the fabrications of

discursive thought.

If the Absolute is beyond all thought and speech, how can

the Absolute be described, how can there be any teaching

about the Absolute ? The answer is—Phenomena do not

completely cut us off from Reality. Phenomena are appear-

.ances, and appearances pomt to their Reality. The veil gives

a hint of that which is veiled. *
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Condrakirti quotes a sayjng of the Buddha,

*^Anah^aras^a dharmasya iniiiJ} ka dcima ca ka

truyaie debate capi santSfOp&danaksarah**

“How can there be any understanding or teaching of that

%vhich IS wordless (i e. inexpressible) ? That can be under-

stood and taught only by safndropa~m ascribed mark.'* Phenor

mena serve as the 'ascribed mark' of Reality. Phenomena

are like an envelope that contains within it an invitation from

Reality. The superimposed character [sa^ndropa) of pheno-

mena veils the noumenoxi; when that superimposed diaxacccr

is uncovered, when the veil is removed., it only reveals

Reality. The philosophy of Sunyata is meant only to help

uncover the veil.

SamvrH and ParamaYUui saiva

Are phenomena wholly unreal ? Nagarjuna says they have

reality of a sort They are samvfH saiya; they are the appear

tance of Reality. Appearance points to that which appears.

Saunvrii is appearance, cover or veil Samvrti or cover i& Uot

a mere gossamer floating about in vacno, samvrU covers

paramdrtha (absolute reality). Nagarjuna says ;

safye samitp&iirUya btiddbandm dbarmadeiand

LokatttinwiUaiyam ca satyain ca patafndrlhataft*

(M. K.24, 8)

“The Buddhas teach the Dliafma by resorting to two
truths, samvtii- satya (empirical truth) and paramariha-safya

(absolute truth).”

So important is the distinctioos that Ragdi^una maintains
that no one can understand the teaching of the Buddha who
does not know this distinction.

ne^nta vijenanft vibMgtan sa$yqyordvayoh

Tc iattvam na vijananU gatnbhiram Bttddhaiasanc’'

(M. E. 24. 9)

“Those who do not know the distinction between these

two truths cannot understand the deep significance of the

teaching of the Bnddha”.
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CatidrakTrti explains sanivrli in the following way *

^^Sammttadvaranam savWtHu Ajflanam h% samantat^sarva

pad&rtJiatativdvaci^tManat SMnvrUfityncyate**

(P. p, p. 215)

VT^at whicli covers all round is satmvtt, Samwli is ajnuua

(primal Ignorance) which covers the real nature of all things".

Plienoihena aie characterized as snnivi/i, because they throw

a veil ovei Reality, At the s<iinc time they serve as a pointer

to locality as their ground. Saffivxtusafya is vydvaMrika safya

1. e. pragmatic or cmpincal reality. Pat avidrtlta^sa^ya is abso-

lute leahty. Two UVLths-^Sofnvrit-and paramdriha, however, do

nd^ connote two diJlerent spheres to which tliey ate applied.

The Absolute comprehended through the categories of thought

IS phenomena and phenomena stripped of these categories are

the Absolute,

,, Candrakirti mentions three senses of *safnvrii*

,.(*1,) sarvapaddrthaiaUvavacchddandi satnvTiih

»*5

IS tiiat which covers all round the real nature t)f

things. Candrakirti calls it ajlidna (the primal ignorance^.

Snminrtt is due to 4^ndita or avtdyd and is identical with it It

IS the primal ignorance that throws a veil over Reality.

(2) Pora^parasatiMavatiOfn vd savtvrUranyouyasamSirayena
•”

( P. p, p. 2J5)

SahivrU is mutual dependence of things or their relativity.

In Hhis sense, it is identical with phenomena

(3) Satiivrith samketo hkavyaoahSrah Sa ca

abhtdhStidbdid/ie^Hi’^ndftaineySdilaksattak^

.a, . (P.p.p.2l5)

What IS conventionally accepted by people at laige is samvTH.
1

All^these senses are mutually connected The first one is

t];p primary sense, but each of these senses has an importance

froi^ the point of view of empirical leality.

jjSanfVrti or pragmatic .reality is the means (ap&ya) for

reacbmg Reahty which is the goal ( ^peya }• Naglu:]uiia
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expressly mentions tltc importance of vyavahwta or empirical

reality in attaining p^ramnnha or absolute reality. Says he :

Vywnh^rmianahtitya paramMho na dc^yate

ParantSrlhamanUgamya nmanam nddhigamyaie

(M. K. 24. 10)

"Without a recouise to piagmatic reality, the absolute truth

•cannot be taught. Without knowing the absolute truth, nirvana

cannot be attained "

Commenting on this, Candrakirtl says .

BanivrUi^ adaveva abhyupeya bliajanam iva saiUdfUUna*

(P P. P. 216)

"Therefore, masmnebas saifnnti as characterized is a means
lor the attamment of Nirvana, it should, be adopted, just as
a pot IS to bo used by one desirous of water", SamvrU is i^aya
(means), pararnSriha is upeya (goal).

There are two kinds of sanwTii—(i) loka’^samvrti and (ii) aloka
'SamvrH* Loka sanwfU refers to the common empirical objects

recognized as real by all as, for example, ajar, a piece of clqtli

etc* (ii) Aloha refers to objects experienced under
abnormal oonditions. Ulusoiy objects, dist rted perceptions
•caused by diseased or defective sense-mgans/ ^rcam objects
etc. are cases of atoha oav/iioH% These are aloha ^amvrti—
non- empinca), for they are unreal even for the' empirical
consciousness.

Prajhak^amati has designated loka sanwrli as taihya samvrti
(true somorff) and aloha mnxftU'^^miihyS, oankorti (false saihvfit)
The former is like the vyavdh&riha sails, and the latter like the
pKdlfbhasiha sal*S of the Vedantists—Just as aloha sadivrH is
unreal for the empirical consciousness, even so loha safhvrii is
unreal from the transcendental point of view. Sawvtti is
»Uedsa(y« (true or real) by courtesy, for there cannot be•^ees in Truth. Paramartha or the Absolute Reality alone is
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The texts’ or teachings of the Buddha bearing on param&r^

tha satya or the Absolute' Reality are called itUSrtha {primary or

direct) and those bearing on samtrh safya are called ii^Srthm

(secondary, indirect) by the li^dhyaimka.

c

Taihatd—Tathagata

,
We have seen that dhamtaiH or tathata is the word used in

Madhyamaka philosophy for the Absolute Candrakirti £ays,

“Yd s& dharfn&7iSm dltarmaid noma satva tatsaai^pam** (P. P. p-

116). **That which 15 the essential being of all elements of

existence is the nature of Reahty". It is tathaid, it is Reahty

such as It 15 In the words of Bradley> we can only say thai it

is, not Dohai it is. According to Candrakirti—**ta$Mbh&oo*mkdr

Tttvam sadatva sth&ytid*‘ (P P. p. 116) '^Tfae thatness of Real-

ity consists in its invanability, in its remaining for ever as it is**

Tathatd is the Truth, but it is impersonal. In order to reveal

itself, it requires a medium. Tathagata is that medium. Tathd-

gata IS the epiphany of Reabty. He is Reahty personabzed.

Tathdgata is an amphibious being partaking both of the

Absolute and j^enomena He is identical with Tathatai but

^bodied in a human form. That is why Tathata is also called

Tathagatagarbha ^the womb of Tathagata)

The word Tathagata* is interpreted as UUha-^gata avtaidior^

agaia i. c. 'thus gone* or ‘thus come* i. e. as the previous Bud-

dhas have come and gone. This, however, does not throwmuch

light on the concept of Tath^ata. There is one verse in the

Mababharata which, it seems to me, removes completely the-

obscurity suixoundmg this word.

‘'SalcuntSnami'^kaie matsyanamiva codake

Padam yatha na driyate tathd ifianavidam gatfh’*

(S^tiparva, 181, 12}

“Just as the foot*pnnts of birds fiying in the sky and of fish

swimming in water may not be seen

So or iJtfts IS the gotng

of those who have realized the Truth.**
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Lbis very word ia{!i&-gati (only a difierent form of tatha-ga^a)

is used for those perfect beings whose foot-prints ate untrace-

able. The word 'untraceabltf is used for Tathagata in Majj-

himanilmya Vol. I- p. 140. P. T. S. ed. ’Hathagatam

v^oU vadami* i e. I declare that Tathagata is anannvtj]a

(skt-a»a»»ve(2>^a) i e. whose track is untraceable, who is

above all the dichotomies of thought.' In the Dhammapada

also, the Buddha has been called apada (trackless) in ”fam

Buddhauianantagocaram apadatii heiia paimtt ftessatfta*^ (verse

179). Again in the verse 254 of the Dhammapada. the word

Tathagata has been used in connexion with *akSs^padsfn 77(tUhi*

It appears that Ta^agata only means ‘thus gone' *so gone*

Le. trackless, whose track cannot be traced, by any of the

^tegories of thought.

The Malmbharata is considered by some scholars to be pre-

Buddhistic. Whether it is pre-Buddhistic or post-Buddhistic.

iaihagata seems to have been used for those who had realized
Truth and were trackless.

Whatever the origin of the word, the function of Tatha-

gata IS clear. He descends on earth to impart the light of

Truth to mankind and departs without any track. He is the

embodiment of Tathata. When the Buddha is called Tathagata^

his individual personality is ignored; he is treated as a 'type'

that appears from time to tune in the world. He is the earthly

manifestation of Dhorma. The TaHhagaia who has gone
beyond all plnrality and categones of thought {^arvaprapanca^

Atita) can be said to be neither permanent nor impermanent* He
is untraceable. Permanentandimpermanent can beapplied only
where there is duality, not in the case of the non-dual* And
because Tathaig is the same in all manifestation, therefore all

beings are potential Taih&gaias, It is the Tathagata within

us who makes us long for Ntrv&r^a and ultimately sets us free.

Sttnyaia and Karu^ are the essential characteristics of

TaiMgaia, ^fmyata in this context means ptajM {transcendent

'tal insight). Haidng SunyatA or p^ajHa^ Tathagata is identical

with Tathata of SUnya^ Having karmd^ ^he is the saviour of
all sentient beings.
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We have seen the mam features of Madhyamaka philosophy.

It IS both philosophy and mysticism. By its dialectic, its-

critical probe [prasangapSda9ia) into all the categories of
thought, it relentlessly exposes the pretensions of Reason to

know Truth The hour of Reason's despair, however, becomes
the hour of Truth The seeker now turms to meditation on the
various forms of iunyaid^ and the practice of prt^n&pdratmUis,
By moral and yogic practices, he is prepared to receive the
Truth In the final stage of Prajna, the wheels of imagination
are stopped, the discursive mind is stilled, and in that silence

Reality (bh^a tathatd) stoops to kiss the eye of the aspirant,,

he receives the accolade of prajHd and becomes the knight'

—

en ant of Truth There is no greater certainty than that of the
mystic and equally there is no greater impotence laid upon
him in giving expression to the Truth which he has received
on that dizzy summit of experience. It is an experince of a
difierent dimension-spaceless, timeless, mrvtkalpa (be3mnd the
province of thought and speech) Hence it cannot be expressed
m any human language. The question is put at the logical

level of Reason, the answer is found at the snpralogical,
suprarational level of prajnd which one can mount to only by
a life of moral and spiritual disciphne. The Madhyamaka system
IS neither scepticism nor agnosticism. It is an open invitation
to every one to see Reality face to face.

We saw at the outset that the ideal of is the
Bodhisattva We shall conclude this brief summary of Madhya
maka system with the follon'ing words of Sangharakshita :

'^Buddhism may be compared to a tree Buddha’s transcendent
tal realization is the root The basic Bnddhism is the trunk,
the distinctive Mahayfina doctrines the branches, and the
schools and sub-schools of the MahaySna the flowers Now the
function of flowers, however beautiful, is to produce fiuit.

Philosophy, 10 be more than mere barren speculation, must
find Its reason and its fulfilment in a way of life, thought
should lead to action. Doctrine give birth to Method The
Bodhisattva ideal is the perfectly npened fruit of the whole
vast tree of Buddhism. Just as the fruit encloses the seed, so
Mifhin the Bodhisattva Ideal are recombined all the different
and sometimes seemingly divergent elements of MahS3^na*
(A Survey of Buddhism. P 432

)



THE CONCEPTION OF BUDDHIST NIEVANA
ANALYSIS OF CONTENTS

Pfelxmimry

Before the rise of Buddhism, there was a variety of views

about the survival of the individual after deaths Matenahsts

denied survival of the individual after death in any form.

Some adherents of the sacrificial religion believed in a blissful

existence in paradise. Some beheved that the individual

would enjoy supreme bliss by the dissolution of its personality

in an impersonal all-embracing Absolute. Some believed in

an eternal individual soul which would return to its original

condition of a pure spirit after many rebirths-

Buddha adopted a middle course. He agreed with the

Eternalists that there was an accumulation of merit through

a series of progressive rebirths, but he denied that there was

any eternal spiritual principle. He did not believe m any

permanent substance. He considered the world-process to be

an appearance of discrete evanescent elements. His was a

^tem of radical Pluralism

Buddha had reduced Reality to discrete elements of matter

and mind without any permanent substance or a permanent

personality Therefore it became difficult for him to explain

moral law without a personality on whom the law would be

binding or salvation without the existence of some one who

would reach that goal

Buddha attempted to solve the problem by emphasizing

the attainment of *'quiesence'' as the highest bhss. According

to him, the goal of man was to escape from the movement of

phenomenal hfe mto absolute quiescence m which all mental

activity was stilled for ever. The name for this quiescence

was Rirvana. The term was pre-BuddHstic used in the sense

of the dissolution of the personal in the universal whole

(brahma-nirva^a). The means of attaining this was Yoga.
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According to some scholars early Buddhism was merely

Yoga, and lack of permanent individual. Nirvana etc. was

invented by later Buddhism These scholars interpret Yoga

as vulgar magic Yoga is, however, not magic but a well-

developed technique of concentration.

Yoga brings about a 'condition of quiescence' A personality

{pudgala) which, in other systems, is considered to be a per-

manent spiritual principle (dwta), is according to Buddhism,

only a bundle of elements or forces {Sansfed and a

stream of thought (santdna). It contains nothing permanent,

or substantial, it is andUna Some of the elements are cons-

tant, some appear only under cextain conditions.

Among the constantly present elements, tliere are two

precious ones, viz., pra^nd or the faculty of appreciative

analysis and santddht or the faculty of concentration. When
fully developed, prajiid becomes tianscendent wisdom (prajita

aniald). Life lu ordinary men is controlled by ignorance {avtdya}

which IS not a constant faculty and can be eliminated

{plirah^na).

The moral progress of man is the outcome of a struggle,

in man between the good ( kttiala ) and the evil (
akiiiala

)

inclination. The presence of defiling ignorance (avfdyd) to-

gether with its disturbing qualities (Idcias) makes the whole
stream of thought {saniaittii impure.

The disturbing or defiling faculties [kUias) are divided into

two classes, (1) those that can be remedied by insight {drsit*

heya) and (2) those can be remedied only by concentrated
attention [blidvafia-heya) In the path of Nirvana, hMvand is the

most decisive step It can transport the individual into a

higher realm of existence

Existence is divided into two distinct spheres the mystic
world or samdpath, and the gross irorld of carnal desire or
hdma^dhdtn* The latter includes hells, earth and the heavens
where gods are living and enjoying themselves in a human
way*
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The m3'stic orlds arc further divided into two classes-

those in which the denezins possess ethereal bodies, and those

in which they do not possess any physical bodies. The purely

spintnal realms
(
arnpa-dhalu ) arc lour. Their denizens are

engrossed in contemplation [sarndpaih) out of the three incen-

tives of human action on earth, viz., wealth, love and duty

(ariha-k&ma^dJiarnta), the last alone continues its unimpeded
sway in the mystic's world

III Mystic luUttUon {Yogi^Pratyafisa)

It IS contended both in Hinayana and Mahayana that in

a mj'stic trance, the mystic sees in a moment the construction

of both the gross and the mystic worlds as vividly as if they
were an experience of direct sense-perception But the picture

given by Hinayana and Mahayana mystics is entirely different.

The HCnayana mystic views the universe as an mfinite continuity
of single moments in giadual evolution towards 'Final Extinc-
tion' The Mahdyana mj^stic sees another picture corres-
ponding to the theoretical teaching of that system.

The preparation for salvation c insists of (1) a preliminary
course of acquinng moral qualities (samhJidra m&rga), (2)
a subsequent course of training (prayoga viarga), (3) insight
into essential truths {dTsii mstga) Drsfj marga means insight
into the four truths of the saint {Eaivdri aryti satyan%],wzn,

( I
) phenomenal existence

( duhkha J ( 2 ) its driving force
{^sdnwdoyt^ (3) its extinction (-niro^/ia), and

( 4 ) the means for
the final extinction {nirodha-marga).

In Hinajmna, the process of illumination is described in

^ aspects ( 1 ) that of feeling (2) and that of knowledge.
The feeling is one of satisfaction (ksantt riici}. This is followed
by knowledge or intuition which means the vision of the
elements of existence (dkamta-^ndna)

In later tunes when the study of Abhidharma was super-
seded by that of logic and epistemology, direct cognition was
defined as containing no synthetic thought {kalpandpodha).
Ike four truths were at first asceitained by sound logic
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(^ramaficna inmsGita) , and then suddenly perceived as vividly

as a gram of corn on the palm of the hand. In Mahayana, the

preparation consisted in a course of negative dialectic after

whzdi the intuition of th« transcendental truth, springs up
as an inward conviction (praiyaUna-vedya)

Buddhist yoga was an inseparable part of the behef in a

pluralistic universe of separate elements {dharmas) gradually

evolving towards extinction. All yoga practices which did not

have this philosophical aim were condemned by the Buddha.

All the systems of philosophy in India excepting Mtmdfnsd

believed in yoga as a means for 'transition out of the pheno-

menal into the absolute*

IV. Buddha’s Behef tn Personal Immorldhty

'Immortar is one of the epithets used for Kirvfina Does

immortality connote blissful existence among the forefathers

in heaven Or does it connote the paradise of Amitabha ?

The epithet 'Nirvana* does not mean any of these things.

Nirvana is 'beyond all imaginable spheres , it is the absolute

limit * It simply means changeless, lifeless, deathless condi*-

tion ; it connotes a state in which there is neither birth nor

death. "People enter paradise by being re-bom in it , they

disappear for ever in Nirvana by being extinct
"

V Was Buddha An Agnostic ^

Buddha maintained a studied silenceregarding some funda-

mental metaphysical questions eg, 'Is the world beginn-

ingless or has it a beginning, is it finite or infinite, what is the

condition of the saint after death or what is the nature of

the Absolute Buddha either did not answer such

questions at all or declared them as futile

Scholars like N de la Vall6e Poussin and B ICeith inter-

pret his silence as due to ignorance, but the fact is that

fundamental reahty cannot be explained in terms of the

discursive intellect. Buddha maintained that the very effort of

the intellect to confine truth to a simple 'either-or' to exlicnes
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Is bound to prove futile, the truth hcs in the middle path. It

cannot be described in terms of the human language which is

the product of analytical intellect. It is 'unspeakable* 'indefi-

nable*. Non-duality is above words.

VI, The Posiiion Of The Later Schools Of Hlmyuna

Scholars hke N, dc la Vallde Poussin divide the history of

Buddhism into three main periods, viz., a period of primitive

faith, a period of confused ideology and a period of scholas-

ticism. Such scholars have only attempted to construct the

history of Buddhism on lines parallel to the Western Church.

Such a division of Buddhism is artificial. It is preferable

to keep to the broad divisions of Buddhism into early or

Hinayana and later or MahSyana and the Sautrantikas as a

transitional school.

Scholasticism is used in two senses, viz., (1) philosophy in

the service of religion (2) excessive subtlety and artificiality

in philosophical constructions. Scholasticism in Buddhism is to

be taken m the second sense The VaibhSsikas were scho-

lastic in this sense. The Sautrantikas were in favour of

simphfication.

Mahayana may be assigned to the 1st Century A. D. and

the decline of Hfnayana in the North to the 5th Century A. D.
The Sautrantikas occupied an intermediate position between

the extreme MahSyanists and the ''school men** Finally they

coalesced with the Mahayanists forming the school of YogSeSra-

Sautrantika

The Vaibhasikas considered Nirvana to be something real
(vaski), the MahaySnists and the Santrantikas maintained that
it was only nominal , it was nothing real by itself, it was merely
the cesation of all personal life

Poussin has given interesting details of the controversy
regarding Nirvana, but he has missed the meaning of the
controversy. The Vaibhasikas did not maintam that Nirvana
was a fcmd of paradise as Poussin seems to think, but that the
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annihilation of all life [ntrodha) the essence of Nirvana was a
reality {ntrodhor^a^aj vastu) u e *a matenalistic lifeless reality'•

The Sautrantikas adhere to the Mahayana conception which

consists m identifying Nirvana with the living ^orld itself

They deny the reality of that materialistic kind of Nirv^a

whidi was maintained by the Vaibhasikas,

VII The Double Character Of The AbsoUtte

Nirv^a may be said to be the equivalent of the Absolute

With regard to Nirvana, there are two diametrically opposed

views both in Brahminical and Buddhist philosophies.

Nin^a IS considered to be either eternal annihilation or

eternal life The various views may be represented clearly in

the following tabular form .

Schools

Early NySya-VaiSesika

Early Buddhism and the

Vaibhasika school

Vedanta, Sankhya and Yoga

Hlna^^na

Mahayana and Sautrantikas

Early schools of lEnayana

and the Vaibhasikas

Madhyamika

SautrSntika

Yogacara or Vijhanavada

Views

In Mukti, there is mere sat or

existence without ctt or consci-

ousness

Nirvana is a reality (dhaima,

vasiu) but without any cons-

ciousness (yasmtn salt ceiaso

vimohsah)

Nirvana is eternal life

Supreme Buddha has no body.

Buddha has a glonous, all-em-

bracing cosmic body ( dhanna--

hdya)

Both Samsara and Nirvana are

real separately

Both Samsara and Nirvana are

separatdy unreal

Samsara is real , Nirvana is

separately unreal

Samsara is unreal , Nirvana i9

real.
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VIII. The Vaibhii&tkas

They may be considered to be the representatives of the

Sarvastividins or Early Buddhism in general. Their views

may be summed up in the following words. Existence has

a aspect, viz, (1) transient and phenomenal (2) eternal

and absolute. The phenomenal aspect may be analysed into

matter, mind, and forces, the eternal into Space and Nirvana.

There are two sets of elements of the phenomenal life, viz.

(l)tbe one representing their everlasting nature {dbarma-

svabhSva), (2) the other representing their momentary mani-

festation in actual life {dhanm-l^sana). When all manj-

iestations are stopped and all forces become extinct, only

lifeless residue remains. This is similar to the undifferentiated

Brafciti of Sankhya It must, however, be remembered that

the Sankhyas admitted both eternal Matter and eternal Souls,

but the Buddhists denied Soul.

The Vaibfadsika maintains that Nirvana is an entity

(dJtarma) which remains when consciousness becomes extinct.

IX. The SatfirSnHkas

According to the Santrantikas, Nirvana was the absolute

end of all manifestation known to us, the end of passion and
life (KleSa-Janmanoh kse^’oh), without any positive counter-

part. They denied any residue or substance in which life

was extinguished. In othei words, like all the Mahayanists,
they denied materialistic Nirvana.

They neither admitted the monistic spiritual principle
(Slaya-vtjmna) of the idealistic Mahayanists, nor the principle
of relativity (iunya-vada) of the Midhyamikas,

It appears from the works of the famous Sautrantika,
Vasumitra that accordmg to this school, there were two
kinds of elements {skandha)—those which were subject to
total extinction, and a subtle consciousness which survived
after Nirvana, and of which the former were but a manifesta-
tion.
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Xn The Yogacatas

This was an idealistic school founded by Aryasanga in

the 4th, 5th Century A. D.

The Yogacdra School is divided into two (1) Aryasanga

and his followers (2) Dignaga and his followers. According

to Aryasanga, alaya-vijndfia is a store*consciousness in which

the seeds {btja) of all future ideas and the traces of all past

deeds are stored up It is not the Absolute. It belongs to

the phenomenal part of existence, because all the results of

karma are stored therein

From their predecessors, the Madhyamikas, the Yogacaras

adopted the theory of the relativity and consequent unreality,

(iunyaiatssujhsvabhdvard) of all individual existence, of ail

plurality, with the difference that they introduced different

degrees of this unreality-.

According to this school, individual ideas were unreal,

since they were merged in the unique reality (panittspanfia) of

the Absolute {tathatd=dharma{d) This was called their

unreality in the absolute sense {paramdrtha mhsvahMvaita)

The Absolute was immanent in the phenomenal world, neither

different, nor non^diffcrent {ndnya, nSnanya) It was a pure

consciousness, undifferentiated into subject and object

igTahya-grahaka’-rahtia) It is identified with the cosmic body

(dharma-l^ya) of the Buddha.

Both Vasubandhu and Asanga ultimately adopted the

idealistic view, according to which all separate elements

were relative, not real in themselves, but real only uhen

regarded sul specie aeterfitiatts

B^ayana regarded both Samsara and Nirvana as realities,

Yogic power achieved the transition from Samsara into

Nirrana

According to MahSyana, the Absolute was immanent in

the u orld So there was no need to convert the samskrta-

dharmas into asasmhfta-dharfnas There was only a change

of aspect when Ninm^a was attained
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The Yogi viewed every separate object as unreal epara-

tely, but real spew aeUrnifatis.

DignSga analysed reality into the concrete and the indivi^

dual {svalaksam) , a pomt-instant [ksajia) in which existence

and cognition, object and subject coalesce*

XI, Tfic M&dhyamikas

The Madhyamika system of philosophy and dialectics is

the m^m foundation of the Mahaywa rehgion. The Malmyana
religion differs from early Buddhism in many respects and has

several points of contact with Bi^mamcal religion.

The Madhyamika system of philosophy is represented as

extreme nihilism. Kumarila, VacaspatitniSra and Sankara have
all condemned it as downnght nihilism. Japanese scholars

have, however, never committed the mistake of regarding

its plulosophy as nihilism or pure negativism.

XII, The Docimie of Causality in The HinaySna

Hinayana contains an analysis of existence into its compo-
nent elements, and establishes a certain number of ultimate

data. It transforms soul into a stream of continuously

flowing discrete moments of vi^naua, vedana, samjha, sathaskara

etc Matter {rilpa) is also considered to be a flow of momen-
tary flashes without any continuant stuff. It admits only the

reahty of sense data and the elements of mind.
*

Its conception of causality, viz, pralUya-samutpada is

in consonance with its concqition of reality which could
neither move nor change, but could only appear and disappear.
Praiiiyasamuipdda can hardly be called causation in the
sense in which it is usually understood. It really means
dependently co-ordinated-ongination or dependent existence.
According to it every momentary entity springs into

existence in co-ordmation with other moments. Its
formula IS ‘asmin satiidam bhavati* there being this, there
appears that 1 According to this, there could be neither causa
mateftolls, nor causa efficiens. An entity is not really produced,
it IS simply co-ordinated.
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Apart from the momentary entities called nainarUpa,

Hmayana believes in two unchanging entities viz. space

and Nirvana* It considers both Samsara and Nirvana,

as reahties, somehow interconnected in a whole.

XIII, The Docinne Modified tfi Mahuydna

The mam distinctions between Hinayana and Mahoyana are

the following

(1) According to Mahayana, the Real was that which

possessed a reality of its own (sva-hhdva), which was not

produced by causes {aMtaka=sasamshria), which was not depen*

dent upon anything else {paraira ntrapeksa)

(2) In Hinayand, the elements, although interdependent

{satiiskfiatsiPraiftyasamtUpanfia), were real {vastii). In Maha-

yana, all elements, because interdependent, were unreal

[
iunya^svabhdva—iunya)

(3) In Hinayana, every whole (raii^^avayavin) is regarded

as a nominal existence (prt^naptisat) and only the parts or

ultimate elements {dharma) are real {vasUi), In MahSyaha,

all parts or elements are unreal {iunya) and only the whole

of all wholes {dharntatd—dharMa=hdya) is real.

According to Mahayana, Reahty (tattva) is *uncognisable

from without, qmescent, undifferentiated in words, unreali*

sable in concepts, non-plural*.

(4) In Hinayana, the individual (pudgala), the self (alind)

was resolved in its component elements {skandha—ayatana—

dhdiavah^anatnia), there were no real personahties (pudgal^

nofraift^a), but a congeries of fiashmg forces {samskar-

satn^ia).

In Mahayana we have, on the other hand, a denial of real

elements (d/tarfna-^atratmya), and an assertion of the absolute

Whole (dhamta^kaya)

In Hinayana, we have a radical pluralism, m filfahayana,

we have a radical monism.
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XIV^ The Doctrine of R^aiioity

MahSydna gives a new interpretation of pratUya'-camutpe^a.

It maintains that whatsoever is dependent or relative cannot

he considered as ultimate reality.

The central conception in Early Buddhism is a plurality

of ultimate elements (dharmas). The central conception of

Mahayana is their rdativity {itmyat&). The word iUnya can

best be translated by 'relative or contingent^ and the term

iHnyaid by 'relativity or contingen<y*. The entire Mfahayana

literature goes to show that the term itmya is a synonym of

dependent existence {pratilya sainutpSda) and means not some-

thing 'void', but something 'devoid' of independent reality

{svod>hdva~&ilnya}u Shnya has two implications, viz. (1) that

nothmg short of the whole possesses independent reality (2)

and that the whole forbids every formulation by concept or

speech [m^prapanca). Concept or speech {vikaipa) can give us

only a distorted view of reality; it can never seize it,

XV* The Real Etanal Buddha

Mahayana does not believe in the Hinayanistic conception

of Buddha having a real existence of his own According to

Mahayana, Buddha is above every possible determination

'{mspiapanca). The real Buddha must be perceived directly by

intuition. Those who dichotomise him as eternal or non-eter-

nal, existent or non-existent, relative or non-relative, omni-

-scient or non-omniscient are misled by words. Buddha must

he regarded as the cosmical order {dharmatah), his Body is the

Cosmos {dharmatd). It is impossible to know the essence of the

Cosmos conceptually.

XVI, The New Concephoti of Nirvana

Early Buddhism and Vaibhasikas regarded Space and

iNirvana as ultimate realities on the ground that they posses-

sed a character (dhartna), a reality {vasitt), an individuality

4jsvalaksaipa), an existence of their own {svabhdva). These con-
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tcntions were rejected by the Sautrdntika on tlie ground that

they did not possess any such reality

The Ma^hyamikas also rejected those contentions because

of their new definition of reality [anapek^ah svahhavah)* Tlie

Madhyamjka's conception of Relativity {iHnyatav} covered

everything, the conditional as well as the eternal elements of

the VaibhdsikdS. The new interpi elation of the piincipleof

Relativity {fraUtya-safiviUpada) made the Hinayanistic Absolute

also relative, and accoiding to Mahiyana, whatever was

relative was false, transient and illusory

The unique reality, according to Mahiyana, cannot be

characterised in words {amrvacautya), but a hint of it may be

found in the following descriptions. It is the Whole of all

wholes, it 15 the element of all elements (dUatmdn&tn dhmmdiv

or ddarffia-dlidln]^ as their relativity {iitnyaia), as 'thisness'

(tdauia), as 'suchness' {iat^tata) as the suchness of existence

[bltnta^tathaid), as the matrix of the Lord (iaihvgata^garbha)

and as Buddha's Cosmic Body {dharma-haya) In the lasc

conception. Buddhism becomes at once pantheistic and theis-

tic, or as Prof Anesaki puts it, Cosmothetstic,

The great Mahiyanist, Nagarjuna gives a new orientation

to Nirvina. The Vaibhasika maintained that Nirvina

was something real (dluirma) in which consdonsoess and

hfe were extmet for ever, the Sautrantika believed that

it was the simple cessation of the world process* In both cases,

somethmg real was assumed to exist before NirvSna and to*

disappear afterwards This made Nirvana a product of causes-

(sams^to) N§.garjuna asserted that there was not a shade of

difference between the Absolute and the Phenomenal, between

Ntrvana and Sams&ra. The universe viewed as a whole is the

Absolute, viewed as a process, it is the phenomenal

XVII, Is Relativity Itself ReloHve ^

The mam problem for Mal^yana is-“Is Relativity itself

relative Obviously the concept of Relativity depends upon

its opposite-the Non-relative It should be borne m mind that
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Ihe pnnciplc of Relativity is Invoked to destroy all theories

'

“and to replace them by direct mystic intuition » not by a new

theoiy. Candrakirti, the commentator on Nagarjuna's “Madhy-

amaka-^tra^' puts it beautifully "Relativity is here the

common characteristic of all the elements [dhanna) of exist-

ence. That is our view» But since there is no element which

would be non-relativc^ Relativity itself, lor want of those

objects with which it could be contrasted, becomes as inane

as a mirage, as a garland of flowers m the sky".

Relativity (^unyata) may be used to understand that all

•existence is relative and when that is understood, the theojy

of Relativity ^ould be discarded

Middle path m Early Buddhism meant middle course

between materialism itedtedavada and the doctrine of Eternal

Soul {iSioatavSda). In Mahayana, Middle path comes to mean
Rdativity.

XVII^ Parallel Developmeftis ui BuddJnsfn and BrShmamsni

Jnst as Mahayana moved towards radical Monism, even so

Br^manism moved towards radical Monism. It is most proba-

ble that Maha^na is indebted to some Upanisadic inilaence*

tyaudap^-da and Sankara have been, in their turn, influenced

by the dialectic of Nagarjuna.

XTX* Evropcan Parallels

To charactenze Kagarjuna as a 'nihilist* as some scholars

Have done would be misleading, foi his condemnation of Logic
is only one part, and not the principal one, of his Philosophy.

Prof Eeith and Prof M. Walleser suppose that N&garjuna
-denies even the empirical reality of the world, this is because
they have missed the positive counterpart of his negativism,
the identity of Dhatmak^a and Brahmofi^ Magarjuna's philoso-
phy was ceitainly opposed to rationalism, European or Indian,
which believes that Reality could be known by logical reason.

Ja<^bx has suggested a companson between Zeno
•of Elcia and Nag^una The similarity was not limited only
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to their dialectic. Nagatjuna's philosophy points to a Whole
which, when charactenzed in limited particulars leads to the

antinomy of reason Particulars are merely relative (Sunya).

Zeno also devised his ''sophisms’* to prove the impossibility

of motion, and to lead the thinker to Parmenides* conception

of the world as a motionless whole

There are remarkable coincidences between Nigaijana's

negativism and Bradley’s condemnation of the concepts of

thmgs and quahties, relations, space and time, change, causa-

tion, motion, the self etc Bradley may be characterized as

genuine Madhyamika.

A similarity may be found between Heigel’s dialectic met-

thod and that of Nagarjuna Hegiel challenges common sense

to pomt some object which is certainly known for what it is,

and solves the question by stating that all we know of the

object IS its "thisness**, all its remaining contents benig merely

relation This is also the meaning of tathatS, or "suchness",

and, as we have seen iu^iyata only means Kelativity Both

philosophers assme us that Negativity {iHnyatS) is the soul of

the Universe Reducing the world of fact to a realm of univer-

sal relativity this implies that everything cognisable is trans-

ient and illusory

A similarity may also be noticed between the Mahtyanist

conception of Buddha's Cosmical Body as the unique substance

and Spinoza's conception of God as the only substance.

It will be seen, therefore, that it will not be correct

to charactenze NagILrjuna as a "Nihilist". All that Nagaijuna

was at pains to show was that logic was incapable of giving

115 an idea of the Absolute, and that we can have a knowledge

of the Absolute only by direct mjrstic intuition

XX» The Postitoft of Nydya-Vaiiesiha

In the conception of h^oksd of Nyaya-VaiSesika a similar-

ity to the Buddbist conception of Nirvana may be noticed

The highest goal of hfe, according to Nyaya-VaiScsika, is.

Afoksa or ApSvarga in which there is neither consciousness as.
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we know it here down on Earth nor bliss, Vdtsyayana, the

great commentator on the Nya3^-sutras says that such a
goal could hardly be acceptable to the average man. He puts

the aversion of the average man to such a goal in the

following words. *'Is it possible that an enlightened man
should favour a final Release m which there is neither bliss nor
consciousness V* And he answers the question by a counter-

question—"Is it possible that an enlightened man should not
favour the idea of a final Release where all turmoil of life is

stopped for ever and where there is no consciousness about
it V'

The goal of Indian philosophical systems is Mohsa or
Nirva^^a They start with the conception of whole (saruam)

which is divided into phenomenal life and the Absolute
{ Samsara and Nirvana

) The phenomenal part is further
analysed into its actual condition {duhkha), its driving
force (dtthkha-samudaya), its extinction (mrodha), and the
means for acquinng this extjxiCtion {niroaha-marga) It is not
only Buddhism which preaches these four truths. This scheme
is accepted by almost all the Indian philosophical systems.

Both in Nyaya-Vaidesika and Buddhism, phenomenal life
IS designated as duhkha It is wrong to translate it as suffer-
ing, misery or pam. since it covers such items as inanimate
matter, the five objects of sense etc

In both the systems, the analysis of existence into its
elements is undertaken in order to determine the means by
which all the forces of life must be brought to a standstdl.

There is another general feature of practically all the
systems of Indian philosophy They believe m a central force
which keeps hfe going in all the worlds. This general force
[kanna) is resolved into special ones called lUusion, desire
and aversion. They produce germs of future action which bring
about the continuation of phenomenal hfe. The decisive and
final step which stops empirical hfe for ever, and transfers
the individual into the Absolute is Yoga.
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The Nyaya-Vai^esika ^stcm assumes a limited number of

substances with then changing qualities In this system, the

soul of the individual is an eternal substance, it is ubiquitous

and conterminous with space Knowledge is produced In it by

contact with bitddht or the internal organ By the power of

Yoga, btiddht is kept back from all contact with the souk No

consciousness is then produced, all phenomenal life is annihi-

lated, but the substance of the soul reverts In Mohsa (libera-

tion) to its original and natural condition {svarilpdvasiM)

There is a controversy between the Nyaya-Vai5esifca

systems and Vedanta regarding the condition of the liberated

soul. The VaiSesikas maintain that it is a cessation of all hfe,

]ust as there is cessation of fire when all life is exhausted.

According to them, there is no eternal bhss and eternal

consciousness in nioksa as Vedanta maintains Since all

objects of knowledge have disappeared for ever in wohsa, if

there is any joy m that condition, it would be Toy without any

thing to be enjoyed, if there is any knowledge in that condition,

it would be knowledge without knowing anything. Such feehng

and such knowledge would be as good as non-existent {sihtiopy

astlnian na vtit^aU)

The only meaning of Moksa or Nxtvdna according to Nyaya-

VaiSesika is the annihilation of phenomenal hfe This closely

resembles the conception of Nirv§na of the Vaibhasika school

of Buddhism The Nirvana of the Mahayanists and the Sautra-

ntikas, however, resembles the conception of Mohsu enter-

tained by the Vedantists

XXI Conchis%on

The following stages may he marked in the Buddhist con-

ception of the Absolute

(1) In the 6th century B C there was a great effervescence

of philosophical thought among the non-brahmanical classes in

India Buddha a1 that time proposed a system denying the

cMstcnce of eternal soul and reduemg phenomenal existence
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io a coiigenes of separate elements, evolving giadually towards

final extinction.

(2) Only some schools remained faithful to thi^ ideal of

lifeless Nirvana and an extinct Buddha*

(3) In the 1st century A D. Buddha was converted into a

superhuman, living principle This system of thought was

probably inflnenced by the Upanisads Buddha now became

converted into a full-blown Brahman and its personification

was worshipped under the name of a Cosmical Body {dharma-

Mya)^ Samantabhadro, Vairocan and others.

(4) The Maha^amghikas and Vatsiputriyas assumed ^
kind of consciousness surviving in Nirvana

(5) The philosophical doctrine of the old school stuck to

the conception of separate elements of matter, mind and

forces, and investigated the method of their gradual cxtinc-

•tion in the Absolute.

(6) The Saut^tikas cut down the list of artificially cons-

tructed elements, cut down Nirvana itself as a separate entity*

and thus constituted a transition Mahayana

(7) The poilosophy of the new religion is an adaptation

•of Vedanta It became monistic.

(8) This monistic philosophy was divided into two differ-

ent schools. One school known as Vi]nSlnavada maintained

that there was store-consciousness {ataya-m^nana) of which
all phenomenal life was n manifestation This school made a
good deal of contribution to Logic. The other school denied
the possibility of cognising the Absolute by logical methods
It declared all plurality to be an illusion, and nothing short
of the Whole to be Reality which could be known only in
m3rstic intvition

(9) The transitional Sautrantika school merged in the 5tb
Century A. D. in the idealistic school of Mahayana and
produced philosophers like Dignaga and Dharmakirti. Accor-
ding to it. Nirvana ivas a pure spiritual principle in whi<^
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sul^ect and object coalesced, and the force of transcenden-
tal illusion {^asdn^, producing the phenomenal world
disappeared

(10) In the 7th century A. D , the relativistic school
{ianyav&da} of early Mahayana received a fresh impulse.

(11) The Vijnanavada and Sunyavada now influenced
Vedanta which adapted its methods for its own purpose

A TREATISE ON RELATIViry

By

Nagaijnna

Prefatory

Nagarjuna has written three works on Buddhist Theory of
Relativity (Stinyata), viz Madhyamaka Sastra, Ynkti-
sastika and Suuyat^-saptati

The first work is divided into 27 chapters It is "hig mam
work. It calls into question the various concepts of philo-
soph3' accepted by Hina^’ana and other systems, and proves
that they are all relative, and that Reaht3' cannot be
establi^ed intedectually It indirectly establishes Non-
dualism {advatta)

Nag^rjuna is also the author of Vtgraha-vySvarta *
(The Refutation of Contests) It is doubtful whether some
other works attributed to him were really written by him It

is also doubtful whether Nagarjuna, the metallurgist-cheinist,

and Nagdijnna, the philosopher are the same person His
pupil and successor, Aryadeva wrote Catiihiataka, and
Hastavdlapraharana Both flourished in the 2nd century A. D-
and both belonged to South India.

In the 5th Century AD, the brothers Asanga and.

Vasubandhu developed the idealistic school of Mahayana,
known as Vijnana\ada or Yogacara.
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The Sunyavada school of Maha3rana is divided into two—
(1)

that of l^agai^una and his followers that totally condem-

ned Logic for understanding the Absolute and (2) that of

Bhavya and his followers who advocated independent argu-

ments to support the tenets of Kagarjuna. The first is known

as Madhyamilca-Prasangika the second is known as Madhya-

mika-Svatantrika.

In the 7th century A. D. arose Candrakirti who, by his

learned commentary on NSgarjuna's Madhyamaka ^astra

cast the Svatantnka school into the shade and firmly establi-

shed the Frasangika school.

The following periods may be marked in the development
of the philosophy of Mahayana :

(1) 1st century A.D —The nse of Mahayana

—

alaya-

VtjfUuia and taihaia admitted by ASvaghosa.

(2) 2nd century A, D,—^The theorj^ of Universal Relativity

[Sfvfiyatd) formulated by Nagarjuna and Aryadeva

(3) 3rd and 4th century—No particular philosophical

activity.

(4) 5th century—The idealbtic interpretation of Asanga
and Vasubandhu.

(5) 6th century A. D.—A split in the Sunyavada school
between the Madhyamika—Frasangika and the Madhyamika
Svatantnka

1

6

) 7th century A.D,—Final establishment of the

Madhyamika-Prasangika school by Candrakirti



EXAMINATION OF CAUSALITY

Prehmtnary

What IS the subject-matter of this work ? Nagarjuna gives

« hint of it in the prayer given m the begmning of the work.

It 35 the Principle of Relativity {frat^iya—samupnda or Stmyatd

or ania-doaya’-rahitatviii—the pnnciple that nothing (in the

Universe) can disappear or arise, or has an end or is eternal

or is identical with itself, nor is there an3dliing differentiated

(in itself) and that there is no motion, whether towards us or

away from us In one word, everything is relative

The aim of this work is Nirvana which may be characteri-

zed as the bliss of the quiescence of all plurality

The universe of apparent plurality is governed by the

principle of Relativity or ^raHfya^samuipada

II The Meaning of Pratliya-samutpada

'Pratitya' is formed by the preposition *p5h' (towards)

the root V (moving, approaching). The preposition modifies

the meaning of a verb Therefore praiiiya here means 'reach-

ing* in the sense of 'dependent* or 'relative*- The word samut^

pada means 'appearance, manifestation’ The whole word

praiUya-satnutpada, therefore, means in this system 'the mani-

cfestation of sparate entities as relative to their causes and
conditions' {hetn^praiyapeksa hh&vanam nipddah pradiiiya

samutpadojthah)

III The Meaning of this Term in Hlnayana

^rilabha and other Hinayfnists explain praiitya^anMipdda

in a somewhat different way. They say that is a iaddhiia

or a denvative derived from the noun which means dis-

appearance. *iiya\ therefore, means 'fit to disappear*. The
preposition *prait* is used in the sense of vipsa i e repetition

‘implying continuous or successive action Thus according to
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thoTR-pratJtyascimHtpctdu means *pfaU ptali ttyiinatn

samfttpadah' i c. appearance of every thing bound to disappear

3 e
,
everything momentary So their explanation comes to

this—The evanescent momentary things appear.

IV, The Htnayamsi Interpretation Rejected

The Hinayanist interpretation may do in a passage of the

Scripture like the following :

—

*‘Prati1ya&aividpadafn 0 Bhxksavo dciaytsyamti'* i e, "O
Bhiksus, I shall teach you pi atUya sanvnipada^^ hut in a passage

like the iollouing, the Hinayanist interpretation will utterly

fail

—

’'Caksiih pratftya filpemt cainpadyate caksuYvijiianain^^ i e

"visual consciousness appears ivhen coordinated viitb the

faculty of vision and colour,"

But the interpretation which we propose via. 'appearances

coordinated with conditions, appearances relative to conditions^

applies in all cases.

V, The Opinion of Bhavamveha Refuted

Bhavavivcka misquotes the opinion of Mahayanists, and
then oivtiie basis of that misquotation alleges that the Maha-
yamsts mean by 'prati' vipsa or generalisation. This is wrong.
The Mah3.y3-nist5, as we have already pointed out, mean by
praittyasaifiutpdda 'relative existence' 'appearance relatively

to conditions' and this applies both to generalisation and
single cases

F/. Bhdvaviveka^s Crtttasm Unsound

Bhavaviveka mterprets the explanation PraVttya prdpya.
literally as 'reaching' and then criticises by saying that there

are no two things here reaching each other. Bnt his criticism

is not to the point, for prdpya m this context means *apeksya*

1. e, 'relatively 'bemg dependent'

VII, The Defiftiiton of the Term By Blidvaviveka

Bhavaviveka mterprets *pratiiyasanmtpdda’ in the follow-

ing way, 'if this is, that appears'. It is not right to treat it
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as a disjunctive judgemeat Although ^prMiya-samuipddif

consists of two words, it is not right to suppose that each

refers to a different object,

Bhavaviveka again treats ^fratOyasarnttpudi^ as a conven-

tional expression (fUdht) This too is not right.

At last Bhavaviveka, explains ^praHiyasamiUp&da’ as ‘this

being, that becomes ’ In this way, he ultimately accepts our

explanation

VIII The Principle of Rdaimfy The Law of All Pluraltskc

Exfstence

By the doctrine of *praHtya~satfuUpdda\ Bnddha teaches
ithat all entities m life are relative. Nothing disappears, and
nothing new appears.

The essence of Relativity is Nirv^a, the Quiessence of

*of Plurality, for which there are no words.

The doctrine of Relativity is the Central teaching of

Buddha

IX^ Causahty Dented

Causation which is imagined in other systems (as a real

production} appears either as a new manifestation of the same
(continuant) stuff, or as an effect of separate factors, or as a
result ot both or as proceeding at random Nagajjuna mam-
“tains that none of these theories is right

X Idenitty of Cause And Effect Denied

Buddhapahts rightly says that entities do not arise out
of their own selves, since such origination would serve no
purpose, and since an absurd consequence will follow that
everything is eternally arising

XI Bhavamveka Assails The Comment of Buddhdpaltia

Bhavaviveka has raised an objection against the above
interpretation of Buddhapalita, saying that his comment
misses the mark, because
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("1)^ neither a reason nor an example is given^
(2)

{objection5 are left unanswered,
(3)

t It IS a mere deditcUon ad absurdufn.

XII, The First objection Of BhSvavivcka Answered,

In saying that the cause is the self, you seemingly main-
iam that one's own self is once more produced. There is no
sense in a new production of what already exists, and there
would be infinite regress. But according to the Madliyamika
method of dialectics, a reason with an example is not needed.
He IS interested only in showing the absurdity of conflicting
'Views,

XIII. The Second Pmnt Of Bhavaviveka Rejected

The accusations of the opponent (viz. Sankhya) were abso-
lutely out of place. It was, therefore, not incumbent upon
Buddha|»bta to refute them. So Bhavaviveka's assertion that
'objections are left unanswered’ is irrelevant.

X/F. The Madhyamtka Method Explained

Bhavaviveka says that Buddhapahta has given no valid
argument to prove his thesis. Bhavaviveka does not reahze
that the method of the Madhyamika is different. He does not
vmdicate any assertion in order to convince his opponent It

XV. Bnddhapahtefs Conment VindicaUd from the Stand-
point of Formal Logic,

On close consideration, it will be found that Bnddhapalita

Entities do not arise out of themselves.

wor?3 S*
“"Sination would serve no purpose. Here the

^alrea;)*^.:^:;;^"
new origination of somethmg by. itself

(
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This argument may be expanded in the following way —
Thesis—An entitj^ does not require a second production.

Reason—Because it exists

Example—Just as a jar

Major premise—Whatsoever exists does not require to be

produced once more.

Bhavaviveka is, theicfoic, not right in saying that Buddha*

palita has given no independent argument to prove his thesis

XV The> Anstrer of The Sankhya VtrUutUy Repudiated

By Buddhapalita

Bttddhapalita has clearly shown that in the case of a mani-

fested jar, it would be absurd to maintain the identity of

cause and effect Regarding a non-manifested jar, it is all

the more clear that it cannot be produced, for it has been
shown that entities do not arise of their own self.

It IS clear, therefore, that Buddhapalita has pointed out

the contradictions in the Sankhya theory of causality by an
independent argument.

XVII, Some Mtnor PottUs Explained

The argument against the Sankhya may have also been

formulated by Buddhapahta in another way, viz..

Thesis—All physical entities do not arise out of themselves*

Reason—Because they always exist in their own essence

Example—Just as the eternal spint does

It might be said that the S&nkhya is not affected by the

denial of ongination, for Le maintains that causality consists

in a new manifestation of an existing stuff. But origination

also means manifestation, for both origination and manifesta-

tion have the common feature of representing something

that was formerly unperceived and became perceived after.

XVIII, The Third Stneture of Bhdvamveka Answered,

The Denial of one Vtew does not imply the

Acceptance of the contrary.

It IS wrong on the part of Bhavaviveka to suggest that

the repudiation of the S^khya theory of causation by a mere
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iedttaionaA eAsurdmn involves acceptance of the opposite

theory, viz., that cause and effect represent two different

substances.

The only result of our deduction is to repudiate the theory

of our opponent. It is not at all implied that we accept the

converse of the theory.

XIX. Exmnination Of BhavaviVcka^s Formal Argumtni

Against Tht Sanhhya.

BMvaviveka has composed the following syllogism to

combat the Srakhya theory of Causality.

Thesis—Mental phenomena, if considered from the trans*

cendental standpoint, are no new productions of the same

substance.

Reason—Because they exist.

Example—^Just as the conscious principle of the Sankhya

which is an eternal unchanging entity.

Major Premise—Whatsoever already exists is not a new
self-production.

In this syllogism, what is the use of the qualification 'from

the transcendental standpoint ?'. We deny the identit^^ of

cause and effiect from the i^enomenal point of view also. .

Therefore the formal argument of Bfaavaviveka is

faulty.

XX. Blrvaa:oiveko^s Argumtiit Assa^ded From The Standpoint

Of Formal Logic.

From the standpoint of formal logic, Bbavaviveka's aigu-
ment contains either paksdo^a (faulty thesis), since it will

refer to something, i. e. trans^dental reality of mental pheno-
mena which he himself does not accept as real or diraya asU
ddlta heiu dosa (faulty reason) which will then refer to some-
thing equally unreaL

The argument is wrong, either from the s^ndpoint of its
author for whom separate mental phenomena are not real.
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or from tlie standpoint of those to whom it is addressed,

because they do not admit any difference between phenomenal

and absolute reality

XXIm Another Attempt of Bhuvavtveka To Vtudtcatc

Hts Argument,

Bhavavivcka says that the fallacy pointed out in his

argument will not be correct, since he is taking the syllogism

in question as referring in general terms to the relation
,

between a fact (e. g. mental phenomena) and one of its

characteristics (viz |
existence) without taking into consi-

deration the special theories about the nature of mental pheno-

mena or the essence of existence

As m the case of the evanescent cliaracter of sound, only

the relation of this characteristic to the characterized substra-

tum in general terms is taken into account, even so in the

present case, the mere fact that there is some substratum

(called sensations), should be taken in general, without enter-

ing into details whether it be a phenomenal oi absolute

existence

Bhdvaviveka's argument is not sound, for in the present

case it IS justthe existence of such a general substratum that is

denied. It is denied even by Bhavaviveka himself. His aim is

to deny Causality. In denying every causality, he is, at the

same time, denying its substratum (the caused thing), the

substance of the thing produced, converting it in a thing

which owes its existence to mere illusion.

Since for the t/anscendentahst, in what he considers to be

absolutely real, there is no room for non-reality, Bhavaviveka's

syllogism would be meaningless.He takes the phenomenal
visual sensations and other mental phenomena as a minor term
(the subject of his deduction)* He thus cannot escape the

criticism that his thesis is logically impossible, since it refers

to a non-entity, or that his middle term is contradictory, since

it appertamis to an unreal substiatum The syllogism would be

equivalent to the assertion that non^evtsting things do not

arise out of themselves, because they exist
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XXII. Bhi^awoeka Also Avatis Hiniself Of the Argumeiti

Thai for tlio Montst AU IndvoidAtol

Existence is Vnrcal.

When the Hfnayanxst maintains that 'causes and conditions

-which produce mental phenomena ically exist' Bhavavivcka

assails his argument on the ground that if the word 'cause’

m the above statement is taken m the phenomenal sense,

the reason has no ultimate reality, if it is taken in the

transcendental snese, then as Nl^arjuna has pointed out, there

IS altogether no eMdent causality.

By adopbng this hue of argument, Bhavaviveka has him-

self admitted the unreality of every leason from the trans-

cendental standpoint.

In certain other syllogisms given by Bhavaviveka, the

middle term is faulty.

In another case, Bhavaviveka admits that the transcend-

entalist has to forego usual logical methods.

In certam other syllogisms adduced by Bhavaviveka, one

may notice the unreahty of the reasons.

XXIII. Anoiitor Formal Error in the Syllogism Of
Bhavaviveka

The reason, viz., “because the mental phenomena exist”

IS uncertain from the standpoint of the Sankhya.

XXIV. TIse Mvdhyamtka Repttdtaies His Opponent on

Principles Admitted By Him.

It may be objected that all the arguments of the Mahya-

mika will also be wrong, because the reasons adduced by

him will either be non-entities themselves, or they will repre-

sent something pertaming to a non-entity.

The Madhyamika says is reply that he does not resort to

direct proof by syllogism. His orguments are advanced on the

besis of the pnnciples admitted by his opponents and they are

meant only to repudiate the tenets of his opponents.
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XXV. Logical Rcfiitaiton Oft The Basts Of Facts

Aimtttcd By Only One Party.

If logical refutation is to be done on pnnciplcs admitted

by only one party^ it must be on the basis of the principles

admitted by yourself, not on the basis of principles admitted

by yonr opponent,

XXVL Denial of Cansahty Through A Separate Substance.

Entities do not arise out of something different from them.

Because they do not pre-exist in something else, they cannot

be produced out of it,

BuddhapfQita rightly says that entities cannot arise out

of something different from them, since it would follow that

every thing could then arise out of any thing.

Bhavaviveha assails this by saying that it is mere deductio

ad absurdttm but we have shown above that a deduclto ad

absurdam is a valid proof.

XXVII. Combined Causality Dented

Nor do entities arise out of both continuant stuff and

separate factors, since all the incongruity attaching to each

of these hypotheses separately will be applicable to their

combination
'

XXV111. No Pluralistic Universe Without Causation

As Buddhai>^ita has said the entities of this world can

not arise without any cause, since everything would then bc-

possible at any time, and in any place.

BhSvaviveka's criticism of this point is entirely trivial.

XXIX, Causaltfy Through The WiU of God.

Nor can God be said to be the cause of this world, for God

also is to be induded in one of the alternatives already

discussed and dismissed.

Therefore the doctnne of Dependent Origination (or

Relativity) with its characteristics of no real ongination etc,.

2S established.
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XXX. MaMyana And Ht^iaydna Contrasied^

The Hlnayanist says that if the principle of Dependent

ongination ie to be interpreted only as a principle of

Relativity', and not real Causality, how arc the deliverances

-of Buddha to be explained, for they assume Causality.

Buddha says that the forces of life are influenced in this

world by illusion and desire. When these arc suppressed in

Nirvana, they become extinct. This suggests the reality of

the force of illusion and of Nirvana.

Similarly there are other utterances of Bnddha which go
to show that he believed in real Causality.

The Mahayanist replies that it is for this very reason that

NagSr}una has composed this Treatise on Relativity in order

to show the real and conventional meaning of the scriptures.

All the utterances of Buddha mentioning the principle of
D^endent Ongination do not refer to the pure essence of the
objects which reveals itself when the derkness of our ignorance
IS dispelled.

There are other utterances of Buddha which refer to
absolute reality, e. g.,

"The pennanent Reahty, Brethren, is Nin^a. AU the
combined forces of phenomenal life are illusion" etc.

XXXI. The Direct And Indirect JiSeaning of Buddha's Words.
It must be borne mmind tbat certain words of the Buddha

are i. e. they have a direct meaning, and certain
words are n^/srSia i. e. thay have only indirect or conven-

tional meaning.

In general terms, it must be said that those discourses

which have been delivered in order to teach ihe path of
salvation are neyarfha* (conventional), those
which are delivered in order to teach the final result (pjuda-
vater^a) are also nejSrtha* (metaphorical or conventional)

StchCTbatsky considers the discourses delivered to teach
pnbHAed by^ Probably

Stcherbats^ had a different reading before
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those discourses which specif} the entrance into that kind of

final Debverance which is Relativity^ where there is no

separate object, no profound meditation, no volition, no birth,

no causation, no existence, no Ego no living creature, no

indiuidual soul, no personality, and no lord arc nttaftha

(having direct meaning)

This is why in order to show that doctrine which admits

causality is wrong, Kagarjuna has undertaken to consider the

doctrine of praittya^samuipada or Dependent Origination

XXXIL How Is The MojalLawToBc Vutdicated %n An
Untcal world ^

If there is no real causation, and the plurality of the

elements of life is a mere illusion, it will follow that wicked

actions do not exist and so the moral law will become useless

in an unreal world.

The answer is that so long as one is steeped in the world

of duality, in illusion, the moial law has its usefulness. Once

one has risen above duality, above the pairs of opposites,

above illusion, he docs not need to be regulated by a law.

Illusion 15 a condition of complete error in regard to all

elements of existence So long as illusion is not perceived as

illusion, it becomes reality to us

Hell and heaven are the product of imagination Just as

in sleep we dream that we are suffering from the horrors of

hell, but on awakenmg find that there was no hell, even so

illusion IS hke the state of sleep, and in that condition we
experience all the suffering, but once we are awakened to

reality, there is no suffering whatsoever

The separate entities of the phenomenal world have no

real independent existence of their own. To people who are

misled by their own subjective illusions, they becoms a source

of moral defilement.
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XXXIII.
5««« Hcjcr^ 3’*''

Phenomenal World.

The Hlnayanlst objects that if there is no

IS the causal senes tai^ht by Buddha to be undei sloo

reply of the Madhyamika is that it is the phenomenal point

of view (sflwWrt). It IS not absolute reality (taftvam). Pheno-

menalism is only the fact of Univeisal Relativity {Prabtya-

samutpada mdirant).

XXXIV. Controversy About the Validity of Lo^ic.

Logician—You cannot assert the separate entities arc not

caused. If you have the right to say that all elements of

existence are uncaused, others have a right to maintain that

whatsoever exists has a cause

Madhyamika—Ours is a system of Universal Relativity.

There is no room in it for an assertive judgement.

Logician—But your proposition, viz., 'entities arise neither

out of themselves, nor out of something different, not out of

both, nor at random, looks like a definite assertion.

M&dhyamBca—This statement of ours appears decisive to

simple people who interpret everything according to arguments

familiar to them, but not to saints who can intuit absolute

reality.

Logxcian-Do saints believe in no argument ?

Madhyamika-^ Saints remain silent about the Absolute.

Logician—If saints do not use arguments how do they

convey their idea of the Absolute to simple folk ?

Madhyamika—Samts do not use their own arguments*

They just use the arguments that appeal to simple folk and
convey the truth by methods which simple folk can under-

stand

Logician—^Buf causality exists because such is our direct

experience.

Madhyamika—But a man suffering from ophthaimia has
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the direct experience of a double moon. Even so the direct

experience of a man suffering from ignorance is misleading.

It has been proved by the negative method that entities

of the phenomenal world have never originated It will now

be jdiown in the light of Relativity that particular charactens-

tics of the so-called real entities are not real.

XXXV. Controversy with The Buddhist Logtcidn Continued

The Buddhist Epistemologists maintain that they are

only giving a saentifie description of what just happens in

common life, in regard to the sources of knowledge and their

respective objects ; they do not consider their transcendental

reality. Tlie Naiyayikas have given wrong definitions There-

fore they consider it their duty to give the right ones.

The Madhyamika replies that Nagaijuna in his ''Repudia-

tion of Contests"' nghtly says that if every cognition of an

object depends on reliable sources of knowledge, and these

sources being ol^ects cognised by us in their turn depend on

other sources of knowledge, wc shall be landed into a regres-

stts ad infinituni,

XXXVI. CrtUque of the Notion of An Absolute Particular

Point-instant.

The Logician says that by essence we nc£d not mean a

charactenstic but the object characterized The MSdhyamika

replies that firstly this is not the commonly accepted notion

of essence Secondly if it is suggested that the point-instant

IS characterized by our awareness of it, then it would mean
that the smgle point-instant contains a double aspect—the

thing characterized and its charactenstic. There will then be

a double particular essence, one of which will be the thing

dbaractenzed and the other will be the characteristic If our

awareness of the point-instant represents its characteristic,

the thing characterized i. e. the objective side of the relation

will represent something different from its diaracteristic. If

it IS maintained that this second aspect is in its turn also a
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thing characteriaed, it wijl then require some dthcr thing as

a characteristic. This ndlUead to f^grtms ai wfiwimu

XXXVII. Mmpection

The Ugician says that the consciousness which represents

our awareness of a point-instant is apprehended by intros-

It thus contains inherent olqcctivity and immanent

cognizablUty.

The Madhyamifcasays that the theoty of Introspection

has already been refuted in Mddhyamakgvatara. Consd-

eusaess arises when there is an object. ]Does it mean that

consciousness is one thing and the object another or that they

are identical ? In the first case, \vc shall have a double

consciousness. If they are identical, it is not jrassible to

cognize consdousness through consciousness Consciousness

cannot know itsdf as an object]*

XXXVIIL The Dismsim About Th^ Poinf4nstant Resumi

The Madhyamika puts a further question. Is in the thing

which is its own essence any differencebetween the essence and

the thing possessing that essence or there none ? In the

first case, the essence will be different from the thing, and

it will cease to be its essence, and the thing being detadied

from its essence will just be notlung.

If the thing and its essence are identical, the thing ebara*

cterized ceases to be characterized.

The Logician says that just as Madhyamika asserts that
ultimate reality is unspeakable, even so it can be said that
the relation between the thing characterized and its chara*
teristic IS unspeakable.

The Madhyamika says that unspeakability cannot apply to
a didiotomy like ''this is the charactenstic; this is the thing
characterized’*. It has been proved that both the alternatives
taken independently are unreal.
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XXXIX Is There A Co^niser ^

The question now is i\ betlicr there is a cognizing agents

The Logician says that he does not admit the reality of a cog-^

nizing soul, but the element of pure sensation may be consi-

dered as an agent

The Madbyamika sa^'s that even pure sensation cannot be-

taken as an agent, for the function of pure sensation is to-

indicate the mere presence of something.

XL Vtndtcafwn of Phevofiienal ReaJify

The gist of the long argument in this section is the

following

The Logician maintains that there is such a thing a&
svalahsana or the thing-in-itself which does not inA-olve any
possessi%e relation, but is only a conventional verbal expres-

sion as in 'the head of Rahu’. Just as in this expression, the
head is not something sepaxate from Rabu and possessed by
him, but Rahu is nothing else except the head itself, even so
we can sa> that "solidity is the exclusive essence [sialaksara)

of solid bodies "

The Madhyamika says that the cases are not similar. In
the first case (viz, head of Rahu}, it is only a conventional way
of speech In the latter case, there cannot be solid bodies
apart from the sense-datum of resistance (kathwysdi) There
is no substance in solid bodies over and above the quality of
lesistanee Substance and quahty are merely corelative
terms. Tlie substance has no separate, independent existence
apart from the quality lathe example viz head of Rahu,
there is no mutual interdependence of two phenomenal
realities Therefore this example cannot be applied to subs-
tance and quahty.

The tblng-in-itself is no exception to the law
of Universal Relativity*. The phenomenal is real only*" in the-

sense of relative reality.
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XLL The Defmitiou of Senso Perception

Dignaga and his followers dedne perception as Kalpan&podho

i.e, pure passive sensation free from any constructive thought.

The Madhyainika criticizes this defnition on the ground that

this IS mere abstraction. In actual concrete preception, there

IS always an element of thought. Therefore from the pheno-

menal point of view the common-sense view of perception (as

that which is present to the senses) is the correct one

XLII. The HinaySna Theory of Causation Examined

The Hinayanist says that out of the four-cornered dialectic

of the MahaySnist, he agrees with three;, viz. (1) that entities

cannot arise out of themselves (na svata utpatth)
, (2) that they

cannot arise out of both sources {na dvdbhyam u^attih) i e. out

of pre-exisbng stuff and separate agents.) (3) that they cannot

come into being at random i.e without any cause {na aheiutah),

but he says he cannot concur in the fourth alternative viz,,

that they cannot arise out of something separate from them
{na parata ntpatith)

The EKnayanist avers that the Buddha himself said that

existing thmgs are produced by causes, and that the causes

are different from the things produced There are only four

conditions or which being about anything viz (I)

its cause or hetu (2) i+s objective condition or alamhana {3)

the immediately foregoing condition for the production of the
result sofiianantara and (4) the decisive or predominant
condition which is efficient to bring about the result or
adhtpahpratyayam There is no fifth condition like God, Time
etc. Entities anse under these conditions which are not iden-
tical with the thing produced

The Madhyamika says that entities are also not produced
out of conditions which are separate from them {naparata
tUpaUih) If the produced entities had any pr-existence in the
cau:>es and conditions which are separate from them, then
alone could they appear out of them, but they are not
perceived to be pre-existing. Therefore the conditions of an
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entity do not contain any real existence of the result* If the

effect IS different from the caiise« there trould be lack of

relation betr^een the two. In that case, anything may produce

anything whatsoever

XLIII 27;e Existence ofSeparate Energies Denied

There are some philosophers who maintain that entities

may not be produced out of other entities, called causes; they

may originate through special energies. For instance the organ

of vision, colours etc. ini^* not be producing visual sensation;

there may be some energy inherent in them that may be pro-

•dneing this sensation. Similar is the case with physical energy

e. g. heat producing cooked rice.

The Mtdhyamika says that the plea of energ}' also will not

^o. If the supposed energy appears when the sensation

already exists, it is useless. Nor can the existence of an energy

be assumed m the causes previous to the sensation produced,

for the energy cannot take shape as long as the result is

absent. Kor can the existence of an energy be possible at the

moment of production, for a thing is either produced or not

produced. There is no existence between these two moments

Therefore, no such energy production of effects exists

XLIV. Causahon Is Not Co-ordination

The Hinayanist says that whether causes possess energy

or not, the fact remains that entities, such as sensation, arise

in co-ordination with other entities, e, g the organ of vision.

This 15 all that is meant by saying that the existence of an

organ of vision etc are the conditions under which a visual

'sensation etc. can arise.

Nagaijuna says that upto the moment when the socalled

' result, eg, visual sensation arises, the organ of vision etc.

will be only non-causes, and nothing can be produced out of

non-causes

Nagaijuna urges a further argument. An organ of vision etc.

is supposed to be the causes of visual sensation etc., but the
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qeustion tliat arises is*-*whether there are causes of existing

sensation or of a sensation not 3ret existing. If a sensation is

already existing, it is useless to assume some cause producing

it. If IS non-existing, how can it have a cause ^ If it is said

that it IS called cause in anticipation, for the present it is only

a latent force, the reply of the Madhyainika is that the assump-

tion of latent energy has already been examined and shown
to be hollow.

XLV. The Cmee-CondiHon

Na^r}una is now examining the foui cause-factors of

the HinaySnist. The firsf is the heUi^ptstyaya or cause-
condition.

The Hinayanist says that the notion of a cause-condition

{hetiirpratyaya) Is very well established. It is agreed on all

hands that a cause-condition is that which praduces or effects
something. Therefore cause must be accepted.

The MSdhyamika says that the existent (Ens) is not produ-
ced, because it exists. The non-existent (non-Ens) cannot be
produced, because it does not exist. The two together cannot be
produced because th^ are mutually contradictory. Since there
is no production of effects, there is no sense in accepting causes.

XLVI, The Objeci^^A. Condvtton of h£ettUil JPhettofnenu

The second condition-factor of the Hinayamst is almnhana
Pratyaya or objective counterpart. Nagarjuna says that pure,
indefinite sensation [ciUa), and definite mental phenomena
(Cmtta) arc said to have an objective counterpart or objective
condition (of the mental dement). The question is whether
the objective condition is assumed for sensation already
existmg or for sensation not yet produced. If the sensation is
already existing, the objective condition is useless. If tha
sensation is not yet existing, it would be absurd to imagine
that It combines with an object.

It may be asked how is it then that a sensation or mental
phenomena refers to an object. Ndg&rjuna rephes that this is
only samvrta or empirical not parantmhtka or absolute.
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XLVII. Cdusa Mattfialxz Denied

The third condition-factor of the HTnay^ist is santananiara

jfraiyaya or the disappearance of the immediately preceding

condition.

It IS maintained by the Hinay^nist that the disappearance

of the immediately preceding condition is tlic cause of the

following eficct, c. g , when the seed is destroyed i. c when
the seed as seed disappears then does the sprout appear*

Kagarjuna says that if the seed disappears, it becomes non-

existent. How then can a non-cxistcnt factor be the cause of

any thing whatsoever ?

XLVIII The Special Cause Also Dented

The fourth condition factor of the Hioayanist is adlnpaii

pratyaya or predominant or special condition

According to HinaySna, an adhipaU pratyaya or predomi-

nant condition is that special factor which being present, the

effect inevitably follows

Tlie Hinayanist says that it is a matter of common know-

ledge that a piece of cloth is produced out of threads, so the

existence of threads is a necessary condition for the existence

of a piece of cloth

The Mahayanist says that the cloth exists neither in

the threads, nor in the weaver’s brush, nor m his loom, nor

in the shuttle, nor in the pins nor other causes taken singly,

and from a plurality of causes a plurality of effects would

be expected Since the doth does not exist in any one of

its parts singly, it does not exist in all of them taken together.

Since there is no sudi thing as an effect in the strict sense

of the word, the existence of causes as separate entities can-

not be admitted

The Hinayanist says that the result is not something

outside its causes, the presence of the whole complex of the

causes of a given event is equivalent to the production of

the event.
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The Madhyamika says that the so-called causes arc tliem-

selves not independent realities* They have no soahhuvn ‘own

being’ or independent realities.

So there is no such thing as a cause-possessing result

The Hlnayanist says that it is admitted bj'' all that there

IS regularity in the world according to which certam facts are

co-ordinated and others are not so co-ordinated. The cloth

IS co-ordinated with straw, and the mat is co-ordinated with

straw, not with threads.

The Mahayiuiist says that from the transcendental point

of view, neither the event, nor the cause has an independent

reahty of its own All things in the world are only rclatn^e.

CHAPTER XXV
Exafftiitaiton of Nirvana

/. The Hway&mstte Ntrv&na Rejected

According to Hinay&na, personabties that have lived a pure

life and have acquired knowlege of the elements of existence

as taught by the Buddha can attain Nirvana There are two

kinds of Nirviuia—(1) Sopadhi&esaNirvina-Nirvana in lifetime

in which the residual substratum of the five iipaidnaskaiidhas

remains and (2) KirupadhiSesa Nirrana without any residue.

These two kinds of Nirvana are possible only when there

IS nirodha or suppression of (1) Jdeias ^defilements, obstruc-

tions) in the sop^htse§a Nirvana and of (2) skandhas (groups
of elements making a personality ) in the nirupMhtsesa
Nirvana If every thing is iftitya (devoid of independent
reality ), there would be neither kle^a nor ikandlia by whose
Suppression NirvSqa ma3' be attained

The Madhyamika says that if the and (shandhas) are
absolutdy real, if they have an "own-being’' [soahMva) oi
their own, then their "own-being" {svalnaoa) cannot disap-
pear. If they camot deisappear, now can there be Nirvana on
the Hfnayanistic assumption ?
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The MadlQ^amika does not advance a conception of Nirvana
consisting in the annihilation of the elements. Hence this

incongruity cannot apply in his case.

II. The Mahaydntsitc Nirvana

According to the SOdhyamika, Nirvdjgia is that indefinable

essence whidi can neither be extinguished as c. g. a desire,

nor which can be attained as, e. g. a reward for renunciation,

nor which can be attained as, e. g. a reward for renunciation,

nor which can be annihilated, as, e, g. all the active elements

of life, nor which is eternal, as e. g an absolute principle,

whieh cannot really disappear, nor which can be produced

Nirvana really means the Quiescence of all plurality

{Prapanheopaianta)

Suppression of desire or the elements of existence ete. is

simply a false construction of our imagmation. It js really the

suppression of the false construction of our imagination which

IS Nirv^a.

Desire, illusion etc. have no real existenee in the absolute

sense even in the phenomenal condition of hfe.

Ill Nirvana Not Ens (a parttchtr existing entity)

There are people who imagine that Nirvana is a particular

kind of existence (5Mva).

Nagarjuna says that Nirvana is not a particular kind of

existence ( d/iiiva ) Every existence is invariably connected

with decay and death. If Nirvana is a bhava (an existing entity)

that would also be subject to decay and death

All particular hhdvas ( exisbug entities ) are produced If

Nirvana is a hl&va, that would also be produced. All are

agreed that Nirvaiaa is not a particular kind of production.

IV. Ntrpana ts Not~Ens (ncfi-existtng mUiy)

It may be said that if Nirvana is not an Ens, it must a
non-Ens {ahhdva), for it consists in the fact that the defihng

elements (klefus) and their consequence, the mdividual exist-

ence is stopped.
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NSgSrjuna says that this is impossible. If it is maintained

that Ninana is the absence of defiling elements and individual

existence, then the impermanence of the defiling elements and

personal existence would attach to Nirvana, It would follow

that impermanence is Nirvana.

Again if Nirvana is considered to be a non-Ens {abh^va)^

it cannot be independent, for every non-£ns {ahhdva) is

dependent on its positive counter-part [bhdvdi.

V. Ntrvam Is The World V\med Snb speetc Aetmiitalis

The phenomenal world consists of birth and death, appear-

ance and disappearance All the so-called entities of the

phenomenal world arc either dependent upon conditions (i e,

they are real) just as long is real relatively to short or they

are produced, just as the sprout is produced by the seed.

In both cases when the continuity of birth has ceased, it is

called Nirvana This cessation ol phenomenal life is one view

of Niri^a. The Madhyamika says that mere cessation of

aspect can neither be considered as an Ens {bhdva), nor a non*

Ens (abJi&va) So Nirvana is neither an Ens nor a non-Ens.

A second view of Nirvana is the following* Some followers

of the Buddha e. g. Sarvfistivadins mamtain that in the

universe, there is no abiding central principle, that the wond-
process consists in the procession of co-ordinated energies.

When all causal laws cease to operate when all energies are
extinct, there is Nirvana.

There is a third view of Nirvana like that of the Vat^put-
liyas which maintains that there is a central principle termed
•personality* [pudgala) which passes from one existence into
another. It is neither momentary nor eternal. It goes on
evolving When the evolution of this principle stops, it is
said to have entered Nirvana,

Regarding the second and third view also, Ms

<

niyamika
says that whether it be co-ordinated energies or some central
principle, called "personalxly’*, the mere fact of their evolu-
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lion being stopped can neither be c]iarncteri7«ed as an Ens, nor

a non*Ensp

Nir\*5iin (Absolute) and Samsara (phenomenal ivorld) are

not two separate realities, nor two states of the same reality,

the Absolute viewed through tlioughtssforms is the phenom«

cnal woild, the phenomenal ^vor]d free of the thouglit-forms is

Nirvana oi the Absolute. Nirvana or the Absolute is the

phenomenal world viewed siffi spectc acUrmtahsi

yi. Ntrv^ifa Is Not Both Etts And Non^Ens together

Some, as for example the Vaibliasikas assume a double

character in Nir\ ana. It is a non-Ens [abhava) in so far as the

defiling elements (ktelas) and the elements of existence are

extinct in it. and in itself this lifeless condition is an Ens
j *

[bhava) So it is both an Ens and a non-Ens together.

The Madhyamika says that this double character is impos-

sible. A final Deliverance
(
from phenomenal life ), and the

energies (of phenomenal life) cannot be the same.

If Kirvaxia ^^erc both Ens and non-Ens, it would be relative

to the totality of causes and conditions. It would thus not be

the Absolute Both Ens ( bhaya ) and non-^Ens ( abhava

)

are

relative to eacli other. Nirvana is not within the realm of

relativity. It is uncaused

Again since Ens and non-Ens are mutually incompatible

like light and daikness, Ninviiaa cannot be both Ens and

non-Ens

VII A^or Is Ntr&ana A negation Of Both Ens And
Non-^Ens Together^

Some may that Nirvana is neither an Ens nor a non-Ens

No one knows wliat a real Ens or non-Ens is. Therefore their

negation is absurd

VllI The Real Bud&ta. What >

Just as all the alternatives of the four-cornered dialectic

are inapplicable to Nirvana, even so they are inapplicable to

the Buddha.
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IX. Vlhmate HcnMy OfTht Phemmeml AM The Ah^lute.

Ultunately there is no difference between the phenomenal
and the Absolute. The phenomenal in essence being nothing

but the Absolute, it is impossible to imagine either its begin*

cing or its end.

X. The Anitnonties*

All the theories about these questions are inconsistent.

They are mere antinomies of reason. The phenomenal and
the Absolute are merged quiescent m the unity of the Whole.

None of the alternatives of the four-cornered dialectic has
ultimate reality. Every thing is "relative". Therefore ques-

tions about the finite and the mfinite, identity and difference,

eternity and uon-eternity are meaningless.

XI. Conclusion

Our bliss consists in the cessation of all conceptualization

about Reality, in the quiescence of plurality. Ihe Buddha
really did not preach any doctrine about separate elements





L - .PRELIMINABY.

> Altliougli a hundred years have elapsed since the

soientxflc study of IBuddhisni has been initiated in

Europe, we are nevertheless still in*' the dark about

the fundamental teachings’ of tins religion and its

philosophy. Certainly no other religion .has proved-

so refractory to clear formulation,
,
^Ye are confronted

mth an intricate terminology about whose .meaning

a variety of interpretation is current and which is

often declared to be untranslatable or incomprehensible.

In despair, some scholars were led to the conclusion that

a religion or a philosophical system in India is not

what it is in Europe, it is not a clear-cut construction

of consistent speculation It is always vaguely m-
defimte, a display of dreamy thoughts about whose

meaning their authors themselves, ate not quite sure^.

In a recent work M. de la Yall6e Poussin^ has under-

taken to reconsider the question about, the meaning
of the Buddhist ideal of Nirvana^ and he warns us
from the outset that we have not to expect something

very illuminating from the Indian sources^. Por-

' The late Professor G1 Bfihier gathered from a long intieioonrse

-with Indian pandits m their ovm coiintscy a qmte different

impression He nsed to repeat to. his pupils when perplexed

by some difficult texts, “was ein Braluntaie'gemacht hat, das
muss hetaus”. for voiy ofteu it is sometlimg .simple and dear,

hut eiqnressed m a technical scwntifio temunology.

Btudes BUT rhistoiio dec Beligions, 5. Nuvana par.Lems de la.

' Vallee JPoussm, Fans, 1926.
, r

. . . .

® Op cit
, p xi-xn.
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merly lie confeBses, the idea of Nirvana seemed to him
vague enough, but recently he has completely changed

lus opinion upon this subject and thinks that even

the hazy speculations whicli he was trying to disen-

tangle arc but later additions, that at the beginning

Niivana meant a simple faith m soul’s immortality.

Its blissful survival m a paradise n faith emergmg
from practices of obscure magic

In the foUowmg pages wc will try to test the argu-

ments by which this new mterpretation is supported,

and append some consideTations about the vicissitudes

of this Buddhist conception of the Absolute and the

changes wMch, m our opimou^ it underwent dunng
the first thousand years of its history

II BUDDHISM AND YOGA
In the VI-V century BO at the tune immedia-

tely preceding the nse of Buddhism, India was seething

with philosophic speculation A great variety of

views and systems were spnuging up and actively

propagated among the different classes of its popula-

tion^ Materialistic doctrmes, denying every sur

^aval of the individual after death and every retribu-

tion for his moral or immoral deeds were widely spread.

The orthodox Brahmamcal commumty was also di-

vided. A part of it stuck to the old sacrificial rehgion

which promised to its votaries the reward of a bhssful

existence m a celestial paradise Another part of

^ Tiuk period coincides a period of philosophic activity

in Cliina and m Greece ,
cf F M<i98on OnrscI * la, Fhilosophio

Oonipareo, p 56

)
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rt favoured, from an early date, a monistic view of

the universe, and interpreted the reward of supreme

filiag as the dissolution of the personality in an im-

personal aH-emhracing Absolute. Later on some

Brahmanical circles developed the idea of an eternal

individual souB which after having been bound

up in many existences would return to its genuine con-

dition of a pure spirit as a reward for accumulated

merit.

Between the materialists who denied retribution

anti the eternalists who ima^ned a return to a pure

spiritual condition, Buddha took a midd'e course

From the eternalists he borrowed the doctrine of

a gradual accumulation of spiritual merit through a

series of progressing existences, but he was ai'uisc to

their doctrme of an eternal spiritual principle.

As far as we can understand his philosophic posi-

tion, it seems that he was deeply impressed by the

•contradiction of assuming an eternal, pure, spiritual

principle which, for incompieliensible reasons, mnst
have been polluted by all the filth of mundane exis-

tence m order, later on, to revert to its original purity.

He was thus led to a denial of every permanent prin-

ciple. Matter and mind appeared to him as split in
an infinite process of evanescent dements (Dharmas),
the only nltamate realities, betides space and annifai-

lation The conception of an impersonal world-
process was probably prepared by the idea of an
impersonal unique substance of the world, as developed
* Cp. H Jacobi. Die Ind. Philosophic in Das lacht des Ostens
P 160 f.
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in the Upani§adB. TUq anoilysis of the vorld.into*

its elements,of piatter.and inmd,.vas,pro]bably, to a
certain cxtent,.prppaTed by.the wpj-ik of, the. Sankhya
school. The originality of 3uddha s.ppsrtionMConsis-

ted in denying, substantiality altogether,, and conyertr

ing the 'v^orldTprocess ;in, a concerted app,earanpe

of discrete cvanespQut elements. JTorsaking the.mo<-

nism and the dualism of the Sauldiyas, he csta«>

blished a system of the most radical pluralism That

the essence and the starting point of Buddhism wore

^eculativc appears very clearly, if we give credit to*

lie records about the other vrandering teachers who*

were the contemporaries of Buddlia and often engaged

in controversies with him The questions at issue

between them were
^

of a speculative nature * Ethical

questions, the explanation of rctributioh| were predo-

minant, but they always were narrowly linked toge-

ther with some system of ontology and some doctnne

of a final release^

If we make an eiTort wholly to reahsc the positiom

of a philosopher to whom the universe presented

itself as an infinite process of separate elements of

matter and nund, appeanng and disappearmg, without

any real personahties, nor any permanent substances,

and if wo hear in mmd that this philosopher was

eagerly seeking for a theoretical basis on which to es-

tablish morahty, we must confess that for our habits

of thou^t, bis position was not an easy one Striving

to escape the contradiction of etemahty, of monism

1 Cf tho infoimation about the wandcimg teachers collected by
B C Latr, llistoncal Gleanings, oh 11 and III (Colcntta, 1922)
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and 'bf Matefialism' he was landed in what, from out

-standpoint, was a fresh contradiction, the contradic-

iion of a more 'daw without a petsonahty on whom
this law would be binding, and of a salvation without

altogether thd'Cxiste'nce of somebody 'entitled to reach

that' goal which,’ we, more or less" Generally, under-

stand undi^r salvatibli
’ ' '

I I I'l * »i * J « r *^I

^ ,We will Ijptter .pideistand the solution at wliioh

Duddha, amyed, if take into account' a specific

Indian^habit of inindi its sidea of qmescehce as the only

Teal -hhsB which life can affordi The Buddhist saint

{drya) regards the life of the'worldling as an unhappy
existence of.constant turmoil, <His aim is to escape

from the moveinent of phenomenal hfe«into a state of

absolute quiescencera condition in 'rt^hich' all emotion
and>«all* conomte thought is stoppbdi.for ever. The
means of attaining this qmeacek^ceas^profollnd medi-*

tation. (^o^a), the* technique 'of whichi>wa& developed

in India ^at a very edrly date* '

The picture of the universe which suggested itself

"to the mental eye of the Suddha^l
^

represented thus
ari_^ mfioile niimbra of separ'a^ evbhfssc^nt entities in

a ' state 'of he^^mungtess’ commotidnj bpt gradually

steering to qmesbence and to an absolute 'amuliilation

-of all life, when all iifis elements haye been, one after

another, brought to a stan^tiU Tbis lieal received
a multitude of designations among'whom the name of
Kin^ana'was^ -fehe most approprmte to express anni-
hilation.,. The ^T^,was probably pre-Buddhistic and
was formerly apphed to the Biahmamcal ideal of the
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fii&holuilon of the iiulividiml in tho uiiivrrhal wliolc

{bmhna-nirvinfay.

Tlic icwnrd for xi virluoiiH lift* and a strict ob<icr-

vance of nil religious diUiea consist<orl for the orfliotlor

Hrnhmitt in a lilisHfiil Hiimvxil in hexivon. For the

Brnhmnntcnl xnoniat tt < onsisted in being merged

in the impel HOiinl ahKoIute The Ibuhlhisl eoiild

piomise nothing else than quiesconrc of life and its-

final annihilation, n re^siiU whieh. taken hv itselL

was not \ery nsmotr from what v.is nflered bv
mmple nmterialiBni The Intt^^r piomised annihilation

after eveiy life, Ihxddhn promised likewise .innihiin-

lion hut after a long nerif^s of eflorl^ in virtue and

concent rat<*d meditation. This result eouhl not buh
strike as strange, not to Europc^an v^liohiis alone. Ab
though the denial of a soul ns n separate siihstanx.^ is

quite familiar to them, yet they iverc not picparod U>

find i( clearly slated at so early a date, in so remotx*

a country and not in a system of scepticism, init in xv

religion Numerous w'oro also the Indian voices which

protested against such radical denial of personal

identity.

In the Buddhist community itself, it provoked

opposition which grew ever stronger and resulted, 600*

years after the demise of the master, in what may be

called a quite new religion, reposing on a quite

dillorcnt philosophic foundation.

^ Cf the informaiton by K Scnarl in Album Kcm, p 101, aiuf

.7 Dalilninnl in NirvuQa (Berlin 18%) unci in Dig S^n'kh}ii

PhilosophiG (Berlin 1802} SennrpB clmmctcn^ic ‘*un Bimplo

rquivalcnt dc brahma*' ib right, ns vill 1>c Been, in regard of tlu^

TitahaySnistio Nirviina only
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The apparent contradictions of early Buddhism

have been variously explained. It was assumed cithoi

that Buddha did not care for speculation or that he,

like many other founders of reli^on, was incapable of

clear lo^cal thinking. We arc now presented with

an attempt to reconstruct a kind of Buddhism which

had no speculative tendencies at all and to ascribe

the philosophic part of it to a later date to which the

final constitution of the Pali canon belongs.

It IS thus assumed tliat there has been a primitive

Buddhism, very much difFercnt, even, as it would .seem

quite contrary to what later on finds its c^pression

in the Pah canon. Pessimism, nihilism, 8otd*^emaL

psychology mthout a soul, annihilation as ultimate

end, all these features that mark out Buddhism among
other religions, Indian as well as non-Indian, did not

cxist^. It was the Buddhism of Buddha himself which

so radically different from anything that appeared

later, in historical times, as Buddhism. The con*-

sequence of the hypothesis of a simple creed preceding

histoncal Buddhism, is an attempt to interjiret the

latter in the light of the former.

But it all. or almost all, the doctrines contamed
in our oldest documents are later inven^ons, what
is it then that Buddha has taught and what in the III
and II century B.C—^for this is probably the date
which IS assigned to the Pali canon in its final form—
was superseded by another, reconstructed, Buddhism
We have a definite answer. It is Yoga This only

> pp. 17, 27, 82-84, 46, 52, 115-116, 125, 129, 132, etc
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pariil}*^ solves tliC’ difficulty, because if wc ' are

asked what Yoga is, we arc told that one feels uneasy

when asked such a question, ^'anen de j^his malaise?

2fevertheless, on the next page, wc ai c m-
formed that Yoga is nothing but vulgar magic and

thaumatur^ coupled* wifJi h3q)notic pi notices. This

would mean tiliat Buddha ^was not a follower of some

philosophic system ‘iir the genre of Fatahjalis where

the psyoholc/^ of trance plays rt oonspietious pail

for the soliibon of definite problems, but that he was

an ordinary ^magician who certainly did not tliink of

denying tlic existe^ice pfj a soul or of establishing a

psychology w^itlioutf^a soul, or of being a pessimist

Not on^y is ai^sei^fcqd that yoga practices existed in

India previopi^ly ,to, rise of Buddhism—this of

course, is po^obablq— but it looks as tliough the

author wfifSi prepared , to, maintain that Buddhism

itself, thq.g^nume«^Bu<^dhism of Buddha, nay^ that

even thq Pah capop^f contains nothing but obscure

thamnatiirgyr.^ else could one understand^

following ‘Veryj exphoit deliverances ? “Tlie „yogg

out of which Buddhism was pipduced had no sp^ula*’

tive tendencies’’ (p 63), i c it was **a technical routme

in itself quite fbrei^'to everj’’ mOiFal rellgiotiS lor phi-
* * / I .

A sinulai tendenbyis displayed m another recent book. At B
Bud^hisl^t Philosophy i&_ India and Ceylon (Oxford,

1923} Buddhism is^^hs^ leproeented as a piochict of a bar-

barons age** (p 267}, Bnddha as a “magician of a invial and

vulgar kind” (p 21^ Budd^t philosophical concoptions'as lacMng

^‘both system dind matunty, a fact histod6all3’^reficcted !in the

Negativism of.the^Mahliyana,’ {p 4) ' - -i



losopluc view’ (p -12)^ It was,. in a word,- . magic

andl tliaumaturgj'. “In this condition', in. the

condition of a yoga -without speculative -tendencies,

"has the Buddhism of the Hlnayana remained, beginn-

ing from the Mahdvagga up to Buddhaghosa, viz,

it was &'yoga, almost without any allo'’” (p. S3)* .

Here we beg leave to remark that the case of In-

dian philosophy would really be a desperate one if

^ Similai opinions were oxpres<!Ccl h\ H Beck ' JDcrgonze Btiddhiv

muaist durcli iiad dnrch nichtb als Yoga^ (BuddhismuSf II, p 11)

Bd Lohinna (Buddhisnius ]) 49) Soderbloju (La vie future,

p ^ 397 f }, Fi Heilei (Die Buddhistiche Versenkung, p. 7 Cffc

pabsnu) They arc all more oi los-i nivsbcs They imagine to

have found in Buddhism something coiigciual with their own
emotions" Buddhist m} sticisni is foi them hardlv distinguishable

fiom Christian de\ oHon, (cp Heiler. oj> eft
, p 51 f, p 61 f

,

p 66) The identi6cntion of Buddhism and Yoga by IM- de

. la V P seems td be mspiied by 'qnite different feeluigs
, he

therefore converts BuddHisni mto magic ot sorceiy
^ de la Vallee Poussin trie's to imjircss on his readers^ that he

, finds himself in aj^cement with M E ^enai t, as fai as I can
see, with .but little foundation The origin of Buddlusin was

^ ^rmeily sought in some kind of Upatnsad ideology or some
Sankhya adeas M Seiiart has shown, (R BLR mt 42j p 345)
.that^rlie coincidences with the yoga of^^Patanjali aie much more
numerous and striking Although this Arozk is now proved

* (by H -Jacobi, see J AO.S 31, I ff) to be much Jat^^ |lian

Senart assmned and, in some points at least, had itself been
influenced by Buddhism, nevertheless the comcidences pointed

. oUt-hyM Senaitaio solid facts. winch nobody, is lifceljs to
deny. They can be now supplemented r an that sense the yoga
ideas have found their way into many ojiher^Indian systems as
well- Senarta uuiui, result (ibid p 3fi4) understand to,^fer
to pre-Buddhistic conditions
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a conception so familiar in it, so fundamental, so

thoroughly developed in cA^ery possible detail, a con-

ception to which a whole system is specially devoted,

were something vague and tindefinable- Yoga is

defined as concentrated thought {samn^hi) or fisdng

the attention on a single pomt (ekdgraid) and doing

it persistently {punah punah cetosi nwebanam),

It IS synonymous with rUiydna and samdpatii which

mean the same^ According to a peculiarity of the

Sanskrit language all these terms can be used in an

objective sense {karma-sddhan^) in an instrumental

sense {hara^-sadhana) or in a locative sense {adhi-

kara7}a~sddka9ia)^ Yoga and samadht thus mean

^ The subtle difference between these terms asumed m Y S 11

29 and III 2-4, 11, rendered by Prof. J. II Woodh ns “singleness

of intent, contemplation and conrcntratxoii, ’ as well as the de-

ixnition of yoga as the “ rcstnction of the fluctnntions of the mind-

stuff * ibid, 1 2 arc a pecuUanty of that system Prof M .\nesabj

and Prof J Takakusu, ERE B V dhyOna, assume that samadht

IS the result, arhatehip, and dkt/dna one of the means But

that IS against Ab Kosabh ad VIII 1, where somdpotfiH/Ayflno

*
'concentration’ * is distinguished from upapatti- dhy&na exutence

^ m a mystac world” That samadht has also a general meaning

OUis clear from its position among the ctlld tnaha-bhiimilas where it

tive defined as oiita eldgralrl, of my Central Conception, p 100

. \en concentrated meditation here on earth is contrasted with

“
*^h in an imagined higher world of eternal trance the terms

^
' l-ttj and vpapaUt are respectively used, the first is explamed,
“

^^avaUt smoms par hpig-pa, cf below the opinion of

•^Keith,
14

1923) But^
confusion wrought by the inadequate translation

*
us

i« likewise due to a failure of realising ite

vulgar kind'’
either means a force, santshnyoU anem

both system t
qi. jj means an element, Hadiskrxyole

Negativism of ti
arma
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either the concentrated thought itself, as a psychical'

condition, or this same thought, as the method throu^

which the condition has been created, or as the

place where it has been produced It is usual to apply

in the latter sense, as a designation of the mystic worlds,

where the demzens arc eternally merged in trance,

the term semdpattt It is applicable to all the eight

planes of mystic existence, of whom the denizens are.

so to say. born mystics. In tins sense the term is

contrasted with the worlds of gross bodies and carnal

desire (Mma-dhdtu) where the demzens possess thou-

ghts non-concentrated, disturbed. This is its more

general acceptation. In a more special sense it is

apphcable to the four highest planes of existence

alone, the immaterial worlds (ampardMUt), It then

is eontrasted with the four lower mystic worlds which

are specially called the four dhyanas The word

samadki has also a general and a special sense It

can mean the usual faculty of concentrated attention,

or it may mean cultivated, developed concentration

It then becomes a mystical power which can transfer

the meditator mto higher worlds and change hfe

altogether. Yoga is usually apphed in the latter krnd

of connotation, but it would not be inconsistent with

the spirit of Sansknt language to use it in all the

three senses
:

(yujyate etadtti yogafy, yujyate amm
tti yoga}^, yujyate asminn tU yogoJi) A complaiut,

if any, can be only about the detailed and subtle
precision with which this notion is analysed, not-

about its vagueness. For supernatural power the term
rddJvt is used. But, of course, when concentration is-
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supposed to produce supeniatmul ponr^s/

then, by a metaphor, the former 'may: be' meutioned

instead of the lattei*. The cozrtextLWill'ulways indicate

to the careful reader what is the meaning intended. '*•

Very far from being vulgar" magitf -und thaumir-

tuxgy, the Buddhist teaching abouts^oga >contains

-the following philosophic construction ;(vhich/'in my
opinion, the historian of philosophy can*^' neither dist

regaid nor-fail to appreciate. j

- Its fundamental idea consists in the' fact that

concentrated meditation induces h condition of quies**

celled The meditative man is^ the opposite -of the

active man Life is theh dissected initd -active- el6-

mente {sam^^Jedras) with a 'view to be one aftdi thfe

other reduced to final quiescence- and ektmctaon -

" A personality (pudgala)^ in wluch oth^ systems

imagine the piesencc of a permanent spiiitual prmciple

a soul (dtort) is m reality a bundle" of elements or

forces {saTiisJcdui^samiihd) and ^
a stream of thoiighl

(sa^i^na) It contains nothing peimanent or subs-

tantial ^ It is andt/ina This means that" according

to the general idea of radical phualism, the spiritual

pari of an induvidiial consists of separate elements

{dhmma). lust 'as'its physical frame con^ts of atofns^^

Although separate, these elements ’are linked togethex

hy causal laws Qieta-piatyayg) Sqme^ of theni

^ The. theoiy of sepaiate elomenta iJ* eaqiosed iii detail

by Piof.jO Keseiibcrg, ‘Problems of BuddhistJ£hilo*»opby (now

" tianslaied into German fioin Bussiau by idow (Hoideberg

1924) and atso by m]^f ift my**Centril Coifceptitm bf'finddhi*mi*

‘ (Londbifl92^ BA-8"J - ^ ^
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al^vd'ys'.appe^ifiavuultaneoubly, they arc satellites

(sal^0h/i'f^t.,OE they, follow one another in con&coutdvc-

momcnts, they ere then homogeneous {nisyanda-'phala)

;

they constitute ehoius ofmoments {ksai}a-santdna). The

law of causation 3S therefore called the law of depen-

denUy-togethoihorigmation {pmtVyu-sam-vt'pdda). The

niunhcr of'-psychical elements {arfip'^o-dhaimali) at

every ^ven moment of an individual life is varia-:

bte . it may he very considerable, because undeve-

loped', dormant faculties axe also reckoned as

actually present, Tliis eixcnmetancc has even pro-

voked gibes ficom the side of Sautrantilcas in regard

to the impossibility of aii actual oo-cxisteiiee of so

huge a quantity 'of separate elements at a single

moment. However some of them are constant,

alwa^ present every moment, others appear only

ihukk ce^in conditions. Faculties of ten different

kiadsi are supposed always to he present. They
are termed the genial faculties {cUta-nia'harbhumiha),

Among them we find the faculty of concentration

samMki or yoga. They are morally indifferent.

To them are added either a certain number of faculties

morally good, or a certain number of faculties morally
bad. But not only do the elements which combine
ic one moment vaiy in number, they can Ysay also

* Ta^onutra, ad Ab'Soia II AO, computes that, if in the firet

moment 27 dHamas are present, there will ho 4.86 elements in
the sixth one, and bo on, tt» ananta-dravga (PranitiaA) praltsan-

tStiar4afirakitttfe bhavmUt, If these elements were resistont

, BtnfP, says Vasubandhn, there would he not enough room for
them m the whole umverse.

/



in intensity (%ttkarsa). In a certain individual^, at a

certain time, a certain element may predominate,

while in another individual or at another time in

the same mdmdual another element may reach pro-

mmence^.

Among the constantly present elements, there

are two exceedmgly precious ones which, when given

the proper opportunity of full development become

predominant and change the character of the indivi-

dual and his moral value altogether They are the

faculty of appreciative analysis {jprcgiiA) and the faculty

of concentrating our thoughts upon the single point

to the exclusion of all other disturbing considerations

and occurrences, it is just mmddh% or yoga These

elements may be qmte undeveloped and insignificant.

Pmjnd IS then called matt, but it is the same faculty

When fully develox>cd it becomes transcendent msdom
{piajnd amald) Life in ordmary men is conl^olled

by Ignorance {amdyd) which is the reverse of prajnd,

but not its mere absence It is a separate element

which can be and, in every ordmary man really is,

present at the same time with his dormant faculty

of wisdom But it is not a constant faculty; it can

be suppressed {'pialiTni^a) and thrown out of the men-

tal stream altogether which then becomes purified

or saintly {diya)

^ Cf the tables appended to my 'Central Conception' p 100
^ Wc accordingly say "I lemembei^’, “1 wisli”, but this does not

mean that at the momentwhen I wish I do not think, or that in the

moment when I remember I do not wish All mind is regarded

consisting at every moment of an assemblage of mental

atoma^ faculties ^(sawsldra) elements {dharma)
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Now. the moral law or moral progress or moral

education of mankind is conceived as a struggle within

the stieam {santdna) between the good {kuiala), the

noble faculties of man and his bad {aku^ald) defiling

inchnations Since the elements arc ex Jiypothesi separate

and momentary, they cannot really infiuence one

another. Nevertheless the presence of defiling ignor-

ance and other disturbing qualities makes the whole

stream impure. All the elements are then impure,

even the central e’ement, bare consciousness, or pure

sensation {rytynma). becomes affected {klista, sasrava).

A special law of causation {sarcalraga-hetu) is iTn.sginftd

to account for the fact that the elements of the stream
are either all of them pure in the saint, or all impure
{Mista) in the ordinary man^

It is part of the sjrstem*, it is also a deep belief

m all Buddhist countries that the noble and sublime
faculties will finally, in the long run, triumph. The
defilmg faculties {Meh) are divided into two classes,
so far as one class can be remedied by insist so to

^y, by reason, and the other by concentrated atten-
tion only The first are called disti-heya, the other
bMvm^heya^ It is of course la, natural, and even
a trivial, fact that some of our shortcomings and vices
can be eradicated by knowledge, and others by con-
centiated attention only. But the faculty of concen-
trafaon, if fully developed, has a greater forced. It
* Ab Ko^a, n 54, 57 ; IV 12.

^

* Ibid, I 40

* SrXnfl development, it becomes thepredominant element m the bundle of elements {samLSrasamiiha)
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thea becomeS'a mystic poT^er,^ It can stop life al<-

togetlier. Ixt tb& path of ^^alvation^ it is the last and

most deoi^ve step. It can also transfer theiadividual

into-a higher plane of existence He is then reborn

or-transferred into the realm of ethereal (acc/ia^ blin

sima)^ bodies^ into the sphere of pmified matter,(3 ujm-

d/idtu)j or into the still higher regions, of pure spirits

(ajupa^dXdiu).

•' - Here we forsake the ground of reahty and enter

into' the worlds of the mystic From -this pomt of

view, existence is divided into three differentjspheres.

The division is in reahty bipartite, into the mystic

worlds (samd-j?atti) and into the non-mystic :ones,

i e. our gross worlds of carnal desire, (idwa-dAdli^)^

The latter includes the hells, earth and the lower hea-

vens, where the gods are livmg and enjoying them-

selves m a very human way. The position which is

assigned to the gods in this sphere is very charactens-

tic for the Buddhist as well as for the Jaina religions.

These gods are not superior beings in a moral sense,

Bor the sake of moral prog:^s and salvation, the con-

dition of man is preferable. Speaking technically,

the gods of the kdma-dhdtu represent assemblages of

elements of all the 18 categories {dJidttC^. Not a

single of them is brought to a standstill by yoga

They are full of passions and axe superior to man by

winch make up an mdividnal The sin^c term samadlix may
then be used for this element together With its eateUites, it then

becomes synon^znons with the mdiTidnal or his 5 sAondfeas.

cp Ah Kosabh ad TUI I The same applies to the dereloped

pr^und

^ Cp Ah Eotabh, ad II 12
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tlieii power, but not by their conduct^. Thb niysia6f

Worlds are further divided into two classes, thoS& in

Which the denizens possess ethereal bodies and tho^e

in which they have no physical frame. The faebl^

ot concentration (samddhi, yoga) has here attain^

predommance , it has become the central element;

the others are their satellites. Imagination has built,

up above the heavens of the carnal gods a series of mys-

tic worlds They correspond eicaotly to the degreed

of trance which are gradually reached or supposed

to be reached, by the mystic. The purely spiritual

realms {ca-upa^Jidtu) are four. Their denizens are

merged m contemplation {samdpaUt) of some unique,

idea, either the idea of the infinity of space, or of the

infinily of thought, or of the void, or in a dreamy
semi-conscious state Their condition is nearly cata-

lepsy, a state where consciousness is quite arrested.

The worlds of ethereal bodies are also four in number,

exactly corresponding to the imtial four degrees of

trance {dhydna) and are accordingly designated as

the worlds of the first, the second, the third and the

fourth dhydna.

Whereas our material £rame consists of elements of 18 km^
four of them are m abeyance in the \rorld& of ethereal bodies. The
sense>data of smell and taste and. the corrospoiidmg two seta of

sensations do not exist It is becanse these bemgs do not want any
hard food» no food which is taken piecemeal, chewed and swallowed^.

That nutrition is spintnal. Here imagination evidently is founded
upon the fact that the mysfao, when deeply engaged in meditaiian,

1 The higher planes of these camalgods, however, arc morally pnter
than the lower ones ; they gradually approach to the still hi^er
moral standard of the worlds of trance, cp. Ab. KoSa III. 70.

^ Ab Ko^a 1 30, HI, 39.
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forgets all a^bout .his meals. Thcrcfbxe olfaotoiy and gustatory

sense-data lose tbeir xaison d'etre Th^ are by the mystic power

of yoga eztmct altogether. But the physical organs, the nose ftT»d

the tongue z^ain, because, their absence would make the body

y^y All the bodies are beautiful, one is mutilated Their faculties

oS sight and audition are un-limited , they possess dwycHidksuh and

dwyar&rotTmr?- Their tactile sensations are the same as the oharac-

teristic agreeable feeling of bodily ease and hotness {^rasrabdhi)

which produces levitation m the mystic. Their movements are,

therefore, eztromdy swift and dexterous But the faculties of

Sqaelling and taste arc absent altogether, because their food is im-

matenal They have no need for clothes,^ they ore bom with a

li^t ethereal covering that lasts all their very long life through*

Neither do they want any dweUings Bvexy now horn finds a house

provided for him by Isarmoj i e by nature The phenomenon of

sex 18 spiritualised The bodies are without the members of phy-

sical procreation This does not make them mutilated Gross

sexual passion does not exist at all But total indifEerenoe does

neither exist The feehngs are delicate The birth of a new bemg

IS quite &ee from all pom and filth The now bom child does not

come out of the matnx of a female, it is appantional {upapaduha)^

Those who happen to be nearest to the place of his birth are his

parents^. No government,^ of course, is needed in such a com-

mumty, becanse there are no onmes, no gross passions Total

absence of passion would mean total absence of vohtions, and this,

acoordmg to the Indian conceptions, would stop life altogether;

it would be Nirvana, But all the feelmgs have a mild form.

The feelmg of hatred {j^rattgha) is totally absent. Other feelings

are veiled indifference

^ They have, as a monk m Afongoha ei^ressed himselfm a con-

versation with me, telescopes and telephones

« Ab Ko^a, m 70

3 Ibid ni 71

^ Hud III. 98

^ A ftill account of the Buddhist heavens and their demzens is giv-

enm Brof H Ejrfel, Die Kosmographie der Lider (Bonn, 1920),



c The imagination of the man who has drawn this

vrhether it he Bnddha or another; seems to

have been guided by the idea that manual work is

ithe curse of humanity. Therefore a state is imagined

where there is no need for it, because food, dothes

nnd homes are naturally provided. The other debas-

ing feature of mankind, the gross sexoalily of love,

is quite absent. Thus &om the three incentives of

human action on earth, wealth, love and duty {arffia-

JoSnut-SJuttrnui) the last alone continues its unimpeded

sway in the mystic world. However, there is no

absolute equality between the denizens. There are

Hofty and ordinary characters. The quality of bdng
.a “worldling” {^hag-jana) can occationally appear in

these regions. At least some of the schools are quarrel-

ling about this question^. The details of this picture

have given rise to a great deal of controversy, and

even now we can come across Buddhist monks who
will, with eztraordinary vivacity, debate some of the

moot points.

The Abhidharma discusses the question whether

in order to possess all supernatural forces CTiatiug in

the mystic worlds it is a necessary condition to be

p. 190 ff, but tbeiE conoeotion -with the degrees of absoiption in

Toga-meditation is mentioned only in regard to the 4, sampattis
on p 198. Cp also B 0. Law, Heaven and Hell (Calontta 1925).

He yattipattiyas ei^lained the fact that person having reached

_
in a higher world the condition of a Saint (arya) conM sometimes
nevertheless fell back into ordmaty hnmamty and become again
a common worlding, by the droomstance that some plftmunt of
this common worldlmess {prfftagjanaUia) was left dormant in him, -

it had not been quite eradicated at the time when he becam^a
«aint, op. Ab. Kotabh I 40 n 40. /
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clearly seen out of the follo^vdng discussion in ihe-

Abhidharma^.

"It has been detenmued tiiat 18 kinds {dMtu) of elemento

axe cooperating in making up life in all the three spheres of existence*.

It is then asked how many' cooperate m the whole wodds of gross

bodies, how many m the worlds of ethereal bodies, and how
many in the spintnal worlds It is answered—18 in the firsts

14 in the second and 3 m the last. All the 18 dements combine

in cieatmg life in the sphere of gross bodies. **They combme**

means that they ara inseparable firom it, they constitute this woddu
111 the plane of ethereal bodies, the fragrant and savouiy atnf^

as well as the corresponding sensations {vijUSna) are exclndcd.

They represent physical food {kavatirlara-dhara). But ethereal

bodies bdong to bemgs who can live without such food ; th^ have
no desire for it. The olfactory and gustatoxy sensationB axe thua

absent, because their objects—^that physical food which contains

the fcagrant and savoury stuff—do not exist

Objection . But m this case neither the resistant stuff would

exist m these worlds, smoe it is also a part of the x&utriment stuff!

"Answer . That part of it alone exists which is not nntiiinent.

Objection: The fragrant and 'the savoury stnfh are in the-

same condition (a part of thmn is not nutriment) ?

"Answer The resistant stuff is necessary as a support for

the'-sense focolties, as a support for the bodies and os clothes for

them But for the fragrant and savoury stnfis there is no necessityv

because there is no ^ysical food. Therefore, smce the instmot

for such mod is abswt, neither do the correspmidmg stnfh exist

(I'e. they are not produced by lonna) The case of the resistant

stuff is" different.

r
'

*'Opiniaa of Sxilabha : If some body here (on earth) by con-

centmted meditation reaches ecstasy, he continues to see colouzs.

Condensed from Ab EloSa bh. pp 52 2-53 8 (B>B XX). cp.

* 2d. de la V, P/s trandation p. 54 ff.

* Cp. the tables m Central-Conception, p. 97« . . »
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“to KeaT BomidB and his sense of toudh. is i^recably afTeoted by some

special tangible stuff wbiob is produced simultaneously wiib, the

pzodnotion m biyn of a bi^ degree of le'sdtation {^asrabdhl)^ but

odours and tastes axe in abeyance 7or tbis reason, when bemgs

are xebom in these worlds of tianoe, the first three sense data exists

but smells and tastes axe absent.”
* ^

It is seezL out of tiiis passage that the condifious of

life in the sphere of ethereal bodies are imagined 'hy

transferring personal mystic experiences into a separate

plane of existence.
^ ^

*

A very interestmg discussion then follows about

that driving force of nature called Tcc^rfifiti which, ^n

this connection, coiie^onds to our conception ' of

evolution, or elan vital^.
I

' » / /

It produces, according to a regularplanaud answer-

ing to necessities, all the varieties of life in the plane of

gross bodies and mutatis mutandis in the ima^bied

planes of existences constructed according to mystic

experiences'

Su(di is the theory of Yoga in Hina;;^na.' It is

quite difPerent in Mahayana where the philosophic

What confusion, anses &om a wrong tixanslation of the term

karma appears clearly £com M de la Y P.’s translation of thia

passage, Ab KoSa II 30, p. 56 “Quelle est la cause de la nai-

Bssnce d’un organe, amon un certam acte aommande par un desir

zelatif a cet oigane”. This can only mean that there has been
* once upon a time,a man who evidently did not possess this organ,

or did possess no organs at all,hut he mamfested a desire to possess

^‘’some and committed an action in consequence" After that all
* ‘men, who peacefully existed without any organs at all, suddenly
‘ acquired them No wondtt that Tn^m.n philoscq^hy, when presen-

ted in such a garb, ceases to be attractive About karma m
Buddbism cp O. Rosenberg, Problems, XVI.
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foundation is diifcront All the devices which are*

'employed for helping the mind to coiiccntrate upon a

single point are more or less the same in all pliilosophic

systems. There is absolutely nothing Buddhistic m
them^. The psychological fact of concentration which

at the bottom of them is a vciy simple one^.

When carried on systematically they induce special

mystic states of mind. Patahjah lias given their ex-

planation according to the principles of Sankhya

philosophy In Hinayana Buddhism they are ex-

plained in a manner fitting the system of radical plu-

xalismj i.e that theory of sepaiate elements (dh^irma)

-which has been established with a view to their gradual

extinction in Nirvana Very characteristic for Bud-

^ BV. Hexlor, op cib p 47, following Prof Rhrs Dnvids, thinks

that (brahmanioal) yoga is predominantly physical and hypnotic,
^ 'whoicas the Buddhist method of meditation is intellectual and

moral I would not ventuxo to endorse this opinion In this

iHiSpect the diiforonco, if any, is negligible Heilex evidently

iiverlooks, in his Buddhist fervour, the devotion to God (Uvara-

^rantd^ana) of the brahmonicol Yog! The jirocess of moral

'purification of the latter is very Vividly described by Prof 8 N
Dasgupta, The Study of Patanjali, p 142 if (Calcutta, 1920}

and hiB other works

^ The late Prof O Bosenberg has himself practised some yoga-

meditatioii m a Zen Monastery in Japan Ho used to compare

fibe agreeable feelmg of ease which he then ei^penenccd to the

effect produced by music, especially when executed personally.

Attention is then fixed and a light fe^g of ecstasy makes you

forget all troubles of life The warhke Samurai before going to

war used to go through a course of yogo-expenenccs m some

Zen monastery, and this had the most beneficial influence upon

^ their moral condition in strengthening their courage and endn-

jcance.
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•dliism is the system of heavens or paradises in which,'

at their middle and highest stages, imaginary heingai

are lodged, who are also called gods, but are nothing

but born mystics, beings in whom the condition -of

trance is a natural one. This distingmshes Buddhisdi'

&om all other religions and philosophical systems^

It is also inseparable from the conception of the*

ICnayanist Nirvana or the so-called Nirvapa 'of

the Bravakas. According to the teaching of som^
schools the highest cataleptic states of trancse axe'

•eternal (asamskrta), i.e they do not difTcT from
Nirvana^ But, accoidmg to the majority of schools,'

Nirvana is beyond even that It is the absolute linliti

•of life, the estmction even of this land of the thmnesti

vestige of consciousness which is still left in the)

highest of all imaginable worlds of cataleptic trance/
\

I I f

in. MYSTIC INTUITION (YOGA-PEATYAKSA>

Apart from the above described general function!
of Yoga, there is another special kind of it, the subject
tive counterpart of the first. It then appears as the
mystic mtuition of the true condition of the universe.

'Th® Buddhist samt is supposed, in a moment of mystic
iUumination, suddenly to perceive the whole consfru^'
tion, with Its gross and mystic worlds, as vividly ap
if it were a direct sense perception. As a psycholo-

It IB interesting to note that the gods of Epicurus are also quies-
cent, inactive and also possess ethereal bodies of a special
struQtnie

Si Op, Katiharvatthu, VT 4. The yogacaias likewiseleokon catalppay
among the asamskrta elements.
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gibarprocess^ it is equally taught in Hinayana and in

Mahayana^ but its content, the picture trhich reveals-

itself at this moment, is quite different in both systems.

It corresponds to their theoretical parts, to the system
of plurahsm which is taught in Hinayana and to the

monist view which is the central conception of

Mahayana* as will be seen later on. For, although

a^^udden illumination, it does not come without pre-

paration. The future samt has gone through a long;

course of moral training and he has carefully studied

all the details of the philosophic construction, > when
in the moment of sudden illumination what he had

before tried to understand only theoretically, cornea

up ibefore him with tlic vivacity cF living reality^

Beginning with this moment he is a saint, all hiS;

habits of thought are changed. He directly views the|

universe as an infimte continuity of single moments
im (gradual evolution towards final extmction In

Mahayana, the Bodhisattva sees directly or feels in-

i^curdly, quite another picture, corresponding to the

theoretical teachmg of that rehgion. The path to-

-^ards salvation is therefore divided in prehminaiy

path 'of ' accumulating merit {s<mblidrd-mdrga\ in a^

subsequent course of troinmg {prayogortmrgi) and

in *the path of illumination {irsi%~mafgx)\ The
^ Mils C Bhys Davids (Dhamins-saDganl Tiansl

, p 256, n. 2)

calls it a **mental awakemng'*, **intollectaal eonversion**,

oortain vantage-pointfor mind and heartfromwhichthe PromiBed
Land ofNirvada was caughtsi^t of, and the faot ofimpemanenoo

""
first discerned’*, Under’* the fSaot of impermanence” the theory of

"the impermanent dharmas must he evidently imdexstood A
C poetical description of dfS/Mndrjra, which is the same' as

dpatttpilala , is foimd in D N L.76 ff. «
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latter is momentaiy. It is technically called peicep-

tion of the {ova truths, such perception being the

^olnsive property of the saint (arya). Therefore

they are called the four truths of the Saint {aryasya

satyani). They express the general vieur that there

is a phenomenal existence (duliMa), its dri'dng

force {samudaya), there vrill be final extinction

{mrodha), and there is a path towards it (niarga).

In this general form the four truths are accepted

by all Indian systems^. There is absolutely nothing

Buddhistic in them. Their meaning changes accord-

ing to the content which is put into them, according

to what is understood under phenomenal Ufe {didjJilut)^

and under ezianction {nirvaya). Within the pale o'

Buddhism, these conceptions hare, at a certain date,

undergone a radical change. In early Buddhism they
correspond to a pluralistic universe, in Mahayana tn
a monistic one^.

In Elnayana, the process of lUumination is des-
ciibed as a double moment, it consists in a Ttinr^pnf,
of fetiing and a moment of knowledge. The feehng
is sa^fection after which in the na-rt
following moment comes intuition, the vision of the
elements of existence (dMrma-jmma) The intuition
» About the “four tTniis” m NySya-Vaifesika 8eel>elaw.

»athsMra-iuhhhaia m pari^a^vhms the counterpart
of asmiwkrta^mrodha, op Ab Kosabh. VI. 3, This land of

18 much nearer to our ordinary conoeirtion of joy. than

' In NySya-Vaiiesika the yogin perceives at that moment of lUu-^ton the atoms and ell categonss direoUy. op. PraiaStp..
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refers at first to tlie surrounding gross world, and then,
*

as 18 always the case, it is transferred to the imagined
worlds of trance {anvaya^jndna). Thus in sixteen

consecutive moments^ the intuition of the future

saint has run through the whole universe its real and
imaginary worlds, and has viewed them in the light

of four stages of their evolution towards quiescence.

The supreme moment of illumination is the central
point of the teaching about the path ta salvation.

An enormous hteraturc especially in IVIahayana is

-devoted to this conception of mystic intuition*

"When in later times the study of Ahhidharma
has been superseded by the study of logic and episte-

mology, the mystic perception of the samt has retained

its place among the different categories of direct

•cognition which were then established Direct cognit-

tion was then defined as containing no synthetic

thought (Icalpandpoilta), It was pure sensation^

which could apprehend an indefinite moment of sesna-

tion only The four truths, i.e- ontology, were, at

first studied and ascertained by sound logic (pra-

mdi^na mniiciid) and then suddenly perceived as

vividly as a grain of com on the palm of the hand®.

^ About the 16 moments cp Ab Kola, VI 18, 25 fT and M de

la V Yp in bis adition of iUbdby. ti, p 497 n. 4 *

‘ The text book for the study of this part of ^labayana is the Abhi-

samayalankara of MaitieyarAsanga, of irhich 21 Indian oommen-

tanes alone existed besides a huge indigenous Tibetan htexature.

Among tbe seat of the “yollotr caps” the chief commentaiy

studied IB the IfaTn^iim-chen-po-by the great Tson-kh-pa, parify

translated mto Bussian by G. Tsibikoff '

^ Gp. 27yjiya-bmdu and tika, p. 11 (B B. VII}.
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The number of moments was then reduced to three.

In the Madhyamika system, where logic was denied

altogether, the preparation consisted in a course of

negative dialectic, after which the intuition of the

transcendental truth springs up as an inward convic-

tion {pratyatmorwAyay-. In both the philosophic

systems which are represented in Buddhism—^the

pluiabsm of the Bmayana and the monism of Ma-
hayana—^there is a course of preparation and medi-

tation and a moment of sudden illuminaiaon^.

If we now try to answer the question about the

age and the history of this Buddhist doctrine ofYoga,
we must, first of all wholly appreciate the fact that
it is an inseparable, inherent part of the pluralistic

umverse of separate elements [dhaTmay gradually

evolving towards exfanotion^. The possibility is

1 llSdliy. VI p 493-11
~~

^ ~

* According to H Bergson, (De I'intuition philosophise) every
great philosopher has once had a visioa of the nmverse to ivhich
he then remains faithful the rest of his life in a senes of attempts
to formulate it ever clearer and clearer. This toU then be the
ifsH-marga of that philosopher In the life of EAnt, it irill be
fte time when after the year of hterary activitv and meditation,
the central oonceptioa of the Cntiqne of Pore Reason revealed
Itself to him and he then wrote, “das Jahr 69 gab mir grosses
laoht ' The rest of his hfe was mdeed spentm repeated attempts
at a clear formulation of that viaon. The preceding study and
me&tatioa were, so to say, his sambkSm and -pra^ogam&rgaa has been supposed that the four %an«« are of an earher
oate then the four samSjmUis, op Heiler, op cit, p. 43 £F Theo^^ou of ethereal enstences in the Rupa dh5tu as oonsistmg
of lidAstus only, because they did not want any physical food
is evidently a rationahsation of the myth about the descent of
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rr?t excIadeS- as Tre liave stated eissTCiere^- that

the gsim of ixis theorv 2s older than Bndcica himself.

Tr* szr^ case There is 210 instoiiealiv aTitienticated

B:iddhism “sdthcnit this tLeo~, -irfthoi:! the mjstic

-rrorZds and, its fnheren* part- the philosophic and

moral ghr- : aS sorcery and thanmatnrg?". the Brah-

maricai sacrinres not eneeptedU "^*6 strongj* condem-

ned Dj Bnddha. Thej Trere considered as one of

the cardinal sins-. The details of the conditims

in the Trorlds of the mjHtic and the degrees of ngrstic

conoenrratron hsre alTcsjs ^ren opporrunitfes tomuch
scholssrzc controrer^ herTreen the schools. 'We can

safely assert that tTZthii: the pare of Hmajlzia

Enddhism there is no place for trxTial sorosiT®.'

fed cn cip- D- 2*. HI- £4^ 11®: tlesr-* prvlaolT

eifsted alrsacT sr tie nni of “le of tie P&Ii

- Cemskl C3r.cernor- r- CS ^
- zle arzhie cz.2rcdl£n IfsEC ir.HHH 'shers ^^£7^

rle Bralizafalssrrza. D. y. I- & t-s hs.*-© &. Iczig Iisr ofsripgrst-

* if eT»r7 s^pemarrza! T-srld or XTrsT^ f=:agl:sd 07 zls r=7s-

dc. is rspzeserzed es tier, cf conse Efnsvtzza tcH bs fb!!

cf rz&cr brz ClzisZzazriT: fispecfal^ -lar rhizl o^eres £=.

T~sz!e;- TdZ nsfler escarp a srzrlar reT:jes/:l- He rffri?

End slzend tlerefcre. "be mors jrcnenj clsracrensai

EE m-TmegC por-fr^ "rhl. tls jcc'ds mst *^ofme rsatf^

or zmrs^t^ of me Ei7mm*£ '5-c£d “sra feor- rorlmg*^ ^B^rssel^

tfrrs, find e cerzBm Tmmssmm, cf me Brfdlisr rrpemEtmal

cogmnms snd pcrT’ers I7 Fr. H^er, op. oh. pi S3 m
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The psychology of tcance is indeed a chaiactenstic

feotoie of many Indian systems, not ofBnddhism alone.*

It appears almost inevitably in that part of every.

Indian system which is called “the path” {tnarga)

in which the means of a transition out of the pheno-;

menal world mto the Absolute are considered. With
the exception of the orthodox hCmamsakas and the

materialists, every system in this part, but not in

others, contains a certain amount of mysticism. The^

Jainas had their teaching about Yoga. Even the

realistic and theistic brai3my]kas. when feeling it

difScnlt to explain the transition into the Absolute,

ie., from aathsara mto nireaina, have recourse not

to God, but to Yoga^. However, just as the European,

mmd is not altogether and always free from mysticism,

so is the Indian mind not at all necessarily subject to*

it. Not to speak about numerous materialstio doctrines,

the orthodox Minwmsakas themselves held about
Yoga an opinion which probably represents just what
all of us, so far as we are not mystics, tbinTr about it,

viz. that Yoga is sheer imaginarion, just as any other
ordinary fantasticisma. Considering that the
Mimamsakas are the oldest philosophical system
in India whose roots go down into the Vedic age,
we at once can measure the exact value of the "his-
torical method” wHoh finds it highly improbable thatm India, at the time of Buddha, nothing but vulgar
magic and thaumaturgy could exist.

1 About the place Toga occupies m the system of N^ya Taaesifca
see below,

? Cf Slo^vart
, on ptatyaksabntta, 32



It is the comnion lot of every philosophj' or

religion to xeacli a poirii where further espianation

hecomes impossible. A higher and mystical principle'

is then invokcdj because the usual methods have

failed to give satisfaction. With Descartes and

Xieibnitz it is God, with many Indian systems, it is

Toga as a mystical power. ,Vn appeal to this power

plays a conrideiable part in Buddhism, bu^ not

otherwise.

IV. BUDDHA'S BELIEF IX PERSOXAL
EiDIORTALITY

Addirional arguments in favour of an unphilo-

sophic primitive Buddhism are derived from

the occurrence in the Pali Canon of the word
"immortar' among the epithets of Xirvana. the

interpretation of the passages where Buddha is

reported to have given no answer at all when ques-

tioned about XirrZna. the oceturence in lat-er litera-

ture of the term reality in connection with

Xirrana.

A short examination of the value of these

additional argriment*? will not be out ol place.

The practical as well as the theoretical part of

Buddhism converge towar43s the idea of an exnnction

of all the active forces of life in the Absolute- This

Absolute- Xirva7a accordingly receives in emotional

passages an over—helming mass of epitksfCL OTi^€LvXi€,

among which the term *'i)Iace of mimortahty" cccurs

several rimes But what is this immortality \ Is it

the immortahty ofVedic rimes I The blissful existence
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among tlie fotefetliftTS in lieaven Ot is this liypo-

thekcal immoitahty, sometMug like tke paradise of

Amitablia * Or something like the paradise of later

Yisnuism 1 Not tlie sliglitest indication. Because

indeed the word occurs only as an epithet of NirvEpa—

annihilation. There is no deficiency, as we have

seen, of paradises in the Buddhistic outlook. But

Nirvana is beyond all imo^able spheres, it is the

absolute hmit. The words "immortal place” simply

means changeless, lifeless and deathless condition, for it

is Gxplamed as meaning a place where there is neithmr

hirth (le. rebirth) nor death (i,e. repeated death)®.

^ Ml do Itir V P CTfMlcutly tiunko Iksii oil toligioas dcvclopmcuts
start witk an idea of a samving mimortal soul, a thcoiy that
has boon, exploded as fat as Indian teligions ara coneomed. Dr.
Paul Tuxen in the Det KIg. Danske Fidenskabemes sclskab
Hist-phil. Meddleseer, II 5 Foiestillingen om Sjaelen i Kigvcda,
has proved that such an ’doa is quite absent from the Revoda

IS not impo-'

acw combinatiott of tibcm spnngs into beings
Mbte to seem them the fotermmers of the BuCdtast 3 skandhas.
^eidea of a soul m om aceoptatioa of the term, appearsm themetal Dpanmds and is contemporaneous mth the rise ofSankbya and Jamism, ptobablr also mfit i *

Central Conceptaon, p, C5
> P* and my

• The epithet “place of immorishty’’ is also mfit i
TOth Nirvana in Brahmamca] sitems wLT^j

oonncotion

Nirvana, of Vatsyiyana, (ed. Visum) p, 30 1*

^ •deless

whore them is no death it
^ a place

18 etemri hfe ItishWse ^ ®bere

Khuddaka. p. 180)
“ ~i” (Comm!~ r^terated death, of. 01deiigerg,T«ddr“p’t“^’
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People enter paradise by being reborn in it, ibcy

disappear for ever in Nirvana by being extinct.

V. WAS BUDDHA AN AGNOSTIC

«

Another additional argument is drawn out of a

new interpretation of very well-known passages in the

Canon where Buddha is reported to have answered a

senes of metaphysical questions by sheer silence.

It IS hterally an argument a szlenfto. Considering

these questions more closel}’’, wc sec that they ore

metaphysical questions, such as * is the woild begin-

ningless or has it a beginmng, is it finite or infinite,

what i<! Uie condition of the &a nt after death, this ast

question meaning, what is the nature of the Absolute

When these questions weic addiossed to Buddlia on a

certain occasion by a certain mtcrlocutoi, it has once

happened that either no answer at all was foithcommg,

or it was declared that the questions weic futile

Scholais, Indian and European, ancient and modern,

did not find much difficulty in haimonizmg this

occasional “agnosticism” with the mam lines of the

teachings of the Pali Canon. scholars went all' the

length of comparing these reserved questions with a

senes of topics declared insoluble in modem critical

philosophy There is indeed some similaiity^.

HoweverM de la Vallee Poussin explains Buddha’s

silence by his incapacity in the philosophical field.

^ Tliey aro questions which “human reason in its natural progress

^ must uccessanly encounter (Kant, Critique of Pure Keoson,

transl by Max Muller, p 340} Sp 0 Pranke, Kant u die altm-

dische Philosophic, in “2ur Knnnernng an Kmanuol Kant”

(Halle, 1904), p 137-S
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"He did not Imow wliat to answer He was piepaxed

to answer the question of the existence of an eternal

soul in the afBxmalave if his interlocutor preferred so,

if not, he did not mind denying it (p. 119). This is

confirmed by a reference to Kumarilabha who is

quoted by Vasubandhu in the course of a very long

’discussion about the cardinal tenet of all Buddhists,

the ‘‘personahsts” {pudgalavddins) not excluded, ie.

the non-’existence of a substantial soul. This tenet is

discussed here in a masterly way ivith perfect clearness

^d every possible detail^. Buddha denies an eternal

soul as against the etemahst, but maintams moral
responsibihty as against the materialist. Both
extremes aic declared to be follies against which
the doctrine of Buddha is directed. He has sought
and found a “middle path” which evades the dan-
gers of both extremes How then could such a
cat^oncal demal and emphatic protest against two
-extremes be turned mto a connivance m them ?

This IS as much a riddle as the conversion of
the Pali Canon mto a manual of thaumaturgy. It
would be interesting to know when did Buddha “teach
to some persons the exist^ce of self” (p. 119), i.e.,

a full blown dtmavdda or safkayadrsh ?

In many systems, ancient and modern, eastern
^nd western, the reality in itself, the pith of reality,
is declared to be something incognisable. It is.

The same explanataon is given by B. Kath, op atiTp, 63
* Translated by M de la V P in the 1st volume of his Abbi-
d^nnabo4a pp 128 ff and by me m the Bullelan de I’Acade-
*me des Sciences de Bnssie, 1919, pp 823 ff.
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therefore, quite natural to find in the sfU^a literature,

where the style of popular discourses is adopted, the

device of impressing upon tlio audience the mystic-

character of the Absolute by silence The Mahayana
sutias do not tarry in charactcnsing it as “unspealc’*

able”, ‘‘unknowable”, “imdefinable” etc. A long dis-

cussion about the essence of the absolute is given in the

VtmdlaJcnlt-sfd^a The question is tackled from

different sides, and when Vimalakirti is at length asked

to summarise, he remains silent, whereupon Bodhisat^

tva Man]u6ri exclaims, “Well done well done, non-dU’-

ality is truly above words

Nor IS this feature hmited to Buddhist hteiature.

The Vedantms resorted to the same device when

wishmg to brmg home the transcendental character of

their advaita-biaJma. Sankara reports a case when

the question about the essence ofBrahma was reiterated

three times without ehciting any answer.® At last,

when It was asked, “Why don’t you answer the

leply was, “I do answer (so by silence), but you do

not understand me”. Is it permissible to draw the

conclnsion that Vimalalcirti and those men to whom
Sankaracarya refers had themselves no reasoned

opinion about the Absolute or that they were qmte

mdifferent and prepared to answer ]ust as the ques-

' tioner preferred, in the affirmative or in the negative

1 Cf Suzuki, Miiliayaiia, p. 106-7

» Ad V S III 2 17

» Tasubandhu (t£b KoSa. V 22) reports that it was a rule of dia-

lectics at the time of Buddha to answer by silence these ques-

tions which were wrongly formulated, o g , all questions regarding

/

\
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TL THE POSITION OP THE LATER SCHOOLS
OP THE HINAYANA

M. de la Valine Ponssin insists that m order to

escape obscurity "we must construct an outline ("un

achdma d'ensemble) of the history of Buddhism,

that this outline must harmonize with the general

•conception we hare about the liistory of ancient

India^. and that questions of detail become at once

settled, if they find their place in this historical

outline (p. XX). This scheme seems to be the following

•one There was in the begmnn^ a simple faith m soul

and immortality and a jrcimitive teaching of an
indefimte character, mainly of obscure magic. After

that a im'red penod supervened when this simple

creed was contaminated with confused ideology, and
this allows us to ask the question whether Buddhism
at that period was not agnosis. At last Buddhism
received a superstructure of mane scholasticism and
we have a scholastic period in Buddhism, just as we
have one in mediaeval Europe,

Primitive faith, a period of agnosticism and a
period of scholasticism,—we at once see wherefrom

the pioperties of nou^^isisting thing Prof. H. Uldenueig ngnttv
lemarks on another occasion, Upatusaden p. 133 “Die tigenste
Spraohe dieser llystifc, sne allct ilystak, ist Sohweigen

"

This general conception of the histoiy of India is appaientij-
mentioned as implymg the opmion of the author about the social
Buheu (p 107) m which nothing but obsonie magic could possibly
ongmate, an opinion fully shared by Prof. Keith. It would be
mteresfeg to know the opinion of both these authors about the
-milmu m which the grammar of Panim, this one of the greatest
productions of the human mind, ongmated

'
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the bchcme is borrowed. It js an attempt to construct

the liisloTy of Buddhism on parallel hues with the

history of the Western Church

What the primitive faith and tlic supposed agnos-

ticism represent we have already seen

wlint IS Eoholasiirisin 2 It is either (1)

philosophy 111 the sciiice of religion or (2) excessive

subtlety and ailificiahty m philosopliical constiuctions-

Buddliism, early or canonic, is contrasted with

Buddhism later or scliolastic (p, 46)^ This leads to

the BuppoMiion that the schooh c g of the Vaibhasikas

represented in its teaclimg something substantially

different from the carlj’' canonical schools But, as a

matt 01 of fact, the Vaibhasikas aie only the conti-

nuatois of one of the oldest scliools, ilic Sarvustivadins.

They deiivo tlicn name from title of a huge

commentary upon the canonical works of this school

and follow m philosophy gcnerall}'' the same hncs

as did the oiagmal school Quite different is the

position of the 'Second school, the Sautifintikas, It is

really a npw school, a prectusor oi contemporarj* of

that mofiientous change which splits the history ot

Buddlusm into tw’^o quite distinct pciiods. It is,

therefoie, pieferablc to keep to the broad fanes of the

old division of Buddhism into early or Hinayana and

later or the Mahayana, and to admit the existence of a

transitional school m the Sautiuntikas.-*

i But on p 128 M do la ^'alieo Poussin mentions tho “mlubst

sciioJasticjsm” as tho scholasticism ol the canon

3 Another transitional school between Hiuay&iia and Mah&yfma

IS the BO called Satya-siddhi school of Harivarmun known only

from Chinese sources, cf Yamakami Sogon, Systems oi Buddhist
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We readily tlunk that there "was a considerahle

groTYth of scholsticism in early Buddhism, but it is

scholasticism in the second sense Since the simple

faith in immortality never esisted, it is impossible to

speak of its being blurred or contaminated by scholas-

ticism Early Buddhism started from a sound philo-

sophical idea of ultimate leahties {dliarmas). Some

of these elements are highly artificial constructions

Early Buddhists and their continuators. the Vaibha

sibas, have paid a heavy tribute to that innate

tendency of the human mind to infer difference of

things from a difference of words. The Saatrantilcas

most decidedly opposed this tendency, they sharply

distmguished nominal realities {'prapia'pli a£) from ulti-

mate data They accordingly mercilessly cut down

the hsts of elements adopted in the schools of early

Buddhism and by the Vaibhasikas They thus reduced

them exclusively to a list eomprismg sense data and

the primitive data of mmd. It is therefore, quite

wrong to tlirow them into the same bag witb the

Vaibhasilias They are. if anything, ania-scbolastic

Their role may be usefully compared with that of

Occam's Baser m European philosophy. Tliey even

can be more properly called a critical school, a uamR

which then confannators the Yogacara Sautrantika

school fully deserves But these already belong to

the Mahayana If we roughly assign the beginning
of Mahayana to the I century A D. and the decline of

Hinayana in the North to the V century, we shall have

Thouglit p 172 fF (Calcutta, 1912), 0. Bosenberg, Problems,

p 271
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about five hundred years vhen both these tendencies

kept the field T]ie Saiitiantikas apparently began

by taking an intermediate position bet^^ cen cLc

•extrenie MahaySnists^ and the ‘‘school men" Then
the battle that raged during 500 years was inclining

to its end, they coalesced with the Mahayamsts who
hod won the bfitlle ami foiniecl 'vsitli them the hybrid

school of Yoaacara-Sautrantika .\mong the ultimate

rcahties of the earlier lists which were declared by the

new movement, i e by both the Mahayamsts and

the Sautrantikas to be uominnl we find Nirvana

{nhodlia)

It was knoi\ ii long ago that the ^'aibhnsika and the

Saiitiantika schools weie engaged in a dispute rcgniding

the nature of Nirvana The fiist maintained that it

was something real the second objected that it

was nothing leal by itself, that it was meiely the

cessation of all peisonal life The exact meaning of

this issue could, of course, be fully appreciated only if

the complicated arguments of both contending schools

would have been Imown Our infoimation about the

Yaibhasikas is much more ample now, and we can

represent m detail the argumentation which led to the

tenet of Nirvana as a reahty About the othei school,

the Sautrantikas, our mformation is still indirect

^ Tills Vasabaudiiu imnself hints, of my Soul Theory, p 852 and

M de la V ]) *s transl IX p.273. Vasnbandhu who lumselffavoured

this school, as well 08 his pupil and coutinuator Bignaga, are

already MahaySuists and have partly adopted Yijuwavada

views They call tlicmselvcs Vijnanvadins although in the

cardinal point of absolute icolity they partly adhere to the Sautra>

ntika MOW (cf Nyayabindutikatipp ed B. B p 19).
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The worlcs of the early Sautrantikaa, Kumaralahha,

Srilabha, Mabahhandauta, Vasninitta and others are

still inaccesahlc. Yasuhandhu can be taken as tho

exponent of the latest phase of this school, 'when it vras

about to coalesce 'with the Mahayanists. However,

enough is known to allow a defimtc conclusion about

their supposed '"denial” of Xirvana and the meaning of

their answer to the Vaibhasikas.

M dc la Vallee Poussin tbiiiks that his hypothesis

about a pte-canonic Buddhism consisting of a simple

faith in immortality and yoga practices, as well as his

interpretation of the passages where Buddha is

lepoited to have answered some metaphysical questions
by silence—that both these hypotheses arc fully
borne out by the position wliioli the later schools take
regar^ng Nirvana (p. 132) ^en it is oaUed a
"rMlity” lie declares it to be a confirmation of the
existence (some 600 years ago) of that simple faithm munortahty which, by a similar method, he has
tovered in early Buddhism. We find in his hook
(pp. 136-148) many mteresting details about the
battle that raged between the two schools in theV century A D

, hut unfortunately the meaning of the
controversy has entirely escaped his attention, since

-f®
assumes it to be.

he Vaibhas^s did not maintain that Nirvapa was a -

kind of paradise, but that tlic annihilation of all life

»),tli<,e«enoeotNwinam.aTeamy (rnrom
le. amatenulisho IifSesB reality. Tho

to 1 Pormoidjo), .,o.-aioy
e Mahajana conception wMoh oonsiats
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in identifying Niivana with llic living woild ilcslf

Tliercfoic, ]nsi as the Jlohavrmists, they deny the

realifcv of Nirxana 03 a sepfnate elnnsnt xxhich

transcends the living world It is a denial of

the reality of that matonnh'lic kind of anniliildtion

which nas favoiued Jjy fhe Vnibha«‘ikas,

VJI THE DOUBLE CII VR \CTER OF THE
ABSOLUTE

With icgaid to !Nn\ <111.1 the Ab^^olute, Indian

philosoph}’. ju*5t a^, in a bioeder .sen«:c. tlic pluIo‘!oph)

of mankind, divided between Ixvo dianictiically

opposed .solution*' The ab^-olnfc end i-j cither eternal

death, or it is Gt'’inal hfc ^ The fir^l is nialGiiah^ni

the second «ome kind of idoali'iin Both theories aie

repicsented m Tndi.i in Buddhism as v'ell as in

Brahmanif'in The ihoorv of r Icrnal de.Hh h reprc'.cn-

ted, on the Buddlu^'m hide bv early Buddhism and

tlic Vaibhasikas, on the Biahnianiral side, as %mI 1 be

seen later on by the caily Xy.lya-A''ai4eMka The

theory of eternal life is represented m the Buddhi*"!

Bide by the Slahayana and its piccursois on the

Brabinanioal side by tlie Vedanta, Sankliya, Yoga and

the later Naiyayilcas Xiix^rma is a leality (dka’inia

zastu) 111 the sense of a maleriahstic, hfelebS (yasmvn

^ I find in modem pojnilar work^ .lufaming to bioJogv the con-

ception of a Sir\7tna and the tenn .i]>piicd to dcs-

enbe th.it condition of the unneriC Mhich v’ll obtain wl.cn nil

energies will be c\h iust**cl (cnlrop3') There is P‘!‘«iimed a biolo-

gical *Lusttncb ’ and a Todestrieb", the first would correspond

to Ticyopcideya tlic ‘ccond to sariam licyam or

sariKini duhhhahi cp Sigiu Freud, Jcn^cit® des Lustpmcip®

(Vienna 1923), pp 32 80
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soli ce^aso vimohsah, ac^nah)^ iealit7 m ‘ the

majority of the schools of early Buddlusm and in the

Yaibhasika school. They are also atheists and treat

their Buddha as essentially human.^ Such reality is

domed by ah those schools rrhioh adhere to the con-

ception of a divine Buddha, i.e. by the Mahayamsts

and their precursors in the Hinayona. The conception

of Buddha’s Cosmical Body {ilhatworltayrt) is shared by
all the schools of Mahayana and by the intermediate

school of the Sautrantikas According to the modem
Mongol's way of espressmg it, m Hinayana the supremo

Buddha {burhan-bagsh%) has no body, in the Mahayana
and with the Sautriintilms he has a Body, and a better

one (than before becoming Buddha), a glonous.

all-embracing Body.

As regards the reahty or ideality of Nirvana the

relative position of the contending schools may be

roughly represented in the follovnng schematic way

Vaibhasika and early schools—^both samsara and
nirvana real.

Madhyanuka—^both samsara and nirvana unreal

(sc separately unreal).

Sautrantika—saihsara real, nirvana unreal (sc.

separately unreal. Yogacara or Vijnanavada—samara
unreal, nirvana real). The meaning of this scheme
will emerge from the arguments advanced by each
of the schools.

* Cp Madhy vi p 523 9. cp. teaosl m the Appendix
* This, of course, does not mean that exceptional, supernatural
povrers were not ascribed to bm, but he belonged to the mtmt-
syahla.
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VITL Tins VAIBIIASIKAS

As zncntioncd above, lliey arc the contimiatoTS of

the early school of the iSarvastivadins and may be

here treated as the representatives of earl}' Bnddlusni

in general Their tenets which eoncein us at this

place are the following ones Existence ih of a

double kind, either transient and phenomenal, or

eternal and alisoliitc Both parts are then analysed
into then elements, classified as elements of mattei,

mind and foices for the phenomenal part, and as

space and Niivana for the cieinal one The elements

of phenomenal life arc divided into ]iast, picscnt and

future, and arc all conceived as lealitics the past

and the future ones arc ns real ns the present ones*

Tins leads to the construction of two sets of elements,

the one representing then everlasting nature {dhamia-

svahMva)^ the other their momeutaiy manifestation

m actual life dhmma lalsana)^ It is cleai that this

theory bungs the Sarvastivadin vci}>^ near to tlie

Saiildiya system which assumes an eternal matter

and its momentary manifestations®. Therefore,

students are special!}'' warned not to confound both

doctrines, and not to ovcilook tlicir difference ®

^ This iliGoiy of the doubio set of cleiticnls ib very clearlv aimlysed

by 0 Hosenberg in his Problems, cf IX and XVIII Had
M dc la V P dovoted to tins book all the attention it deserves

he no\cr would Imc nmintamcd that the Nirvana of the Yai-

bhasikas ib a paradise Judgmg by hib sweeping and unfair rc-

maik on p XXI lie has entirely misunderstood tins remarkable

book

2 Of Ab Ko^n, V 2'5, and mv Conlial Conception p 80
2 When pressed to give details about this lifeless condition of

dhannasvabhttva the Yaibhasikas confess their ignorance, ibid,

p. 75 and 90
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When all manifestations aie stopped, all forces extinct,

remains the lifeless residue. It is impersonal, eternal

death, and it is a separate element, a reaUty, the

reahty of the elements m their lifeles.** condition.

This reality is very similar to the reality of the Saii-

khya’s undifferentiated matter (pj eikrii), it is eternal,

absolute death^ The Sankhyas were dualists,

and admitted besides eternal matter eternal

souls, but the latter, as is well known, the Bud-

dhists vay energetically denied. Candraldxti

refers to the Vaiblmsika view in the following way.

"If Nirvana is a reality per se {bhava), it cannot be a

simple extinction. Of course, it has been declared

that consciousness is extmct (vimoJssa) in nirvana,

just as a light becomes extinct (when fuel is' exhausted,)

but for us exlinct life is not an entaty {bhava)” To
this (the Vaibhasikas) answer “You must not under-

stand nirvana to be the extinction of passion (and of

life), but you must say that the entity {dhanna)

called mrva^a is the thing m whudt passion and life

are extinct. The extinction of light is a mere example,

and it must be interpreted as pomting to that (inani-

mate) thing which remains when consciousnes is

extinct”.*

We need not msist that the school was atheistic

and gemunely denied the reality of a substantial

soul, whereas the Maha^mghilBis, Vatsaputnyas,

^ Or aomeihuig qmte nndefinable, mhsattSsattam nthsadasai

ntnuad rntyaMam ahngam pradhSnam, Y. 8. VySsa II 19.

® Yasmtn salt eetaao vunokso {=7ttrodho) lyhavali, ibid. 526.

9., op. tianslatioii in the Append.
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SautrSntikas and MaliSiyanists denied it one way
and admitted it in another The state of Nirvana, as

imagined by the Yaibliasikas, affords some points of

similarity witli that state of the ^ inverse which

modern science imagines will exist when all energies

will be worked out, they mil exist, since energy itself

(sc. dharma-smhhava) is eternal, but they will not

work. A condition in winch all energies are extinct

cannot be spiniunl ^

Of course simple materialism goes under the

name oivcchedavdday against which Buddha is reported

to have made an omphalic ]>rotcst. But simple

materialism in India as clsewlicrc, is nirvlina at every

death {dehoch1iedo7noL^ah)J^ without retribution for

one’s deeds in future life The complicated svstem

of worlds imagined by Buddha, llirough which the

elements composing individual existences are gradually,

one after the other, icdnccd to a state of quiescence and
extinction, until m final nirvana all aie extinct—is

nothing but the icahsation of the moral law The
woilds are “piodnced’* by laima^ which corresponds

to a conception of evolution going on under the

mfluence of an accumulation of moral merit ^ F^imple

matenahsm leaves no room for the worlang of this

^ European mystics, of course, put all the variety of the Indian

speculations about Nirx^na into the same bag and declare that

negative for our reason, it is emotionally very positive indeed^

‘*dem Gefuhl nach ein Positivum starkster Foim^’, of Heilor,

op cit p 41, following E Otto, Daa Hoihge.

* Sarvadar4
, p 3 (B Ind )

^ Cp 0 Eosenberg, Problems XVI.
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lavr. But neither does, according to Buddha, an

eternal spiritual principle leave room for it. The

moral law conduces through a very long process of

evolution the living world into a state of final quies-

cence where there is no life hut something lifeless,

inanimate.^ In this sensCi, the Vaibhasika outlook

resembles the materialism of modem science.®

IX THE SAUTEANTIKAS

This school, as mentioned above, had quite

different tendencies. They denied that the past and

future elements really existed in the same sense as the

present ones did They took much more natural

view The past is what did exist, and the future is

what will exist after not having existed. They conse-

quently rejected the double set of elements, the eter-

nal essence and the manifestations, and admitted the

^ All the icfcrcnocs adduced M dc la V. F. from Sangbabhadts

and Ab , Kosa, II, 53 only asscib tliat zurvana, according to tbo

Vaibbaeikas, vrtA a vasht, but not that it was living or spiritual.

* Prof M Ancsaki, Kicbiicu (Cambndge, 1916) p 137 £F evidently

alludes to Uic VailibuMkas when asserting that Buddhism m-
cludea a matoriabstic school, or a school which its opjioncnts

chaiactenscd as matciahstic As a cunosity it may be added

tliat ^hen the educatLonal authorities of the newly founded

ropubhe of Burmfs in Transbaikaha started an entirehgious

propaganda, they first of all assailed the doctnne of transmigra-

tion m Its popular form and insisted on the fact that modem
science favours a matciialistic new of the umverse. The Bu-
ddhist monks, who arc Slahayiiniste, retorted in a pamphlet
in which they developed the that mateiiahsm is not un-
known to them, suioG the Vaibhfisikas maintained that after

Kirvana, every life ceases for ever.
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reahty of these innmfestations aIone« Nirvana was

the absolute cud of the maiiifestatious, the end of

passion and life (Aleia-janmanor Jcsayalh\ without

any countcrpait It decidedly insisted upon the

fact that nirvana means only the cud of the process of

life, without any lifeless substance {dharma) as the

residue or the substiatum tn wincif bfe has been

extmguished Nirvana thus loses its matcnahstic

character. The denial of the Sautrantikas is no denial

of Nirvana in general not a denial of an idealistic

absolute. There is no Buddhism possible without

Nirvana, since without Nirvana means without a

Buddha. But the Sautrantikas denied the material-

istic Nirvana, ]n&t as all the Mahayanists did.

The original works of the Sautrantika school,

as mentioned above, are not yet accessible. The school

probably contamed a great variety of philosophical

constructions. The later Sautrantikas coalesced with

the Mahayaiusts and formed the hybrid schools of the

Sautrantika-Yogacara and Madhyamika-Sautiantikas.^

This fact alone proves that on the vital questions of

Nirvana and Buddha they closely adhered to later

Buddhism and can be characterised as a transitional

school !E^om Tibetan sources* we know that they

admitted the doctrme of dhmmakdya^ i.e., of a divine

Buddha, and this solves the question, because this

dogma 18 the common characteristic of all the schools

of the Mahayana. They differed from the latter m
that they admitted the reality of the phenomenal

Was^ibef, BnddJusm, pp 321 S
a Ibid p 286
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-world which with them included only sense-data,

consciousness and volition. The momentary flashes

to which these entities were reduced were never-

thdess conceived as real, not illusions, and their

total extinction in Nirvana was maintamed They

neither admitted the momstic spiritual pnnciple

{alaya-moMna) of the idealistic l^hayanists,

nor the principle of relativity {s^inyavada) of the

Madhyamikas. What their line of argument was

we know from the work of Vasumitra upon the early

schools^. The author was himsdlf a Sautrantika

and closes his work with an enumeration of their

principal tenets, such tenets that were shared

by all the adherents of the school. We find here

(under No 3) their tenet that there are two kmds of

elements {shmdhas) Besides those which are subject

to total extmction at the tune of Nirvana, there is a

subtle consciousness which survives after Nirvana

and of which the former are but a manifestation^.

We have here the germ of the idaya-vi^nma of the

Yo^caras If later on the Sautrantikas objected to

this tenet, they probably did it only because, m the

Yo^cara system, it mvolved the illusory character of

the external world, whereas the Sautrantikas stuck

to its reahty. Most probably they were in this point

only the contmuators of the Malmsamghikas, i.e.

^ Samaya-bheda-nparaoana-cakra, tiansl for the first time by
Wasailief m bis Buddbiam A new Engbsb translation with co-

pious and very mstruotive notes by J Masuda appeared in Asia

Ma]or, II 1 pp. 1“78

‘This IS also known firom Tibetan sources^ of Wassilief

op. Git p.273.
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they ac1]icrcd (o that tendency which a1. an caTly date

manifested itself among tlio schools of the Hinnj’Sna
and icpioscnted a protest against the treatment of

Buddha ns cssentiall}’' human and against tlie ilieory

of his total disapi>oaiance in a maferiahstic Nirvana.
Since cvciy school of the Malifiyniia interpreted

dhatmaliij/a accoiding to their oa\ii idea.s in philo-

soph)*, the Sauti.lntikas likewise intcijnctcd it as a

peisomfication of their subtle consciousncbs^

X. THE YOGACABAS

This uas an idcalisic school founded by Aryasanga

in the IV-V Century A D.

Idealistic views (vtjwlna-vdda) have appeared m
the history of Buddhistic philosophy several times

and at diffeient iilaces We have, fiist of all cano-

1 It thus appears that Prof II Korn» hinuuni, p 123, 1^as right in

maintaining that "among old <iGcts the Mnhnsamghikns enter-

tained vtes^s agreemg inith the Mahu^dna" It is also dear
that the Vatsiputrlyas (Vajjxputtakas) established their pifd-

^alavada with no other aim than that of supporting the doctrine

of a supernatural, surviving Buddha from the philosophical side.

Indirectly this proves how philosophic the genmno pnmitivo

Bnddha must have been The very character of the argument of

the VtttsTputrivas in favour of the jtudgala is suggestive It

was neither a dharma—this they could not maintain, so fresh was

its catcgoncal denial by the Master in memory—but neither

was it something different from a dharma It was already in-

expressible at that time. Had not the denial of the dimd been

so catogonoal, the Vatslputriyas would have certainly invented

another, and not so twisted an argament in support of their

lielief in a supernatural Buddha Cf Ab HoSa, TX and mv Soul

Theory, p 830
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Tiical works like the LdiiMvaidraaillra and others,

whioli are written in imitation of the Upanisads,

in a style intentionally averse to precision^. And

-then we have the three systems of Asvaghoga,

Aryasanga and Dignaga. As Mahayanists, they are

all monists and behevers in the Oosmical Body of

the Buddha. But m the process of realisation of this

imique substance they all adnut the existence of one

initial or store consciousness dlaya~vijndna in addition

to that mdefimte^ consciousness {ciUa= man(is=

vyiiono) which was admitted in the Hinayana, and

^ In the Lankavataxa^ p. 182-86 (ed Toliyo 1924) more 20

di£[eien.t opinions about Nirvai^ axe mentioned The first evi-

dently alludes to theopimon of theS^ayamsts and ihe last

looks like the opimons of the Yogacaras. All ate rejected on

the score that Nirvana is undefinable It is the Madhyanuka

view But the majority of the solutions there menlaoned evi-

dently never existed, and those that existed are so formulated

that It IS difficult to recognise them. It is a fanciful hterary

composition Iryadeva’s comment transL by G. Tucci, T’oung

PaoXXV, p 16 , looks like forgery by some mcompetent pandit*

The Tibetan Bstan-hgyur, as already noticed by Wassihef, is

also full of forged tracts ascnbed to Ai^vaghosa, Nagatjuna and
Aryadeva The last solution, p 184, 1 15, ff, which m the

sfitra IS evidently mentioned pour la bonne bouobe is not to be

discovered at all m the enumeration of the oomment It has

not escaped the perspicacity of E. Bumouf, Introduction.

(2) p 462, that this last solution, although seemingly rejected,

was the one favoured by the author. I find no mention of E
BumoufB translataon and comment in the article of G Tucca.

® That vi^H^na-sLandha is nothing else than ntmfcaZpaXam
and sanyno Blandka nothing else than sainhalpalam
as stated in my Central Conception, p 18-19, isnow corroborated

by Udayana, PaTi4nddhi, p 213-14 {B I

)
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they all deny the reality of the external world They
ihuR reduce all the elements {dha^ma) of Hinayana

to modes of one single conscious principle. AiSvghosa’s-

system^ is in all essential pomts the same as the

Madhyamika’s, but it accepts the theory of an “All-

conSeiTing mind’’ {alaya-vij^ana)^ as a stage in the

evolution of “Suchness” {tathatd) in which consci-

ousness IS awakened”^

The Yogacara school is divided mto the ancient

one, or the followers of Aryasanga, and the new one, or

the followers of Dignaga. The first® estabhshed their

ideahstic views on a new interpretation of the old

Abhidharma Aryasanga himself composed a Alaha-

yamstic Abhidharma,^ where the number of elements

{dharma) is mcreased from 75 to 100 The dlaya-

vijndna is here a new element, a store-house, a real

granary, where the seeds {hlja) of all future ideas and

the traces of all past deeds are stored up However,

it IS not the Absolute It belongs to the phenomenal

^ Whetilicr this ASvaghosa, a Alahayanist, is the same as the author

of Biiddhacanta has been doubted About this system cp Suzuki,

Biscourso on the Awakeuiug of the Faith (Chicago, 1900) and

Vamakaiui Sogon, Systems of Buddhist Thought, p 252

(Calcutta, 1912)

s Suzuki, Op cit p 151

^ A clear exposition of Ary^anga’s system is to bo found in the

Trimsika of Vasubandhu with a comment by Sthiramati, ed by

Sylvain Ltvi (Fans 1925) Cp Yamakami Sogeu, op cit 210 ff.

Op, B Keith, Buddhist Phil
, p 242 ft where all fhe literature is.

mdicated A still earlier (third) school ofthatname is mentioned,,

cf Wossilief, Dharmatft, p. 76.

^ Abhidharma-samuccaya, Bstan- hgynr, Mdo, voL 32
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part of existence because all tbe results (vipaJLa)^ of

harma are there stored up. This store-consciousness

in this sjTstem occupies a position analogous to the

primitive matter (prod/iona)® of the Sahkhya school.

All individual objects and ideas are regarded as its

modifications (ponndwia) by the Saipkhya. The

Yo^caras likewise regard all separate ideas as modifi-

cations of their store-consdousness. This represents a

•disguised return from the theory ofa stream ofthought

to the doctrine of a substantial soul®. In the stream

of thought, every preceding moment of the conscious-

ness IS the cause of the next following one. This
relation called samanantara-fratyaya is now replaced

Tiy the relation of the store consciousness (alaya) to
its modifications {yannama)^.

But in the Samkhya system both the Primitive
matter and its modifications were realities. The
Yo^caras regarded both as imren,] . From their

predecessors, the Madhyamikas, they adopted the
theory of the relativity and consequent unreality
{s^ny(itd~niksvabh&votd) of all inividual existence®,
of all plurahty, with that difference that they intro-

duced different degrees of this unreality. First
of all, individual ideas were unreal because they

^ Cp Tnih^ika, p 18.21.

® Ibid p 36. 9

* Cp my Central Conception, 33.

* Tnmitka p 34. 5. fL This is Sthiramati’s view about alaya. Other
views were entertamed by Nanda, Dignaga and Dharmapala,

' Cp Schie&er, Taranatha. p. 301.
® Ibid. p. 41-2.
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were logical constructions (poiikalpita) without any

adequate xeality corresponding to them in the exter-

nal world Tins was called their essential unreality

(laksana-nihsvabJidvatd) ^ They were nevertheless

contingently real (paiatantra) in the sense that they

obeyed to causal laws (pfatltya-^amutpdda),^ -This

was called their causal unreahty ot relativity (utpctUi-

mhsvabhdvafd) They were at least 'unreal (indivi-

dually as far as they were merged m the unique reality

(pcnimspa^ina) of the Absolute Tins

was called their absolute unreality {pmamditJia^inhsva^

bJidvald)^ as individual entities It was the same as

their reahty.an the Absolute; their reahty, so to say sw6

specie aelef miaiis \ The*Absolute thus'^becamcimmanent

to the phenomenal world, it vta-s neither diif^ent,' nor

undiffeient {ndnya nd^ianya) * As an assem^^lage

of ilidividual ideas it was diffetent, but viewe&" as an

dx^mc whole it became identical It was' a spiritual

Absolute ptue oonaoiousness, un-

differentiated into subject and object {gidhya-gid1iah<^

rajhita) ® It is the essence of Reahty^ {Ahaima^'dlidtu)

and it IS, therefore, identified with the Cosnucal Body

("SAcwia-MyaJ of the 'Buddha’ All the numerous

synon3mXB which are used to characterise this concep-

Tfim^ilai p 41 14

® Ibid p 41-18 op p 16 16 vijiianam pratitya-sanmtpalinatvBd

drayyato’sti

s Ibid p 41 23-4

« Ibid p 40 6
‘

•Tbid p 42 16

« Ibid p 40 4 '

, , . c

T Ibid p 43 25
' ' ‘
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tion in other schools can be applied to it.^ The yogin

in his mystic intmtion is snpposed to possess a direct

cognition of this imdifferentiated pure consciousness

(advayalakswijmn vynapti-nidiram).^

In the closmg chapter of his Abhidharmakola,

Vasubandhu mentions the Mahayanist vieir that all

separate elements, the dharmas of the Bjnayana,

have no ultimate reahty® ' At that time he rejects’

this view, but later on, near to the close of his long

life, he changes his stand-point, and accepts the ideahs-

tie theory of his elder brother Asauga. Asafiga

himself seems also to have, at a certain period of' his

life, fluctuated between the two mam lines in whic^
Mahayana was spbt* But at thg 'end' of their career

both brothers' defimtely settled in the conviction
that the Umverse was a logical construction® ,that all
its sepatate elements were relative not realj m theni-

selves, but that they possesed another reality, the
pannispanna, a reahly m the Absolute; ' they weire
real when -regarded svJb specie aeteriiitatis. The
Theory of Salvation, of this transition from samsara
^ Trimlik& p 41 26 ‘

* Ibid p 42 20 ' ^ ’

» Cp the trsnslatiott of M ae la V. P ,’ IX p 273 and my Soul’
Theoi^4>p 858,/

^ ,

* According to .the 3hbetans, among .the 6 T?orks of Maitreja-
Aaadga some a:^e TOtten from jihe j^ogSLc^a standpoint, some
from IMtedhyaimka-BvStantnka and one from the mdhyarnika-
prasan^ka view ,

* . t

* Tnmlika, XVIl/ sarvam mjfiapiimatralam, and Sthirama^
' xemaito p 35, that sarvam includes both the phenomenal ^rld

end the Absolute, sarvam lU truidhatukam asamsLfUim oa ‘ *
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into nirvana, out of the phenomenal world into the

Absolute—^this greatest puzzle of the Indian mind

—

underwent a complete change as a consequence of the

change m the ontological view In SBnayana where,

as we have seen, both samsara and nirvana were consi-

dered as reahties, the mystic power of yoga was called

upon to achieve the transition out of the one mto the

other. Actual experience of trance in meditation sug-

gested to the Buddhist philosophers that yoga was
capable of arresting some functions of the senses

and of the intellect And since the world was analysed

in bits of senses and sense data, it seemed only logical

to admit that yoga could achieve the task of arresting

the life of the umverse forever

The great change produced by the Mahayana
consisted m the view that the absolute was immanent
in the World There was consequently no need of
converting the elements of the phenomenal world
into eternal elements, the swnishrtar-dkarmas into

asarhshrta-dhamias^ the samsara mto m/rvd^ The
change consisted in the change of aspect The mystic
power of yoga was now invoiced notm order to produce
a real change m the constitution of the Umverse but
in order to replace the wrong ideas of unsophisticated

humamty by an mtuition of what was absolutely

real To the yogi, the world appeared m a qmte dif-

ferent aspect, he viewed every separate object as nn-

real separately, but real sub specie aeternitatis Eor
him the elements {dharrjms) of the Umverse needed
no conversion mto eternal ones, they were themselves

eternally “quiescent”.
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The SBimyamstac conception of separate elements

•{dtumnas) which were active m phenomenal hfe and

•qmescent {SatUa) or extinct (niruddha). m Nirvapa

was, according to the Yogacaras, contrary to reason.

If they were real they conld not disappear totally.

They were, accordingly, declared to have been

always qmescent, quiescent or extinct from the

outset {ddi-'dnta)^ To regard them as active, in

the transcendental sense, is an illusion In that

sense, it can be asserted, that nirvana is real and
samsara unreal.

In the system of Dignaga, the old Abhidharma
is forsaken altogether and replaced by logic and episte-

mology Dignaga started with the reform of the
Brahmamcal logic (nyaya) and adapted it to Buddhist
-ideas. His analysis of cognition resulted m the con-
ception of an extreme concrete and individual {svalah-
SdTui), the root, or

, so to say, the differential of cogni-
tion, a point instant {ksatja) m which existence and
cogmtion. object and subject, coalesce ^ The conoep-
* « Mahayanasatralamkara, ed Sylvam Lgvi {Paris 1907).'xi

51 ^ ibid (Pans 1911) “ds (les dharma) sont origmenement

^ Paix et en etat de Pan-Nirvana” Cf St Schayer. Die
.Briosungsle^n der Yogacatas nach dem Satralamkam des^nga, Z fur Indologie. 11, 1 p 99, ff The idea that all ele-
ments are on^Uy quiescent (Santa=mrvrata) so etemaUy ex-
tinot, an idea leading to the theory of everything being real sub“ 5kemse expressed by Naglrinnaf hfedhy

m
VII, 16-Pramua yad yad bhamtiM toe ehardam smbhavatah

rather subtle discussion between Can-
and Ihgnaga about the pomt-instant in which exist-ence and cognition are supposed to coalesce is found m M vr

p 59 ff transl. in the Appendix Cp my Buddhist Logic'and
ispistemology, di. YII,
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tioH of fins ifli>a]isf.ic srhool jcgarcling Nirvana nia-s^

be gailioiccl fiom the closing worrls of Dliaininklrti in

Ins “Rxaminalion of Solipsism '
’ Tlic question is .asked

how IS the omni&nencG of JJnddhns to be understood

of the J3it(ldhas ^\hiLli .me the peisoiu/icatjon of pure

consciousness unflilWrcntialed into siibjecf and object,

and it is aiisweicd that the ‘penetration of the Buddhas

into oveiy existing object is something inconceivable,

it lb in every respect bevond what wc mav cxpicss

m speech or cognise in eonoepts

XT TUB MADIIVAMIKAS

This^ system of pliilosophy and dialectics is the

foundation olthc ^Mnhaynna Lchgion Although other

ej’^st/cms—the icalisin ot the Sar\asinndins and the

idealism of the Yogacaiab—are also studied m the

monastic schools oi the countries where this» icligion

nourishes, ncvcitheloss the Aladhyamilva .system is

generall}*' regaided as the tiuc background of the

religious feelings of its votaries Foi it must be

allowed that?' the Mnha3rann is a -truly new religion,

so radically different from Earl}*’ Buddhism that

it exhibits as many points of contact with later Brah-

manieal religions as witli its owrn predecessor Prof

O Bosenberg calls it a sejiaiate “church’^ and compares

its position with the Roman Catholicism vosus

Protestantism ^ The difference is even mor'e radicaU

since the new religion was obliged to produce a new*

canon of Scriptures
^ ;

^ Sdmtannntnrasiddhi, edited hy mo iii tho B B and translated

into Eussian in the senes, -
‘ ^

3 0 Bosenberg, Problcmc der B Flulosopbic, XIX.« « ' ” '
*'
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It never lias been fully realised what a radical

revolution had transformed the Buddhist church when
the new spmt which however was for a long tune lurk«

ing in it arrived at full eonclusion in the first centuries

AC ^Vhen we see an atheistic, soubdenving philo-

sophic teaching of a path to j)ersonal ]?mal Deliverance,

consisting in an absolute cxtinciton of hfe, and a simple

worship of the memory of its human founded:,—^when

we see it superseded by a magmficent High Chuioh

with a Supreme God, surrounded by a numerous pan-
theon and a host of Saints, a religion highly devo-

tional. highly cremonious and clerical, with an ideal

of Umversal Salvation o£-all hvmg creature^ *a Salva-

tion by the divine grace of Buddhas^and the Bodhisat-

tyas^ a Salvation not m anmhilation, but in eternal

hf^, we are fully justified lu maintaming that the
history pf lehgions has scarcely witnessed ,5uch a
break between new and old^ withm the pale of what
nevertheless eontmues to claim common descent
from the same religious foxmdcr.^ -Yet the'philoso-

Very eharactensiic is also the fact'that Bddhist art of theancicnt
period represented Buddha by an empty place“ora ‘synibol which
later On is replaced by a divide figure of thcAppollo type. 2^ot-

withstandmg P^o^ GrunwedeV^ contrary view (Buddbisticlie
Knnst, 1st ed p 68) tbe only explanation seem^ to be 'that the
total disappearance of Buddha in l^vSna ' was thns^ given
pictorial expression*

'
'

,
* t

* The tvTO churches -coexisted pcacefilllj- in the same monatwics,
hecanse the Buddhists very -wiselj- always made allowance for
human nature which sometames feels inclination towards a si^le
Ationalisitio Low -Ghurch' and -sometitnes is attracted towar&s a

' devotional and magnificent Chnroh They dmded huma-
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pLical system which is the foundation of this new reli-

gion IS usually represented as the extreme expression

and the logical consequence of that pessimism and
skepticism by which Early Buddhism is supposed to

have been mspired. Tt 13 characteiised as “complete

and pure nihihsm’^ as the “legitimate logical out-

come of the principles underlying ancient Buddhism^’ ^

It IS accused of teaching that “all our ideas are based

upon a non-entity or upon the voids”.® It is repre-

sented as a “negativism which radically empties exis-

tence up to the last consequences of negation”,® a

doctrine whose conception of reahty was one of “abso-

lute nothingness”,^ The Madhyamikas are called

nity in families (gotra) of which some by nature belonged to the

low-ohuroh family (Hinayana=hiziadhunukti) and others to the

high church family We must imagine the process by which some

originally Hinayanastic monasteries gradually turned Mafa&yS-

nistio as a process of aggrandisement The educational Buddhist

monastenes, which are comparable to mediaeval universities,

were aggrandised by the addition of a new college uhich received

Its own temple and body of monks studying a new special litera-

ture and condnctuig a special worship In present days we jcon

witness in Transbaikalia the addition of monks, a special literature

and a special worship The different types of Buddhist mona-

stenes are described by B Baradun in a very instructive work

now published at Vexchne-Oudingsk, It was accessible to me m
MSS during my visit to that town in 1925

H Kem, Manual, p 126 , a Barth Quarante ans, I p 108 , M
de la Yallee Poussin, Bouddhismep 186

« H Jacobi, A O J m XXXIp 1

M Walleser, Die B Phil II p III Der aiteie Vedanta p44

B Keith, op oit pp. 237, 239, 247, 261 etc Prof Keith's

exposition contains (p 259) what, m my opmion, is the laght
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the most radical Nihilists that ever existed.^ When

compared with Vedanta, it has been asserted that

negation has a positive counterpart in that system,

whereas there is none m the lladhyarmka Negation

m the latter is represented as its “exclusive ultimate

end (Belbstzweok).®

The opponents of Mahayana in India describe

it much in the same manner Thus Kumarila accuses

the SKrdhyamikas not only of denying the existence

of external objects, but of denying the reality of our

View, VIZ, that Nagarjuna’s real oh]ect was to show that the in-

tellcct“condemns itself as inadequate ]ust as it finds hopeless

antmoimes m the world of experience ” As prof Keith very well

knows, Nagar^una is not theonly philosoper who adhered to such

a line of argiung, very celebrated men have done that Whv then

should Nagarjuna's mam conceptions be “difficult and obscure
'

(ibid) ^ He also hits the nght mark when bepomts to a pn-

mitive, non-differentiated reahty, identified with Buddha’s

Cosnucal Body (dharma-kaya), as the central conception of

Mahayana He even finds (ibid p 225) much more reality and
activity in this conception than in the absolute of the Vedanta

with which it 18 so stnkmgly similar How are these views to

harmonize with the confixcting opinions of the same author

c g p 261 where it is asserted that for Hagaijuna the world was
“absolute nothingness”, that it was “utterly unreal” I am at a
loss to explam. Or does prof Keith suppose that Hagazjuna did.

not admit the dootrme of Dharmalmya, or that, having admitted

it, he did not fully realise its consequences, or that “the positive

side of the I^IahSlyana” (p 257) is a later development out of its

negative side ^

^ I. Waoh, MiaMyana, p 58

* M WeUesersDeraltere Vedanta, p 42“Sekbstaweckisei^liciiyly

denied by Nagaquna, XXIV, 7 and many other places^
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tdcfis aft wclL^ VsicaspniiniiSra is full of respect

towards Buddbisi logicians but for the Mndhyanukas
jic has only remarks of cxticmc contempt he calls

fools,® and accuses them of i educing cognition to no-

ihing ® Sankara accuses them of di&rcgaiding all

logic and refuses to enter in a controversy ndtli them,
TJjc position of Sankaia is inteiestxng because, at heart,

he IS in full agieemcnt with the Madhyamikas, at least

in the mam lines since both raamtam the reality of

the One-without a-sccond, and the miiage of the mam-
fold But Saiikaia, as an aident hater of Buddhism,

would never confess that. He therefore, treats the

Mddhyamika, wztli great contempt, but not on the

sooie of a '^denial of the existence of our ideas*', or

of maintaining “absolute nothingness,** but on the

charge that the Mddhyamika denies the possibility

of cognising the absolute by logical methods (pramana)

Ydcaspatimi^ra m the Bhamati lightly intci pi ets this

point as referring to the opimon of the Madhyamikas
^ iSlokavarbikn, Niralambanaviida, 14, In fact, the Madhyamikas
denied the vahdity of the pramtinas and maintained that external

and mtcmal wore correlative terms which are meaningless beyond
this correlation, see below p 42

- devanum-priya, of Tatp-tika, p 341 23 469 9

^ Ibid ad N S IV 1 28 aarvA-Sunyatve kliyutur abhavat khyater

abhavah Vacaspati kno'ns that they deny abhava just as much,

and in the same sense, as they deny bhava, of Bhamati ad«

V S II 2 32 na oa mstattvatoiva tatvam bliavanam, tatha

sati hi tattvabhavah syat, solspi oa vioaiam nasahata ity uktam.

bhavadhih He also knows that to transform every thing into

abhava is tantamout to endow non-xeality xnth reality, to have a

vigrahavan abhavah ibid 389 22 But this does not pjcevent

him from repeating popular accusations
,
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•that the logic is incapable to solve the question about

“what existence or non-existence really is. This

opinion Sankara himself, as is wellknown, shares.

He does not accept the authority of logic as a means

of cognising the Absolute, but he deems it a privilege

of the Vedanta to fare without logic, since he has

Eevelation to fall back upon From all his opponents

he requires strict logical methods ^ It nust be added

^ Cf Deussen, S7Stem des A^edanta p 99, Sankaia ad Y. S.

II 2 38. The Madhyamika denies the vahdity of logic, i e of

disotursivo conceptual thought, to establish the ultimate truth.

On the charge that in dong so he himself resorts to some logic,

he rephea that the logic of common life is suihcient for showing

that all systems contradict one another and that our fundamental

conoeptionB do not resist scrutiny, cf Yacaspati, Tatpaiya-tika,

p 249—avicanta-siddhaih pramanair itaresSm prSm&nyam prati-

sidhyate This is exactly the staudpomt which >s developed with

such mfimte subtity and mgenmty by Sxlhaisa in Lis Khandana-

khanda-kh&dya where he opely confesses that there is but little

difference between Buddhism and YedSnta, a eucumstance which

Sankara carefully conceals But m later works, e,g., Vedauta-

panbhaBa, or INyayatnakaianda, diffbrent pramanas are established

as proo& for the existence of brahman. When commenting upon

the Y S. II. 2 28 iSankara, in comhatmg Buddhist idealism

resorts to arguments of which he himself does not beheve a word,

smee they are arguments whch the most genuine realist would
use He thus argues not svamatena, but parematam airttyay

a method very muchm vogue among Indian pandits Denssen’s
interpretation of this point, op cit page 260, as intended to vm-
dicate vyavahara aatya is amisunderstanding, since theBuddhist
never demed the vyavah&ia or samvntti Against LI Sallewer’s

Der altere Yedanta p 43 opinion that the objectivity of our ideas

themselves is meant, it must he pointed out that the Buddhists
did not deny the jfian&kara, and Sankara clearly states that ex-

ternal objects, not ideas are meant-tasmad arth-jhanayor bhedah.
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bhat the Japanese scholars, Suzuki, Anesaki, Yamaka-

mi Sogan and others who have a direct knowledge of

what Mahayana is have never commited the mistake

of regarding its philosophy as nihilism or pure negati-

vism

We will now shortly refer to the mam hues of

the philosophy of the HSnayana morder better to show

the radical change produced by the spirit of Mahayana

and thus to ehcit the aim of its philosophy.

XII THE DOCTRINE OF CAUSALITY IN
THE HINAYlNA

In a previous work^ we have characterised Early

Buddhism (Hinayaiia) as a system of metaphysics

which contained an analysis of existence into its com-

ponent parts, and estabhshed a certain number o£

ultimate data (dharma) Every combination of these

data was then declared to represent a nominal, not

an ultimate reahty A substantial Soul was thus

transformed mto a stream of contmuously flowing

discrete moments of sensation or pure consciousness

(vijnana), acoompamed by moments of feehng, of

ideation, vohtion (vedana-samna-samskara) etc Mat-

ter (rupa) was conceived on the same pattern, as a

flow of momentary flashes without any contmuant

stuff, but characterised by impenetrabihty, and re-

presenting the senses (ayatana 1-5) and sense data

(ayatana 7-11) The world was thus transformed mto

a cinema The categones of substance, quahty and

motion-foT momentary flashes could possess no motion-

1 The Central Conceptaon of Buddhism.
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were denied but the reality of sense data and of the

elements of mind, was admitted. All these elemen-

tary data were conceived as obeymg causal laws..

But the conception of causality was adapted to the

character of these entities which could neither change

nor move, but could only appear and disappear..

Caimation was called dependently-coordinated-origi-

nation (pratitya-samutpada), or dependent exis-

tence. The meaning of it was that every momentary
entity sprang into existence, or flashed up, in coordi-

nation with other moments Its form^a was “if
there is this, there appeals that”^ Causality was
thus assumed to exist between moments only the
appearance of every moment being coordinated with
the appearance ofa number ofother moments Strictly

speaking it was no causahty at all, no question of one
thmg podiieinq the other There could be neither
a oavsa effi^nens, since one momentary entity, dis-
appeanng as it did at once, could not mfluence any
other entity. So the formula was supplemented by
another one “not &om itself (causa matenahs), not
from something foreign (causa efficiens), nor a combi-
nation of both does an entity spring up”,® it is coor-
dmated, it is not really produced”.® Apart from
^ The some formtila in the Pah Canon (Majjh II. 28 etc ) in the
Ab, Kosa, in 18 and 28 and Madhy. -n. p, 10 In the latter instance
asmin sati idam bhavati, hrasve dlrgham yatha sati, the
clearly refers to coordination, not to causation.

* Sarny. II 113 and Madhy Ear I. 1. XU. 1
* Madhy -w p 7—tat tat prapya yad utpannam notpannam

tat svabhavatah ,
ibid, p 376-6—paramarthato’ lynatanut-

padatvat fiarvadhaimanam.
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these momentary entities^ the system admitted eternal

unchanging elements, Space and Nirvana, the latter

representing some mdehmte essence (dharma-sva-

bhava), of these forces which were active in pheno-
menal hfe, but are now extinct and converted mto
eternal death Thus both the phenomenal world
and this kind of an absolute, both samsara and nir-

vana, weie conceived as reahties, somehow intercon-

nected, hnked together in a whole (sarvam), but in an
ideal whole, having as a combination of elements,

only nominal existence ®

XIII THIS DOCTRINE MODIFIED IN
MAHAYANA

Now, the Madhyamilca system started with an

entirely different conception of reahty Real was

what possessed a reahty of its own (sva-bhava), what

was not produced by causes (akitaka=asamskita),

what was not dependent upon anything else (paratra

^ If I am not very much mistaken, this view of oausahty viz

that there is, properly speaking, no real causality, that this

notion should be oanoelled altogether and replaced by a law of

coordination between pomt^instants, la not quite a stranger

to modern science and pbiloscphy, cf B Bussell, On the Notion

of Cause, m Mysticism and Logic p 194 The Buddhist con-

ception of causality would thus be sometlung similar to the

conception of a function m mathematics, “funktionelle Abhan-

gigkit’*, sneh a view of causabty as was entertained in Europe by

D'Alembert, Comte, Claude Bernard, Avenanus, E Mach and

others ,op the references on Eister, Handworterbuch der Phi-

losophie, p 338 We hope to devote before long a special article

to this question

^ Cp my Central Conceptions p 6 and below p 54 u 6
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nirapelcsa) ^ In Hinayana, tlie elements, altliongli

inter-dependent (samslcrta = pratityasamutpanna),

were real (vastn) In Mahayana all elements be-

cause intodefpendeni. were unreal (bunya=svabMva-

sunya)® In Hina3'ana every whole (ra&i=avayavin)

Is regarded as a noimnal existence (prajuapatisat)

and onty the parts or ultimate elements (dharma)

are real (vastu) 'n Mahayana all parts or elements

are unreal (4hnya), and onty the whole, i e. the whole

of the wholes (dharmata = dharma-kaya), is real.

The deftmtion of reality (tattva) m Mahayana is the

folowmg one
—

‘‘uncognisable from without, qiuescent,

undifferentiated in words, unxealisable m concepts,

non-plural—^this is the essence of reahty”.® A de-

pendent existence is no real existence, just as brorrowed
money is no real wealth * The theory that all real

existence can last only for a moment, since two mo-

^ Elar XY In the sequel, the references uitli Homan
figures will refer to chapter and kanka of Nagaijunas
Madhyaimka Sastra, and the references in Arabic figures to

Candrakirti's comment B B IV
® It IS clear that wehave here that conception of a substance inde**

pendently existing which is well known to the students ofEuropean

philosophy, op Spmoza's defimtion of substance as quod m se est

et per se concipitur” This conception resulted either m cstabh-

shmg the theory of a harmonia generaliter stabhts in order to

explam the mterdependence of the monads, or to the view that

there is only one unique substance The latter view is taken in

Mahayana, the former in BSnaySna,where the harmony between
monads is established by karma as a special force (samskara),

the force xareeoxnv, the TcpurO'^ivovv

3 Ibid xvni 9

^ Ibid p 963 3 ELalika-ayacitakam
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XIY THE DOCTKINE OE EELATIVITT

In Maliayana, we are thus faced by a nev,'

interpretation of the old Buddhist principle of the

dependently-coordinated-existencc of the elements

{dlmmmiam pia&iya-sem-ut^da). It is now being

declared that whatsoever is dependent oi lolativp

cannot be considered as an ultimate reality, aud this

feature is then pressed to its last extreme In Hinayai’-

emstence was bifurcated in conditioned and

unconditioned {sarnskrta and asathskita), both being

reahties Neither of them is now considered as

ultimatlj* real, and both are brought under the higher

umty of Eelatmty. The central conception m Early

Buddhism is the idea of a plurahty of ultimate elements

iSharmas). The central conception of Mahayana is

their relativity (iunyatS). The Buddhists themselveo

contended that the idea of ultimate elements {skandlia-

ayatana-dhatavali), of their interdependence {jpiaVitya-

samutpada) and of the “Four Truths of the Saint

are admitted m both Hinayana and hlahayana. But

in the first they are referred to the reality of separate

elements and in the second they are interpreted as

meaning their relativity, or non-reahty^,

^ The germ of the idea that the elements of existence, because

interdependent, are not real can be found in some passages of

the P&h Canon This Candiakirti himself admits (Madhy. avat

p 22 lofiB B IX] But it does not in the least interfere ^th
the fact that Bhiayana is a system of radical pluralism, all

dharmas, even Nirvana, are vastu whereas Mahayanism is a
monistic system {advaya-^nUprapanca) It is quite impossible

to maintain that HinaySna is an advaito-system. But if the

Jl^ladhyamika system is characterised as negativism, and every-
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Since we used the term ^relative * to desciibe

the fact that a thing can be indentified only br

mentioning its ielutions to something else and becomes

meamngless without these lelations implvmg at the

same time that the thing in question is unreal we

safely, for want of a better solution can translate the

word ixinya bv relative oi contingent and the teim

sUnyafa bv relativitv or contmgencr ^ This is m
any case better than to tianslate it by Void * which

signification the teim has m common life but not as a

technical teim m philosophy That the teim sUnya

IS in Mahaya^ia a synonym of deiiendent existence

(partitya samutpada) and means not something void

but something “devoid'* of independent reality (sia6-

hdva-6Ttnya)^ with the implication that nothing short

of the whole possesses independent reality and with

tiling negative is thrown into the same bag then it is not difficult

to discover in Majjh N 1 1, a full blown prajM-p&ramttu, and

to maintain that “es ist em Irrtum anozunchmen, in alten Bud-

dhismus sei etwas anderes als ifegativissmus gelehrt worden’*

as prof B Ofcto Branke has done, cp Brnsl Kvhn Memorial

Yolime, p 332ff (Munohen 1916) It is also difficult to say

what the contention ofM de la V P that “there is a great deal

of Madhyamibsi philosophy in the Pah Canon*' (B B £ VIIT

p 331) exactly means
1 The notion of Relativity is thus taken in a generalised sense,

just as Aristotle himself uses it in the MeUtphysioa, where he

treats Ad ahquid, not as one among the distinct categones,

but as impbcated with all the categories (cp G Grote, Aristotle,

ed Bam p 83) and although he doss not mamtain that the

relative is unreal, but he declares it to be Ens in the lowest

degree (ibid p 85) The question whether Bns is itself relative

be leaves unsolved
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the further implication that tlie whole forbids every

formulation by concept or speech {tnsj^rfipnncay

since they can only bifurcrte {vikfijjJvft) reality and

never directly seize it—tliis is attested by an over-

whelming mass of evidence in all the ifshayrnsJ

literature^- That this term never mernt a

mathematical void cr simple non-existence is mcst

emphatically insisted upon- Those who suppose that

iiinya means void are declared to have misunderstood

the term- they have not understood the purpose for

which the term has been introduced d-. ’'VCe are

relativist^- we are not negativists" insists Caudrakiiti®.

The text book of the iladhyamika school opens bv
something like a hymn in honour of Dependent
Origination or Relativity It can be renderd thus :

The perfect Buddha, the Foremost of all

Teachers I salute !

He has proclaimed the principle of Relativity.

The principle that nothing {in the Universe)

can disappear,
Xor can anything new) appear.

Ibid 491 1 —mravsse^a-ptapanca-tipdtamaTtham lunvatS
upadi'sjate ; SXIV IS—yat pratitya-samtitpadali ^yatam tSm
pracaksmahe : p. '503-12-yo amptatiiya^mutpadohetupratyayaa
apeksya r&pa-viinanadin5ni ptadur- bbav^H sa svabhSve^a
anutpadah . ..sa s'unyata

; p- 504. S-ya^ pKtyaj^-sdhinah k
sSnya nkto- 403 l-asunyam—apratitya- samnt-paTmam p.
591 6—iha sarro- bhavanam—pratitya- samutpaimatvae ckSn-
yatvam sakalena sastre^a pratipaditam etc. etc.

® Ibid. XSIV. 7 p. 490 11 na capi sunyatayam yat prayojanam
tad vijnSsi

“ Ibid -SGS. 7
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Nothing has an end.

Nor 13 there anjrthing eternal,

Nothing IS identical (with itself),

Nor 18 there anything differentiated.

Nothing moves, neither hither, nor thither.

It IS {Nv>vai%a), the bhssful quiescence,

lOf every (possible) Plurahty^

:s:v THE REAL ETERNAL BUDDHA
COGNISED IN MTSTIO INTUITION

Applying this method to the HSnayanist conception

an extmot Buddha, representing nevertheless an

'eternal lifeless substance {svabhdva or dJuMnia)^ Nagar-

]una flatly denies the reahty of the latter,

notwithsatandmg all the reverential feehngs which the

idea must have evoked Buddha is conceived in the

Hinayana as the ultimate goal of the world's progress,

xeahsed m a continuous stream of existences {bhdva-

smitati)^ He can really exist so far this piogress

really exists , but an independent existence of both is

impossible, because, bemg mterdependent, they are

ooielative and hence not absolutely real Just as a

man suffering from an eye-disease peiceives a double

moon* in the sky, just so does the inveterate ignorance

of mankind dychotomise every reahty Only

Ignorance® can imagine that the BUnayanist Buddha

has real existence of his own^ Never did the Buddhas

^ M ^'r p 11 13

2 Ibid p 432 ff

a Ibid p 432 10

4 The Hinayanistac Buddha is not real, he has no svabhdoa, cp

SXVII 2, 4, 16, hut the Mahayanistic one has a avabhava The

synonym of dharmorlaya is svabhavarkaya-
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declare tliat either they themselves or their elements

really did exists But, of course, it is not for the

unsophisticated simple man that the Hlnayanistic

Buddha is devoid of any existence Not being able

to withstand the hen's loar of Belativity,® the

Bonayanist, the man of a poorly religious enthusiasm.®

runs a'way, like an antelope into the dark forest of

Eeahsm But the Hlaha^ninist s denial does not

mean that every hope ol salvation must be given up*

because that Buddha who is above everj’- possible

determination (mspiapanca) is not domed®. The
Mahayamst, when maintaining that the Buddha, as

conceived in B^ayana is not absolutely real {mlts-

vabJidva), if he wishes to state the whole truth {avipati-

tdrtlia),^ must confess that he cannot even assert so

much Strictly speaking he can assert neither that
the Buddha is relational, uor non-relational, nor
both at once, nor neither^ Such characteristics are
also conventional (prajnapti) They are imputed
characteristics (dropit vyavahcii ah)\ The real Buddha
must be perceived directly by lutmtion. The reserved
quesSions, the impossibility to answerwhethertheworld
IS fimte or infinite and whether the Buddha survives
after Niravana are referred just to this impossibiUty

* Ibid p. 443 2 of XXV 24
~

® Had 442 13
* SvadhtmvLh-dandra, ibid p 443. i
* Ibid p 442 13
® Ibid p 443, 11
* Ibid p 443 IS
’ Ibid p XXn 11

Ibid p 444 4
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of \reato3ever determiii'ition^ If vou insist that there

is a Buddha vou needs* must concede that ? ftei

Xuvana there is none- But if yourealiscthe relatiwy
of the conception, never the question about lus

existence occur to vou Buddha is merged quiescent

in iiature and beyond eveiv possible determmation®

Those who proceed to dvchotonnse lum as eternal or

non-eternal. exi=^ent oi noii-existent- relative or

non-relative, omniscient or non-ommscient are ali

misled by werds^. Thev have no direct iiituitiou

{na paiyaith) of the Absolute Buddha® Just as a

man who is blind from birth cannot seethe sun®-j|u$t so

are men m the throes of conven^onal conceptions

thev do not perceive the Buddha directly, but wish

to detail {prapamayanti) him conceptuallv. Onlv

by them can He not be seen direct!

v

Buddha must be regarded ps the cosmical order

{dliannatah) lus Bodv is the cosmos {dharmatd) The

essence of the cosmos is mcognisable. it is impossible

1 Ibid p XSll 12

2 Ibid p XXII 14

» Ibid p 448 1

4 Ibid p XXn 15

^ Ibidp 448 10

6 Ibid p 448 10

^ Ibid p. 448 9 Such, a definition of sense prerception.

pralffal^am aparol^am {sc arltin nor is opposed by Candra-

kirti to the definition of Dignaga praf^alsam Jalpauapodhnm

op M. vr p 71 10 It has been later accepted by the

Vcdantins (cp Vedantaparibha^a) and others; Biahm*! the

Absolute, is then declared to be cognised by sense-perception

bv pTQii/al 5fl
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to Imoo- wlmt rt 3S oonooploally'. Tl.o reality oF

Buddlifl IS the reality of the luuvcrse and

tte Buddlu lias no separate reality {nthsvabhma).

neither the Universe lias any, apart from him. Ail

the elements of existence, when sifted through the

principle of Relativity become lespleiident A1

the railhona of cxif-teiices (bhfitakoli) must bo regarded

as the body of the Buddha manifested

is Belativitv, the climax of wisdom (prajnaiJ.naniitTi)'’

XVI THE NEW CONCEPTION OF NIRVANA

Space and that kind of etcTnal death winch was

termed Nirvana were entered in the list of ultimate

realities by the schools-Early Buddhism and the

Vaibhasikas on the scoie that the)' possessed a chara-

cter {dJiauim). a reality {vaMn), an individuality {svala-

ksa^) an existence (bliava) of their own [sva-bhfiva).

since thev fitted into the current definition of reality

{svchbMvordJmamd dJiaimdli) They were cancelled

hy the Sautrantikas on the consideration that thev

did not possess any such separate rcahtv- Tliey

also were cancelled by the Madhyamikasm consequence

of the new defimtion of reality {anapeksali savabJiovah).

This new weapon proved much more efficacious tlian

the Occam Razor of the Sautrantika , especially

as it was wielded by the Madhyaniika with unflinching

» Ibid p 448 15

* PralrU'‘p)abh<iSbarSli sarvadharm^k prajndparmaia-part^uddhifa

Ibid p 444 a

* Jathagata^lai/o bhnta-loti-prabhavito draitavyo yad ula prajnd-

'fdtamila Astas 94—14*
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resolve His conception of Helativitj {^nyatd)

covered everything, all the conditional as well as the

eternal elements of the Vaibh«lsika list Indeed the

idea of an absolute becomes meamngless if there is

nothing to set against it^ It tlicn loses eveiy

individuality or reabty {sva-bJidva) And vice veisa

the phenomenal ceases to be phenomenal if there is

nothing non-phenomenal witli which it is contrasted

With the new interpietation of the pirnciple of

Relativity {piatityorsamufpddsiinya) the Hinayamc
Absolute becomes just as relative as all othci ultimatcs

-of this system

Very far reaching consequences had inevitably

arisen from this newly adopted principle The whole

edifice of early Buddhism was undcrimned and sma-

shed The Nirvana of the Hinayamsts, their Buddha,

their ontology and moral philosophy their concep-

tions of reality and causation were abandoned, toge-

ther with the idea of the ultimate icahty of the senses

and sense data (rupa), of the mind {ctiiorcaiita), and

of all their elements of matter, mind and forces

“Nowhere and never” says Candralorti, “have Budd-

has preached the reahty of the soul oi of these ESna-

yamstic elements All the constructions so labo-

riously built up by the schools of Early Buddhism

had to be rehnquished with the only exception of the

principle of dependently-coordmated-existence

tyasamiUpdda) in its new interpretation as Relativity

{iunyaUi) The textbook of the School devotes a

1 Ibid Vn 33

* Ibid p 443 2
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chapter to every conspicuous item of the constructions

of Early Budhism, and destroys it by the same weapon,

for whatsoever is relative is false, transient and

illusory.

The fortunes cf Mahayana were greatly assisted by
the wonderful style in which Nagarjuna couched his

celebrated aphorisms Notwithstanding the some-

what monotonous method by which he applies to all

the conceptions of Binayana the same destructive

dialectics, ho never ceases to be interstmg. bold, baffling,

sometimes seemmgly arrogant. And this method of
endless repetition of the same idea, although in
different connections, impresses the student with the
overwhelming, all-embracing, importance of the prin-
ciple of Eelativity In their Tibetan garb, owing to
the monosyllabic cutting precision of this wonderful
language, the aphorisms become, if possible, still more
eloquent thanm the original, and are. up to the present
day

, studied in the monastic schools, and repeated bv
the monks with rapturous admiration Sometimes
like terror is inspired by this msistmg and obstinate
demal of all. even the most revered and cherished
notions of the BQnayamst “What are we to do,
exclaims Axyaveda, the next best Founder of the
doctnne, “nothing at all exists’ ^ “Even the name of
the doctnne inspires terror’’®.

However it is only the Hinayanist and all plnraHstsm general that need to be afraid of ISagarjuna’s dialec-

^ I*. Vaidya, CatuhialdLa (Pans, 1923) Ear. 184.
® Ibid. Ear. 289
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tics^ He does not assail, but extols tLc idea of tlic

co&mical body of Buddlia He extols tlie piinciple of

Helativity and destioys tlxrougli it eveiy plurality,

only ni order to cleai up the giouiid and establish on it

the unique, undefinable {aniivacamya) essence of

being the one-without-a-second Accoidiiig to the

principle of monistic philosophy, consistently applied,

all othei entities have only a second hand, contingent

rcabty they axe borzowed cash

This unique reality, although declaied to be un-

characterisable has been variously

characteiised as the ‘^element of the elements ’ (dhar-

mdndm dim maid) or (dhmma-dMtu) as their relativity

{^fmyatd), as “thisness” {^damld), a& then “lelation to

thisness ’ {id^mpiaiyayatd)^ as “suchness ’ {tathaid)^

as the “suchnoss of existence” {bMta-tathatd) as the

inatiix of the Lord {tathugata-gaiblia) and lastly as the

“cosmical body of the Lord”, as Buddha's DhmmaJcdya^

In this last attribution, tlie unique essence of the uni-

verse becomes peisomfied and woishipped under the

names of Vairocana, Anuta bha, the Goddess Tara

and otheis, as a supreme God Buddhism becomes

^ Prof H Kern, Manual, p 127 seems also to have been teror-

stricken He exclaims with what sounds like genuine solicitude,

“there is no birth, there is no Nirvana I etc ” and makes respon-

Bible for iihiB disaster *‘tbe principles underlying ancient

Buddhism ”

The terms prajndrpdrafmt& and ahaiscmaya, when used in an

objective sense {harma-8adJiana),me&n the same The Yogacaras

would add as syonymous etUa- dharmata, m^ffutpaUmStraiS,

parm%spannatd cp Tr%msik&, p 42
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afc once pantheistic and theistJC, oi as prof. M Anesaki

prefers lo put it cosmotbeistic^

Buddha and Jfirvana are dilferent names for the

same thing. But Nagaijuna tioats the same thing

under four or five different headings his object being to

show that whateA’cr be tlic verbal designation (p/<7-

ipanea^val)^ from whatever side the problem of the

absolute be tackled, the lesult is the same. If the

phenomenal world is not real, neither can it have a

real end^ To suppose that the phenomenal world

really existed before Nirvana, in order to be changed

so as not to exist after Niivana is an illusion which

must be given up the sooner the better^ AMiether

we take the Vaibhasika view and maintain that Nir-

vana is something real {dliai ma) in which consciousness

and hfe are extinct for ever® oi if we with the Sau-

trantika, admit that it is the simple cessation of the

^ In a very interesting book prof M Aneskt, Buddhist Art in

its relation to Buddhist Ideals, (Boston and York, 1915)

shows how the perfection of that Japanese art which has evoked

the admiration of the world is due to the influence of Mahayana
ideals to this genuine feeling of communion with the eternal,

all-pervading principle of life, the Dharmaldya realised by the

artist in mystic intuition lu everyflower, every plant and
every livmg creature he was pamting. Is it not strange that the

philosophy which establishes these ideals has been so utterly

misunderstood by European scholarship?

^ M vr 373 9

^ Ibid p 175

^ Ibid :SX7I 1

® Ibid p 522 6
^ Ibid p 225 ZO
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world process,^ m both cases something real is assu-

med to exist before Nirvana and to disappear after-

wards This makes Nirvana not only relative but
a product of causes {smishta^ In full accordance

with the idea of a momstic universe, it is now asserted

that there is not a shade of difference between the

Absolute and the phenomenal, between nvtvawi and

stmisdia^ The xmiverse viewed as a whole is the

Absolute, viewed as a piocess it is the phenomenal

Nagaijuna declares,^

ajavamja^nibhava upadaya pratitya va

so ^pratityanupadaya nirvanam upadi^yate
*

This may be rendeied thus—^‘'having regard to

causes or conditions (constituting all phenomena, we

call this world), a phenomenal world, This same
world, when causes or conditions are disregarded, (i e

the world as a whole, sub specie aeieimiaits) is called

the Absolute ”

XVII IS RELATIVITY ITSBLE RELATIVE «

CONDEMNATION OF ALL LOGIC FOR
THE COGNITION OF THE ABSOLUTE

But the prmciple of Relativity (sunyatsi) did not

piove an entixely safe foundation for the New Budd-

hism A danger lurked in it which was hkely to bung

the whole construction in jeopardy Just as the

Absolute of early Buddhism could not escape from the

^ KlesorjaTimanor ahlidiaht ibid p 527 7

2 Ibid XXV 5, 13

3 Ibid XXV 20-

* Ibid XXV 9
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&.te of being declared relative, just so was Belativity

itself relative^ ; it clearly depended upon its opposite,

the non-relative, and without this contrast it was hkely
to lose every meaning. Na^rjuna did not shrink

before this danger and faced it with the same audacious

spirit as he was wont to do. This principle, the pivot

of the system, is called upon in order to destroy all

theories and to replace them, as we have seen above,

by direct mystic mtuition, not in order to replace it

by a new theory. As a theory it is just as bad as the

old ones, It is even much worse. “If something non-

xelative,” says Hagarjuana,^ “did really exist, we would
then likewise admit the existence of the relative, but

there is absolutely nothing non-relative
; how then can

we admit the existence of the relative (or the truth of

Relativity).” “Relativity”, explams Candraldrti, “is

here the common characteristic of all the elemeTits
{dJumms) of existence. That is our view. But since

there is no element which would be non-relative.

Relativity itself, for want of those objects with which
it could be contrasted, (becomes as inane as a mirage),

as a garland of flowers m the sky.” Does this mean
that Relativity should be rejected ® No, “because the
Buddhas have taught that to xeahse the relativity of all

^ I find the queation wfiettet Eelativity is itself relative mentioned
by B Bussell. [A B 0 of RelaUmiy, p 14)and declmed \ritli

the lemark that it is absurd HevertaieleBs the question exists,
and cannot be dismissed on such grounds, the more so by an
author from vrhom we learn that "whosoever wishes to become
a philosopher must learn not to be frightened by absurdities.

”
{Problems of Philosophy, London 1921. p. 31)

* Jbid. XIII 7
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aiiiificial conceptions is the only way to get rid of them.

But if xicoplo tlien begin to cling to this very concept of

Eelatinty, they must bo called meclaimablo.”^ “It

IS,” explains Candrakliti® “as if somebody said, “I

have nothing to sell you”, and would receive the ans-

wer, “All light, just sell me tins your absence of goods

for sale

We read in the Ratnalcuta,® declaie tliose are

rotten, and many times rotten who having conceived

relatmty. cling to it (as a new theory) It is much

better to cling to the false idea of a really existing per-

sonality (pudqala), notwithstanding it is a blunder of

Himalayan dimensions, than to cling to this doctrine

of relativity which (in this ease would be) a doctnne of

the void (abhdva)... .It is as if a doctor^ admim-

stered a powerful remedy which would remove all the

ailments of the patient, but could not afterv'ards be

expelled from the abdomen Ho you thiiilr that the

patient would be really eured * No, he would suffer

even much more than ho did suffer before
”

The characterisation of reality as Relativity is

resorted to in exfietms for want of any othei expedient

It IS a verbal characterisation, it takes into account

the necessities of speech {Sahdam upddaya piajnaphh)^.

The Sautiantika made use of the conception of a nomi-

nal entity {piajwvpttsat), as has been mentioned above,

1 Ibid XIII 8
a Ibid p 247 6

* Ibid p. 248 7

* Ibid p 248 11

6 Ibid XXrV 18, XXII 11, p 216. 1.2 86, 1
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when combatmg tte artificial constructions of early

Buddhism This conception was extended by the

Mahayanists so as to covet all elements without cxcep-

-tion Sense data, consciousness, feeling, volitions were

declared by the SautrSntlka as ultimate leahties But
Naglrjuua did not spare them. They became all

•relative and nominal, and relativity itself was but a

nominal “middle path” of approaching realitv. Middle

path meant in early Buddhism steenngbetweenmateria>
Tism [wxtliedamda) and the doctriue of an eternal soul

{iasvatavada) Its positive content was the doctrine

of separate elements {dfmma). In Mahayana ting

term changes its meaning and becomes synonymous
with Eelatmty {i^yata) Relativity is the middle
path’-.

XIX. PARALLEL DEVELOPMENTS IN
BUDDHISM AND BRAHMANISM

That the evolution from Hanayana to Mahayana
ran parallel with the movement which in other T-n/^ian

rehgions at the same epoch led to the establishing of
their pantheons and their supreme deities of Siva and
Visnu, is quite obvious The Brahmamcal religions
were likewise founded on a background of pantheism,
on monism with the Saivists, and a somewhat mitigated

0^ with the Vaisnavites Both tendencies represented
old traditions based on explicit, though coutradictory,
utterances of the Upamsads. That the Mahayana
J8 indebted to some Aupanisada influence is most
* aid XXry 18 . Therefore mdliyarnika-^astra

translated"A Treatise on Relativity ''

must be
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probable. That Gaudapada and Sankara have bcen^

xn their turn, influenced by the dialectic of Nagai^tma
can hardly be denied But it is at present impossible

to elicit something definite about the strength of these-

influences, their time and their place A Mahayanistic

tendency seems to have manifested itself very early

in the Buddhist schools. Fart of the community was

not satisfied to see in Buddha an essentially human
mature, and felt restive before the idea of his total

disappearance in Nirvana Some centunes later this

tendency reaches full conclusion and a great man,.

Nagarjuna, gives lustre and popularity to a new
church. Its philosophy made volte-face from pluralism

to monism

XIX. EUROPEAN PARALLELS
To assign to Nagaijuna his place among the great

philosophers of humamty is not so much the task of

the Indiamst, as of the general histonan of philosophy.

But until the texts are made accessible in translations,,

intelbgible to him, we cannot expect him to guide us^..

The Indiamst finds himself obliged tentatively to do it

himself m comparing the ideas he comes across in

India with what may be found similar in the vast

field of European philosophy. In characterising the

Indian philosopher as ^^mhihst”, rationalist, pantheist

or realist some comparison is already involved If

^ The two translations by Prof M. Walleser, Die Mittlexe Lehxe^

(Heihelberg 1911 and 1912) are extremdy useful for the study

of the texts, they would have been still more useful if compara-

tive indices were added to them But being literal we doubt

they could convey any definitie impresson in the mind of a

philosopher.
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A. Barthj B. Senart and others have protested against

premature and misleading comparisons, it is only bo*

eause they were inclined to find between the Indian

philosopher and his European associate more points of

divergence than of similarity, but to find divergence

means already to compare. To characterise Nagar-

]una as a “nihilist”, means to make a misleading com-

parison, since his oondemnaluon oflogic is only one part,

and not the principal one, of his philosophy. In

order to understand a philosopher there is no better

method than the one proposed and so brilliantly ap-

phed by Bt Bergson, i e to dissect him in different

parts which by themselves will not be the philosopher

in question, but which summarised will help us to
understand him^

Upon the Indian side we must first of all point to
the almost absolute identity with Vedanta, as a pro-
bable consequence of his indebtedness to Aupanisada
tradition. If Prof. A B. Keith and Prof. M. Walleser
suppose that Naganjuna stops at negation, or denies
even the empirical reality ofthis world, it is only because

real aim, the positive counterpart of his negativism,
the identity of dharmaJtaya and Brahma, has escaped
*heir attention. It Mows from this identity that allt^ :^int8 of contact which Prof Deussen has reaUy
found, or im^ed to have found, between Schopen-W and Vedanta, will equally apply to NagarjW.

S ^ to "ationa-
to those systems, modem or ancient, Indian or

Mserted the capacity of human rea-

“‘“ifaonpluloa^luquedrMetaph. liT"
—
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son to cognise things as the7 really are. He even,

prcscss this incapacity to the utmost and chailenges

the claims of logic with greatei emphasis tlian any
philosopher ever has done. Other remarkable paral-

lelisms may be pointed out vrhich refer to the step

taken by Hagarjuna from pluralism to monism
AVhether the systems operated with the conception of

an independent substance and assumed the existence

of separate, though harmonising, monads, or assumed

a pezpctual stream of passing events, the next step

is to imagine one all-embraoing indivisible substance

This, as ive have seen, is the position of MahSyan«a

versus Hinayana It has been paralleled in Greece by

the position of Parmenides verses Hcrachtus. The

step was repeated in modern German philosophy.

Prof. H. Jacobi has already suggested^ a companson

between Zeno of Eleia and Hag^juna We may add

that the similarity was not hmited to their dialectic?

Zeno, as is now Icuown, devised the celebrated *'sophi-

sms” in Older to prove the impossibihty of motion,

and in support of Parmenides’ conception of the world

as one motionless whole^

Very remarkable are then the coincidences bet-

ween Nagaquna’s negativism and the condemnation by

Mr Bradley of almost every conception of the every

day world, things and qualities, relations, space and

time, change, causation, motion, the self Prom the

Indian standpomt Bradley can be characterised as a

genuine Madhyamilca. But above all these paralle-

1 A O J XXI 1, p 1

a Of. Berbraad Bussell Bxteonial World, p. 167 ff
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lism we may peiliaps find a still greater family likeness

between the dialectical metkod of Hegel and ISJagax-

juna’s dialectics Hegel in his Plienomenol^gtc des

GeiBtes^ challenged common sense to pomt out some

ob]ect which is certamly known for what, in our ex-

perience, it IS, and solves the question by stati3ag that

all we really know of the object is its ‘^thisness*’, all

its remaining content is relation This is the exact

meanmg of the tathaidj or of **suchneps"j of the !Maha-

yanist, and Relativity, as we have seen is the exact

meanmg of the terra sfmyata We further see the full

application of the method which maratams that we can

truly define an object only by taking explicit account

of other objects, with whom it is contrasted, that

debarring this contrast the object becomes ^'devoid'’

of any content, and both the opposites coalesce in some
higher unity which embraces them both The facts

are knowable only as interrelated and the universal
law of Relativity is all that is properly meant by rea-
hty Both philosophers assure us that negatmt)’’
{iWnyafd) is the soul of the universe, '*Negativitat ist

die Seele derWekt/’ Reducing the world of fact to
a realm of universal relativity this implies that every
thing oogmsable is false, transient and illusory, but
that the constitution of the real world depends upon
this very fact Even sensations and sense data (rupa)^
which first appeared as ultimate reahties we then gra-
dually discover to stand m relations without which
they prove to be meaningless Relativity, or negativity,
is really the Soul of the universe.

ttc Enghsh Phrasing of Hegel’s puneiples I am indebted
to Baldwin^ dictionary,

* Ibid lY 1
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Some more points of siinilanty will be easily detec-
ted between Nagiirjuna and every monistfc pLilosophy,
the more so between him and tlioso pliilosophcrs who,
Jikc Nncolaiis Ou^anus, G. Bruno and others, insist

npon tlio iicgnlivc niothod of cognising the Absolute.

It will haidlv bo denied that the Mahaj^anist concep-

tion of Buddha’s cosmic bod}- as tlic unique substance

IS very similai to Spinoza’s concciition of God as the

only substance- Dem swe substantia Dcus sn;c natura.

Although Spinoza's intmtus of eveij'tlung particular

sub specie acternitatis is supposed to be a rational

capacity of the intellect and Niigarjunn’s intuition is

mystic, nevertheless both lead to tlic same result.

These several points of similanty should, as a

matter of course- be taken for what tlicy are worth

For one thing, they might preclude the characteristic

of a ‘mlulist’ to be applied to Nagitrjuna, The chief

divergence between him and his European colleagues

in monism is that he did not believe m logic, at least

for the ultimate aim of cognising what reality m
itself IS Hegel and Bradley seem to believe m the

efficiency of their logic It did not occur to them

that their logic would sublate itself if applied

to their own results Nagiirjuna was fully awnic of

this fact Therefore abandoning logic altogether he

betook himselfto direct mystic intmtion ofthe Absolute

the One-without-a-Second This stop, or jump, from

a condemned logic to direct intuition, has been made

by many philosophers and in our own days it has a very

eloquent exponent in the person of M H Bergson.
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SX. THE POSITION OF NYAYA-VAISESIKA

The estrai^ement which hefell many scholais afe

-the idea of annihilation as the ultimate goal of a leli-

^on would perhaps never have been so strong if it had

been known that Buddhism was by no means the only

Indian system which had arrh^ed at such conolusions-

Besides a senes of systems of a decidedly materialistic

tinge, the orthodox Nyaya-Vai4esika system adhered

to the conception of an absolutely hfeless Nirva^a^ This

-annihilation of all life is here called final deliverance

*{mohsa) or Absolute End {afavarga) and is characte-

rised as a kind of ‘‘super bhss”, {ntliireyasay^^ *Is

it possible”, asks Vatsyayana, “that an enlightenedman

should favour a final Release in which there is neither

bhss nor consciousness” ^ And he should not favour

the idea of a final Release where all turmoil of life is

stopped fox ever and where there is no consciousness

about It
”
“This release,” he says, “is tranquillity where

everything is given up. everything has ceased to exist,

and therefore a great deal of depression, horrors, and

sin are extinct®.” Jayanta exclaims likewise- ‘hs it

possible that reasonable men should make efforts in

order to reduce themselves to a stone-hke (inanimate)

'Condition and gives the same reply^

All Indian philosophical systems professed to be

doctrines of salvation. They, therefore, start from the

^ Gf. S* N. Dasgupta’s Htsiory of Indian Philosophy p- 362 ff-

^ NyayasnUra 1, 1, 2 and 22.

* ^ydyahlmya p 9 (Viaan)

iVydyaman^ajT p 609 (Vizian)
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conception of a whole {smvamy- which is then split

into two halves, phenomenal life and the Absolute

{samBara and The phenomenal part is fur-

ther divided into an analysis of its actual condition

iduJjJcfia)^ its driving forces [AulMict-samudaya) and

their gradual extmotion {maiga). When this extmc-

tion ^mrodha^ is reached, hfe merges mto the Absolute

about whose essence a variety of constructions exist

These four topics, the four ^*noble truths” as the teim

has been very inadequately translated and repiesented

as a fundamental principle of Buddhism, contam,—in

reahty, no doctrme at all^ It is only a scheme for

^ That sarvamt technical sense, does not include nirvana,

as M do la Vallee Poussin asserts, o]} cit p 139, is quite wrong.

8armm means *^8arvam which is but another name

for the 12 ayaUinots (corresponding to the 12 ^rameyas of Nyaya'^

siUra 1,1,9 I^irvSna is included in dyatana No 12 *dhamma’ cf

My Central Conception appendix II, 106 p, the elements N 2^
This 15 also clear from Samyuita IV 15 where **sahba** is used

in its technical sense, sabba-vaygo, sabbam vobkiLLhavedesstssdmt
”

The passage in Ma^htma I, 3 contains no statement about this

topic at all The classification of the elements into 12 dyatanas

and into 16 dhdttis includes nirvana, the one into skandJias (with

classification) does not, op also Trwiiiid p 36, sarvam %ii irai^

dhdtuJtam asafrjskjiam ca

^ This oleaily appears from the fact that the ‘truths” are explicitly

admitted in the SamlrhyB, Yoga, Nyaya, and Yaitesika systems

and implicitly in all the others Within the pale of Buddhism

they cover two opposite theories, the dharma^pudgala-naudtmya

theory oftheHInayanaand thesSnya^d» theory

of Mahayana, cf above p 41 They are a classification of

the elements in four stages as viewed by the Samt, the axya,

cf Madh p 127, dryandm eva tat saiyam, and Ah Koiar
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philosophical constructions and is accepted as such by*

all Indian systems without exception. They cover

indeed, the Indian conception ofphilosophy Uddyo-

takaxasays, “these are the four topics which are

investigated by every philosopher in every system

of metaphysics^ ” Accordingly every philosophical

system must contain an analysis of the elements

of life, a doctrine about its driving forces, a

doctrine of the Absolute and a doctrine about

the method to be followed in order to escape

out of phenomenal life and become merged in the

Absolute Pheuomcnal hfe receives in the Kyaya-
Yai^esika system the designation of duhhha^ ]ust as m
Buddhism It is very inadequate to translate this

term by sufEering, misery, pain etc , since it covers

such items as inanimate matter, the five objects of

sense, colours, sounds, tastes and tactile phenomena^

VI, 2 and the tables appended to iny Central Conception The

editors of the P.T S Pah Diet think that arya has a "raciar"

meaning, arya^udgala ironld then mean, not the same as anCisr-

avadhanmih or marga^salya^ but something like "a noble gentle-

man”,but T W Rhys Davids rightly translates it **Arha€^ m
D N 1 37, of Dmlogue^ 1 51

^ Nyayav&rtf cd B I p 13 d,am calvary arlJiapaddm aartdsu

adhyulmamdyaBU sarmcaryan varnyanUt xli^

^ Yatsy&yana says that dvliklia, means ^anina, (ad N S , 1 1 22}

and Vaeospati explains, duliUifUahdena sarve <arnadaya Mcyanle^

and wains against confounding it with suffering, ‘^mulchyam eva

duhhliam it% hhramo mn hhut

,

the same is pressed by Jayanta,

ea midJhyameva dukLoliam hadJianasrabhavam avam^syate^

!>»» iu tatsadfianam tadanwtaktam ca sarvam eoa, Nydyamanjan
Yizian

p

506 and Madhy vylti, p 127 tka kv pancopdd&na-

dkandJnj^ulilJiam tty ttcyale Exactly the same definition in.
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'Thoso are not tlie objects to winch the term suiToring

<can be safely applied in our language, ifwc aic to escape

•confusion. Bliss itself is enteicd into the classilication

of existence (duhhha) as one of its 21 items And
this IS quite natural because theic is no eternal bliss

neither in early Buddliism nor in Nyaya-Vaiscsika, if

the “super-bhss” of disaiipenung into an eternal

senseless condtion be excepted The classification

into 21 items is but a slight modification of the

Buddhist classification into 2G component parts of

existence {dhtliu)^ One ic<nson why tins term has been

•chosen as a designation of phenomenal life is that

philosophy seeks a way out of it Philosophy is the

science of the Absolute, of Nnvann For every phi-

losopher, all phenomenal life is something that must be

shunned, it is heya The analysis of existence into its

elements, as has been stated above, is undci taken in

order to determine the means by wlucli all the forces

of life must graduall}^ one after the other, be brought

to a standstill

It IS hkcwise a general feature of all Indian systems

that they assume the existence of a central force which

SamyuUa N

,

III, 47 It is n tGclinical term, tho cquiv.ilcnt of

tho first arya^saiya and of tlic sasrava-dlmrmiih , ‘'sufibring" is

duliUiavedana, a quito dificrcut thing, it Las another place in tho

sj'stem under wsima-slandha cf Ab KoSa VI To confound

them IS a mistake just as to confound riipet^ayatana with

rupa-shandlia (the latter in eludes 10 dyatanas, or tho 3 dJiatus,

or tho 6 tndnyas with tho 22 tndnyas, or tlio 75 dharmas, etc

tlie 18 dhatns Cf M C Khys David B Psych p 83

^ Another classification of ovory oognizablo thing into 12 prameyas,

cf Nf^yasulra, 119 corresponds, to a certain extent, to tho

Buddhist classification into 12 ayatanas
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keeps life going in this world, nay in all tlie imagina-

ble worlds. This general force {karma) is resolved into*

the special ones, termed illusion, desire and aversion.

They produce germs of future actions and until they

are neutrahzed by corresponding methods, they will

always produce a continuation of life. Illusion is

neutrahsed by philosophic insight, but the decisive and’

final step which stops empirical hfe for ever and ttcans-

fers the mdividual mto the Absolute is achieved by
Yoga, i.e. by that mystical power which is produced by
absorption m mtense concentrated meditation These
conceptions represent a characteristic Indian habit of
thought We meet them everywhere. Their nngiu is

certainly not to be sought for m the Yoga system of
Fatafijah which has beenproved to-be averylatepioduc-
tion about 800 years later than the origin ofBuddhism.
Then most primitive and crude form appears in the
Jama system. The defihng elements of illusion, desire

aversion etc are here represented as a kind of subtle
matter whichthroughthe pores ofthe skin flows mto the
body and fills it up like absorbed medicme or hke a bag
filled with sand^ By taking vows, by ascetic and
mediatative practices, the entrance mto the body is

shut up, the inflow ceases, and the mdividual becomes
purified. In all other systems this process is spiri-

toahzed, and instead of an “inflow” of matter
^ Cf. Tattv&rlMdJaganasiUTa, VI. 2. ff, VIII 2~taad~b7
H. lacobi ZJ!).M.G. LX Cf. also the dotailed and very dear

- exposition of the oomplioated Jama theory in H.V.Gla8Benapp,
Der {Bwlm 1926) p. 168 f. The passions are ima-
ginea as a kmd of tar by which ihe flnent matter is dned with
tlie Boul, ibid. VI. 5.
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we Lave an *'m&iience” {dsarva) of defiling psyolucal

elements wLich is being stopped by insight and medita-

tion All elements of existence are in the Buddhist

system, as mentioned above, divided in such that can

be extmguished by philosophic knowledge, and such

that can-be extinguished by mj^tical absorption only.

The first class includes wrong views- under which item

the naive realism ofordinary men is understood Desire,

passion and even the physical elements of matter can

be extinguished for ever only by tlie force ofabsorption^

Although the Nyaya-Vaiiie&ika system favouis a nai-

vely leahstic view of the universe, it has no other

means of leaching Nuvana than the mystical power

of Yoga “The details about this mattei,“* says Vat-

syayana, “will be found m special yoga manuals”*-

^ Samudaya-satya {rlicya-hf^tuh) consists m Nyaya just as m Bud

dlusm of avtdyd^l^T^c, cf NydyavUTt^ p 4 1 13, It is spoci-

iied that these elements are also included in dulikha (i e in the

v^pdddiuiskandhas)—tad dlietus ca dtifiUiam uXtam, ibid Their

respective antidotes (i e mdrga) consist on both sides of pra^fid

and Samadhif Vats , Sutra, V 17-13 Prajha is characterised as

dharvML^^raviveka (of. Vatsyayana ad VI 2 417 which corresponds

to the Buddhist dJiarma-^avicaya (Abb Kosa)

^ NySyahhSsya od IV 2 4G Although the prasanJJiydna is analo-

gous to pmix-sanJJiydr^i/rodha of the Buddhists, its procedure

IS different- By the unbmitcd mystic powei of Yoga innumerable

“magic bodies” ntrmCina-jMya, must be created at once, to atone

in thftTn for endless former deeds and thus to reach Final Bstmo-

tion,Cf Tdtpofya&JM p 6 This Prof A B Keith (Indian Logic

*nd Atomism p 260) calls “vulgar thaumaturgy ” According

to such phrasing Dr H Beck, who interprets even the know-

ledge of duhUdh'Satya as a vision of ethereal bodies (Buddhismns

2 n p/ 89 f )f woidd be called a magician Usually these men

Are colled mystics
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Any question, about tbe efficiency of this metbod is

ABSweied by statingthat the pourer ofYoga is unbmited.

‘The NysLyasutras mention a chaxactenstic objection

from some sceptic mind^ A man, says he, may be

mtensely absorbed in meditation, so as to forget every-

thing which eiosts about him. He may retire into a

lonely place, a forest, a cave, a sandy beach, and there

practise meditation until eveiy perception of the ex-

ternal world has ceased. Isevertheless when external

phenomena of exceptional force, as e g. a thunder stoim,

overcame him, he will awake out of the most intense

meditation Why could not the same happen to him in

the moment he is about to attain Fmal Release, if this

16 to be attained by such meditation ? The objection

18 answered by pointing to the mystical power of trance

which stops all energies of life for ever. After that no
hving bodies, no feelmg and no cogmtions can exist.

We thus see that an appeal to the mystical power
of yoga IS a common feature of many Indian philo-
sophical systems It is needed to fill up the place of
the four mam subjects which are another general
feature of the Indian systems The or^mahty of
each system hes m its Ontology, its theory of cog-
nition, its conception of the Absolute, and the details
of its construction of a path leadmg to final release.
The Hyaya-Yai^esika system assumes a limited
number of substances with their changing quahties.
The soul of the mdividual is here represented as an
eternal substance, it is ubiquitous and coterminous
with space Knowledge is produced in it by a special
contact with an mtemal organ of physical nature.
1 IV 2 3»—44.
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When the body le removed from one place to another^

feelings and ideas are produded an a new part of this

same motionless^ substance by its occasional contact

with the internal organ which follows the movement
of the body Soul is thus a semi-matenal ubiquitous

substance similar to space and time which m this

system are equally conceived as separate ubiquitous

substances This construction facihtates the transi-

tion out of phenomenal life with its feelings and cogm-

tions into the Absolute, which is the Absolutely sense-

less and lifeless state of this very substance By
the power of absorption the internal organ is kept back

from all contact with the soul and the senses. No
consciousness is then produced, all life is annihilated

but the substance of the soul reverts an Nirvana to

its original and natural condition {svcwUpwaMlid)^

The Nyaya and Vai^esxka were at an early date

engaged in a controversy with the Yedantins about

the condition of the hberated soul The YaiSesikas

mamtamed that it was simply a cessation of all hfe,

]ust as a cessation of fire when all fuel is exhausted^

^ !Eaddegon, VaiiesiLa System, p 272-3 thinks the this Soul was

imagmed “as really moving This is quite impossible smoe it

represents a umty and is omnipresent {whhu, parama-^naMt,

ibid VII 1 22) Of also Nyayahvndu&Jt& ed B B p 65

cafma saivagatah

^ In hiB vindication of a substantial Soul Eaddegon op. cit, appa-

rently assumes that the Vaise^ikas imagmed the soul as a cons-

cious substance, ]ust as the S&nkhya and the VedSntms did But

the Gonssciousness (buddhi) is in that i^stem only a yuna of the

aitnan, it appears occasionally through a special contact The

soul in itself (svarupdvastltdyam) has neither consciousness, nor

feelm^
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"Wliat IS this internal bliss and what is this eternal

oonscioiisneas, they ask, which conslituto the essence

of the eternal spiritual principle accoiding to the

Tedantins? Since all objects of knowledge have

entirely disappeared for ever in Nirvana, it is a joy

without something to be enjoyed, and it is knowledge

without knowing anyting. Such feeling and such

knowledge, even if they existed, would be as good as if

they never existed at all {stMto^yusthitanm vUisyat^"^.

"But then,” asks an objector, "your soul would be as

hfelesB as a stone He YaiiSesika concedes the

argument, although he seems to prefer, as a sort of

image mediatrice, the comparison with space®.

A question is next asked which gives expression to

that feeling of estrangement which is so strong when
we think of annihilation as an ultimate goal "No
wise men will ever stnve to attain final deliverance
(tnoksormrva^) if, after all consciousness and life
have been annihilated, it becomes mmilar to a piece
of rock {hTa-hhOa-Mpa)* if it is indistinguishable
from a stone {pasavja-rdrmie^ali), if it is inanimate

.
^

1.15S--3.
aid That the pure essence of a Soul, or of the substance that^du^B oonsen^ess is itself as lifeless (jarfa) as a stome seema

be here an extieme consequence araim hy the ohieotoi

Of. fSfra, VH.
Ind. 1910).

. 22. BSfisonw^'Sos NySyasSn, p. 39, (B.

'Of. NySyamOsain, p 508 f and
(ibid.) cp. NeasaiAvya, XVT, 76
wwee G’otomam.e

p. 282
mvliaya yah itlUlvaya iaslrtt
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“But says tlie author, wise men do not
exert themselves for bhss alone E^enence shows
that they also exert, themselves to escape pain, as

when they, e g “avoid being stung by thorns

Phenomenal hfe bemg here compaiable to pain, the

result IS that the annihilation of it alone is the ulti-

mate aim of man on earth This ultimate anmhi-
lation^and this hfeless substance receive the epithet

of the place of Immortality jfadam) ® the

same epithet which final annihilation receives in early

Buddhism Its eternal unchanging character is

thereby emphasized*

Nor was this analogy between the theoiies of the

Buddhists and the Naiya3nkas ignored by the latter

We find m the yydyamdiijau of Jayanta the following

very characteristic dehverance “By nirvana and similar

expressions the Buddhists mean the absolute end

(apava^ga) which is either (in HSnayana) the annihi-

lation of the flow of consciousness, or (in Mahayana)

a flow of pure (objectless) consciousness (The first)

solution—annihilation—^is even more pitifiil than the

condition to which soul is reduced in mr\'ana accord-

ing to the Naiyayikas. since it does not leave to the soul

even a stonehke condition But m one pomt we

agree with the Buddhists, viz that there is a difference

between the essence of the soul by itself and the form

m which it appears in its reciprooaLaction with oth^

objects A constant change of (this substanlaal)

^ p ’40 “ * “ ' “ *

‘ Nyagabha^ga pi 30 cf likewise p 31-84 wkeie tlie*controveisy

with Vedanta is already m full swing
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'SOul (as maintariiied Btldd£iSt^ is absolutely

inconceivable'; it must be rejected as impossible ,

just as (the converse theory of the Buddhist about

the sound, viz, that) sound is a substance (sc, atomic)

The Nirvana of the old^ Nyaya-VaiSesikd school

IS thus hfelesS’and Similar ,to the Nirvana of the

Vaibhasika-Buddhists. On the othe^ hand; the

Nirvana* of the MahaySmsts. to which the Bautra-

ntikas adhered, has the same pantheistic chaiacter as

the Nirvana of the Vedantins,

XX CONCLUSION • ,

The probable theory of the Buddhist conception

of the Absolute is, therefore, the foUomng -one,

1 In the YI century B.C. there was a ^eat

effervescehee of philosophical thought among the non-

hrahmancial classes of India, and a way out of pheno-
menal life -was ardently sought fox, "the majority of

/

^ In lateot l^eistio Nyaya final ddiYeranee is Teaohed by the direct

jcontempifttion of God, and the,.coiiditaon of the^liberated 8oul
IS defined as blissful, cf Nyayas&ra, p. 40 and Nyayaiairparya-
d/ipikaf p 293 Both the Tai^sxka and the BfaiySyika systems

. vere ongmally atheistic, cf H Jacohi, ttie O^oiesidea hei den
- Indemj (Bonn 1923) p.;47 ff, and Faddegon, op, hit*p 165 and

364 That the idea of an ctdnal God could not easily tally mih
the system, is seen from the emhanassment to decide jv^hether it

^ould be classed asa muhfdtman or not. The question is solved,
in agreement with rb^asufm I 24 b admitting that the quality
of consciousness, which is only accidental m Souls, becomes

, -^mal m^God, of Ny&yaUndaVi, 68 (Viaian) and NyayaoatUla
p 469 Both theistrc and atheistic Naiyfiyiks existed at
Snhar8a’8time,cf/2i7'awadKl^XVn75attd77: -
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the solutions having a mateiialistic tinge Buddha at

that time proposed, or accepted, a system denying*

the existence of an eternal sOnl, and reducing pheno-

menal existence to a congeries of separate elements

evolving gradually towards final extmction

2 To this ideal of a hfeless Nirvana and an

extmct Buddha some schools remained alone faithful

A tendency to convert Buddha into a superhuman,

eternally living prmciple mamfested itself early

among his followers and led to a schism

3 This tendency gradually developed until m
the I century A D it ended mto the production of a

luxuriant growth of a new canonical hterature It

then adopted, probably borrowing from some Aup^

nishad school, the Brahmanical ideas of a pantheistic

Absolute, of a spiritual and monsitic character.

After this Buddhistic adaptation of the Vedanta,

Buddha was converted mto a full blown Brahman

and its personification worshipped under the names

of a Cosmical Body {dhmmahdya), Samantabhadra,

Vairocana and others

4 The philosophical doctrine of the old church

stuck to the central conception of separate elements

of matter, nund and forces, composed hsts of them

with a view to investigate the method of their gradual

extmction m the Absolute

5 Among the early schools the Mahasamghikas,

Yattiputriyas and others abeady assumed a kmd of

consciousness suxvivmg m Nirvana
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6. Tlwy were followed By a scBool with critical' -

iiendeacies, the Sautiwntikas, which eat down tiie list

of artificially constracted elements, cut down Biirva^a

itself as a separate entiiy and transferred the ABsolnte

into the living world, thus constitating a fruition to

Mahayana.

7. The philosophy of the new religion is an

adaptation of the Yedanta system. It forsook the

pluralistic principle altogether and became eiiqphs>

ticaUy monistic.

8. It then took a double course. It either

assumed the existence ofa store-caDScionsness of which
all phenomenal life was but a manifestation. This
schoolis the sequel of cuMvatedlc^c. The other school
denied the posability of cognising the Absolute by
logical methods; it declared all plurality to be an
illusion, and nothing short of the whole to be the
reahty directly cognised in mystic intuition.

9. The transitional school of the SautiSnlakas
coalesced in the V century A.D. with the idealistic
school of the Malmjiina and produced India’s greatest
philosophers Kgnaga and Dharmahnrti. With regard
to Nnrraija, it assumed the existence of a pnre spmtnal
principle, in which object and subject coalesced, and,
along with it, a force of transcendental fllusion [vasand)
producing the phenomenal world.

10. Contemporaneously wilh this hipest develop-
-mmt of Bud^ philosophy, in the VII century'

• the relativist school of early MaJfiyana received
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a fifcsli *and. a ro^^val of popiJant}*'. Tins
lc;(l to the formal ion of new liybnd schools

]1. 'rtic very high pcifcciion to Mhich tlicpliilo-

sophy was bi ought by botli tlic ulenhstic and lelati-

vistic schools of Buddhism could not but influence alL

philosophical svslenis of India, and vc see in tlie next

period the old Vedanta icinodollcd and equipped

with flesh aigiimenls liv an adaptation to it of llio

methods clnbointoil \n the Vijnanavdda and Sunya-
Vilda schools of Biiddlusm.
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A TREATISE ON RELATIVITY

By

NAGA’RJIMA

OhAPTEBS I AOT) SXV

(Trmislated)

A TREATISE ON RELATKITY

By

NAGARJIJNA

PREFATORY
Nagatjuaa is the authoT of three different 'n'oi’k{>

upon the Buddhist Theory of Rektinty ((silnyata).

a fondamental (mula), complete work. Madhyemika-
Sastra, and two short summaries-Yiikti-sastika and
Sflnyata-saptati.

The complete work contains about 400 aphorisms
divided into 27 chapters. The first chapter is devoted
to a critique of the conception of Cau&ahty It
reduces our every-day conception of it and all realistic

^eones ad absurdum and thus mdirectly establishes
Monism (advaita) The rest of the woik is filled with

® application of this result -to every separate item
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of the Hinayanlst philosophical system^. Nagaijana

IS also the author of two short tracts dealing with

the method of negative dialectics adopted by bun

One of them **The Befatation of contests” “vigraha-

vyavartani” Js very often quoted

Whether he is the author of numerous other works

which go under his name, and whether he is the same

personality as the Celebrated metallurgist, chemist

and alchemist IN’agarjuna is very doubtful® His

^ The foUomng is the list of subjects treated, ch 1 on Causality,

II on Motion, in on the sense-faculties, (indnya), IV on the

elements of existence (skandha) Y, on the component elements

(dhatu) of an individual, YI on Passions (raga), VII On monen-

tarmess (samskrta^tnlaksami) VIII on Agent and Action

(Karma-ldiTaka), XX On the unreality of the preceding moment
(pUrva), X On the relation of fire and fuel, XI on the Infinite

(purvuparakoti), XIT On the iinreahty of all the phenomenal

world (duhkha=pancopadanaskandha,) XIIZ On the unreality

of all the forces (asmsk^a) of life, XIV On the unreality of

relations (samsai^), XV On the notion of Essentia (svabhava),

XVI On Bondage and Deliverance, XVII On Karma and its

results, XVm On the doctnne of a Soul (atman), XIX On the

notions of ongm and end (sambhara-vibhava), XX On time,

XX On the notion of a totahly of causes (samagri, XXTI On

the reality of Buddha, XXJTT On logical incongrmty (viparayasa),

XXIV on the “Four Truths”, XXV On Nirvana, XXVI On

the Twelve Stages (nidSna) m the development of an individual

life, XXVIl on false dogma (drsti)

* There is an old tradition according to which the authentical

works of Nagaijuna are six, but there is no agreement about

how this number is composed. Geneially admitted are (1)

Mula-mSdhyaimka-^stra, also called Prajfia-mula, 8 celebrated

men have commented upon it, Nagarjuna himself, Buddha-

palita, Bhavya, Candiakirti, Dovalaxma, Guna^, Gunamati
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pupil and successor Aryadeva, a Ceylonese by birtb,

has composed an independent treatise about the

same subject, also in 400 aphorisms, but follotring

another, more systematic, arrangement.

About the date of both these authors there is till

uow no absolute certainty, but the II century A.D.
IS generally accepted as most probable. Although

both werebom m the South, the scene of their activity

IS Northern India, during the best time of Sushan
empire.

flnd Stjiuainati, (2) 7uk6i*sastika, a veiy condensed statement
of the theojy, its composition, Wassilieffthmks, possibly preceded
the compostion of the mam work, (3) Sunyata-saptati a short
poem on Relativity with the author’s own comment, (4) Yigra-
ha-vyavartani, also with comment, a work on logic already
raentionmg the four pramanas of the Kaiyayeikas, (5) Vaidalya-
sutra and prakaiana, selfdefence ofKagarjunsagamst the cha^e
of pervertmg logic The sixth is according to Bn-ston a work
^hioh 18 not translated Tha-snad-grub-na, “A vmdication of
empirical Reality.” However others reckon, instead of it,

•Akutobhaya, a comment upon the mula-k&nlSs. But Wassi-
flieff remarks (m his “Review of the Madhyamika bteratnre”
JIss mnsei As Petrop ) that “the authenticity of this work
^as doubted even by the credulous Tibetans” Candiakirti evi-
dently held that Mgaijnna did not write any comment npon
Ihe mula-katikas, of. text, p 23-6, but Avalokitavrata, com-
mentmg upon Prajaa-praiftpa calls it tan-hgrel Besides these
works the Bstan-hgynr contams (1) Mahayana-vimtika, m 20
verses, (2) Aksara-Satafca in 3 Imes and (3) Pratitya-samutpSda-

in 6 ]mes, renewed attempts to express with utmost
shortness the main conception of a monislac (aikyam) motiion-
*88 Universe They probably are spunous
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After tliat,' there was a break in the deYelopment
of the Madh7ainika philosophy During two cen-

turies we hear of no prominent personahtiea and no

works dealing with it It seems as thou^ it were

partly fallen into obhvion It is impossible otherwise

to explain the total silence of Buddha^osa about it

Durmg the next penod, the golden age of Indian

civilization, the age- of the Gupta empire m Northein
India, the brothers Asanga and Vasubandhu appear
In the V century as the champions of a somewhat
modified Momsm which receives in their hands an
ideahstic interpretation

The scene of the development of the Madhyamilca
philosophy after that shifts to the South We witness

there in the VI century A D a powerful revival of
the genuine, uncompromising Relativism of NagSijuna
Contemporaneously with the pupils of Vasubandhu,
Sthiramati and Dignaga, two very celebrated men,

who were working, the one of Vallabhi in Surat, the

other mainly m Orissa, two equally celebrated chem-
pions of the Madhyamika system, the Masters (acaijra)

Buddhap^ta and Bhavya oi Bhavaviveka,^ appeal

m the South The Mabayana Momsm becomes now
defimtely spht into the ideahstic school m the Noith*

the Yogacaras, and the lelativistic one m the South.

The latter is again divided mto the followers ofBuddha-
pahta and the followeis of Bhavya. ,

The condemnation of all logic foi the cognition

of the Absolute was final m the first ot these schools,

^ Perhaps Bhavyaviveka^legs-ldau-hbyed
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it admitted no bonafidc argument at all/ but under-

took it only to shovr liopeless inconsistency m wlxat-

ever logical argument would be produced by its

opponents Tins scliool received the name of Mii-

dhyamika-Prasaiigika. Tlie other school the follo-

wers of Bha%7ia tliought xt necessary to supplement

the^sliort rules of Ifagatjuna by independent (svatantra)

arguments consinictcd in accordance with the rules of

l<^c This school leceived the name of Jladhya-

nuka-Svatantrilm. Bliavyy is a very subtle logician

He perhaps, more than any other one deserves to be

compared with Zeno of Eleia Some of his baffling

sophisms made his name celebrated in the Buddhist
world* His school had success and was more numeroub
than the school of Buddliapahta in the beginning
But in the VII century A.D the Master Candia-
Jurti appears as a imglity champion of the purely
negative mctiliod ofcstablislnng Monism He sucf eeds
m dnvmg Bhavaviveka*s school into the shade and
fi*^lly settles that form of the MSdhyamika System
which IS now studied m all monastic schools of Tibet
cngolian where it is considered to represent the true

philosophical basis of Mahayana Buddhism
Wo can thus establish the following periods m

the development of the plulosophy of the Mahayana

(1) I century AD the nse of Mahayana, alaya-

^jSana and tathata both admitted by Asva^osa.

century, the theory of Universal Eelativity
( Inyata) formulated by Nagarjuna and Aryadeva

(3) III and IV centuries a gap.
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(4) V century, the idealistic interpretation of

Asanga and Yasubandhii.

(5) VI century, a split between the idealistic

^nd relativistic schools, Stbiramati and Dignaga as

representing the first, Buddhapahtn and Bhavaviveka

the second

(6) VII century, final establishment of the Ma-

dhyamika system in its extreme form by Candra-

Idrti.

We now give the translation of the first chapter

of the treatise of Nagarjuna with Candrakirti’s com-

ment ^ All the protagonists of the development

just sketched togctlior with tome representatives of

the brahmanical systems will be lierc seen at work.

From the rest of the woik the chapter about Nirvana

has been chosen as an illustration of the method which

16 m turn applied to eveiy plulosophic conception.

In our translation we have endeavoured to avoid,

as far as possible literal renderings when they convey

no clear meaning, m order to escape what M, A Barth

has called “traductions infidclos a force d’etre ht-

teralcs Sanskrit scinctifical works are not supposed

to be read, but to be studied, their style is laconic

and their technical terms suggestive of a wide con-

notation Their translation, in order to be compre-

* Oandrald^fci lias given to Ins comment the title of “The Oeor-

worded” (piasanna-pada) probably not 'nitbout some dose of

irony, since, as prof Whssilieff attests, its eictremo dialectical

subtlety, especially m tbo first chapter, is equalled by no other

work in the whole domain of northern Bnddhist literaturo.
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hensible should be, to a certain extent, an explanation..

The ht^al rendering, when, needed is given in a foot-

note The sansknt text has been edited by M.do la

Vallee Poussin m the Bibliotheca Buddhica. The

division into small sections has been introduced by
the translator in order to facilitate a vue d^entssemblc.



A^TREATISE' ON RELATIVITY

DEDICATION
TIio Pcifcct Buddha,

The foremost of all Teachers I salute.

He has proclauned

The principle of Universal Relativity,

'Tis like blissful (Nirvana),

Qiuesconce of Plurahty -

There is nothing disappears,

Nor anything appears,

Nothing has an end

,

Nor IS there anytliing eternal,

Nothing 18 identical witli itself,

Nor is their an3d;hmg differentiated.

Nothing moves,

Neither hither nor thithoi



Cbafteb Eibst.

BXOnN/TION OF CAUSALITY.

I.

There absolutely are no things,

Uowhere and none, that arise (anew),

Neither out of themselves, nor out of noi£*so1f,

Nor out of both, nor at random.

II

Four can be the conditions

(Of everything produced).

Its cause, its object, its foregoing moment,

Its^most decisive factor

.
Ill

In these conditions vre can find

No self-existence of the entities.

Where the self-existence is deficient,

Eelational existence also lacks.

IV

No energies in causes.

Nor energies outside them

No causes without energies,

Nor causes that possess them.

V.

Let those facts be causes

With which coordinated other facts arise,

Non-okuses wffl they be.

So far the other fscts have not arisen.
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VI.

Neither non-Ens nor Ens

Can have a cause.

If non-Ens, whose the cause ^

If Ens, whatfore the cause ^

vn
Neither an Ens nor a non-Ens,

Nor any Ens-non Ens

No element is really turned out.

How can we then assume

The possibility of a producing cause ?

VIII.

A mental Ens is reckoned as an element.

Separately from its objective (counterpait)

Now, if it (begms) by having no objective-

counterpait.

How can it get one afterwards ?

IX.

If (separate) elements do not exist,

Nor IS it possible for them to disappear

The moment which immediately precedes

Is thus impossible And if^ tis gone,

How can it be a cause ^

X
If entities are relative,

They have no real esdstence

The (formula) "this being, that appears*'

Then loses every meaning
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XI.

XeltHei lu any of the single causes

Xoi m all of them together

Does the (supposed) result reside.

How can you out of them extract

"What in them never did exist *

XII.

Supposing from these causes does appear

'What never did exist in them,

Out of non-causes then

Why does not appear ^

XIII.

The result is cause-possessor,

But causes are not even self-possessors

How can result be cause-possessor,

If of non-self-possesBors it be a result ^

XIV.

There is, therefore, no cause-possessor,

Hot 18 there an effect without a cause.

If altogether no effect arises,

(How can we then distinguish)

Between the causes and non-causes ®

^nuBhedthe Examination of Causality, the first chapter
the Treatise on Eelativity.
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EXAMINATION OE NIEViSJSIA.

I

If everything is relative.

No (real) ongmation, no (real) amuhilation.

How IS Nirvaha, then conceived ^

Throng what deliverance, through what annihi

lation ^

n.

Should every thing be real in substance.

No (new) creation, no (new) destruction.

How ^ould Nirvana then be reached *

Through what dehverance, through what annihi-

lation 1

III

What neither is released, nor is it ever reached,

What neither is annihUahou, nor is it eternahl^,

What never disappears, nor has it been created.

This 18 Nuvana It escapes precision.

IV.

Nirvana, first of all, is not a land of Ens,

It would then have decay and death

There altogether is no Ens.

Which is not sub]ect to decay and death.

V.

If Nirvana is Ens,

It IS produced by causes^
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Nowheie and none the entity exists

Winch would ’not be produced by causes.

VI.

If Nirvana is Ens,

How can it lack substratum,

There whatsoever is no Ens

Without any substratum.

VII.

If Nirvana is not an Ens,

Will it be then a non-Ens ?

Wherever there is found no Ens,

There is neither a (corresponding) non-Ens. '

VIII.

Now, if Nirvana is a non-Ens,

How can it then be independent 1

For sure, an independent non-Ens

Is nowhere to be found

IX.

Coordinated here or caused are (separa'te) things.

We call this world Phenomenal

;

But just the same is called Nirvana,

When from causahty abstracted. -

X.
‘

The Buddha has declared

That Ens and non-Ens ^ould both be rejected.

Neither as Ens nor as a non-Ens

Nirva^ therefore is conceived.
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XI.

If Nirvana were both Ens and non Ens,

Einal Dehvorance would be also both,

Eeabty and unreality together,

This never could bo possible.

xn.
If Nirvana were both Ens and non-Ens,

Nirvana could not be uncaused.

Indeed the Ens and the non*-Ens

Are both dependent on causation..

XIII

How can Nirvajna represent

An Ens and a non-Ens together ?

Nirvana is indeed uncaused,

Both Ens and non-Ens are productions.

XIV.

How can Nirvana represent

(The place of Ens and non-Ens together

—

As light and darkness in one spot)

They cannot be simultaneously present.

XV
If it were clear, indeed,

*What an Ens means, and what a non-Ens.

We could then understand the doctrine.

About Nirvana being neither Ens nor non-Ens.

XVI
If Nirvana is neither Ens nor non-Ens,

No one can really xmderstand
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This doctrine wliicli proclaims at once

Negation of them both together.

xvn.

What is the Buddha after Nirvana?

Does he exist or does he not exist,

Or both, or neither ^

Wc never will conceive it.

xvni.

What is the Buddha then at life time ?

Does he exist, or does he not exist,

Or both, or neither *

We never will conceive it.

XIX.

There is no difference at all

Between Nnva^ia and Saihsara,

There is no difference at all

Between Bamsara and Nirvai^a.

XX.

What makes the limit of Nirvana
also then the limit of Sarhsara.

Between the two we cannot jBnd

The slightest shade of difference.

XXI.

(Insoluble axe antinomic) views
Segerdmg what exists beyond Nirvapa,
Eegardmg what the end of this world is.

Regarding its beginning.
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XXII.

Since evorybliing is relative (we do not know),

'Wliat is finite and wliat is infinite,

Wliat means finite and infinite at once,

Wliat means negation of both issues ^

XXIII
Wbat is identity, and wbat is difference *

What is eternity what non-eternity.

What means etermty and non-etermty together,

What means negation of both issues ?

xxrv
The bliss consists in the cessation of all Ihought,

In the qmescenoe of Flurahty.

No (separate) Beahty was preached at all.

Nowhere and none by Buddha

S'lnislied the Bxammation of NixTOna, the twcnly-fifth

Chapter of the Treatise on Belatmt^



TEE GLEARWORDBD

A Oommmt Upon

NAGiEJUNA’S TREATISE ON RELATIVITY

OANDRAKIRTI

THE CLEARWORDED

DEDICATION

To that NH^bejtina I bow who has done away all

recourse to the abode of Duahty.^ 2.3.

Who has emerged out of the ocean-like (all-

embiacmg) Spirit of the Supreme Buddha.^ 1.3.

^ The method of adoptmg a middle course (madhyama pratipad)

betweeu the two opposite extremes from which the Madhyamika

school has received its name is difEexently appbed in Hinayana
eg, S N. ni 135. It IS there a term designatmg the central

conceptum of Hmayana, a middle course between “eveiythmg

exists and nothmg exists,” meaning that a limited catalogue

of ultimate elements (dhaima) existsm mterdependenoe (pratStja

samutpada). In mahayana, xt is synonymous w^th the central

conception of the Madhyamikas and means therridea of Relati-

vity ofNegativity (madhyama piatipad-sunyata-pratltya-samnt-

pSda) cp. XXIV 19. The ff terms are declared by CandraMrti

p. 504 13 to be viSesa-samjhas i e., different manners of expressmg

the same ^dea, anta-dvaya-xahitatva-sarvasvabh&vanntpatti-

pratitya-samutpada-4iSnyata-upadaya-pra3fiapti-madhyama pra-

tipad As usual the first word of the work is significant, it refers

to its mam idea The translation of mSdhyamiha-iastra as The
Boctrme of the Middle Path (Die Mittlere Lehre) is ambiguous
smee there are different TniddiA paths.

* Sambuddha-dlU-BagaTa refers evidently to the doctrine of dhaima-
kaya.
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Who mercifally has es^lained the deeper meaning

of the treasury^ of the religion, according to his own

conceptions of it. 1.4;.

Whose philosophic £re consumes even now the fuel

of opposed systems and bums down the dp.rTmftHfl jn

the heaart of simple mankind. 1 5.

Whose words, containing imcomparable knowledge,

(like) a host of arrows, completely destroy the army
of our foes (and deliver us from the bonds of pheno-

menal) existence. 2. 1

.

Whose words assume the majesty of rule over the

denizens of all the three spheres of existence^, the

Buddhist converts and the gods. 2.2.

Having made my salutation to that NSgaijuna,

I am proposmg to write an explanation of his aphorism

in clear sentences containing the nght explanation

unobscured by the fires of dialectics.^

^ Bead ko^asja with the Tib

* 1 e—^tho world of carnal desire (kama-dhatu), the heavens of

ethereal beings (lupa-dhatu) and the heaven^ of pure spirits

(arux>a-dhatn).

* This a jeer at Bhavaviveka who below p. SI. is called a

champion of logio (tStkika) It does not mean that dialeotical

subtleties will be avoided, but that all arguments will be ludireot*

The word tarkSnala evidently alludes to Torkajvala the title

of Bhavavxveka’s work

I N



Chapter ]?ibst

EXAMINATION OF CAUSALITY

I. PRELIMINABY

The treatwe which will be here e^ouiided is idiat

which begins with the statement “there is neither

a causa materialis, nor a causa ef&ciens, nor are the

tlimgn of the Universe a product of the combination

of both these catises^^^ The question now arises

how does this doctrine affect (us), what is its subject

luatter and what its aim* The connection of the

treatise with us^ is the following one. (In a previous

work), “IntrEoduction to the Madhyamika System”,®

we have elicited that in order to attain the supreme

knowledge of a Buddha, the first step to be taken is an

initial vow of devoting oneself to the Final Deliverance

of all living creatures, (tins vow harmonising with a

monistic view of the Universe, and inspired by a

^ Lrt., p. 2 5. “not from self, not from other, not from both”,

op. mfra, p 93

* ‘Samh&ndha* discussed at the beginning of every scientific work

meaius usually its relation to the subject matter, Uyaya-bmdu,

p 2 15 (B B ) Here it refers to the importance of the work for

^ the Salvation of mankind

» Madhyamika-avatara The Tib transl ed by do la Vafiee

Poussin m B.B IX and partly translated in the Mus on 1907

1910 and 1911
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feeling of Great Commiseration Our revered Master

Nagarjuna was himself wliolly egmpped with the

(true) 'anfiinching method of (our monistic system

revealed in the predication about) the "Ghmax of

Wisdom”®, and he graciously has condescended to lay

it down in a treatise for the enhghtenmcnt of others.

(Indeed a philosophic treatise should contain a

doctrine of Salvation, it then **rules and it saves”)

^‘It rules over all our enemies, our passions It saves

us from the misery and from phenomenal existence

{altogether}. Those two advantages are not to be

found in other philosophic doctnnes”.

(Therefore the teaching of Nagaijuna should appeal

to every one)

(T^at is the subject matter)

The master himself (discloses it in his imtial

prayer). He hmts at the idea which will be developed

•during the whole treatise and at its aim. He tiies

to impress upon us that it will be a grand and funda-

mental treatise,^ because it will present this idea in a

^ The MahSrjfi&istic Great Coxamiscration (mahSkamiia) difiSexs

£K>nL the EKbayonistic one , it agrees with monism This means

that the Mdhayanist strives for the weal of all hvmg beings,

op Siusald, lUjahayana p 292 ff Madhy. av p 6 9 ff The

Tibetans make a distmction between theMabaySnistic conception

thijgfi-rje-ohen*po and the Hbiayonistio one, snm-ije-chen-po

in Sanskrit tbe same word in used

piajno-paraimta , one of its synonyms is ^unyatS.

® malmtmyam sc SSstra^a The ideal scientific work for India

IS the Grammar of Pa^mi with the Mahabha^a of Patafijah

A mahafiastra is a ^astra, possessmg mSbatmya i.e treating the

subject with the thoroughness exhibited by both these authors

m their great work
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thororf and unflincHng manner. Since this ce^al

idea of the whole treatise cannot be separated^

the Mahayanist’s conception of a Buddha,® NSga^nna

in Ting.lnT.g Ms initial salutation to him, the Supreme

Teacher, alludes to the cause that induced him to

compose this treatise and says

:

(Buddha has proclaimed) the monistic

Principle of Eelativity®, the principle that

nothmg in the^ Umverse can disappear, nor

can anything new arise, nothing has an end,

nor is there anything differentiated in itself,

there is no motion, neither towards us, nor

ftom us, etc, etc. everything is relative.

The subject matter the central idea of the

treatise is the monistic prmciple of Eelativity

oharactexised hy these eight n^ative charac-

teristics, nothing disappears, etc. The aim of

the treatise is mdicated in the same salutation.

It is Final Deliverance, Nirvana, which is

characterised as the hhss of Quiescence of

every Plurality*.

The salutation itself is expze^d by the

words praise this highest of all Teachers”.

^ Buddha’s Cosmical Body dhazma-ldLya, is the tmique tranar

cendental essence of the Universe audit is synonymous with

4unya^, op de la V. P. the three Bodies, J.B A S. p. 952.

^ pra^tya-Bamntpada^unyatS.-antadvaya-'iahitatva.

On Mahayanistic I^itvana see above and Suzuki, op. oit p 339.

«m S Sdbayer, Die Mahayamstichea Erlohsongsldiren (Mmiohen

mi)
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This 18 first of all, the general meaning of the
first two stanzas. We are now going on to give m
detail the meaning of every word

**To disappear” means to he evanescent. The
spht (of all existence into discrete) pomt-instants is

here meant.

(Nothing new can arise}, to “arise” means cutting

off the stream of (consecutive pomt-mstants)^

“Eternal” means perpetual, existing, through all

times

(Non-identiioal) Being mdentical means not being

separate, not bemg discrete.

(Non-differentiated} Differentiated means being

different, i e. discrete

“Motion hither^’, means the motion of distant

objects into a near remote place

IL THE MEANING OE PEATITYA SAMUTPADA
ACCORDING TO THE AUTHOR

The first part of the term consists of the gerund of

the root V and the preposition *prati’ The root T
means motion, the preposition ‘prati’ means ‘reaching*.

But the preposition (when added to a verbal root)

modifies its meaning It has been said that

“the meaning of the verbal root is changed by the

preposition as if it were violently dragged into another

place just as the sweet waters of the Ganges (change

their savour when reachmg) the waters of the ocean”.

Therefore the word pratitya, bemg a gerund, means

^ prabandha-ksana-sontana
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^^reaoliing*^ in the sense of being dependent (or relative).

The word samut^da means appearance, manifestation.

It comes from the verbal root ‘pad’ which with the

prepotition ‘samuti has this meaning. Thns the

term pratilya-samiitpslda (in our system) conveys

the idea of a manifestation of (separate) entities as

relative to then: causes and conditions^.

III. THE MEANING OF THIS TEEM
IN HINAYANA.

Others, (Sniabha and other Binayanists),^ maintain

that pratitya-samnl^ada means (appearance and im-

mediate) disappearance of everything* The verb

means to go, to disappear ;
*itya* is the partic^le,

meaning '*fit to disappear*” The preposition ^prati’

g^eialises. Traiatya’ is thus (not a gemnd), but a

derivative noun (meaning that everything is momen-

^ teta-pratyaya-apdcsa.

^ la tlie siitias of the Hinay^a the tenn applied to the doctrine

abont the twelve oonseciitive degrees in the development of an
indiTidoal Me (sc. of the skandhss), from prenatal forces sams*
kara np to the continuation of Me, after death (jati) But this,

aooordmg to the'ahhidharma*, is onfy a ^eoialcase ofthegeneral
law of mter-dependence as a synonym of all saxhskits-dhaxmas,

cp. my Central Conception p 28. The formula of this mter*
d^endence “this being, that becomes, tnim this snses that’’ has
then been criticised, because the generalised formula, smce it

refers to all elements, to those also that eaist simulateneoualy,
' the meaning ofa consecution will not be quite correct. There-
. fdre ^xiLahha proposed his mteipretatum, according to which
the firstpart ofthe term is a participle, not a gemnd and doesnot
imply consecution, but simnltaneity and evanescence. Cp. Ab.
Kb^-bhSsya, and ZH 28 2h this treatise piatlfya-samutpada
is treatedm the first chapter, the 12 mdanas quite sepaxatdy
in the 2Gth.
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tary) The evanescent momentary things appear—that

is their explanation.

IV. THE HlNAYANIST INTEKPBETATION -

REJECTED

This interpretation fits very well such passages of

the Scnpture as the following one, Brethren, I will

teach you the Dependent Origination (of everything).

Those who will get an insight into it, will have grasped

the teaching of the Buddha, etc” The sense of

generalisation and the suggested grammatical compo-

sition of the term can be accounted for. But in other

passages there is altogether no generahsation,* because

a single particular case is directly referred to eg,

in the foUowmg words, ^‘visual consciousness appears

when cO'-ordinated with the faculty of vision and a

patch of colour”. In this expression oo-ordination

with the faculty of vision” the word” in co-ordination”

takes mto account the one single flash ^ of conscious-

ness, produced also from one single moment of the

faculty of vision. There is no generalisation

But the interpretation which we propose applies

in both cases. The meaning of relativity applies when

the word ‘pratitya' does not refer to a smgle case. It

then means relative existence m general, origination

relatively to somethmg else. It also can be applied

when a particular smgle occasion is referred to, for in

that case we interpret it as meaning
*^with reference

* Thin 18 the same oritioiem which is already mentioiied by Vaso-

baadhn, op oit ad III 29

s eka-vijS^otpatti
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to the faculty of viEnon, m oo-ordmation withtihis

faculty, having regard for this faculty,—^visual consci-

ousness apj^ars”.

Ifwe take the word ‘itya’ as a derivative adjective,

then the above sentence “visual consciousness arises

in co-ordination with iihe faculty of vision and some

colours” will altogether change its meaning. This

word, if not a gerund and when not the first part of a

compound, must appear in its inflected form

(pratityam)^. The meaning of the sentence would

tbftTi be the following one, “all visual consciousness

is evanescent (pratityam) m regard to the faculty of

vision and the colours”®. This is impossible, therefore"

it must be taken aS a gerund and indeclinable. We
will then get for the 'whole term the meaning of depen-

dent origination, or rdative, unreal existence.

V. THE OPINION OF BHAVAVIVEELA.

Now, another author, Bhavaviveka, dealing with
this topic begms by quoting opposed opinions and then
goes on to refute them. He quotes in the,following

way “One party The Mahayanist Buddhapalita,

explains the term ‘pratitya-samutpSda’ as meaning
“manifestation, dependent on every cause”, or relative

existence”. They assume that the preposition ‘prati’

has a generalising sense, the verbal root T’ the sense of

relativity, the word samutpida the sense of existence or

ori^nation. Another party the Hinayanist

maintains that pratitya-samutpada’ means'the appear-
ance of all immediately disappearing things”, i

^ piatitiya-samutpadali piatil^sya (ksamkasya) samutpadaEI
• Lit “eye-evoneBcent Bensation and colonis”.
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First of all, we notice here a remarkable incapacity

of quotmg foreign opinions with, anything like precision.

How is that * Because that party which mteiprets

the word ‘pratitya’ as indicating relativity, does not

give to the preposition ^prati’ a generalismg sense, nor

does it give to the verb 'i’ by itself, the meaning of

being relative. ,lt on the contrary esplains the

preposition ‘prati’ as meaning relativity, and then

takes the whole composite word ‘pratitya’ as meaning

like wise relativity,®

How, if we take pratilya-samulpada as meamng
^^relative existence’* then it will cover both cases, where

the generalised meaning is wanted and where a single

case IB meant When it takes mto account all possible

things then the genralised meamng is apphed in the

following way, “m every case, dependent upon a

correi^onding complex of causes and conditions,

something exists, i e. it arises, m coordmation with

them”,8 But when a single thing is referred to, then

Lit p 7 6^ 1 ‘'But one who quotes the explanation of others thus,

sinoe the preposition means generahsation, it means 'reachmg*

and the word samutpada means ‘becommg/ with reference to

such and such cause reachmg, becommg, thus one party, m
every case origination of evanesoent thmgs is pratltya-samut-

pada, thus the other party
”

a But they never have given to the root the meonmg of prdplt as

omputed p 7-6

* This 18 also mentioned by Vasubandhu loco oit and Ya^omitxa,

as the mterpretation of j^zilabha The mterpretation pratatya-

prdpya is also cnticised m the Ab Kodah ad HI 20, but on
* different grounds It is supposed to suggest a consecution ofele-

ments, and to leave out of aooonnt the mterdepondenco of

simnltaneously existmg elements
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liheieiB no need for applying tte generalising mean^.

consciousness nas arisen,

momentary flash of the faculty of vision a^ some

colour Sit the Master Bhavaviveka mam^g

W, h«™ata« to T»t6 a« 05™*

VI. bhavaviveka’S criticism oe

BUDDHAPALITA’S comment

The following crifetcism of our definiUon by

Bhavaviveka is likewise unfounded. He thinks that

out interpretation of the sentence "visnal consciousness

arises when co-ordinated with the sense of vision and

some colour” is wrong, hecanso we have es^ressed

this mter-dependenoe by the word “reaching”, pratJ-

tya-prapya, one thing sptmgs up when “reaching”

4e other, “There are here (says he) no two thmgs

teaching one another’. We cannot understand this

cnboism. What 'is the reason adduced 1 He says

that if one thing is not attained, not “reached”, how

18 the other to originate 1 There is no argument. It

IS mere begging the question.^ But perhaps Ms teal— ^
^ Lit.p. 9 10 9 1 **And lihiEifi wrong cm ilie part of Bhavaviveka

He says and moreover it is noin^t to maintain tlie m re-

latmutomreachingthe eyeandthe colours,visual sunsationansesi

, because two thmgs (reaching one another ate here) impossible.*’

^
* Just as the inorumnated &nlt is nonsense Why ^ Because

how 18 It that one thing will arise when the other is not attained,

,
not roaohed ^ these words, of Bh are a biure postulate without

auy argoment” On p 9 Z read, with the Mss Katham ,^ava

(ga) to'prSptc sambhavah, and onp.8 10 preferably etac^k^am.
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argumont is ihc following one. Consciousness being-

mental and ihc sense of vision pliysical, the first cannot

be reached by the second Expencncc teaches that

only material things can be reached by the sense of

vision. But this is a tnvial objection. The term

reaching is used in Senpiure when the attaining of

spiritual aims is in question, e.g, ^*this recluse has

reached the goaV\ Others reject the criticism upon

the score that reaching is synonymous with being

dependent Our common Master Nagiijuna has

hi^olf used it in this sense (in his Yulcti-sastika)

**i{ something springs up after having reached this or

that, (i e., if something is dependent upon this and

that), it is not really produced by these conditions'*.

Vn. THE DEFINITION OF THE TEBM BY
BHAVAVIVEKA

As to the opinion pleaded by Bhavaviveka himself

it is also not quite correct Indeed he gives the term

pratltya-samu^ada the meaning of "of being relative

to something else” in the sense of a disjunctive judge-

ment), “if this is, that appears,” 'because this has

appeared, that will appear^ Although the word "depen-

dent origination” consists of two words, it is not right

to suppose that each refers to a different object.® The

1 Bhavaviveka hero partly returns to the intoiprctation already

contained in the HinayanasGtras (e g.M N. HI 63), bntof course

its meaning is quite changed Formerly it referred to real ele-

ments (dliarmas), now it moans ^unyatfi, or unreal dharmas—

a The difficulty arising from the mtorpretation of the term as m-

volving a disjunctive sentonoe is also mentioned by Vasubandhu,

opl cit. ad HI 28.
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parts axe only mentioned "with a view to etymological

explanation.

Bliavaviveka fuithei says, “piati[lya~samutpada”

is thus named without any regard to its being composed

of two words, we con take it as a conventional ex-

pression for Belativiiy just as the expression “the

forest ornament” is Used to designate something utterly

useleBB, without any connection either with forest or

with oiQiament”.

This also misses the mark, since our Master admits

the term to have a meaning which harmonises with ihe
meaning of its parts. Indeed he says, “whatsoever
eppeats as relative to this and that is not really

existent”.

At last Bhavaviveka ei^lains the tmm to mean
(mem Belativiiy), this being, that becomes, e.g. as far
as there is something short, there is also something
long”. Does he not admit exactly (not mdependently,
but) as for as it is coordinated to the short, as relative
to the short, as dependent upon the short. Thus
Bhavaviveka rejects with one hand what he accepts
^th the other. This is not right, but we will not
insist upon this point.

Tin. THE PRINCIPLE OP RELATIVITY THELAW OP ALL PLURALISTIC EXISTENCE

Thns it is that Buddha wished to put in a strong
li^ti (the principle of Relativity), i.e. the fact that
entities are ptodnced only in the sense of being co-or-

1
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dinated ^ He, therefore, maintains that nothing

produced at random, neither from a unique cause^

nor &om a variety of causes ; he demes that they are

identical vath* their causes, that they are different

J&om them, or that they are both (partly identioaji

and partly non-identi(^l) By this negative method

h& discloses the true relative cliaracter of all the relative

•entities of every day life.^ This is the relative existence

or dependent origination, because nothing really new
is producecl. iFrom the transcendentahst’s point of

^view, it is a condition where nothing disappears, nor

,sbinething new appears etc , and m which there is no

inbtipn It IS* a condition charactensed by the eight

1 lictu-pratyaya-apeksa,
. ^

3 pratitya-samutpada is hero synonymous witli sunyata-anta

'dvaya^rehitatVo—ad\’nita, jind altihongh it is tJio contiaxy of

Xi^isamyrtti, it is hero called sam^rttah prat!tya-samut-pada]i meoii-

ing, that piatdtya-samutpannatva or advaita oi suiiyata is

real condition which is covered or hidden behm^ the phenomei^il

* world,* the samvrtti (It is a karmasSdhana, i e , samviyato

etad iti samvrba, not a karana-sadliona, i e not samvnyate

^ AUonaO 1 .

.

r 9^The arya o^ arya-pudgala is the Buddliist Saint who has entere’d

^
"jbho path of Salvation, has bcoome srofea-^panna, has reached

^ *

* msi^t (drsti-morga) of reality as it revealsitselfto thephilosopher.

In ffinayana, it is the man who has acquired the inteUeotual

habit of ioeing every .where only bepa^to, discrete, e^*ane8cent

"^elements (dh'^^mata-anatma). , He has got rid of the junpression

of staTiility wmeh the world produces upon the ordinary man*

In Mahayana, as is seen fromjthis passage, it is the man who has

^ acquired a.moiustic view of the Universe, he has cognised the

' pratifcya-samutpada as ^unyata-df^armp-nairatmya From the
'

’ phrasing of tins and many other passages, it clearly appears

that the Hahayanistic Samt, the JILtya and the Boddhisatava,.
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above mentioned cbaxacteristicsi nothing disappear?

eto.^ The whole of this treatise is intended by its

author to prove that the condition of interdependence

or the principle of Eelativity does not allow for some-

thii^ in the Universe to disappear, nor for something'

new to appear.
’

' The pnnciple of Eelativity being the central law

of all existence can be characterised by an infinite

number of fintite characteristics,^ But only eight have

possesses. addition, to }us noral achievement his Maha-

^
ySnistic bodhi-citta-utpcLda, the practice ofthe p&ramitas, the

attaiiuneat of bhuiAis and'the l!i£ahay&nistic Great Commisera-

as a foimdatxon ofall this, a monistic view 'of the 'Universe,

acquired by yogi-pratyaksa It constitutes the omniscience,

sarvajSata, of the Bodhisattva which together with tlie saiva-
'

"akSia-^natii of the Buddha li the moih idea of the abhisamaya

V or pTa]naxmiamita in Aryas&nga’s interpretation This

samjSatS is aoordmgly very difterent froji our conception of

Onmisciencc We find a very interesting ezposition^f ^these^

topics in Vaeaspatimisra's NyayakamkS, the siiTva|ba*^a&

begins p. 110-16 (Reprmt from the Bandit), tbc Bnddhi^
I yogipratyaksa p , 147 £ the brahmamcalyogiabhixoata-sarvajBa

P* V its lefdtation sva-matena p .. £E Naiyayaika-ahhimata-

yogi-pratyafea

^ Lit p.lO 12 11 ?“By this negation the concealed essence ofthe
covered edfStie's is disclosed as it exists And now just this con-
cealed pTatItya-samntplida''is characterised by eight characteris-
tics, hon disappeaifance etc , Since, as it has Aot been produced
in its own essence; there is in it with refer^ce "to -the 'Sryatno

Appearance, up to "there is no motion out *'

Op Spinoza’s idea that the essentia Dei is equal to infinite
number of finite attributes or modes. Hero we have * exactly

same thought expressed by the Lidian Mtmist, vie (Buddha-
nna-k&ya^s-^unyatayah) anantaviicsna-sambhave
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been selected, because they are predominant in the

sense of having given opportunities for discussion

It is also called Nirvana, the Quiescence or

equalisation of all plurahty, because when it is critically

realised^ there is for the philosopher^ absolutely no

differentiation of existence to which our words^ and

concepts could be applied That very essence of

^Relativity is called NirvUpa the Quiescei^ce of Fluralify,

for which there are nq words.

Thou^ts and feelings^ do not arise in this (undiff-

erentiated whole), there is no subject and no object of

knowledge, there is consequently no turmoil like birth,

old age and death, there is eternal bliss.^

Smee the prmciple of Dependent Origination as

it is here defined (as meaning the Helativity ofexistence)

represents the direct object ofthe process of instruction.

^ yathavasthita darlSaaa

3 aiyanam p 90 no, 4

® prapanco vakep. M vi, p 373 9 tlio reality ismsprapfioa-anirva-

canlya. hut of course, not only words, concepts are also meant

* citta-caittah

® this idea of bliss as equivalent to absence of suffbnng is the same

as in the Nyaya system, p 54 fP It ooinoides with the Vedanta

idea by the conception of all plnrahty-being merged m aumque

^U-embiaoing sabstance It is also a spiritual substance because

dhaima-kaya is spiritual (jn&ea] Acoidmg to Deusson, System

des VedSnta, p 228-9 ananda with Sankara also means Freiheat

von hiden, cp ibid p 150 Nevertheless the Buddhists would

probably not characterise their ^unyataas finanda which oames

a flavour ofworldlmess
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it is in the dedicatory verses alluded to as the object

of Buddha's teaching;

—

The perfect Buddha,

The foremeost of all Teachers I salute,

He has proclaimed

The principle of (Universal) Eelativity.

*This like blissful Nirvana,

Quiescence of Plurality,

There nothing disappears,

Hor aiything appears,

Nothing has an end.

Nor is anything eternal.

Nothing is identical (with iteeU),

Nor is there anything dififerenriated,.

Nothing moves,

Ndther hither, nor thither,

Buddha alone has li^tly taught the doctrine of

Eelativity, because he has conceived it m the manner
here described. Our Master Nagarjuna having realised

that tall divergent doctnnes are nothing but foolish

talk (as compared with this doctrine of Buddha) gives

®^ression to his deep feeling of devotion and praises

tiie Buddha by inserting the characteristic. He is

the foremost of all Teachers.

IX. CAUSALITY DENIED

In such a Universe nothing can disapear. The
denial of exianction comes first.* This is to illustrate
the feet that it is not in every respect established* that
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every thing must first appear and then disappear

Indeed it toU be stated below .

—

If birth comes first,

Decay and death comes later,

We will then have a birth

Without decay and death,

And what is born will be immortal

Therefore there is no hard and fast rule that

everything must first appear and then disppear The

author now intends to explain the principle, of that

Relativity which implies the'denial of extmction and

other charaotenstics But he thinks it more convenient

to begin with the denial of ongmation, i e. of causahty,

because the denial of extmction etc will become after

that an easy task

Causation which is imagmed in other systems

as a real production appears cither as a new mam*

festaton of the satne continuant stuff, or as an

‘^nfi-uenoe of separate factors, or as the result of hoth a

contmuant stuff and separate factors, or as proceedmg

at random without any regulation The author decides

that one of these theories is in the right

Never at all nowhere and none

Are the things that arise

Out of self, of non-self, or both.

Or at random^

(The meanmg ofthe words is here the following one,

*^At all” means at any tune “somewhere” means

the place, it is equivalent to m what-ever.place*, some?

jibing means the objects situated on the place, is it
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equivalent to some things. All this is denied—never

nowhere and none. The meaning is’ the following one:

Never, nowhere and nothing is found wliich is produced

out of its own self. And in the 'same way the three

next pre'dicates, "out of ‘non-self, out of both, without

a cause must be mterpreted.

\ It can be objected that an undesirable consequence^

will follow, (if we lay stress ‘upon the negation and"

maintain that entities do) not at aU arise out of them;

a^ves,‘ It will follow that they arise out of some

non-self, (i e. out of the factors -separate from them).

No,'thi8 will not follow, smce only a simple negation is

e^ressed,^ (without any imphed affirmation of the

wntrary). Production out of something separate will

likewise be denied. t

-X IDENTITY OP CAUSE AND BPPBCT
DENIED

s , ,
The argument agamst self-ongmation^ (i.e , against

preezistence of the effect in its material cause)

must be constructed upon the same hnes which we

have sketched m our “Introduction to the MSdhya-

mika intern”.

(We, find' there the following statement.®

. Thus,
'

' , - ^No real advantage (will accrue)

If something will be bom (that already exists).

—If (something really) does exist.

Its own repeated birth is quite a nonsense.

* prasanga

•'priiTOiya.prati'Bedha

(B.B)IX vj 8.
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The Master Buddhapahta makes the folloTOag

conuaent. ^^Entities do not arise out of their own self,

since each origination would serve no purpose, and

because the quite absurd consequence^ would follow

that everytmg is eternally arising Indeed if things

©adst, there is no need to produce them once more,

and supposing* an existing thing cotdd^be ^once'ta.ore)
'

produced, never would it be non-naseent”.

XI. bhAvaviveka assails the comment
OF BTIDDHAPALITA

Some philosophers viz BhSvaviveka have raised

objections against this inteipretation of BuddhapShta.

His comment, (they maintain) misses the mark,

because,

(1) neither a reason nor an example is given,

(2) objections are left tmanswered,

(3) it is a mere deduction ad absurdum,^

(consequently) in contrast (with the denial)

expressed, a Gontra-thesis and a contra-

reason will emerge (by imphcation) It will

then follow that entities ore produced out

of somethrog essentially separate from them,

since this will serve a purpose, and since

this will prevent eternal new production of

the same already existing thing.^

1 atipras&nga-

^ prasanga-vakTa

3 Lit
, p 15. 1-2 "Through an ohversion of the subject stated,

when the oontraiy subject, as a predicte and its appnrfcenance,
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Xn. THE FIRST OBJECTION OF
BHAVAVTVEKA ANSWERED

We conjdder all this attack to be ill founded. For

what reason ? Regarding the first objection, viz. that

no independent reason and no example are ^ven, we

answer that this is not to the point. Why, because

the position is the following one.' An opposing party

(the SShhhya System) advocates the identity of cause

and effect,^ and » invited to explain, what may be

the use of causation in regard to something abeady

existaat. In saying that the self is the cause, you

seemingly maintain that one's own self is once more

pireduoed. Now, we do not undexstand the meaning

of a new production of what already exmts. Moreover,

we see the danger of an infinite regress. The newl^

produced thing will be as long as it eadsts again and

again produced and so on od

But you, (the SSAkhya) do not really mean to

maintain that an existing thing is once more produced,

neither do you admit, an infimte series^ of self-

productions. It follows that your theory of a sub-

stantial identity between cause and efStct is absurd^

vill emeige, it will be a contiadictiaa. with, the adopted pnnciple,

entitles have ansen &oin Bomething extnmeous, since theii

buth is Qsefol and since their birth shall have an end,” sfidhya-

pah|a , taddharma-pahea-dhamia, vyaktd-axthapattiv k^tanta-

Biddhcnta

^ Bvata atpattih, satkaiyam.
* It would be similar to the SKnayanist and' Ybgfic&ras, ‘view

sarvam ksanikam’.
» anavasthS.

* nimpapattika.
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^nd expressed as it is, it runs against yoni own inten-

tions

' Now, (yoli think) that if (the Sankhya) our oppo-
nent, IS assailed merely m this way, he will not yield

<to our .onslaught), and an (other) reason with example
is. needed in order to make it (more) efficacious. But
if you have detected a self-contradiction (m the argu-

ment of your) opponent^ and he nev^theless persists

(in his errors) neither will he be reduced to silence by
new arguments and examples, for hls obstmacy is due

to his impudence and it is not worth our while to

•carry on a disputation with a fool

' ‘The Master. Bhavaviveka betrays indeed a certain

bias for syllogistic reasoning. He would like a syllo-

gism to beimtroduced at the wrong place. jBut accord*-

mg to the Madhyamika method of dialectics an inde*;;

pendent argument is never needed. This method conx,

-sistB in producing a contrathesis and then balancmg

two conflictmg views without admitting either of them

It has been said by Aiyadeva,

If I neither admit a thing’s reahty,
' Nor unreality, nor both (at once),

— Then, to confute me ’ - -

^ A long time will be needed *

In the “Repudiation of Conflicts”, ^fthe manual

. o£-N3gai^una), if is likewise stated,

^ Tile Sankhya admits both utpada and svata, i e he admits

that tad eva vi'padyaie^ but he does not wiahJt to bo an absolute

identil^, thus he ism conflict with himself there is sva-upagama-

virodha

^ Lit p 16 45 ‘'whohasjiothesi8,i8, isnot is is>not>. his confuta-

tion even long it is impossible to tell” Cp Catuhtataka, XVI
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When. I have theses (of my own to prove),
'

I can commit mistakes just for the sake( of proving))

But 1 have none, 1 cannot be accused

(Of being inconsistent). '

.

If I did (really) cognise some (separate) things,

1 could then make an affirmation or a denial

Upon the basis of these things perceived or (in-

ferred)^

But these (separate) things do not exist for me'®'

Therefore I cannot be asailed on such a basis.

Xm THE SECOHD POINT OF BHAVAVIVEKA
VIZ. THAT THE ANSWEE OF THE -

KHYA IS LEFT UNNOTICED BY
- . BUDDHAPALITA, REJECTED

Thus itis that smce the Madhyamika is not obliged

to have an argument of his own in which he beheves,
why do you require Buddhapalita to confute the
’Sahkhya by an independent argument, hke the one
produced by yourself, viz. that “the mind and the
sense faculties^ are not necessarily^ identical to

Adi ia 16-10 refers to probably annmana
® 1 0 , for tlie Monist.

adhy&tmika-&yatana are f*he six subjective bases of our cognijtious*

* e
1 for sense Realties aud pure, undijSeTent^ted oonsciousness-

(vijfifina), op My Central Conception p 7 All mental pheno-*
luena are, according to tbe Sa^kiiya System, esscntialy physical,,

products of the evolution of Matter and, in this sense, they are
identical with their cause or, as this fs hcore ei^ressed, produced
out of their own self, out of the same substance Bhfivaviveka
%ts forth agamst this theory a regular ^llogism, wluch will be*

analysed by Oandiakliti m the sequel, p. 25
* From the Tib nes-tc. cp. M. vr, p. 17 4.
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their ca\iso 2 The Sauldiyn, indeed, has responded to
this argument in tlic following way,

'*What is the meaning of your argument ? Do you
deny an identity between cause and eiFect because an
effect is really a new manifeatation of the same matter,

or because you deny the identity of matter itself

If it 18 the first, tlien you bring against us a point
which we never doubted, (we agree that the effect is a
new manifestation of a continuant stuff). If it is the

second, then it is you, Buddhapalita, who arc contiadic-

tingyoursclf,® not I, because oven you, the Monist,

must agree that every product necessarily preexists in

its cause ^

^ Lit. 17 1 is.l “Wihat IS licro the jncnning of the ihesifi !

It IS *from Bcir as containing tlio result ofj&om self* as being tbe

cause If (from tlio solQ as being tlio cause it is contradiction,

since everything lioving originntm originates as being necessarily

oxisfront as a cause*'.

^ Buddhapalita first accuses the Sunkliya of self-contradiction, by
imputing to him the idea that an already existing thmg is once

more produced, altliough it already exists The Sanhliya answers

by accusing Buddimpahta of self-contradiction on tbe score that

a Monist must admit the identity of cause and ciTcct The

Vedanta, indeed, admits satkarya-vfida

The Sufikhya mamtains that, smee Matter is eternal, evciy tiling

IS identical with it as far as it is an. impermanent manifestation

of this permanent Matter. He does not deny the evolution of

this Matter into different forms. The objection of Buddhapalita

is unfair, because the SSfildiya never denied the vatioty of the

manifestations Ifnas»alah=^naKSranatma]iamtins will contradict

the tho principle of so/Adrgat»dff,«thoreforo, na svatah if na

karyafanakam, theSSnkhya willagrco, ho will saysorvamharanS-

tmakam vidyate, karyatmakam (kSryam-avirbhavalO na vid3rate.
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(To this retort of tiie SadMiya, BMvaviveka re-

quires that Buddhapalita should give a reply). But

how can we (Madhyairdkas who do not believe in logic

altogether) produce an ai^ument^ like the one produced

by Bhavaviveka about the transcendental reality of

all mental phenomena ? This argument the Safikhya

could indeed declare either trivial^ because he never

doubted it, or self contiadictmg because it really implies

karate nasti vivadah, kaianam sat, kSiye tu inahan vivadah.

The Yai^sxka maintams tliat in the efCect even the staff is differ-

ent* althon^ rdated by saznavayi-kaxana. The mmyanist

Buddhist denies the esostence of a contmnal stuff altogether.

The Hadhyanuka's intention is to show the hopeless mntnal
oontradiotzons of all these views and thus indirectly to establish

Monism. By leaving the main issue, the difference between

ongmation and manifestation, intentionally in the dark, by taking
the expressions svata ntpadah origination out of one’s own
sdf sathaiya “preexisteuce of the result” bterally Bnddha-
pShta secures a dialectical triumph. Blmvaviveka wishes to

improve the position of the lij^dhyami^ by producing a sound

argument.

1 This argument of BhSvaviveka is given below, text, p 26.1

Bor the Saiikhya, all mental phenomena and the mtelleot are of a
physical nature, but an eternal, nnohanging, motionless Spiritual

Bimciple is reflected in them Bhavaviveka, as a momst,
Assimilates all mental phenomena, ficom the transcendental point

of view, to this eternal nniqne prmciple. The Sankhya replies

this is not a refutation, but a corrobozation of an identity

between cause and effect, and that it is a self-contradiction, smce
itatthe sametune denies and accepts this iden^ty BorBnddha-
pShta, It IS enou^ to'pomt to the contradiction between ntpada
and vidyamSnatva, be, from his transcendental point of view,
neither beheves m the one, nor m the other. Op. p. 105. Art
xvm.
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tlie identity of cause and effect Why should we ‘bother

about imputed inclcvancc or this imputed self-contrar

diction ? Therefore, since these accusations of the oppo-

nent are absolutely out of xdece, it was not meumbent
upon our xovered Buddlmpalita to refute them-^ - ;

XIV THE MADHYAMIIiA METHOD ‘
!

EXPLAINED
But perhaps we must undei stand Bhavaviveka to

--mean the following thing Since the Madhyamika

docs not admit any vabd loason, thesis or example,

and cannot produce any independent argument, let

us concede that he is incapable himself of proving what
* he would like to prove, viz that there is no real causa-

tion out of the same stuff. We also admit that it is

impossible for him to combat the tenet of the oppo-

nent by an argument based upon facts the reality of

which both parties admit

However m accusing your opponent of contradic-

tion, you must yourself take your stand upon an argu-

ment which, m your own opinion,® would be free of

those logical errors to which a tliesis, a reasop or an
^ Lifc 18 1-3 "How can wo liavo a roasoiij because thej" enst,

—

a roAson that would oithor be a proof of the proved or a

contradiction, fot the refutation of whose proMAg the pioicd

or Its coatradictoiy character we si ould take pains ^ Therefore,

since ho is quite nnaffocted by tho accusations pronounced by
the opponent, revereJ JBuddhapuIita ib not obliged to expatiate

upon their refutation If w e accept the eonsknt, not the Tibetan,

tc'ct of the last sentonoo sc omitting na and tlio a of prosanga,

it will mean, "therefore revered Buddhapillita is obliged to

expatiate upon a rcfuatatioii of them only w*hcn he is hfwcQlf

affected by tbc aconsations of tho opponent”

* svata cva.
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example is liable. But Buddbapalita has given h&
reason and no examples, neithm has he shown his capa-

city of avoiding the logical errors pointed out by the

Sa^hya, Therefore, the accusation thathe has proved

nothing by his deduction ad absurdum stands.

To this we answer : this is not right. Why ?

Because of the following considerations. Certainly,

when some one is vindicating an assertion, he is desirous

to convmce other people, just as he is convinced him-

self, He must prove to his opponent the vahdity of

that very argument by which he himself has arrived at

the right conclusion.

It is indeed a general rule that the opponent should

be at length induced to agree with that very hne of

argument which the respondent himself has set forth

m order to prove his own thesis. But the case of
the MSdhyamika is qtdte different. He does not

vindicate any assertion in order to convmce his oppo-
nent. He has no bonafde reasons and examples of

which he himself is convinced He sets forth a thesis of
his own and undertakes to prove it only so far as It

Juns parallel and destroys the argument of hih

opponent.

He thus brings assertions which cannot be proved.^
He is in coniBict even with himself He certainly

cannot convmce his opponent of (this imagmed thesis).

But can there be a more eloquent refutation of
an opponent than the proof that he is not capable of
establishJig his own thesis ^ Is there really any neces-
^ty to produce new coimter arguments

^ anumSna tbadhor
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XV BUDDHAPALITA^S COMMENT vi]^
FROM THE STANDPOINT OF FORMAL

LOGIC

However if you insist that this must be necessarily

done and require that the contradiction in the tenet

of the opponent should be disclosed by an independent

argument, we mamtain that Buddhapahta has done it

If you ask, how is that ? TVe answer * he has said,

Entities do not arise out of themselves,

Because such origination would serve no purpose,

Here the word “such” refers to a new origination

of something by itslelf already existing

The following words contain a comment upon
this short statement ^ “If somethmg already exists

in its own real mdividahty, it does not need to be pro-

duced once more ” This sentence pomts to the exam-

ple,^ i e., an analogous case admitted by the opponent

where both the reason and the predicate coexist e g

,

an existing jar. The reason is mdicated by the wor^
“existing m its own individuahty”, and the predicate

^ lead p 20 3 tasya grahnaka-vakya^a Wliat a grokanaka-

vakyam is appears olearly from Tatpazyatika, p lid 16 and

an overwholtnmg multitude of similar phrasmg m all Nyaya
literature The aigument is first stated lacomcally (^aha-

“^aka) and then developed (vivarana)

^ The example is always a very important part of the Indian

syllogism, parartli&nnmana It pomts to the particular facts on

whidli the general rule or the major premise is establisked Apart

firom suck formal syllogism, Indian logic knows a simple inference

from one particular to anotker one, svartkunnmfina, it is a simple

inference by analogy wkick is considered as representing tke

essence of tliou^t or of (^thesis m general.
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is iiidicated by the woids “because such origination

^uld senre no purpose.” We thus shall have the

following regular syllogism

—

Thesis An entity does not require a second

production.

JEleason. Because it exists.

Example. Just as a ]ar.

Major Premise. Whatsoever exists does not re-

quire to be produced once more.

We can indeed express a syllogism m two diffe-

rent ways, e.g., we can express it thus

—

Thesis. The word is not an eternal substance^.

Beason. Because it is produced.

Major premise Whatsoever is produced is not

eternal.

But we can put it also in another way :

—

Major premise. Whatsoever is produced is known
to be non-etemal.

Example As for example a jar.

Minor premise The word is produced.

Conclusion. Therefore, being produced, it is not

eternal

^ The school of iQie Mimamsakas imagined that the word was an
eternal transcendental substance, somewhat similar to the
Platonic idea The uttered word was Idien only its particular

manifestation. The logicians and all other schools of philosophy

demed the existence of the eternal word on the score that the
word which we know from experience is an impermanent pro-

duction To illustrate the rules of logic this example is as popular
m the whole East, as the deduction of Socrates’ mortahty is the
current example of the first form of the ^llgismm the West.
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In this instance the reason (middle term) reveals^

itself in the mmor premise, ‘*the word is produced”,

where the application of the middle term to the minor

is indicated.

This IS (just what BuddhapSlita has done) in the
present case. (He has said)

Entities do not arise of the own self.

Since the production of what already exists is not
needed

He zm^t have put the same argument in another

form —
Major premise Whatsoever already exists does

not want to be produced

Example As e g , this jar standing before us.

(Mmor premise It already exists

)

(Conclusion. It needs no second production).

The ]ar in its (potential) condition in a lump of

clay IB an example (by contrast)^, smce it needs to be
really produced But if you mean the jar which al-

ready exists by itself, such a jar is not produced once

more Thus it is that the reason (i e. the middle term

in Buddhapahta’s syllogism) is the fact of direct mdi-

vidual existence, a fact which precludes a second

origination of the existent
, it is expressed (in the

minor premise, the so-called) apphcataon^ of the middle

^ Instead of reading, 'tatha ca’ it would be preferable to read

‘na tu’, but tathS ca* is also possible, since a vaidbamya-

drstanta is also sometimes mtroduced m this wa7 Aftei avas-

thSyto a cheda must be inserted

2 npanayona
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term to the minor, and thus it is that Buddha'Palita

has really elicited m the argument of the SanMiya a

contradiction. He has done it just by an independent

argument of bis own. How is it then that you accuse

him of giving neither a reason, nor an example %

XVI. THE ANSWER OF THE SAIMKHYA
VIRTUALLY REPUDIATED BY

BUDDHAPALTIA
We have thus shown tiiat the accusation of Budd-

hap3lita for not having produced a regular syllogism

with a reason and example is not sound. But only

not this. Equally unfounded is the accusation of not

having repudiated the double stricture of the oppo-

nent, (sc. The ^nkhya, who accuses him either of

telliug nothmg new, of contradicting himsdf).

(Virtually he has repudiated the Sankhya also). How
is that * The Sankhya mamtains that if our denial

of identity between cause and effect only means that

the effect is a new manifestation of the same stuff,

this hehas himself always admitted. Yes, but the San-
hhya never admitted that causation consists in a mani-
fested ]ar, a jar standing before us, being once more
Dianifested and it is just manifested jar, in its ready
form,'- that we take as an example when we prove
the absurdity of the idea of an identity between cause
snd effect.

Regarding the non-manifested jar, the jax in its

potential condition^ as a lump of clay, it is clear a

because its form or essence, rupa-svatfipa is established
as au example”, op the Tib transl

* ^hti-rnpapanna
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forUoTh^ from our point of view it caimot be producedt

How is it then possible to accuse our tbesis of falling

in with the Sankhya view^, and how is it possible to

accuse our argument of being self-contradictory® ?

To summarize oui opinion- Buddhapahta has

pomted out the contradiction in the Sffildiya theory of

causahty not only by a deduction od but

also by an independent argument Nevertheless the

faults imputed to him do not exist. It is, therefore,

impossible to maintain that he has not answered the

accusations ofthe Sankhya The whole onslaught (of

Bhavaviveka) is therefore absolute nonsense^

XVIL SOME MINOR POINTS EXPLAINED

It mi^t be objected that the example of a jar is

not convmcmg enough The rule may apply for the

production of a jar out of clay, and not apply to the

production of a piece of cloth out of threads ^ No,

because we say a jax etc. . By the etc the mclusion

of every possible object which can originate is indicated-

a qualified predicate, a predicate a foritmt

kkfea-rupa-anutpatti-karaxia-rfipa,-karya8ya anntpaiti>

atpatti

tjeotion ofa faculty thesis ofthe proved

erefore if there is also au objection (oodona) of

ion by a self-argument (-svSnumanena, i e-, even

that Buddhapalita has produced a real argument,

faults as they have been depicted do not eaast, the

ition of the faults mentioned by the oppmient is quite

Thus this critique is quite incongruous This should

own”
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There is not the shghtest possibiblity to doubt (that

the rule might not apply to a cloth etc.

The argument (against the Saiikhya) may have^

also been formulated (by Buddhapalita) in another way,
viz.

(Thesis). All physical entities do not arise out of

themselves.

(Beason) Because they always exist in their ownu

essence, (i.e., because Matter is eternal).

Example—Just as the (eternal) Spirit does.

The Sankhya who advocates the identity of cause

and effect must accept this argument for that very

reason that he advocates this identity which is here?

exemplified by his changeless Spint. This example

ofthe Spirit whose eternal identity the SSnkhya admits

may have also been quoted by Buddhapahta in order

to combat the ^bakhya view^.

It might he maintained that the Sankhya is not

affected hy this denial of origination. He vindicates

the theory that causality consists in a new mamfestar

tion of an existing stuff. However the term origina-

tion may also have the meaning of manifestation.-

ludeed both origination and manifestation have
the common feature of representing something that was
fannerly unperceived and became perceived after.

Iflfc *0r else the following other way of formulation Entities

which are not Spintj i.e are physical, for the advocate of

Sfi^f-origination, forthat very reason, do not ongmate out of

themselves, because they exist in their own self, just as the indivi*

dual SouL Thus this example can be quoted’*.
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>!rhcrcfore, a now manifestation can also be called a

new origination.

> It then becomes impossible for tbe Sankhya to

maintain that lie is not aiTcctcd by the denial of an

identity between a cause and its ciTect ^

It may be asked, how is it possible to deduce all

these considerations of detail out of the short state-

ment ofBuddhapalita, since he docs not mention them t

We answer Ilis ivords are full of profound mcamng.

In a concise mannci they include the above-mentioned

details When analysed they reveal their own self m
these details We do not invent something that is not

included in them,"

XVIII THE TIIIBD STRICTURE OF
BlfAVAVlVEKA ANSWERED. THE DENIAL

' OF ONE VIEW DOES NOT IMPLY THE
ACCEPTANCE OF THE OTHER

Bhnvaviveka maintains that the repudiation of

the Sankhya theory of causation by a more deduction

* Life "Alfehoiigli Uic rlcnial of origination docs not roptid otc

the mamfeamer of manifestation, nevertheless by using the word

ongmation in the sense of m&inCbatetion, since by the sinnla itv

of non-pcrcoption before and jicrception after just a manifesta-

tion IS expressed by the word ongiu&tion, the denial is not non-

rcpudiatoiy”

“ Lit “How IS again this detailed analyBis (^’yestovicSra) attorned

without an expression of the meaning cs it is here told * If

tills IS asked, then this is ansnered. These sentences, full of

meaning, ore very much meaning, they are turned out

(pravrttani) in summarising the meaning as it has been told

and, being commented upon, they give birth to their own self,

'f « ^the meaning as is here told, thus nothing is xmagmed u hich is not

leally ossumed"
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involves acceptance of the opposite theory, viz.

that canse and effect represent two different sub-

stances. This is wrong, Because the converse theory

will be again charged to the same account of the

finma opponent, not to our account^ since we have-

declared that we have no theory of our own. We,

therefore, cannot be accused of contradicting our own

principles. But if the many objections that have been

aheady raised against the opponent are accrued by
chargmg to his account the coimterpart of our deduc-

tion, we really will only weloeme it.®

The Master Buddhaplehta is a ffiithful adherent of

the method of Nagitijima. How can we possibly pro-

nounce something inadvertently^ that would give an

qpportunily to his opponent 1 When a philosopher

who denies the reality of single objects, deduces ad

absurdum the conception of their reahty,* how
can he be charged with the counterpart of this deduc-

tion * Our words are not pohcemen ? They cannot

derive us of out liberty. Words possess a power to

espress something, but they are controlled by the mten-

tion® of the speaker. Therefore the only result of

' Both prasanga and tad-mpargaga aie used together to prove

the same thesis m, o.g. Sarvadars , p 21. (Poona 1924)
^ Lit “And the more faults of the opponent are deduced

throng a deduction of the contrary of (his. Sc Bnddha-

pahta’s) deduction, tite more desirable will it mdeed be for ns
”

’ savahiSam
‘ * Lit deduces ad absurdum "the mamtainer of reabty”, the realist

ovoMunva-vaainj,

We would expect either ^ivalsayS or mvalsam 4«m vidMyante,
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our deductiotL is to repudiate tlie theory of our oppo-

nent. Our acceptance of the converse theory is not

at all therewith imphed ^

Our common Master Nagarjuna, when combatmg’

opposed opinions, has v^y often had recourse just to

a deduction ai abswdum^ without ever admitting its

positive counterpart

EG. —
We &ad nothing (called empiy) 8pace,

Before its essence has (here) been determined.

If it would previously to this determination

preexist.

It would be Space without an essence ^

Supposing all the causes of some matter taken off.

And we would call it matter none the less.

It would be matter without causes

But nowhere without causes any matter does exist *

This does not at all imply that Nagarjuna admitted

the existence of caused matter

Another example —
Nirvana is no separate entity.

Or else it would be subject to decay and death.

There is no separate entity

That never would decay and never die ^

1 Lit "ThoM IS no accepted dednotion (arthapatti) being the

contrary of the unacceptable deduction (prasanga)
”

® M s , Vz It does not follow that Uagaijuna admits the existence

of a xcal space

3M.s,IV2
Ms, XXY. 4 Ifthe converse conception be that ofa NixyS^a

immananent in the world and eternal, Nag£i)una admits it op.

ibid 9
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Bhavaviveka.—But these are aphorisms.^ The
sentences of our Master contain profound intentions*

They can be variously tackled® and give rise to a
variety of syllogistic formulation*

Answer. Why, to be sure, should not the com-
ment of Buddhap^ta which does not contain any
syllogistic formulation be accepted just m this sense,

as the only faithful rendering of NagsLcjnna's intention.

(Bhavaviveka). It is the business® of the writers of

detailed commentaries to make detailed statements

about the syllogistic formulations implied in the apho-

risms, (Answer). This is not always the case Our
Blaster has wntten a commentary upon his own
manual of dialectics, **The Hepudiation of Contests,*^

but he did not indulge in it in syllogistic formulations.

You arc, mdeed merely parading with your cle-

verness in the science of dialectics Although you
pretend to be an adherent of the Madhyamika system,
you nevertheless compose independent syllogistic

arguments. But for such a logician, as you would like
to appear, the Madhyamika method is only a very
great encumbrance.

^ artha-vakya.

* pankalpyantc,

® ox metliod, nyaya,

* This statement can be interpreted as an mdirect indication
that Candrakirti knew nothing about a commentary written
apott the mnla-ldttikas Nagax]nna himself. It would follow
that the work called Akntobhaya is a forgery as si^ggested by
Wa^silieff
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It makes him pile up mistake upon mistake ^

How is that ^

XIX. EXAJillNATION OE BHAVAVIVBKA’S
EOKMAL ARGUMENT AGAINST THE

SANKHYA
To combat the Sankhya theory of Causality you

have composed the following syllogism.

(Thesis), Mental phenomena^, if considered fi:om

the transcendental standpomt of the Monist, are no

few productions out of the same substance.

(Be?son) Because they exist

(Example) Just as the Conscious Principle of

the SEnkhya which is an eternal unchanging

entity

(Major premise). Whatsoever already exists is

not a new self-production

Now, m this syllogism, by you so formulated,

what IS the use of the qualification '‘firom the trans-

cendental stand point of the Monist*’^ ?

Bhavaviveka If we take our stand on pheno-

^ Lift, through the desire of diapl&ymg the own

profieienoy m the science of dialecties, the use of inde-

pendent syllogisms (prayogn-valys) althou^ having accepted

the Madhyatnika system, is an indirect indication (upalaksyate)

ofsuch a logician who ism a veryhi^ degree the receptacle ofan

assemblage ofmany mistakes’’.

^ adhyatnukany ayatanani

3 Lit ''Here the syllogism which has been thus stated, as absolute

teakty the mtetnal bases do not arise out of self, smce they

exist, ]ust as consciousness, what for agam m it the quali-

fication “as absolute reality” has been assumed
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menal reality we cannot deny origination of mental
phenomena. If this were denied, it wold follow that

the contrast which we assmue betwen the absolute

thing in itself and phenomenal reality does not exisbi.

Answer. This is not ri^t, because we deny the

identify of cause and effect® from the phenomenal
point of view also, It is corroborated by the following

words of the Scriptuie®.

“This sprout which springs up from a seed is not
produced out of itself, neither is it produced out of non-
self, nor out of both, nor without a cause. It is nei-

ther created by (3od*, nor by Time, nor from the

Atoms, nor from Primitive Matter®, nor by Nature,®.”

Here is another test. “The ^out doesnot

belong to the seed, neither is the seed identical with

the sprout, nor is it non-identical It is a mam-
festation of that unique Realify^ which neither can
be determined as anihilation®, nor as one of the
Eternal Principles*'®.

Andinthis treatise the author will make the follow-

ing statement.,

‘ Lit “And if denied the admitted repudiation (bSdha), of
tte phenomenal by the absolnte ironld not be entailed (read

ptasangat)”

* svaia, otpatti

^om Salistamba-siitra, cf Siksaeamuc, p. 219. 10 ff.

* Wia
*prakrti

*
Kvftbliavia

’ ^annata
* Qccheda.

as godj time^ atom, matter, nature, etc. all witk capitals.
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Wliatevor relativily does exist

Is really not what it appears to be«

But neither is it something else.

* Therefore it neither has an end,

Nor has it a beginxung^

(Bhavaviveka). The quahiication (“from the

standpoint of transcendental reality"’) has been intro-

duced into the above syllogism m consideration of the

opimon held by the opponent.

(Answer). This is a wrong method, because we

do not admit his construction,^ even from the point

of view of phenomenal reality^. Non-Buddhists ^re

absolutelly lacking the nght understanding of the divi-

sion between both reahtics, the transcendental

and phenomenal one. It is, therefore, much better

to repudiate them, from both these standpoints. I

would think it a great advantage. The above quali-

fication is thus out of place, even if it is mtroduced in

order to distinguish the view taken by the author

from the view of the opponent or from the ideas of sim-

ple people.

As to simple people they do not understand what

self-ongmation means For them also the qualification

* M 8 XVII, 10 pratatiya-^unytt4asvata“ ‘'bogmning” op XXV.
21 of KjoAt's solution of the first antinomy, viz that tho world

is ncthci finite, nor infinite because “a jihcnomcnon docs not

exist by itsoir* op, oit p 410

* vyavastha

^ It 18 not right to maiutam that th& Sxnkhya’s view ofphenomenal

reality is admissible with the qualification that from the trans-

cendental pomt of view it will bo an illusion
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is useless. Unsophisticated people simply admit

that an efEeot is produced by a cause. They do not

enter into such considerations as to whether the effect

is identical with the cause or not.

Oni Master Nagaxjuna has really established the

same thing viz. that we must avail ourselves of the

every day idea of causality without any hope to evplniTi

itmetaphyacally. It is, therefore, clear that the quali-

fication is absolutely senseless

XX. BHAVAVIVEKA’S ARGUMENT ASSAILED
EROM THE STANDPOINT OF FORMAL LOGIC

However let us agree and admit that the quah-

fication might have been introduced m order to

intimate that phenomenal causahty is not demed.
The syllogism of Bhavaviveka will then nevertheless

be formally deficient, smce its example, the Spirit,

and its reason, the fact of "the existence” of mental
pehnomena, will both be ultimately unreal. We will

tiien have either the logical error of a faulty thesis,

since it will refer to something (sc. the mental pheno-
mena) which the author of the syllogism himself,
feom his own monistic point of view does not accept
as teal,^ or we shall have the logical error of a faulty
reason,^ (viz -the fact of the existence or reahty of

This paLsa dosa Trould be probabloy olassified by Diganaga as

j

aawnana-miakrta, op Nyayabindn, p 59 1 (B B ) VII,
About the Ssmya-astddJia hetu-dosa, of Nyayobuidu, p 64: 16
to logic of Djgonaga forbids deductions from facts which the

author of the syllogism, £com his own pomt of view, does not
atUmt as real. op. ibid, p, 63 13 -f
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mental phenomena) which will then refer to something

equally unreal, «

Indeed (Bhavavivelcn) himself bemg a Madhya-

miha docs not admit the transcendental xeahty of

separate mental phenomena^ and at the same tune

he composes a syllogism about tbis very non-existing

tiling.

Bhavavivcka. This docs not matter, since we
admit the phenomenal reality of the sense of vision

etc.

Answer But tlien, who is qualilicd by the words

‘*from the tianscndcntal standpoint*’ ?

Bhavavivcka If considered from the transcen-

dental point of view the existence^ of the phenomenal

sense faculties^ and of empirical consciousness^ is not

real

The qualification is introduced m order to specify

the kind of causality which is denied

Answer Then you ought to have expressed

yourself otherwise. You ought to have spoken exactly

thus : “the supposed phenomenal reahty of the sense-

faculties etc is no reality in the transcendental sense.’*

^ Lit *'of file basis of the sense of vision (cksu-ayatnna) and otlier

subjective bases of cognition i c tidliyatmika>ayatana
”

® ntpatti

3 caksurudi

* citta(a=manas=vi]nnna) IS indicated among caksuradi as ayatana

cf My Central Concojition p 96
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But your expiesaon is different^. However, even

supposing you vrould have expressed yourself properly,

nevertheleBs you would not have escaped the logical

error of a faulty thesis since it would then have referred

to empirical sensations, i.e , something quite unknown

to your opponent®. For the Sankhya indeed all

sensations are absolutely teal. He has altogether no

nominal (or empirical) realities.

Thus it is that the argument is wrong either from

the standpoint of its author, for whom the separate

mental phenomena are not real, or from the standpoint

of those to whom it is addressed, because they do

not admit any difference between phenomenal and

absolute reahty®.

^ The expression iliat '*from the transcendeirtal standpoint the

sensations do not use out of themselves’* can be understood

as mcftiiiiig the transcendental sensations are not identical \nth

their causes But transcendental sensations do not exist from

the momst’s pomt of view Hence foi him it will be a syllogism

composed about a non-existmg thmg

2 Lit » p 28 1*^ ^‘And oven if told, smee the opponents admit

exclusively a really existing faculty of vision etc., and do not

admit noxnmal reabties, it will be a faculty thesis whose substra-

tum will be unreal for the opponent Thus it is not nght

3 According to the logic of Bignfiga, a discussion must start from

facts admitted by both parties, cp Hyayabmdu, p. 62 3 Sensa-

tions real in the absolute sense do not exist for the Honist

The difietence of sensations empirically real is unknown to the

Sankhya, for him ail sensations are zeal Hmoe, accordingly as

we take it, the syllogism of Bhavaviveka will refer either to some-

thmg not admitted by the respondent himself, or to something

not admitted by his opponent.
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XXI- -tiXOTHER ATTJSMPT OP BHAYAVIVEKA
TO VINDICATE HIS ARGUMENT

But be that as the ease may, we may envisage

the syllogism m question ns referring in general terms

just to the relation between a fact, (the mental pheno-

mena) and one of its characteristics, viz existence,

without enlarging upon the special theories which

might be entertained by both parties about the nature

of mental plicnomena or the essence of existence

E when it is inferred that words arc non-ctcrnal

the general i elation of this characteristic to the chara-

cterized fact is alone referred to Indeed the work

of inference would become quite impossible, if the

special view entertained in different systems were

to be taken into account. There are no two sj'stcms

which agree on the question about the nature of

sound. If we admit with the lOnayana Buddhist that

sound 15 a secondary thing or element of matter,

dependent upon the four universal elements,^ this will

not be admitted by his opponent the Vaiiesika. be-

cause he. on the contraTy, maintains that the sound

IS a quality of ether, it is not a substance This

ngain the Buddhist does not admit on his own behalf.

Similarly when the Vaisesika undertakes it to prove

that the woid is non-eternal, he can be asked whether

he means the word as a physical product, or the word

as a manifestation of an eternally existing substance.

The first is not admitted by his opponent the JE-

jnamsaka who postulates the existence of a special

eternal substance of which the spoken words are

^ Cp Central Concephon.
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Tiotliing but separate manifestations. The second is

not accepted by the Vai^esita hunself.

The same applies wutatis nvutandis to every philo-

sophic issue. If you admit that the destruction of

an object must have a cause, this "will not be accepted

by Buddhist on his own behalf, since he maintains

that every existence consists of discrete moments

-which ate evanescent by themselves, without a cause^.

But if he alludes to uncaused mvisible destruction

-going on at every moment this will not be admitted

by his opponent, the Vaii&esika.

Therefore, just as m the case of the evanescent

character of the sound, only the relation of this cha-

racteristic to the characterized substratum, in general

terms, is taken mto account, just so in the present

instance, the mere fact that there is some substratum

-called sensations, should be takenm general,® without

entering into details, whether it be a phenomenal or

an absolute existence.

Answer—^This is not so, since m the present case,

It IS ]ust the existence of such a general substratum

that 16 demed. It is denied by no one else than

Bhavaviveka himself His avowed aim is here to

-deny Causahty However, just m denying every

causahty, he at the same time eo zpso demes its sub-
stratum, the caused thmg, the substance of the tTnng
of the thmg produced, converting it m a t.Tntig which
owes its existence to a mere illusion. Ulusion and
reality are indeed opposites. The plunverse as it

^ yatha^ambhamm
® Cp Nyayabmdu, p 33 6
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appears before the onsoplusticatcd eyes of manIftnrT

IB ciiher logically inconsistent or it is a reality^.

If it is logically inconsistent^, and if this plurality

wliicli 18 not the real condition of tlie universe is

•wrongly nppicliended by ns as real, if it is a false

impression in tlie mind of the perceiver®, then there

IS in tins plurality not the slightest bit of what is

absolutely rcal^. But if there is no transcendental

illusion, if it IS not a mirage^ if we perceive a rcal^

^ Wc find lioro an oloquciit c'q>rcssiQn of tlint gcniiuic convicitozi

very much spread, cson in our days, among the jpanflits of India

T^ho luno studied the various syi^tcnis of their country that

Jifonisin IS superior to all other systems by the fact ofrcacliing the

limit of aU philosophic construction Tho realism of Nyaya-

vai^esika and Hfmumsa, tho dualism of the S3ukli}a, the radica!

pluralism of Hlita^iiiia Buddliist all tvcfc engaged m constructing

A skeleton of the Unn*erso out of a limited number of ultimate

data «md liavu then stopped before them, refusuig to go doopci

into them and to reduce tJiom to their still dcejicr root Should

they luive embarked on a further analysis of those ultimate jiriii-

ciplcs ntvhich they had arrived they aouid have inevitably

landed in hloiiisiii Only m hlonism docs pliilosopLic analjisis

reach its real limit yatha yalhu vicdryate tathu tafha braJmany

eva ekasmui sarvam paryavasyaii In modem philosophy as

for as I am aM arc, a similar view Iios been taken by Ladd,

Introd to Philos p 403

® viparyuBa

* Lit “Like non-existmg haii etc by tlio ophtlialmic
”

* <i hint at Dtyndya’s ka^ana^svalah-

sana^pannarlha- and at his claim to have vindicated jihc—

nomenal reality cp below text ppgc 66 ft*

® Lit “like teal hair etc by tho non-oplitholmic
”

® Head bhulam, instead of abMtam
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jltiriverse, not the one constructed by our imagination,

then there is not the shghtest vestige of something

unreal in pluralism, nothing at aU to justify the claim

that a phenomenal reality has been estabhshed by

TIS^,

Our venerable Master Nag^una has therefore

said ’

If I did really organize some separate thmgs,

1 could then make an ajBSxmation or demal,

Upon the basis of these things perceived or

inferred.

But these separate thmgs do not exist for me.

Therefore 1 cannot be assailed on such a

basis^.

Since it IS so ,
since (transcendental) illusion is

one thing and (transcendental) reahty another ; since

for the transcendentahst^,

^ Lit p. 30 15 Because ]ust when the denial of ongmation

18 here intended to be a charatemtic to be estabhshed, just then

the negation of the characterised, of its sabstiatuin, which has

Toached its own existence only throng an illusion, is admitted

just by himself. Different are indeed illusion and non-illusion.

Therefore, if, owing to illusion, non-Ens is taken as Ens, ]U6t as

by the ophthalmic (non-existmg) hair, etc then wherefrom would
even a bit of a really existmg Ihing be apprehended ^ But if

throu^ non-confuBion, the real, non-imagmed is perceived, hko
by the non-^phthalmic (real) hair, etc then wherefirom the
perception of even a bit of a non-really-existmg thing, so as
then there would bo phenomenalism

® This stanza from the Vigraha-yyavaTtani has been quoted above^
text—p 16 9.

^ vidwsffw, they are identified with the Qryas.
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in what ]ie considers to be absolutely real, theic is

no room for non-reality, what is then the meaning of
Bhavavjvcka's syllogism ^ He takes the phonomcnal
Visual sensations and other mental phenomena as a
minoi term, (the subject of his deduction) He thus

cannot escape fiom the criticism that his thesis is

logically impossible, since it refers to a non-entifcy, or

that this middle term la contradictory, because it

appertains to an unreal substratum. The syllogism

would be equivalent to the assertion that non-existmg

things do not arise out of themselves, because they

exist.

As to the analogy with the discussions about the

nature of the woid. it does not exist In those dis-

cussions there always is an agreement between every

pair of contending view about what sound, in general,

and what evanescence in general, are, without entering

into details about the nature of sound

There is no such agreement between the radical

Kelativist^ and the non-Belativist or Bcalist^, in

regard to what visual sensations in general are, either

from the phenomenal or the transcendental point of

view. For this reason the two cases are not compa-

rable

All that has been said about the logical impossi-

bility of a thesis which refers to a non-entity is apph-

cable mutaiis mutandis as the proof of the futihigr

of the conception of “existence^" as a logical reason

3 aiitnyala^vadxn
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XXII. bhavaviveka also avails himself
OF THE ARGUMENT THAT EOR THE MONIST
ALL INDIVIDUAL EXISTENCE IS UNREAI,

Sucli is the foice of this argument^ that even

Bhavavivds:a himself, this champion of logic®, is-

obhged to admit the condemnation of logic which.'

we have exposed. He examines the following syllo-

gism.

Thesis. The cause and conditioiis which produce

mental phenomena® really exist.

Reason Because this has been declared by
Buddha Major premise. Whatsoever has been declared,
by the Buddha is true*.

Example. As e g , his statement that Nirvana,

is Final Quiescence

This syllogism has been advanced by a Hinayanist
opponent of Bhavaviveka. He replies by the foll-

owmg criticism. “In what sense do you thinV^ the?

word ‘cause’ is here used ? Has Buddha spoken
from the phenomenal pomt of view or from the trans-
cendental one ?®

If it IS taken m the phenomenal sense, the reason
has (eo ipso) no ultimate reality for Buddha hiTwgoJf

^ The argument, namely tliat fora consistent Micmist every separate
thmg and every separate reason is nlfamately unreal

® t&TkiLa

® Gdhyaimtl4i-&yaiana.

* Lit, "Indeed vhat and how is fan^t by the Buddha to exist, it-
IS SO

”

^ paramdrihataih
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But supposing it is taken m the sense of something

transccndentally real, then we must remember the

followii^ words of NS-garjuna

.

Ifeither an Ens, nor a non-Bns,

l?or any Ens-non-Ens,

No clement^ js really **tuined out”®.

How can we then assume,

The possibility of a producing cause*®

"*Smce causation^ of things, whether real or

unreal or partly real and partly unreal, is excluded,

there is no such thing as a really efficient cause.

This IS the mcamng of the woids of Nagatjuna.

“Therefore from the transcendental point of view®

there is altogether no efficient causality®. Every

reason you may adduce will be either ultimately

unreal or contradictory
”

By adopting this hue of argument against the

IBnayanist, Bhavaviveka lias himself admitted the

unreahty of every reason from tlie transcendental

standpoint of the Relativist Thus all logical demons-

trations are smashed, since m all such syllogisms

reasons are adduced which in the opinion of the

opponent are founded on real fact, but in the opi*

^ dharma

® nvrmrtyale

® nxrmrtala

‘ p/alyayatva, i e , neither sa(kSrya~WT asaiUrya-

vdda 18 admitted

® mrvartya-nxrvarlaikatva
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nion of the Relativist himself they are all ultimately

unreal^

In the following two syllogisms of Bhavaviveka

the middle term must likewise be declared faulty,

on the score that it is meamngless from the 3Iomst*s

transcendental point of view. E g

Thesis Mental phenomena® do not really® arise

from corresponding causes, separate from them

Reason. Because these are separate entities.

Major premise Whatsoever is a separate sub-

stance cannot really be a cause.

Example As the causes of a ]ar* (which are not

Teal in the absolute sense).

Or another example.

Thesis. The causes wh ch m the opimon of our

opponents,® produce mental phenomena® are not

understood to be causes m the absolute sense.

Reason. Because they are separate entities

Major premise. Whatsoever is a separate entity

ie not a cause in the absolute sense

^ Lit
, p-31 11-13 "Smco thus he even himself by this method has

admitted theunreahty of the reason, theiefore in all syilogisms

which have middle terms suggested by attributes of teal entities,

since ]ust by themselves reasons etc, are unreal so all demon-

strations are lolled

^ MhyStyniLa^yatana, ht “the six subjectivobases of cognition

® paramarikatah

* Bead^72u/a^a
* iead parath instead of pare.

® Lit “The SIX subjective bases of cogmtion. the faculty of vision

) etc
,”
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Example As e.g
, the threads, the loom, the

weaver etc are not the causes of cloth from the trans-

cendental point of view.

The reason “because they are separate entities’’

is not a valid middle term, since for te author of these

syllogisms himself it has no ultimate reahty.

Another example where Bhavaviveka imphcitly

admits that the transcendentalist has to forego usual

lo^cal methods, is the following one He is desirous to

elicit that the reason given by his opponent the Sau-

trantika, is wrong, because it represents a fact whose

ultimate reahty he, as a consequent Belatmst, does not

accept The argument of the Sautr^tika runs thus

Thesis. Internal facts^ i e , mental phenomena
really arise i e , they have a real existence.

Beason. Because they produce purposive actions

directed towards the same objects as our thoughts have

been directed to.

Major premise Whatsoever is efficient is real ^

Bhavaviveka repudiates this conclusion by quoting

the following parallel argument.

Thesis. The yogi, when merged in ecstatic medi-

tation perceives by his supernatural faculty of vision

the ultimate reahty, he then apprehends causation,

motion etc. as they really are*.

^ mUiyatmiLa bhavan
s Tiio dcfimtiou of reality {jmraimrtJia-sa€j as cflRIciency (arfka-

LriyS.~JMritva) is accepted by Diguaga and Dharmalcfrti, cp

Kyaya-bmda, p IS 15 It is also shared by the Sautroatikas, cp

N b Tipp- p 19

® In the S^ntanfintara-siddhi, Art 90 (B B XI), Bnssiaii tiasL

p 47 Dharmaldrfci denies tlie yogi to perceive the ultimately real.-
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The reason adduced is the same as in the fore-

going syllogism, viz. “because they produce purposive

actions directed to the same objects as his thoughts

have been directed to.” In this argument, says

Bhavaviveka, the reason does not represent a real

fact from the transcendental point of view.

It is moreover unreal, says he, because motion

does not exists. Since there is no real causation, motion

cannot exist.*”

Now this method by which Bhavaviveka here

combats the argument of his opponent can be mviaiis

mutandis apphed to his own deductions which he pro-

duced bonafi.de, viz.,

Thesis. The future does not exist in an absolute

sense®

Reason. Because it represents time*.

^ 111 HfiiAyana, motion is demod (na gaitr m^at, Ab Ko4a IV 1)

smce it lepiesents in rcahty a serial of separate momentaiy

productions (mraniarehttipada), as m a cmcma In Mahajana,

motion IS denied because all tbe moments arc relative {$vabMva

iUnya)
*

^ Lit—p, 32 3 7 Just as he has said when obcitmg the unreality*

(astddMrtliatd) of this reason given by an opponent, viz '‘mtenial

facts, (bhavah) are necessarily (eva) produced, since they produce

actions characterised as possessing their objects now it is being

liroved that for the mcditatmg Yogi who by his eye of wisdom
sees tlie real path of existence {hMtfa-yd^dtmya) origination,,

motion etc exist in the absolute sense (parafnnrthaUxh)^ then
there is unreahty of the reason, because they produce actions

characterised as posscssmg their objects, and motion is denied
just because origination is denied*’

* Lit “The not-run is not at all bemg run m the absolute seasc/*
^ adhvan
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Example Just as the past time does not exist.

Major premise Whatsoever is “tune” does not

represent an ultimate reahty

To this syllogism we may hlceinso apply the

structure that the reason “tunc” represents nothing

real to the author of the syllogism himself

The student will be now able himself to extend

the critique here expounded upon the unreahty of the

reason adduced by Bhavaviveka in the following three

syllogisms 1 Thesis The operating ^sense of vision

does not perceive colour

Reason Because it is a sense of vision m general

Example Just as a non-operatmg* sense of

•vision always is

Major premise Whatsoever is a sense of vision

does not necessarily perceive colour®.

^ read sMSgam, instead of Bahhaga^smA.mma-krt,

cp A Ko^a, 1—39

^ tiUsabhaga^a-sva-Larma-ltf, op Ab Ko^ 1 39

® For the monist, aooordmg to Condrakirt], it would have been

sufEloient to deny a real perception of colour on tlie score that all

separate facts have no ultimate reality for a consequent Monist,

or only a second hand reality {paratanira) for a Yogacora, cp

above p 33 But Bhavaviveka apparentljy tones to coiioborate

this view by somethmg like a formally oonect ^llogism He

aeemmgly has detected m the judgmeiit ‘‘the eye is a colour-

peiceivmg organ” the same contradiction as really appears if

the copula bo token m the sense of an equation The eye tliua

docs not perceive colour because it does not always perceive it,

perception is not its essence (svabhava) as eg the quality of being

resistant is the oasence of the liard stuff
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2. Thesis. The organ of vision does not apprehend

colours

Eeason Because it is physical^.

Example. Just as any physical object®, e,g a

jar etc.

Major premise. Whatsoever is physical does not

apprehend colours®.

3. Thesis. The sohd bodies^ do not really possess

sohdity.

Beason Because they represent Matter®.

Example. Just as the gaseous bodies.

Major premise Wbatsoever is Matter is not

alifays a sohd body®.

^ hkattHka

® r&pa, the first rMptt=tho rUpa-a^atatia, the second probably=
Tfipa-slandha

® Here B>iavavivcfca has recourse to an idea ofthe Nyaya-Vai^esika

school {hht\iltk&nt tndiiyani) in order to undermine the fact

that colours arc perceived throng the eye. According to

Candraldrti this is quite superfluous foi a boliovor in Universal

Relativity {iiinyata=sntfismbhdvatfi), and moreover constitutes

a lault m formal logic, since the Tcason, the physical character
{bkaultha) of the organ has no real force fcom the point of view
of the author of the syllogism, it is astddha avalah

* maln^prithtvi, op my Central Conception p. 13
^ hhUta«^tnahd-^hula^ cp , t6td. 99^

« Solidity {IMraiva) is the essence, laLsa^ of the solid bodies
All the work of predication bemg relative, it can, from this point
of view, be mamtained that the solid body is not solid, sc is not
soil 1 by itself, but only in relation to others This is a case ofthe
lalsana-nihsvabh&mid or sdnyatd, cp Trimtika- p. 32 For
Candra-kirfci, it is enough to pomt out this general conception in

order to establish the relativity and conbequent unreahty of the
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XXIII. ANOTHER FORMAL ERROR IN THE
SYLLOGISM OF BHAVAVn^BKA

Moreover the reason “because they (sc mental
phenomena) exist is uncertam from the standpomt

of the opponent (The syllogism of Bhavaviveka is

directed against the S^nkhya who admits a double

land of existence, the eternal, changeless existence of

the Spirit and the changing existence of Matter It

is therefore uncertain) whether the words “mental

phenomena do not arise out of themselves because

they already exist” mean that they exist eternally^

like the Spirit®, or whether the words “because

they akeady exist” refer to that kind of origination

which is exempbfied by the origination of jars and

other physical existence m general^ an origination

which represents a change in a permanent stuff, since

according to this system mental changes are in them-

selves physical^-

idea of a solid stuff But Bhdvavivoka wishes apparently to

construct a formal syllogism on the same basis as the first one

1 e , he finds a contradiction in the sentence*’ a sohd stuff is a

stuff ” on the score that there are stuffs that are hqiiid and

gaseous These tliroe syllogisms arc celebrated among the

Tibetan schoolmen as baffimg arguments estabhshing Bclativity

[iunycUa) according to the ^stem of tlio Svatantnkas founded

by Bhfivaviveka

^ Gp above, p 36 1 Batlwtss^vidyamanatv&t

® it “should not arise,” i e not change The Spirit of the

Sankhya is changeless

^ iMiUmya

Lit p, 33 4 6 “Bscause they exist, this reason is uncertam,

what * should the (six) internal bases (of cognition), bcoonse

they exist like the Spirit not aiisc out of self, or like jars etc

,

they should arise out of a self
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It jmj be objected (that the adduced example, the

identit7 of matter m physical objects) hke jars etc., is

a petifio pnnoipi%^ and therefore the argument is

not uncertam, but -vraoi^®. However this is not so,

because the argument is stated not m conformity with

.our view, but from the standpomt of the SSnkhya,

where mental phenomena mdeed have a double nature,

they are physical in themselves and at the same time,

they ate the reflection of the eternal changeless Spirit,

XXIV. THE MADHYAMIKA REPUDIATES HIS
OPPONENT ON PRINCIPLES ADMITTED
AS VALID BY THE SAME OPPONENT

But it may be objected that our own argn-mAirh

wiU then be hable to ]ust the same criticisTu which
we apply to the arguments of our opponents All

our arguments will be also wrong, because the reasons
which win be adduced wiU either be non-entities,

themselves, or they will represent something apper-
taimng to a non-entily. When both parties are guilty
of the same fault, it cannot be charged to the account
of one of them alone. All this our attack on logic

will thus become unfounded

To this we reply. This objection affects only
those who, being Madhyamikas, nevertheless, like

BhAvaviveka, have recourse to bonafde arguments®.
But we do not resort to duect proof by syllogism.
Our arguments can have only the result of repudiatmg
^ sSdhy-sama

® not dncttKcntiLOf tmli ctstddhOf cp Kyfiyaliiiidti, p. 62,

statantra^awumdm
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the tenets of our opponents, for us they are not vahd
by themselves.

Supposing some one maintains that the eye per-
ceives external objects He will then be repudiated
on principles which he himself admits You maintam,
he will be told, that the eye lacks the capacity of

introspection^ which, in your opimon, is mvariably

concomitant with the capacity of apprehending
external objects

Now, we will assail it by a counter argument

Major premise. Wheresoever mtrospection is ab-

sent, cogmtion of external objects is also absent.

Example e g , in physical objects like jars etc.

Mmor premise The eye lacks the capacity of

introspection, it is physical

Therefore it cannot cognise external objects

Thus it IS that the perception of an external

object like a patch of blue colour is m conflict with

the fact that the eye itself is deficient m self-percep-

tion This contradiction in the argument of our

opponent has been disclosed by another argument

which IS vahd fiom the standpomt of the opponent

himself

This alone is elicited by our syllogism How is

then the above mentioned accusation possible ^ How
can it be mamtained that our deduction contams the

same flaw which we have found in the argument of

our opponent ^

^ svdimn^darsana-dhanna
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XXV. LOGICAL EEFUTATION ON THE BASIS

OF FACTS ADMITTED BY ONLY ONE PARTY
BhavaYiveka. It is true that for us Mouists alt

individual facts possess no reality. However a dis'

cussion IS possible even then when an argument is

combated on the basis of a principle admitted by one

of the parties

Answer. Yes, but it must be done on the basis

of piinoiples admitted by yourself, not on the baas

of principles admitted by your opponent.

This^ IS what happens m everyday life. Indeed,

sometimes in common life two contendbg parties

appomt somebody to judge them, and according to

his verdict the gam or the loss is settled. Some>

times the disputant himself declares that he has won
or lost But never is this question of gam and Tons

to be settled by the enemy What is good in common
life IS equally right in logic, because scientific logic

IS exclusively concerned with an examination of the

principles which underlie purposive action in common
life®.

For this very reason some logicians have main-
tained that an argument cannot be ei^loded on the
basis of the prmciple admitted by the opponent,
because it is ]ust these principles, by him admitted,

that it is intended to reject.

Of course, Dignaga thinks that a demonstration

or a refutation can be valid, if it is carried on
ptmciples admittted by both parties, not by one of

^ Read emm instead of eva p. 35A
* Cp tc3ct and Nyayabindn p, 3.5.
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them only^- If admitted by one of them only, it

will be inconclusive. But even he must make
allowance for the ]ust mentioned method pre-

vaihng in common hfe and admit the vahdit^ of

arguments which start from principles admitted only

by one party.

Indeed he admits that when discussions arc going

on about religious matters, you cannot repudiate the

Scriptures adopted by your opponent on the basis

of some other Scnptures which would be adopted by

both parties As to individual ]udgments^ which

are gomg on in every man’s consciousness, they are

guided exclusively by what people themselves think

right, not by what both parties, a respondent and his

possible opponent, may agree upon

Therefore the standpoint of stnct logic is to no

purpose. The Buddhas have favoured their converts,

who were not versed in the science of logic, ivith

arguments which suited the occasion Enough about

this subject Let us continue our comment

XXVI DENIAL OF CAUSALITY THROUGH
A SEPARATE SUBSTANCE

Neither do entities arise out of somethmg di'-

fferent from them just because from the momstio

point of view the different does not exist^ This

in 58. (p 62).

^ smrtMwtmdna corresponds to our judgement, it includes every

cognitioii which is not a direct passive sense perception

3 or^'just because entities do not exist in something, else (sspirro-

sifK?! ahkavad stia)“ as e g., the cloth m the threads, the jnr in

the clay etc » I*
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point will Ije elicited later on^, when it wll be ex-

pressed that "what belongs to the thic^ themselves,

their own essence, does not belong to their causes

and (conditions)

Therefore, just because they do not pre-exist

in something dse, they cannot be produced (mt of it.

Moreover the impossibihty of a substantial break’*

lietween cause and effect can also be established on

the lines which we have laid down in our "Introduc-

Jaon to the MSdhyamika System” where it is said^.

If, to be sure, a thing were "other” in

regard to causes,

Deep darkness would then be produced

from light®

Then surely everything could be produced

out of anything,

Since "otherness” is just the same in

causes and non-causes.®

^ cp apkotism 1, 3

® Lit 36, 4 “Tke own enstence, [svabMut), of entities

vonam) is not found m then condition, etc “cp infia 1 3
This la the Vaiiesika view, the cloth is something different fcom
the sum total of the threads, the jar something over and above

the snm total of the atoms of day, etc

,

® parata wtpatlih, 36. 10

Madhjr av , VI 14

When cansahty is understood as a regularity of succeession, the
day will be the cause of the following ni^t and ni^.t would
produce the followmg day, a question that has been often dis-

cussed in European philosophy.

Among aU considerations which tend to undermine our usual
conceptions of causation tins one is considered by the Tibetans to

.. be the stronge-rt, they say it is as solid as aiamnT.J
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Tlie Master Buddhap&lita coixmients, “entities

cannot arise out of sometlung essentially different

from them, since it would follow that everything*

could arise out of anythmg ”

The Master Bhavaviveka assails this comments

“It IS nonsense. He says, because the argument con-

tains its own destruction,^ smee (1) it is mere deductio

ad ohBwrAnmy (2) it conflicts with the point previously

established. Indeed in taking the oounteipart of the

leason and of the predicate we will have the following

argument, ^^since everything must arise out of some-

thmg and the origination out of non-self is rejected,

entities must then arise either out of themselves or

out of self and non-self combmed, or without a cause,

otherwise (really) everything would arise out of any-

thing”

It is not nonsense^. We have shown above that

a deduct%o ad ohsmAum is a vahd proof As to the

accusation that Buddhapahta m confutmg the tenet

of hiB opponent^ has indirectly mvahdated his

own^ previously established pomt, it is trivial^

We will not agam take pains to refute this

^ p 37 2 read sddJiann-dusanantah i e %ty asya acidhanasya

du&ana

‘ p. 37 4 read with the Tibetan ttsamgaidriham ndsUm

^ The VaiSesika who maintains parata atpaUt

* BO yarad&sanena smdUsanantahpdMam

Lit. p 37 4-7 “And that he has fallen into a refutation hy

hy refuting the thesis of the opponent, this is anjrthmg but

truth
**

1*0 , by denymg causation between mdependent sub-

stances Buddhapahta has mdiieotly admitted causation out oF

the same substance , this argument is worth nothing
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XXVn COMBINED CAUSALITY DENIED

Neither do the entities arise out of both (a con-

tinuant stuff and separate factors,) since aJl the in-

congruity attaching to each of these hypotheses

separately will then attach to their combination.

But then both causes may perhaps work alter-

nately, not simultaneously ? No ^ since if they are

not fit to produce something separately, (they neither

will be fit to produce something alternately). Indeed

it will be stated later on that

—

The woild^ could be a product.

From a double set of causes,

If separately they were efficient. ^

XXVIII NO PLURALISTIC UNIVERSE WITH~
OUT CAUSATION

But neither can the separate entities of this

world anse without a cause. The incongrmties

which would follow on such an assumption wUl be

pomted out later on, where it will be said.

If there be no causation.

All difference will vanish

Between a cause and its effect.^.

In our Introduction to the Madhyamika System,

we have also indicated the following incongiuiiy.

Nothing at all could we perceive

In a universe devoid of causes.

It would be like the colour and the scent.

Of a lotus growing m the sky,*
^ dulilha

® M s
, xn 9.

®vin 4
^ M av.,VI100.
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The Master Buddhapalita comments “Entities,

says he, *^ixeither can anse without a cause, suice every

thing would then be possible at any time, and in any-

place
”

This also has been assailed by Bhavaviveka.

He says, '*this is again a mere deducHo ad abswdum
and it can be turned mto the contrary, if the meamng
of the argument be disclosed by taking the counter-

part of the reason and of the predicate You say

'^entities are not without a cause, smce otherwise

everything could appear at any time and at any
place.’* I say, ^^entities must have a cause, smce

everything springs up at a defimte time and m a

definite place, and because as experience proves

efficient causes produce new result ** Therefore the

comment of Buddhapahta on this point is wrong,

because it contains the same mis-conception as his

comment on the foregoing pomts

As opponents^ we will repeat that this criticism

misses the mark Its refutation has been made above

XXIX CAUSALITY THROUGH THE WILL OE
GOD

It may be supposed that this critique of the usual

notion of causality is intended m order to introduce

Gk)d or similar transcendental supreme cause But
this IS also impossible, because God must be included

m one of the alternatives discussed, according to the

idea we entertain about his essence He is either

^ The same use of the tenn apara as above text p 9 6
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iinxnaneiit in the world, or transcends it, or he is both

simultaneonsly immanent and transcendent.

Thus it is established that there is no causality

in the ultimate sense. The dependent Origination

(or Belativity) with its eight characteristics of no real

origination etc. is thus established.

XXX MAHlYANA AND HINAYANA
CONTRASTED

An objection is here raised by the SQlnayanist.

If it is so, he says, if your interpretation of the prin-

ciple of Dependent On^alion as a principle of Rela-

tivity involvmg that there is no real Causahty is

correct, how are the dehverances of Buddha to be

explamed which run against such a theory. Indeed

xt has been declared,

(1) “The forces^ of life are influenced in this

world by* illusion and desire. When illusion

and all desires have been suppressed in
Nirvana, these forces are extinct,” ^ This

s^gg^sts the reahty of the force of illusion

and of Nirvana.

^ samskara.

* This 18 the abridged formula ofpmitiya-samiufipada as apphed to
the development ofan individual lifem 12 consecutive stages, the
BO called pr&karstka or avasikika joraiitya-mmutpSda. Its first

part corresponds to the direct order (a»ufo*Bfl) of the members.
Its second part to their reversed (prattloma) order. aPhis abnd-
gement clearly reveals the simple meaning of the formula as
It IS understood m all Buddhist countries. Cp. O Bosengerg,
rPobleme, oh XVI and my Central Conception, p. 28 nSL
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(2) All elements^ of life.

They all appear and disappear

;

As soon as they appear they vanish.

Their final stoppage is the only bhss

And further :

—

(3) ’'Wlicther some elements of existence have

appeared or whetlicr they have not appeared,

there IS, according to the teaching of the

JBuddhas no controlling conscious Agent who

makes them either appear or not a^ipear,

remains unchallenged just this eternal

essence of what the elements really are,

i(tho]r causal interconnection )”®

^ 8ai$\^hiTa for ^am^lr^a^dharmn

® TJiis is iLe cclebrntcd fonnaia of prafitya-^amxttpiida m its

goncralirccl Bonsc ns given in the Salistnmhii-sutm, it is very

•often qaoted, cp refereneeb in M dc la V P *s text edition,

40 n K The second iatMgatundm must be dropped and

the first understood \vith Mfidhavacnijn, earvadonS j» 41 8

in the sense of tuthdqatdnSw mate hit “nhotlier according to

Buddhas the dhamtas originate or if thej do not onguiate,

this their essence necessarily stands*\ The notion of causalifr,

«is TieJl ns the idea of a gradual evolution b}-' karma, of the world

towards Nirvana, the ahscxioe xn this process of any controlling

conscious Will, all this is included in tlie connotation of the term

Pharma itself Therefore dhatma ns an element of existence and

’dharmO’ as the doctrine about these elements arc expressed by

the same word The formula is found in Htoai’amstic as well as

in MahSyiUnstic literature Mfidhavacarya, borrowing from some

Buddlust source, gives it a HinSySnist inteipretntion {dharmS-

•ndtn iSri/a-ldrana-rdpdndm) Candraldrfi takes it as a com-

prehensive formula admitting both doctrmes, it very veil suits

Jiis aim in this place, smoe hewishes toestablish tliat tLc Hfeayfi-
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K4) *^There is one fandamental law^ for the

sabsistence of living beings, that is their

fourfold nutrition
”

(6) “There are two mental elements* which

protect the world, huiodhty and the sense

of justice.”

nist view IB tlie simpler one and tlio lAaliayanist the deeper one.

In Asfcas PtajSap p. 573 21 if and m Bodbicaxyav. t ed IX

150 It IB given a MahSyaisist interpretation as a denial ofCaOBaticn

and of plurality The meaning of the formula may then he

&eely rendered thus ''Whether we, with the HInayanists,

decide that accordmg to the teaching of the Buddhas there is a

causality between the separate elements of existence or whether

we, with the Mahayanists, decide that there is none, the eterr al

essence of dements stands as a unity” At the tune when the

Theory of a Ik&romrhelu was established m the AhhidLaima,

this theory which impbes a universal Imk of a special causality

between all the elements ofthe Universe, past, present and future,

at that time the Mahayanistio Monism was already foreshadowed

Here dimrma is not used in the Buddhist technical sense of an

element It is not one oi the 75 dharmas The conception of

food as an abstract principleof keeping life going is inheiited from

the Upanishads (cp Jacob, Concordance, s v anna.) The feed

is physicalm the realms of gross bodies It is spmtual, cOBEis-

tmg of sensations (sparia), volitions, (celan5)and conscionsre^s

(vqnana) m tbe mystical worlds of the real )>odie6 and pnxe

spirits

Here dfterma IB usedm the technical s«i8e,smcelin and apairapS

are included in tbe 75 dharmas. The prommence given to these

moral forces (samsldrus) is natural, since the reverse of them,

irreverence and mdifTerence for mjnstice, are supposed to be the

deepest root ofevery inunoial deed, cp My Central Conception p
101. 102. Their definition is a shade difiteient in tbe Tnmsikh

J>. 27.
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(6) ‘'There js a descent from another world in

to this one, and a departure from this one

into another one

Thus it is clear that Buddha has taught a prin-*

ciplc of Dependent Onginntion which is not incom--

patible with the disappearing of some things and the

appearing of others Ho^7 can you assert that it

docs not interfeic with your principle of Relativity ^ *

It IS ]ust for this reason, because Scripture men-

tions a principle of Dependent Origination meamng

that some elements disappear (when others apjiear),

it IS for this very reason that our Master NagSrjuna

has composed this Treatise on Relativity, m order to

show tlie difference between tlie real and the conven-

tional meamng of the Senpture All the above

utterances which mention a prmciple of Dependent

Ongination along with real causation do not refer to

the pure essence of the objects which reveals itself

when the darkness of our ignorance in philosophy is

dispelled ® On the contiary, it refers to that condi-

tion of the world which reveals itself to the mental

eyes^ whose vision is vitiated by the darkness of

illusion

There are other utterances of Buddha which, on

the contrary, refer to the absolute reality

:

^ 1 e , iixsfc of all, out of this would into one of tibe mystic one.

For the identification of all these quotations cp- the notes of M.

de la V to his edition

3 Bead virudhyate instead of nirudhyate

» Bead dsrava (sc vigaia fisrowj) instead of anosraiw.

4
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1. *^The paramount Reality, Brethren,

Nirvana, it is not a clandestine Reahty ^

All the combined forces of phenomenal

hfe are illusions
”

2 There is in this world, neither Reality,

nor the absence of Illusion. It is surrep-

titious Reality, it is cancelled Reahty, it

IS a he, childish babble, an Illusion

Further,

All matter is a piece of foam, all feeling is a

babble.

A mirage all ideas axe, a (hollow) plantain

trunk the forces,

The sunhke Buddha has declared

(All) consciousness is but illusion.^

Attentive, mindful day and night,

The recluse full of courage,

By contemplating (separate) elements,®

Should penetrate mto Quiescence,

The hhsB where all the energies repose

5 “Because all elements that are active in

the process of hfe contain nothing real,

Plurahty is an illusion.

^ ''The olomcut bftviDg the chaxaGteristio of not being some stolen

, good,” 1 e the nonrolative
* Tins stanza is found m Samyulta N III 142 where the illnsion

regarding the 6 skandhas must be understood aa referring to
the theory of Here evidently Candraldrti
takes it as referring to the theory of dliarmtt^iT^tmya

* dharnut^samslrta-dharina^sai^sMTa

* A veiy fifoquent pioposniion refenmg to the theoiy of dharma-
nairaimya
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XXXI THE DIRECT AND INDIRECT MEANING
OF BUDDHA’S WORDS

For tlie sake of tliosc^ who, having no thorough

knowledge of the intention contained in tlie different

utterances of Buddha, fall into doubt whether a parti-

cular expression refers to tlio absolute tnitli or whether

it docs depart from it with a special intention ,
and

for the sake of those who, owing to their slow wits,

mistake a metnphoiicnl expression for the real in-

tention ; for the sake of both these classes of men

needing instruction is this treatise composed, m order

to dispel doubt and misconception by the way of

argument and references to Scupture

The arguments liave been exposed above m com-

menting upon the aphorism “entities do not arise out

of themselves
”

The Scriptural leferences are given by Nagarjuna

in the following chapters, eg
The stolen goods are of no use,

This has been said by Buddha,

And all the forces in this world

Are stolen goods, They are illusion ^

And further,

This world has neither beginmng nor an end.

We do not see its first extremity

The great ascetic has declared,

It has no first, it has no last ^

1 Ms xm 1

2 Me XI 1
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And futther,

When speaking to KAtj^yana, the Bnddha

did elicit.

What is existence, non-existence what ?

He then demed both issues,

The possibihty of affirmation and negation^

In these and similar aphorisms of HagAquna

Scripture is quoted.

Some supplementary scriptural evidence is here

appended In the discourse with Aksayamati we
find the following statement. "What are the scrip-

tural texts which have a conventional meaning, and
what are those which have a direct meaning 1 Those

discourses which have been delivered in order to teach
the path of salvation are metaphorically ei^ressed

Those discourses which are delivered in order to teach
the Final Result ave expressed with precision. Where-
soever you find a text specifying the entrance into

That kmd of Final Dehverance which is Relativity,

where there is no separate object, no profound medi-
tation, no vohtion, no birth, no causation, no exis-

tence, no Ego, no hving creatures, no indmdial Soul,

no personality and no Lord—they are called texts

having direct meamng This, 0 Reverend Sariputra,
is called keepmg to the precise meamng of the Scrip-
ture and not to their metaphoncal. expressions”.

Further it is stated m the SamSdhirajasutra,
A man who knows the difference

Of the precise meaning of Scripture,

» Ms XV. 7
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Snows in wliat sense the Belativityi

Has been conceived by Buddha
When on the contrary, the personahty.

The Being, the Spiritual Self are spoken of,

He knows that all the elements are then

Conventionally taken

Therefore, in order to show that the doctrine which
-admits causahty etc is a wrong doctrine, our Master

Nagarjuna lias undertaken to reconsider the doctrine

of Dependent Origmation.

XXXII HOW IS THE MORAL LAW TO BE
VINDICATED IN AN UNREAL WORLD
Now. the following objection will eventually be

made If the Master has composed this treatise in

order to prove that there is no real causation and

that the plurahty of the elements of hfe is a mere
illusion, then, considering that what is an illusion does

not really exist, it will follow that wicked actions do
not exist and if they do not exist, neither do miser”

able hveS exist, nor any virtuous actions are possible,

and without them no happy hfe Without the happy

and unhappy hves, there will be no phenomenal world*

and thus all endeavours towards a better life will be

absolutely fxmtless We answer We teach the illu-

sion of existence as an antidote against the obstinate

behef of common mankind m the reahty of this world,

we teach its realtive truth. But for the Samts,®

there is no need for that Thej’’ have reached the goal.

^ iUnyatS,

® samsara

arya
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They apprehend no plurality, nothing that could be

illusion or non-illusion. And when a man has thoro-

-oughly realised the pluralistic illusion of all separate

entities, there is for him no Moral Law. How can

there be any virtuous actions for him, or any pheno-
'

menal life ? The question whether an entity exists

or does not exist will never occur to him

Accordingly Buddha has declared in the “Rat-

nakuta Discourse”, 0 KaSyapa, if we search for

consciousness we do not find it What is not to be

found IS not to be perceived What is not to be per-

ceived is neither past, not future, nor present. What

IS past, nor future, nor present has no separate

leahty ^ What has no leahty has no causation

What 18 uncaused cannot disappear. But an ordinary

man follows wrong views. He does not reahze the

illusive character of separate elements He obsti-

nately thinks that the contingent entities have a

reahty of their own Swayed by this inveterate

behef m the reahty of separate things,® he takes ac-

tion.® and as consequence of this he migrates through

this phenomenal world. As long as he takes his stand

•on such confusion, he is not fit to attain Nirvana.”

But although the reahty of these separate entities

is an illusion, they nevertheless can produce either

moral defilement or punfication, ]ust as the maginn.!

apparition of a beauty ini^ires passion to those who
^ smbMvatah
* id%m3a,tya*ahhin%veia, i o regards tlie dhanms as real.

* Larma, teolimoally it means that bbnd biotic forces (Aarnin)

o peiate, seemingly thiougb him
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have not realized her nature, and just as a vision evoked
by the Buddha is a cause of moral purification for

those who have practised the roots of virtue

This IS stated in the ‘^Discourse with the

Didhaiaya'* “It is similar, o noble son, to somebody

watchmg a magical diow. He contemplates the vision

of a pretty woman and his heart fills with passion-

Feehng shy before the audience, he gets up from his

seat and disappears After having left, he tnes

to persuade himself that the woman was ugly, that

it is even no real personahty, but an assemblage

of elements impermanent, disqmeting and illusive

etc”

The following is stated in the Vinaya “An.

engineer^ might constiuct a mechamcal doll with the

form of a beautiful young woman It was not a

real woman, but the workmanship was so perfect

that it appeared as a real beauty, and an artist pamter

really fellm love with it. Just so it is that phenomena,

although having no separate reahty of their own,,

are nevertheless efficient producers either of moral

pollution or moral purification for simple people

We find m the Batnakutasutra^ the following

story “At that time there were five hundred monks

who did not understand the preaching of the Buddha

They did not go deep mto it They had no fervour

for it They then stood up from their seats and went

away The Buddha on this occasion produced a

magical vision of two recluses on the path by which

1 yarUre^Xara

^ Cp-AVaasiliew, p 157.
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tbe monks 'trere receding. Tlie five hondxed monks

then reached the place where the two apparitional

reclnses were standing. Having met them they

spoke nnto them, “Where ate both the Reverend

Eatheis going." 1 The magical monks answered.

“We are retiring to the woods. There we will lire

enjoying the dalightfal feeling of trance- We cannot

penetrate the doctrine tanght by the Bnddha. we

cannot go deep into it. We feel no devotion, we fear

it. we are trembling before it." Then the five hun-

dred monks spoke. “Ifeither we can penetrate into

the doctrine taught by the Buddha, nor canwe go deep

into it. nor are we devoted to it. We fear, we tremble,

we have got quite in a tremble. Therefore we too

will go to the woods and live there enjoying the de-

lightful feeling oftrance." The magical monks spoke.

“Therefore. 0 Reverend ones, we shall be united, we
shall not quarrel. Above all duties for the monk,
not to quarrel is the paramount." What do the

Reverend ones think to get rid of* 1 They answered.

“We think to get rid of covetousness, of hatred and
of infatnation.*' The two magical monks spoke. “But
are the Reverend ones really possessed of covetousness,

hatted and in&tnation which they want to forsake ?*'

They answered. “They are not to be perceived,

neither in ns internally, nor in. the things externally,

nor in the space between both. ISim can they indeed

arise without having been imagined.” The ma^cal
monks spoke. “Therefore, 0 Reverend ones, do not-

imagine them, do not fancy them. And if the Rever-

end ones win. not ima^e, will noc fency them, they
will neither love nor hate. The tnan who neither loves
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nor hates, is called dii^assionate. Merit, O Beverend
ones, neither migrates, nor finally disappears. Trance,

Wisdom, Dehverance, the intellectual awakemng
of the first ghmpse of Nirvana^-they do not migrate,

nor do they disappear, they are the elements, O Be-
veiend ones, through which Nirvana is suggested. But
in themselves, O Beverend ones, these elements are also

relative,® they have no essence You must forget,

0 Beverend ones, even the idea of a separate Final

Nirvana. Do not produce conceptions about what

is only an idea For him who very much thinks

Etbout an idea as an idea, this idea becomes a prison.

D Beverend ones you must enter that mystic condition

vhere all concepts and all feehngs are extmot. We tell

^ou that a recluse who is merged in such a trance has

reached the climax after which no further progress is

possible ” After that these five himdred recluses

^ot their zmnds dehvered from all bonds, even firom

lispassionate bonds. Having got their minds thus

inli^tened, they approached the place where the

Suddha was dwelling After having approached, they

laluted the feet of the Lord m touching the ground

vith their heads and sat aside.”

“The Beverend Subhuti then spoke to the recluses

ihus. “O Brethren, where did you go, whereform

tre you coming They answered. “O Beverend

iubhuti, the system taught by the Lord does not

dlow for moving to some place nor for coming from

lome places.” Suhhiiti spoke. “Who is your tea-

2 iunya
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-cher 1” They answered. “That one who never was

•born and never will disappear.”^ He asked “In

what spirit has philosophy been taught to you ?”

They answered. “The goal was neither Bondage

nor was it Deliverance.” He asked. “Who has

drilled you They answered “That one who
neither has a body nor a mind.” He asked. “What
was the method of your pr^aration. They answered.

“Neither that of foregoing ignorance nor that of

acquiring knowledge,” He aksed. “Whose dis-

•oiples are you?” They answered. “Of that one

who has not reached Nirvana.’,” who has not attained

the Supreme Enhghtenment.” He asked. “Who
are your fellow disciples They answered. “Those
who never appear m one of the three planes of exis-

tence.” He asked. “0 Brethren, how long wiU it

take you to reach Supreme Nirvana ? They answered,

“We win have reached it when all the magipal bodies
created by The Buddhas will vanish.” He asked
“How have you reached the goal *” They answered,
“By analysing the idea of Self and the idea of Mine.’’
He asked. “How have you got rid of passions
They answered. “By the utter annihilation of all
the elements of life.” He asked. "How have you
challenged the Tempter?” They answered. “By
disregarding the tempter who is inherent in the
elements of our individuality,.” He asked. “How
have you been communicating with your Teacher ?”
They answered. “Neither bodily, nor vocaUy, nor

» parmtruosyaii. Th^ denials evidently refer to the
conceptions of Nirvana, ' ^
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mentally.” He asked’. “How liave you discharged

your charity obligations *” They answered By
taking nothing, by receiving nothing,” He asked,

“How have you escaped rebirth They answeied

“By evading both annihilation and eternity.” He
asked “How have you reached the goal of charity

They answered. “By bemg absolutely averse to

every property ” He asked What are you going in

for *” They answered “We are goingm for the same

aim as all apparitional existences created by Buddha ”

“During this meeting when SubhGti was starting

questions and the recluses giving answers, 800 monks

got rid even of their dispassionate bonds^ and 32000

men had their spiritual eyes cleared of all dust and

filth, with regard to the reahty of all elements of hfe.”

Thus it IB that the two magical apparitaons which

hod no real existence, which were magically created

by the Buddha have laid down the foundation for the

purifioation of five hundred recluses

. It IS also declared m the Vajraman^adharani,.*

Thus it IS, 0 Manju^, that and oondMimeA by an

'effmt of a man’s /tcmd by a piece of wood and by attri-

taon, smoke appears, and fire appears But this

confiagration is neither m the piece of wood, nor in

the attntion, nor is it included m the effort of the

Even so it is, 0 ManjuSii, that in the indi-

viduality called man one feels bewildered by an illu-

sive unreahty The conflagration of lust, the oon-

flagration of hatred and the conflagraiaon of infatna-

e they became aryas

» Op. Bumouf, Introduotioai (3) p. 484 fP
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iion axe produced. But this conflagraldoii is not in-

side him^ neither is it in the objects outside hiiU; nor

in the intermediate space between both. Again, 0
JSIafijii&i, what we call illusion, why is it so called,

Illusion, 0 MahjuSii, is a condition of complete error

in regard to all elements of existence. The axiom of

"this Bharani is that all elements are like the hells/’

When asked “How is it 0 Buddha, that this is the

maxim He answered. **The hells, 0 MaSjuSif, are

produced by imagination. Fools and simple people are

cheated by ©cror and illusion.” He asks ‘^Wherefem, 0
Blessed one, do the hells descend ?” Buddha answers.

'Trom the Space do the heUs descend.” ‘‘Do you
think, 0 Mah]u^ii, that the hells are produced by our

imagination or do they exist as a separate reality ?”

He answers. “The transmigration of our Soul into the
hells, mto animals and into ghosts is fancied by the
imagmation of fools and simple people By error and
imputation, they imagine that they suffer, that they
live a life of misery m these three inferior planes of
existence.”

These tortures of the hell exist, 0 Blessed One
only as far as I imagbe them. Let us, e.g., suppose,
O Blessed One, that somebody m a dream imagmes
himself gone down to the hell. He wiU then imagine
that he is cast m an iron vessel, boiling amidst blaring
fires, qmte filled with many human beings.^ There

vnU be tormen^ by a strong, acute, intense pain.
This awafiil suffering he will imagine in his miTi/i He
nevertheless mh be frightened, yfll be terror-stricken.
^ ela-^paumsa, cp Tib

—

—
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Having then awakened,^ he will cry out "Oh, how
awful, how awful." Ho will he distressed and lament.

His friends, acquaintances and relatives will ask,

“who has made you suffer so much” * He will reply

to these friends, acquamtanccs and relatives. "1

have suffered the tortures of the hell ” He will then

revile and repeat, “I am suffering the tortures of the

hell, and ^mu ask me to tell you who has made me so

suffer". Then these friends, acquaintances and rela-

tives will address the man in the following way.

"Bo not afraid, 0 man, you were asleep, you have not

left this house." Ho wiU then regam memory and

think, “Yes, I have been asleep, this is all wrong, it

is my imagmtion. And ho will again recover his

good spirits
"

“Thus it is, 0 Blessed One, that this man dream-

ing in sleep has imagined, through a wrong imputa-

tion, that he has been in the hell It is in the same

manner, O Blessed One, that all simple and foolish

people are saturated with an imagined sexual appetite.

They construct for themselves the idea of a woman as

the target of their desires. Having constructed it,

they imagme that they enjoy themselves in her com-

pany. To such a foolish and sunple man it occurs,

“I am a man, she is a woman, she is my wife." His

18 overcome by lust and dehght, he allows his

mind to mdulge m pleasure. Moved by such feelings

he might produce a row, a dispute, an altercation.

TTib senses become obscured, he breathes hate With

these illnainTia he then imagmeij himself passing away

1 samaaaA "with self assmanoe”. aceoriing to Tib.
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and suSering in tlie hells duringmany thonsands of eons.

The Mends, acquaintances and relatives of this man,

0 Blessed One, vrill speak to him in the following way.

“Don’t fear, don't he M^tened, 0 man. Ton were

asleep, you did not leave this house.”

“0 Blesed One, it is just according to this rela-

tivily of the phenomenal world that the divine Bud-

dhas have preached thdx doctrine to the living crea-

tures who are imbued with the fourfold^ illusion ofthe

world’s reality.” “There is here (in this world, they

teach) neither man nor woman ; no living creature,

no Soul, no Spirit, no Personality. All this plurahty

of the ultimate elements^ of esistence is an illusion.

They do not esist. They are misleading, they are

like a tnck, they are like a dream, they axe hke magic,

they are like the reflection of the moon in water, etc.”

Having received this instruction of the Buddha the

hvmg creatures perceive the plurahty of elements

without their enticement, without their fllusive cha-

racter, without considermg them as separate exis-

tences, without this covering of plurality. They
pass away with their mind merged m Space. After
having passed away they will be completely merged
in the Pinal Beahty of Nirvana.® Thus, 0 Blessed
One, do I regard the hells.”

It is also said in the “Questions of the Venerable
TJpali”,* “I have seen the many terrors of the hell,

X e., thfl illuBsions of a leal self, its bbss, itapnixty, its petma-
xieiice. Cp. Yoga-sn II 6.

^ Saroa-dhanndk
® Nwv,pS33iv~iesa nirvdpa-dAfitw.

.
* This work is quoted m SikES-samnecaya as an authority oa

confession, p. 164, 168, 178, 290.
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by which thousands of creatures are tortuied. But
there are no creatures in this world who afber death go
to the tortures of the hell There are there no swords,

no arrows and no spears, by which torture is indicted

In imagination they fancy them falhng upon their

bodies There are no real weapons. And in the hea-

vens delightful golden palaces decorated with beauti-

ful variegated flowers appear before us , but nobody
has constructed them They are also constructed by
imagination. The simple man constructs them m
imagination. The foolish sticks to these constructed

conceptions A^Hiether we stick to them or do not

stick to them, they arc not real. These our concep-

tions are like fata morgana''

Thus It IS proved that these separate entities ofthe

phenomenal world have no real independent existecne

of their own To simple people who are misled by

theix own subjective illusions, they become a source of

moral defilement in this hfc In our "Introduction

into the SlSdhyamifca System*’, we^ have explained

at length how it is that objects which have no reahfy

of their own can nevertheless produce either moral defi-

lement or moral purification There it can be learnt

XXXIII THE TWrELITS MEMBERED CAUSAL
SERIES REFERS TO THE PHEXOflHSHAL

WORLD
To this the Hlnayanist objects If there is alto-

gether no causation, if things arise neither out of them-

* The tettor of this work m general is probably meant
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selYeSi nor out of something extraneous, nor out of

hoth these sources, nor at random, how is the causal

series preadied by the Buddhas to be understood, how

is it that he has declared that as long as illusion has

not been extinct by knowledge and meditation, prena*

tal forces will always produce new hves

^ The last bnt one chapter Gff the Madhy. Sastra is devoted to the

exammatum of the formula of the twelve membered Causal series

It IS there given the fbllowmg interpretation There is lu the

world a craving for life {^unar-bliavdrtham) produced by an illu-

sion {avtdya) which can be stopped by the taUvadariin In

l^Iah&yana, it is tlie Saint who mtuits the world sub specie aefer-

iatis In Hinayana, it is the Yogm who really stops all the ftinc-

tion of life and coverts it into an eternal death Under the

mfiuence of such illusion prenatal forces {sawaldra^^Larma)

producea new life {mjndna), an embrro (ndma rupa^panca-

slandha) la formed (luteu n&mampam nistoyate), which gradu-

ally develops the senses {saddyatana), sensation {sparia), feehng

{vedand), sexual appetite (irsnd), the habits underlying {vpdddm)

life, life itself {hhava^neic larma), and, after death, a new birth,

old age and death again The formula represents the rotation of

the phenomenal life {duhUia) in which there is no eternal princi-

ple, which 18 3*^22 d>y(it(iiyiSf with the implication

that It can be completely stopped, without any residue of life, m
l^irvana If its ccmneotion with the theory of the separate ele-

ments (dramas) and their total extmction in Nirvana, ultimately

through yoga, is overlooked, the formula simply states that living

beings come and go, are bom and die Cp O Bosenberg, Pro-

blems, ch XVI The interpretation of Nlgarjuna is virtually

the same as is currentm in all Buddhist counriues, cp Aungf Co,,

penditun, p, 269, E In prof B. KeiUt's mterpretation op oit

p 99 ff the simple formula is converted mto a heap of absuidi-

*ties
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We nnswer. This is tlxe phenomenal point o£

view,^ it IS not absolute realitj,®

The realist. Please tell, how is phenomenalism

proved ^

Madhyamika Phenomenalism is nothing but

the expression of the fact of Universal Relativity ®

It oamiot be established otherwise than by denying

the four theories of causation just examined , since

they necessarily imply the realistic view* of a

plurality of substances having their own reahty,

Butifwc take our stand upon Universal Relativity,®

the cause and effect, being correlative, have neither

of them any absolute existence. Realism* is thus

repudiated

Accordingly it has been said,®

Philosophers assume phenomenal world,®

Either as self-pioduced or as non-self produced.

Or causeless or both self and non-self made.

But you have proved, it is contingent ^

And it will be stated m this treatise later on,®

So far as there are effects, there is a cause

So far as there is a cause, there are effects,

We cannot realize,

For their reality another reason

^ sanwrtih, or tins is “tlio covering**, ”tiic face of it

2 taUmm ^ ,

3 idampratyayaia~niatram==^^Mya*8aniiitpddarfnatrafn, op tern,

transl p 152

* sasvabhSva^dah
jr j i it *d

3 Lokatita-stava, 19, Bstan-hygur, Bstod, I (lU dcla V
3 dAiliUm

7 praUtya-^a^

8 VIII 12
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Jiist the same has been declared by Buddha him-'

self in the following words,

"The theory of separate elements^ implying the

denial of personal identity® means that “this exists

so far as that exists", "if this has appeared that will

appear”.® e.g., prenatal forces exist so far as illusion

and desice have not been stopped, a new Ufe* is produ-
ced so far there are prenatal forces which produce it,

etc. etc.”

XXXrv. CONTROVBESY ABOUT THE
VALIDITY OF LOGIC

A vehement protest® is raised by some philso-

phers against this condemnation of logic.® “You

^ dharnta sarhh^==]mdagala-^%rSlmya==12 ayalanas, op Central

Ooncption, p , 28
* P^ala-wirdtmya^anatma
* This very imcxent foiiuulation, cp, Ma]]li M , III 63, is given a

xeahstac inteTpietation m Hinayana and a transcendental one m
Mahay&na, cp above p 40

* In the first period of the devdopment of the embryo'

It 18 dormant nntii sensation (sparia) appears.

In a bird’s egg, as long as it has not lost vitality, there is vi^n&nar

according to the principles of pratvtya^samutpada “When the
term is mistranslated as “thon^t", “pensee” etc confusion

eidtably arises Prof ILeith, op cit p 101, has imagmed that it

IS "visible” « Visible is termed in the Pah Canon *‘8<mtdaS8ana'\

Among the 76 ultimates there is only one, the rUpa-dyatana, i e-

colour, which is visible, op DIgha hT. Ill 217, Ab KoSah, 1 28
® pari^eodana
^ This and the fbllowing discussion refers to the

itdda of DignSga and others The first step m the vmdication of
logic has been made by fihavaviveka But he lemaiued a

Madhyainika The pramdna-^niicaya'^iada is exp osed hy Va-'
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maintain/’ tliey'say"’ that separate entities are not
•caused (in the absolute sense). No\r, is this assertion

founded on argument, or is it not founded on argument ?

If you admit that it is founded on argument^ you are

obliged to answer the following questions How many
are the sources of our knowledge ? What is their esse-

ence ^ What their scope ? What is their origin 1

Have they arisen out of themselves, out of something

extraneous, out of both, or out of nothing ? But if

your demal of causation is not founded on argument,

it must be rejected, because our cogmtion of an object

depends upon the method by which it is cognized If

somethmg is not known, it cannot become known other

wise than by appropriate methods If these methods

do not exist, neither will cogmtion ever be arrived at.

How IS then your exphcit assertion possible ?

You cannot assert that the separate entities are not

caused. Or else just the same reason which allows

you to mamtam that nothmg is caused will also allow

me to maintain the contrary, viz that every single

thing exists And just as you assert that all our ele-

ments of existence are uncaused.^ I wiU mamtam that

whatsover exists has a cause.’'

^

caspatiimSra m Tatpaijat p 7 1 28 and p 248 25 if cp Garbe

Die Sankhja Phil p 203 viiziicapaisanotkernamefor Dignaga’s

conception of Kalpaiidt it represents tlie fundamental act of

thinking appearing m such judgments as **tlus as Deradatta**,

“this IS dark complexion, *
“this is moving” etc where the cle-

ment“this refers to the sualujLsfino, cp n on p 137 cp tatparyat

' p 101 1. ff

1 anuip€tnnS.h sarva^harmSh {dharma=iikava)

• -2 garva-^atotpattih
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‘^Or perhaps, you do not really believe that* no-

thing IS being produced, you tell it just for the sake of

cavilling ^ But then you will never persuade your

opponent to bcheve a theory you do not yourself be-

heve The composition of this treatise will then serve

no purpose, and the denial of Pluralism^ will not have
been really made ”

Msdhyamika We answer If our system did

allow assertive judgments implying the transcendental

reahty of a substratum, the question would then arise

whether these judgments are founded on sound method

or not However, there is no place for them m a sys-

tem of Universal Relativity. The reason for that la

just the following one. If problematic judgements

regrarding reahty were admitted as possible, we would

then be obliged to admit the counterpart, the possibhiy

of corresponding assertions But we also absolutely

deny the possibility of problematic judgments regarding

the transcendental reality of a substratum, how could

we then make the correlative^ assertions, smce they

would not be correlatxtive with other unexisting member
of the relation. It would be hke the length and 'the

short-nesaof anun-exiBtingthing,e.g the horn ofa don-

key. Therefore, smce we do not make any such assertion,

where are the things for the sake of whose reality we
should so much imagine the existence of the sources

of right knowledge And how could we establish

^ sarva^hkSvd apraUsddhali

^ jKead iadwmddiho

* Lit
, p. 50, 4 **We answer If we would have what yoU call

assertion, it would be produced either by n^t cogmhon or not
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i^heir number, their essence and their respective objects^

How could we decide whether they originate out of

non-self, out of both, or without a cause ^ It is not

our business to answer all these questions.

The logician. You thus insist that you make no

assertion whatsoever. But we hear &om you a pro-

by ngbt congnition But tfo have none Why « Here,

non-assortion is possible, its counterpart , an assertion lelative

to it, might exist But wlien vre, first of all, don’t have any non-

assertion, then wherefrom the counterpart, the assertion * Since

it would bo disregarding the other part of the relation, just as

the length and the shortness of the donkey’s horn And when

there thus is no assertion, then for the sake of whoso leabty

wo would very much imgmo (panlalpa) sources of nght

knowledge ntdcaya=sadJiyavasaya vtLalpa^ cp-Tatpaiyat.

p 88 22 vikalpa is an assertion of the form ''Tais is that” sa

eaayam^ cp. H b t tipp. p 23 4, where the element “this ’’lefer*

to the “Hoo Aliquid” interpreted by Dignaga as the “thing m
Itself” (awikrksa^wi) The judgment is regarded as synthetic

and as dialectical {pthalapa-dtlemma)

aniicaya eviden^y means a problematic judgment %ha means

eitlierssaamanmate, orss^^i^ iUnyat&ydm, Cp. N b. 69 22.

jf where it is stated that when something is cognized

-(panocAidyate) it means that it is contrasted {^ytvoacdiidyaUl^

with its oounteipart. For both parties every assertion {nticaya^

koLpana) has a oounteipart {ptaUpalAa), it is a dichotomy (diwi-

dfttJktWYm), It IB relational (apeksd), dialectical {vtlalapa) If

the counterpart is missing, on

assertion is impossible, smoe it would be without a counterpart,

non-xelative {wropekfio). But for the Logician, every relation, as

e g short ad long has an indirect {^aratanira) reahtym the under-

lyuig “thing in itself” (otwkilwofio) This for the Madhyamiko

IB like the horn of a donkey His point seems heie to be that

Belativity isy^tsdf rdative.
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position wHch looks like a definite assertion,^ viz.

that entities ame neither out of themselves, nor out of

something different, nor out of both, nor at random,

How IB that to be explained ?

The Madhyamika. We answer. This our state-

ment appears decisive to simple people who try to

Tinderstand it according to arguments familiar to them,

but not to the Saints^ who can mtuit absolute reahty.

The Logician Do you really mean to say that

these Samts believe in no argument ?

The MSdhyazmka. Who can say whether they
have or not any arguments ? About the Absolute®

the Saints remain silent How is then a conversation^

with them on this subject possible ? How can we
then decide whether there are arguments or not ?

The Logician If the Saants do not enlarge upon
arguments, how do they manage to bung them home
to simple people the idea of the Absolute ^

The M^hyamika. When the Saints are engaged
in a conversation with simple folk, they do not really

* The Buddhist Saint (aija) is here the equivalent of the Monist

who by mystic intuition (ffofft-pratyalfa) has reached a direct

vision of the world sub specie aeternttahs, he has entered the

dfslt-margaf cp. above p. 90. He has absolutely no judgments

[niscttpa), stnctly spealdng not even the assertion of Belativity

(iunyaia) cp above p. 49

paramSrthdlt

. * pTopanoa^vak, Jf vr p 373 9iLit "Therefore wherefrom the
possibility there of speech, so that there would be cither

argoment or no argument".



exMbit their own arguments. They take the

arguments which are just the arguments that appeal

to simple men, they provisionally admit them as a

convenient method for the instruction of others,

and thus give instruction to common people by ]ust

those methods which simple men can understand.

Just so it IS that men influenced by sunsuahty

invert the real condition of things The real impurity

in the body of a female they overlok They imagme

a non-existing beauty of its forms and are tormented

by it In order to liberate them &om their passion,

a person magically created by Buddha or a god may

depict to them the impurities of the body which there-

fore were concealed fiom them under the idea of its

beauty. This body, they will say, is covered with hair

and oontams other impuritiesm the mtestmes ^ These

men will then get nd of their conviction that it was a

beauty and attain impassibihty.

Just the same happens here Common mankmd

whose power of vision is obstructed by the darkness

of Ignorance imputes to separate entities a reahiy

‘ which they do not possess, a xeahty which for the

Saint does not exist at all. It then happens that

these ordinary men are tormented hy some particular

thing whicli they somehow imagine to east.” The

1 Tko aA£6fea-6Mva«a IS here alluded to, thepracjtwo ofthe

to concentrate upon the repulsive, loathsoe particulars of eveiy

anunal life

Lit P 58 1-5 “Just so here likewise, the worldlings are veiymuch

tormented to Ueias) having imputed to aomeiihing sow

inverted essence of entities, because thenr mental eyes are ob-

structed by the darkness or ophthalmia of

Tv^hose substance ism evoiy respectimperceived bythe Saints
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Saints then try to rouse their skepticism by some

argument which would appeal to them. iS-g-,

supposing the Sankhya proves his tenet of identity

between an effect and its material cause, the Monist

then says, “If the jar did really exist in the lump of

clay, it would never have needed to be produced out

of it once more ” This will be acquiesced in. He
then concludes, “If something exists before its pro-

duction, it need not be produced once more, because

it exists”. Thus the Sankhya will be confuted in a way
mtelhgible to everybody.

Similarly wiU it be said against the converse theory

of the YaiSesikas who admit a break between the

effect and its material cause, “You agree that a sprout

caimot be produced out of blazing coal because the
latter ts different, we then must conclude that it

neither ongmates out of seeds etc., which are usually'

represented! as their cause, since they also are
different ®

^ %ivaksita
^

* la Older to save the loahty aad aubstantiality of separate objects
the Vaitesikas maintain that the efEect is absolutely difierent
(attfanta-bhxnm) ftom its material cause, and that the whole con-
toms somethmg m addition, over and above its parts. But this
does not prevent them ftom mamtainmg that the parts are in-
he^tj^veta) m the whole. The Madhyamika hero resorts^-
to Jus diamond-liko argument agamat Causahty, "IftUe efiect is
diffeMut, there is no causation, if it m partly difierent and partly
non-difiensnt the difficulty will be double ” This ofcourse should
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1 TKe Logician may at last maintain that causality
exists because sucli is our diicct experience ^

Matlhyamika TJiis also is wrong because of

the loliowing argument •

Tlicsis This direct experience is misleading

Reason Beennse it is experience

Example Just as tlie direct cxpeiionce of

a double moon by a msiii suffering from ophthalmia

Consequently it is wrong to oppose our argument

on the basis of direct eaqicnencc, since the reliability

of tbc latter remains to be proved ®

We have thus cstabJislicd in the first chapter of

our work that the separate entities of the phenomenal

world have never originated and do not exist And
we have proved this by our negative method We
first assume the reality of something impossible and

then condemn at ®

The remaimng parts of the tieatise are now con-

cerned with details They aie devoted to the repu-

diation of all possible oharacteiistics of leahty,

wheresoever they have been assumed to exist It

will be shown that in the light of Relativity;, all these

particular Gharacteristics are not ultimately real, e g ^

s&dliya-sama

^ lat , p 68 10 j "Thcioforo uiiproducod aio tUo entities, thus, first

. of all, by countctrargumoiil, by imputation of a contrary osscUco,

the first chapter is composed ”
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neither a moving object, nor the point to b& reached,^

rior motion® itself do really eiost.®

XXXV. CONTROVEESy WITH THE BUDDHISf'

LOGICIAN CONTINUED

However there is still a question to be considered,

viz. the theory of our Buddhist epistemologists. "We

are only givmg, they mamtain, a scientific description

of what just happens in common hfe, m regard to the'

sources of knowledge and there respective objects.

We do not consider their transcendental reahty*

The Madhyamika asks. But what is the upshot

of such a desenption, does it lead to the cogmtion of

the Absolute ^

The Logician No, but bunglers in logic, the

Naiyayikas have given wrong defimtions of logical

processes and we have then given the right ones.

^ gniavyay cp II 25

^ C II IS devoted to the denial of motion It is noteworthy tliat a

splendid opportunity ofibred itselfhere to hTagarjima to repeat} in

some form or other, some of Zeno ofElea’s deductions of our usual

conception of motion ad ahsurdum The Greek philosopher was

also a monist, lie was anxious to prove that motion is impossible}

because ho followed Parmenides in denying plurality There is

no trace of Nagatinna having known them

® Lit
, p 58 12-13, ” in order to tcaoh that without exception

every charactcnstic of pyatitya-samvtpada does not exist ”

In this phrasmg pra^tyo-aamuCpddobocomos a synonym of ^sdity
^ratiiya-sainuia^adaJC^ Since it is sjmonymous with

iUnyata^ cp p* 431, it is quite clear that this latter term means
reality, and not voidness, the voidness refeis to all its determma-
tions winch have only empirical reality.

^ It seems that the first chapter originally ended with the words
praftpfidauort/jum, p 58 12-13 The following discussion with a

* follower of Di^aga looks hke a later addition.
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The Madhyamika. This also is beyond the mark,
we will reply, because if the reahstio logicians, the,

Naiyayikas, are bad logicians, and have ^ven wrong,

definitions of logical processes, then there most be a
gap between what hnmamty at large imagines about

the essence of cognition and what the reahsts are

teaching Then alone will your emendatoiy work
prove promising. But this is not the case. Your
work, therefore, is a quite useless occupation^.

B Lit p 59 1-3 “This 18 vrong. If indeed bad logiomns have

produced inverted definitions, common mankmd would bave the

reverse of wbat is bemg defined, for the sake of it there could be

some ^rntfubiess of the endeavour But it is not so. Therefore

the endeavour is quite useless
” The iNaiyfijikas, in their concep-

tions about the categories of existence and the ways of cogmsmg

them, follow the eveiy-day conceptions of common humanity.

Now, if the Buddhist Logician, who is here represented as like-

wise adhenng to the evezy-day logic, has really no other ainf

than to correct the logic of the Kaiyayikas there must be diver-

gence betwen the latter and the common life views, otherwise

the—^Buddhist would have nothmg to correct m these theories

of the Naiyayikas But “it is not so’^ i e the Noiyayika views are

much nearer to the conception of simple humanity than what the

Buddhists are teaohmg about logical questions Therefore if

the Buddhist really intends to remam on empirical ground, his

“endeavour is quite useless*’ , he has nothmg better to do than

to aocejtt the logic of the Beahst. This the Madhyamika has

done. He accepts the categories of existence and the modes of

cogmsmg them (the ^pramSnas) of the Naiyayikas, as well as the

theory that our sense faculties (sanntlarsa) can apprehend the

universal as well as the particular thmgs He accepts all this

with the proviso that it is empinoal cognition which has nothing

to do with the cognition of the Absolute, and which, firom the

transcendental stand-point is an illusion (satnvrti), smoe it is

relative not absolute (not ^aramdTtJiasatf/a), As to
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Moreover the criticism directed against epistemo-

logy by Mfagarjuna in his “Repudiation of Contests”

DignSga’s school, it is true that it investigates that kind of

cognition which is not oontiadicted by eiqicnence, which is

9atnvddahat and defines reality i e , ultimate reality, as efficiency.

They have the right to maintain that in their logic they partly

remam on empinoal ground But they establish a sharp distmc-

tion between tbo “pure” object (ivddhcHiTtha) **purc syntheses/

or reason” iuddha-talpanS), pure sensation {iuddham *pTaiya’~

and empirical definite cognition {mscaya^
adhyamsaya) With regard to the latter there is no divergence,

hardly any, between the logic of the Naiyayikas and the

Buddhists, frdyya-^isaye {-adhyavasiie) fidsl% vvoadtik But
with regard to the former, the divergence is decisive, grahya’-

^isaye {=^aramdTtJtaBati ) tu vnalidn vivddah In pure sensation

we cognise the pure object, the “thmg in itself’ svalalsana, the
poinHnstant tsana, the focus of efficiency Here we paYt with
the empinoal ground, the “the thing m itself” cannot b6 cognised
empinoally {jndnena na pr&2)yatB], but it is reached m pure

sensation {ap% iu vignamna^praivyahseiijLat=^n%rvxkalpaJseiMi)

It is a kmd of limit, a kind of "Grenzbegnff” {Jioka’maryddd),

and the logicians who have established it are transcendentalists

(ottpatita-lo^a-mar^add/^}. It is as much the central conception
m DiguSga’s system as Relativity {sunyaid) is the central con-

ception of the Madhyamikas and plurahsm {dlwrmdh) the central

conception of Hinayana* All these points will be put in a clearer

light m the notes to my translation of the Nyayabmdut^ka.

^
ahortly to appear m the B B translation s^ies* But it is

necessary to keep them m mind in order to understand the next
following discussion between DignSga and Candrakicti about
the essence of this "thingm itself’. The attitude ofthe Madhya-
rnikas towards realism corresponds to the attitude of the Roman
Catholic Church towards the plam empinciam of Ajristotle. Both
the Madhyamikas and the Roman Catholic Church were hostile
*0 cntical systems, they preferred realism, with the proviso that
It had nothing to do with the oogition of the Absolute which is
cognised by revelation or by intuition.
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must not be forgotten. He there asks, “If every
cognition of an object depends upon reliable sources

of knowledge, these sources being in their turn objects

cognised by us, on whom do they depend « If they

are also cognised through other souices of knowledge,

we shall be landed into a ^egjessus ad %nfiniiunC\ As
long as this fundamental criticism has not been cleared

away, all your talk about having given the right

definition of logical processes is nothing.

But never mind, let us consider your views more

closely. You maintain that there arc two sources of

knowledge, sensation and intellection, two only, and

that this corresponds to the double essentia of every

thing existing, the particular (or the umque) and the

universal. We will then ask, the thing possessing

this double essentia^ does it also exist or does it not ?

^ The ongiDahty of J^ignuga's system of logic consists m the

dootnne whidi admits two distinct sources of knowledge two

only He calls them perception and inference, but they differ

very widely from what is usually understood by these terms

in logic and psychology They exactly correspond to the double

character ofeverything existing, the particular and the universal

The particular agam is not t}>G concrete object usually so desig-

nated, but the absolutely particular, the umque, the thiug which

neither has extension, hasitdnratjon,(^d?dna-

nugata) it is tlie thmg in itself, (svalaLwia) apart from anything-

else {sarvato vgavrtia, tratlolga-vifavrlla) the pomt-instant (Asana)

By senss-peiception (pratyaLsa) the knowledge corresponding to

this pomt-instont is iinderstod It is a moment of pure sensa-

tion m which no synthesis no integration at all has been produced,.

(lalpandpodka)^ Bveiy synthetic process of thought is contrasted

with the direct cognition by the senses, as an mdircot cognition

or mference Dignaga^s inference thus embraces, besides our
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I£ it does, we must then have a supplementary

object of cognition, a third land of it. What happens

then to yoni two sources of knowledge established

in exact correspondence to the double character of

existence ^ And if the thing possessmg this double

essence does not exist, the double essence itself will

remammthe air, unsupported by something posse-

Bsmg it What will then the double knowledge mean ?

Nagaquna will state m the sequel,^

Without at all any characteristic

The thing itself becomes impossible

And if impossible the thmg will be.

Characteristics likewise are impossible.

XXXVI. CRITIQUE OE THE NOTION OF
AN ABSOLUTE PARTICULAR

POINT-INSTANT
But (says the logician) we should not interpret the

notion of a particular essence as an essence possessed

inference, all that we would call judgment, intellection, ideation,
thought, reason etc , every cognitive process, except pure passive
sensation The poxnt-instant corresponding to pure sensation
18 the central conception in Dignaga's system , it represents a
differential from which, by a process of integration, all our
knowledge is built up The prmciplc of the Differential Cal-
culus of a planet's motion, [iatlaliLl gatih) was known to Tr^Aiar^

astronomers We still do not know exactly when it was first
discovered Bhaskara in the XII century knows it, but Viwsas-
patuni^ra, on the IX century AD avers that the point-mstant
of the Buddhist is the mathematical point known to the astro-
nomers UyoUr-vtdya-stddha), cp Tatpaiyatika p. 386, 1 On the

' Astronomy cp, W Spottiswoode,JRZS 1869 p, 221
1 V. 4
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hy sometibiiiig, but wc should avail ourselves of the

grammatical rule allomng us to mterpret this terhi

hs meaumg the thing itself whtch possesses that

essence

The Madhyamika answers. Even so, even sup-

posmg that you are right, if it really means the thing

possessmg that essence, nevertheless a thing cannot

be characterised by its own self That by which it is

characterised must be instrumentally related to it

,

it must be different from the thing itself which is the

object of this instrumental relation Our criticism of

the notion of an absolute particular stands ^

The criticism is wrong, the Logician will then

answer We assume that sensation though whtoh

the particular essence reveals itself is mstrmnentally

related to it, but nevertheless it is immanent m it

We thus escape your criticism ®

M§dhyamika Our criticism stands, we wdl answer,

-Indeed, we are here adhering to the usual conception^

of what a particular essence is

^ Lit. p 60, 1-2 “I'urther let it be that a ohatactenstic or esseneo

IS not that by what it is charactoriBod, but according to Fanmi,

III 3 13, by wnTcmg the lyut to stand for the object, a ctaracten-

Stic IS the characterised
”

^ Lt p, 60 2-3 “Thusalso, since it IS not possible that iJus should

be characterised by that, and smce by wLat this is ohazactensed,

' its instrument, is a difiorent thmg from the object, there is just

the same fault

"

' ® Lit p 60 4-6 Further it may be that this is not a fault, since

cognition IS mstrumental, and smce this irstrumentality is mclu-

ded m the absolute particular ” JHana is hero usedm its widest

oompr^ensiQU, it then mcludes not only pure sensation (ay*

fidna) but, according to Buddhists and Vedantms, vedona,

suldiadi as well
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The parhicular essence of something., in otii

opinion, is that essence "which is the exclusi've chaiac-*

"fceiistic of the thing, a characteristic which it does

not share with anything else. Take, e.g. the following

definitions.

1. [Resistance is the exclusive charac-
'

"beristio of solid bodies.

2. Feehng is the reaction pleasant or

unpleasant produced by an object,

3. Consciousness is awareness in every

single case of some object present to our mind
or sense. ^

This means that by such exclusive characteristics

'something is characterised But you brush aside

this generally known and far-spread interpretation,

and admit another one, according to which essence

means not the characteristic, but the characterized ®

However if you imagine that the absolutely
particular, the point-instant is characterised by our
^awareness of it, this can only have the following
meanii^. The single pomt-instant contains a double
-aB]^ct, the thing characterised and its characteristic,

^lisj stnctly ^eakmg will be a double particular
-essence, one of "them -will be the "thing characterised,
*iid the other will be the characteristic. If our aware-
^ess of the point-instant represents its characteristic,

. Poi these definitions ofprtAim, vedema and ujnSna op my Central

Conception, p. 13-19.

I't p. 60 7. “Having "waived off -the well known and followed

elyinology, yon assume an object-production ” Before the

word prastdiha, p 60 7, a cheda must be mserted.
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the tiling cliaxacterised, i e , the objective side of the

relation, will nevertheless represent something different

from its characteristic Onr criticism stands ^

Moreover the Logician may pomt to the general

Buddhist denial of all substance behind the changing

sense-data. The quahty of existence in solid bodies

etc IS but a sense datum» revealed, in our sensation,

it IS ]ust the subjective part of that relation, and it

does not differ from its paiticular essence, it is not

something revealed by the sensation itself®

The Madliyamika But then this moment of

sensation® itself will never be objective, and then it

never will be cognised, because a particular point-

instant can be cogmsed only under the condition of

its being objective in legard to our consciousness In

that case the following qualification must be added

to your statement about the double essence of every-

thmg cognizable, the particular one and the universal

one "'One particular essence of the point-instant will be

cogmzable, that one which we here have called the

characterized aspect of it Its other particular

^ Lit m p 60 7'61 2 “By conceiving an instrumental essence

in sensation, the following is expressed, just the particular

essence has objectively, the character of being an instniment

belongs to anotlier particular essence, therefore if the particular

essence in sensation is an instrument there should be an object

different from it, thus there is the same fault
“

® Lit p 61 3-^ “Further it might bo that the hardness etc.

which IB contamed in earth etc bcirg apprehended by sensation,

it (sc, hardness) is just the object of that (sc, sensation) and it

is not different from the particular essence
”

® vijiidna^sva^alsana
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.essence will not be cognizable, that one wbicb we have

called the oharaotenzing aspect of it”.

But if you go on to maintain that this second

aspect is in its turn also a tlung characterized, it will

then likewise require some other thing as a characteris*

tic. And if you m this case imagine a further step in

awareness, an awareness of awareness as its character-

istic, you will incur the danger of an infinite regress in

addition to the fault of disregarding the relation of

substance and quahty” ^

XXXVII IhlTROSPECTION

The Madhyamika But then you have your

theory about Introspection According to the theory,

that consciousness which represents our awareness of a

point-instant of reality is apprehended by introspection.

It thus contains inherent objectivity (and immanent

cogmzabihty)®.

The Madhyamika. We answer In our “Intro-

duction to the MSdhyamika System,” we have already

referred at length to this theory of Introspection ® That
^ Lit p 66 6-9 '‘Some particular essence wiucli is designated

'what IS charactenzed’ la object of cognition, some is not object

of cognition which is designated 'what is characterized through
it Further it also is object-production Then its different

instrument must east If the instrumentality of another know*
ledge IS with an effort {parv’lialpana)^ the fault of an infinite re*

gress IS incurred ”

® Lit p 61 10-11 "Then you suppose that there is self cons-

ciousness, therefore, objectivity esisting because of apprehension

- through self-consciousness, there necessarily (eua) is mclusion
lu cogmzability **

® VI 73 (p 167, ff)
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one patticular essence (the point-instant) is charac-

terised by another one, (i e. by our awareness of it),

and the latter by introspection—this is impossible *

Moreover the criticism of Nagarjuna which we
3iave mentioned above^ remains Tlint very moment

of consciousness cannot be real without having an

essence of its owm, it cannot exist (without it) And

if on the other hand there is nothing of which it is the

essence, the latter (i o , the essence), having no support,

will have no opportunity to realize itself. What

becomes then of introspection which is supposed to

apprehend such consciousness which is itself

impossible^ ^

Accordingly it is said in the “Questions of Eat-

naoiida,*'®

“Considenng consciousness he the Boddhisattva

investigates^ the stream of thought,** and asks where-

from does it come The following occurs to him.

Consciousness arises, if there is an immanent object.

^ Toxti p 69 10 trans pi 14-2

s Lit p 62 1-3 “Moreover this very knowledge, for sure, not

being real separately from the particnlar essence and therefore

being impossible, and in the absence of tLc thing characterized,

not bemg able to operate as a charaotenstio nitbout any subs-

tratum. altogether does not emst, thus wherefrom self-cons-

C10USDCS8

" 3 TtunsUitcd partly by Bumouf, Introduction, p 500#

* Notwiaistandmg the Tibetan, wo prefer 1 ere to read with

Butnouf eillam samamtpaiyttn, just as m the sequel, p 62 7.

63 6. asamanvfaiyan could only mean not having yet fully rca-

lircd, what consciousness is (i e not having yet attained mpa-

iyam), ho investigates

s etUa-dUra, Bumonf—“lo trenchant (de la pensee )
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Does that mean that consciousnes is one thing and the

object another, or that they are identical ^ In the

first case we shall have a double consciousness. But
if they are identical, how is then consciousness to be

cognized through consciousness ^ Consciousness can-

not apprehend its own self. The trenchancy of a sword

cannot cut its own trenchancy. The tip of a finger

cannot touch that very tip Similarly this, conscious-

ness cannot be conscious of its own self'\

"Thus it is that when a Samt is thoroughly

attentive,^ when he is engaged in the spiritual escercise

of the MahfiySnistic application of mindfulness^ to-

wards his own consciousness, then it appears to him,

as undefinahle. It neither has an end nor a beginn-

ing.^ It is not changeless, it is not causeless, it does

not conflict with the interdependence of the elements,

but it is neither identical, nor non-identical, neither

with itself, nor with others. He then cognizes this

stream of thought, of thought as thm as a creeper,

the thought-element, mdefimte thought, non-mani-

fested thought, imperceptible thought, thought as a
thmg in itself.^ He intuits this (unspeakable thought)

as "Thisness”, the unique Heahty of the Universe,

he does not suppress it.”®

^ yonxiah pra^Ua
* This 18 the thud sm}ty-upast1iana exseicise. That the Maha-
y&uetio exercise is meant is clear, because it results in identi-

fying one’s own consciousness with tatJiatd^iUnyata.
^ Cp M-ti p 536 15, purdnaiam samdiniya drsixh,

* citta’^valaLsct^g Bumouf—la pensee ’’contenue en elie-meme”»
® hit. p, 63.6 “Bfe does not produce AnnihilatiQn”, sc, asithe

Yogm in Hlnayana is supposed to do.
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‘*Such is tlie analysis of thought which he reahses

a.nd mtuits. Tbis^ o noble son, is the Bodhisattva’s

exercise of application of mindfulness consisting in the

consideration of what in our consciousness represents

jts essence”.

XXXVIII THE DISCUSSION ABOUT THE
POINT-INSTANT RESUMED

We thus reject Introspection We now return

iio the single moment of sensation which was supposed

to be characterized by self-awareness Smee there is

no such self-awareness, when we say that it is a

**thing in itself,” a thmg characterised exclusively by

itself, what do we moan, wlio is charaotenzed by

whom
And then we ask, is there here in this thing which

IS its own essence any difference between the essence

and the tiung possessing that essence, or is there none ^

In the first case, the essence will be diffeient from the

thing, and it will cease to be its essence It will bem
same condition as any other thing which is not supposed

to be its essence Similarly the thmg bemg different

from its essence, it \nll not be the thing possessing that

essence, just as any other thing which also does not^
-

^ The Logician, i c DignSga, posits as absolutely real, (paramdrtha

s«<), nnimagmed (andioptta) existence, the single moment

(Xsawn) of existence which is then supposed to coalesoe mth the

single moment of sensation oharactensed by sclf-awarenoss

This moment cannot bo characterised by somctlung else, smee

. this would convert it m a relational existence » It is charactc-

fised by itself (sva‘lal-sMia), it is the “tlimg m itself But

for the M^Uiyumika, it is relational nevertheless -
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possess it. 'And then, if the essence be ^different

from the thing, the thing will be severed from its

essence, and the result will be that being detached

from its own essence it wull be nothing, a non-entity

like a flower in the sky. Now, supposing the thing

and its essence are identical In that case the thing

characterized ceases to be characterized, since it has

coalesced with its own characteristic, it loses its separa-

te existence, just as the characteristic also loses its own
separate existence. Neither does the essence retain

its separate existence, because it has coalesced with

the thing chaiacterized, Just as the latter which has
then lost its own Self it becomes also lost.

Accordingly it has been said,^

Characteristic from the thing is different ^

The thing is then without charactenstic.

And if both axe identical,

*Tis clear, You have declared

That neither really does exist

And there is no middle course to be taken between
identity and otherness, if you wish to estabhsh the
reahty of the thmg characterized and its characteristic
The author will state this m the following verse.®

Supposing thus we have two things

They are not really one, nor are they two,
What are they then indeed ^

How can we then reahty assume ?

The IjOgician further makes the following sugges-
tion Just as the Madhyamika asserts that ultimate

Lokatita-fitava, 11 (H. de la. VP.J
® U 21
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reality is sometliiiig unspeojcable^ wc shall also B3.y

that the relation between the thing characterised and
its characteristic is something unspeakable and thus

establish their reahty,^

Madhyamika This is impossible—^Unspeakable

reality is assumed by us when we have proved that a

dichotomy does not resist scrutiny. Indeed, a didio**

tomy is untenable when it is proved that we cannot

independently cognise *‘this is the characteristic,

this the thing characterised”. We then conclude

that both are unreal

But to establish the reabty of both the memhers

of a dichotomy, as unspeakable, is impossible.

XXXIX IS THERE A COGNISER «

Further, after having discussed the question

whether our knowledge can be regarded as playmg the

part of an instrument through the medium of which

an object becomes cognized, it is natural to ask the

question whether there is something playmg the part

of a cognizig agent in this process of cogmtion, because-

neither an instrument, nor an action, nor its object are

^ Lit p 64 10-11 ‘'Other wise (veyate to be omitted cp. Tib^

tboir reality could be estabbshed as unspeakable * It

IS not so Indeed unspeakableness, for sure, appears when a

mutual spbt cannot be thoroughlty realized ** paTasapoTa'VibhSga

18 here the same as dwtdk^Laratia or vikalpot a division of some-

thmg into A and non-A mvolvmg the so called infinite 3udge-

ment Such dichotomy is then called also andadentified

with lalpand, ^^arrangement”, lyqjand) it then covers, directly

or indirectly, the whole range of thought, the active element of

cognition Of m. vr. p 350 12 ff
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possible without an agent, just as the action of cutting'

wood is impossible without an agent.

Lo^cian. We do not admit the reality of a cogni-'

sing Soul, but the element of pure, indefinite sensation^

may be imagined as plaving the pa^ corresponding

to some sort of agent.

IMIndhyaxnika. Even that sort of agent cannot

be acquiesced in, because according to your theory,

the function ofpure sensationm the process ofcognition

IS to mdicate the mere presence of something. The ob-^

jectis, after that, qualified by other mental processes.^

It IS mdeed a tenet accepted by you that “pure sensa*'*

tion® apprehends the pure object, its quahties^ are

apprehended by other mental processes”.

Indeed an instrument, (an object and an agent) is

assumed to be a real instrument, a real object and a
real agent, when there is one single action accomplished

by a variety of fectors. We may then admit that
every one of these factors performs some special

function of its own, and thus becomes a component
part of the principal action by the production of some
change or of new qualities in its object.® But here,

^ citia 1 Ctfto vijndna. cp. Central Conception, p. 16J.8

® oaiUtsa=^mitta==scUta’^rnpraifuL[a-samslSraj cp, ibid, p, 18.

^ vijnamr ctua, cp. ibid, p. 36.

^ Tib read dei khyad^-par

® Lit p 65 4r-5. “When one pruMnpal action is performed, instni-

meat etc possess mstromentabfy etc , becanse we admit th^
membersbip tbrongb tlie medium of producing quabties and
uctiQUB for themselves respectively''. The action of cooking xicp,

eg, consists in fctchmg fuel, pouring water mto the fce^,
putting on fine; throyrfng^the nee mto the vessel, etc.
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Between definite cognition^ and pure sensation,^

there is no such central action On the contrary every

part has its own separate function There is an

independent action of indicating the mere presence of

something, it is performed by pure sensation and there

IS another separate action of cognizmg the quahties of

the object. Tliis is performed by constructive thought

|t thus becomes impossible to impute the part of an
instrument to quahfying thought,^ and the part of

an agent to pure sensation Therefore, your theory

that m the absolutely particular essence of existence,

there is an immanent objectivity and an immanent

instrumentahty. cannot be saved Our criticism

stands

But perhaps the Hinayanist wiU, to a certian

extent, concede this point about the agent, because he

also maintains that there is altogether,^ no real agent,

since, accoidmg to Scripture, all elements® into which

existence is analysed represent separate momentary

flashes, there is between them no Soul,® agent, or

tliese factors (ldraAa)concia m producing tbe central result they

are either instruments or object or agent etc But betirecn

two independent activities, as e g cookmg rice and 'fveavmg cloth

there can be no single agent in common
^ jffdm^savikalpala-jnano^artha-uicsa-jaancchiUt

® vijndiia=citta=mana8=sarth-mS(rha-partcc^i((i=mriilaipala-

“ jndnassssatia-mdtra^pradarSana

® jyidnasifa

* sarvatM-ahMvdt

® sarva-Sharmah

* analrndnali, the atman in this context covets our notions of

Soul and of substance, cp AT tt p. 4S7 4.
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contmTiaiit stiifE. Indeed impersonal motions and

processes are clearly going on in nature -without: any

cdBBcioiis agent,

' ]V[^(^liyflTmTra . You have quite misiuiderstood.

the Scriptural teaching about the separate momentary

elements of existence. Neither do these separate

elements really exist. We ^ve made this clear in

OUT ^Introduction into the Madhyaicdka System”;^

XL VINDICATION OS PHENOMENAL
REALITY

Logician. Further, it is also possible to explain

the fact that the expression ^svalah§ana^ the thing in

itself, the thing characterized only by its own self,

does not involve any possessive relation by assuming

that the relation is merely verbal. A relation or

characterisation,^ is possible even when there is no real

characteristic beyond the characterized, e.g when we
speak about the body of a statue and the head of

R^u, although there is nothing m the statue besides

Its body, and nothing in R^u beyond just a head

Is it not ]ust the same as when we use the expression

‘^sohdity is the exclusive essence of sohd bodies” ?

We use the possessive expression although there

is nothing which could be called a sohd body over and
above this exclusive essence, (sc, the sense-datum of

resistance.)^

^ e g Jladhy avat, VI 68 ff

* msesa'^-viiesya-bhSva

® Idt p. 66.1-^ ‘‘Further, also, it maybe that m the body of

a statfue, tbe head of SShu, eveu if there is no charactenstic

beyond a body and a head, there is a relation of ch&factcristio
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Msdliyainika. It is not so. Both cases are not
comparable. Indeed the words body and head are

used in connection with other features usually coexis*-

ting with the, e g brains etc.^ in the head, hands
etc,® (with the body). Therefore if a representation

anses whose object is suggested by these words taken

by themselves, we naturally expect to find the usually

coexistmg parts also. ~ The questions
*

"whose is thte

body” ^ ""Whose is the head,” naturally suggest

themselves And if some one is desirous to indicate

that m the present case, the usual appurtenances are

absent,® he repudiates the e:^ectations (of his mter-

locutor) by using words according to their conventional

meaning m life, where they suggest such really existing

appurtenances ^ But in the other case, no relation

and characterised , just as in the 'proper characteristic essence-

of earth ’ although there is no earth beyond the proper oharao-

tenstic, there will be this relation
“

^ Buddhyad%

^ buddhy'-upajananah for upw^dta-huddhik^ or **dUmbana^huddhy’^

ttpajananak, (so purusah) ”

^ Bead p 66 ^--•vieiasaaniara-'Bambandha, and in the Tib hhyad.

par-gzhan

^ Lit p 66 3-7 Indeed, since the words body and head are

used in association {sdp^at&^ravraUau) with other coexisting

things, thoughts, etc hands etc a man who produces a thought

intent upon only the words body and head is always (pva) in

expectation of the coexistmg other thmgs, “whose the body'%

“whose the head S'* And another man, wishmg to discard

the connection with other appurtenances, cuts off the e:pecta-

tion of his interlocutor {prativctUuli) by availmg himself of

expressions snggestive (dhvamnd) of the non-existmg appur-

tenances of, the statue of Bahn, expressions which agree
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or chaxacterizaiioxi at all is possible, because there

altogether are no solid bodies^ over and above the

sense-datum of resistance.^

Logician. Non-Buddhists^ assume a separate

reahty of substance^ (and quahty).

Are you not mchned,m order to do them pleasure,®

to assert that the use of adjectives in speech® is quite

all right, that it corresponds to a real relation ?

Madh3ramika. No, mdeed, for you it is not admis-
sible to mtroduce into your system such categories as

have been imagined by non-Buddhists on very poor
grounds, or else you vdl be obhged equally to admit

with their import in every day hfe This is natural But
here PraUrlarbih—m vaHutah lartuh, the "supposed
agent" of the possessive relation, or the counterpart of such
relation, pralikarluk^prattyoginali. (the expectation) of the
counteipart

"

* prthivySdi

* ISffttnyadt

“ ttriitfto

* laJssya 0 assails the doctrine of the absolute swi-laUana
on the ground that there must be a laksya behind the laftsojw
and this temmds the realistic doctrine of the YaiSesikas
about a relation of inherence (samavapa) between substance
and quahty. a relation which no Buddhist has ever admitted
to be real The suggestion of the Logician is evidently ironical.
It is a jeer at the fact tliat the Madhyamika prefers the reabstic
logic of the Natyayilas and rejects the reforms of the Buddhist
logicians

* tad’anurodhena

^ ^vieaa^~abhtdhdna - » - ^
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theic number of additional sources of cognition^ and
other things also

The Logician. But is not our example of a
merely verbal relation just the same as the generally

admitted among Buddhists fact of the nommal^
personal identity® (in every individuars hfe) 2

Madhyamika No, it is not the same. Tour
example refers to an expression, not to a theory The
possessive relation as a mode of expressmg oneself m
every-day conversation, without enquiring mto its

reality, exists. In speakmg there is a possessor of a
body The statue we say, possesses its own body.

And here is a Bahu, the possessor of a head which is

his possession, butm speech only This your example

proves nothing,*

^ C admits the fbxir pramanas of the Naiyayikas, cp below, text

p 75 with the proviso that they will not help m the oognition

of the Absolute, He here answers the gibe of the Logician with

a counter gibe He apparently wishes to say, "I can admit

the realistic logic withoat forsaking my transcendental doct-

rine, but you cannot For you the acceptance of the Naiy§'

yika doctrine about the sources of our knowledge (pramana)

would mean that you would be obliged to give up your doot-

rmc of the double aspect of existence your two sources of

knowledge, your “thing in itself' ’ m fact all your epistemology
'*

* prajSapUt a cheda is needed after prajdapUvat

® pudgala, the personality is different at every moment, its

identity is a mental construction, it is an entity purely nominal

{pn^napiisai^iabda-mdiram )

* Lit p 67 3-5 “Moreover like the nommal entity prajdapU of

a person etc * Secause there exists the chaxactenstio, being

a part of usual conversation, well known without pondering,

the ohaiactenstio of the statue, the possessor (iipaddl/*) of the;
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than a mere body and a mere head, no possessors of

them, they are the only' objects apprehended. The

example is quite all right.

Id^dhyamika. It is not at all so. Your example

is taken from common conversaiaon ; it refers only to

what holds good m a conversation in which there is no
philosophic investigation of reality and the usual

cat^ones are accepted as real without scrutiny.^

Qmte different is the case when the relation of substance

and its appurtenances is philosophically considered.

The notion of a substance®, indeed, when critically

exammed, contains nothing real over and above
the corresponding sense data Nevertheless the con-

ventional thinldiig of common hfe assumes it to

exist. It imputes it to the underlying xeahty of the
groups® of sense-data and mental phenomena. But

possession of its own body, {sva-4anra) and because Habu,
the possessor of the possession of a bead, exists, this example
IS not suitable” Although it mcidentally happens that there
15 no real possessive relatum, nevertheless the expression is

wrong, since in other oases the reslation exists Tfte relation
of substance and qaabty can be condemned on other, philoso-
phical groimds, nofc on the ground of the adequate expression.

^ Lit p. 67 7-S “It IS not so, smee m common-lifc-convcrsation
there is no investigation of reality (tUhamvicam) gomgonand
the categories of common life exist without scrutiny”

* (Uman, cp anafma»=12 d^tonaa=sense data and the mind,
but no substance, dtTnasabdo^yom ^svahUva-Mda-paryaml^.
M. vr p. 437.4.

^ if ^
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^out example does not mean that the same apphes to

the statue a'nd to lEtahu ^ .

“ “ “
"

:

^ That there is thus nohubstance,^ in solid bodies^

over and above the quahtj or sense-datum ofresistance^

IS proved by philosophical criticism.® It is true that

h quahty® cannot be imagined without the support

of some substance, but this is just what we call the

surface,'^ or phenomenal reahty. Substance and qua-

lity are correlative terms, our Master Nag^una has

established their reahty® m that sense, i e. as a

reahty of mutual correlation,® none of them is real

separately.

The Madhyanuka continues ^ This pomt is of

capital importance ;
if must necessarily be conce-

^ Lit p 67 0 “Tiierc is no sncli establishing of the example

on the score that the same applies to tlic to? so and to Rahu **

^ lalsffa

® prthivySidi

^ vtcSryamanam nSstt

lalsatia

’ samvrtir eva tit

® stddht

® Lit p 67 11-12 "Nevertheless the hTaster has cstablisbsed

the reality, stddhim (^c of the pheniomenal world of the aaw-

VTti) by the reahty, (aiddftyd) of them both m-as-mudi-as

they arc mutually dependent upon one another ” The idea

of Q is t^’at the "thing m itself” svaMsana is no exception

to the law of Universal Relati^uty The phenomenal here is

an equivalent of the relative In the example of the body

and the statue or Rahu and his head, there isno mutual iner-

depondence of two pohenomenal realities, but simply a wrong

verbal expression
^
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rHed.^ If it is not conceded, viz. ifit is not admitted tliat

.phenomenal means relative, it will prove impossible to

separate the phenomenal from what is logically consis-

tent^ and therefore real
,
and then every thing will

be absolute reality,® since there wiU be no difference,

there wiU be* no phenomenal reahty at all. You must
not indeed think that the body of a statue and siTni]fl.T

relations are the only cases where a thing, upon investi-

gation, reveals itself as merely verbal and non-existmg.

We will prove in our fourth chapter^ that colour,

feeling and other fundamenal sense-data are hkewise

relational constructions and are impossible by them-

selves Does it mean that we must deny their

phenomenal reahty, ]ust as we deny even the pheno-

menal reahty of e g, a separate body in the statue ^

This IS impofp’ble Therefore your vindication of

the absolute, relationless ^'tbing in itself” and the

example adduced to illustiate it 15 wrong.®

^ Lit, p 67 12 "Of all necessity, (ca avadfA^ruwaw), this must be
admitted sc It is a point of capital importance that the

world, as it is conceived phenomenally and Relativuty are
equivalents.

* !From these words, we must conclude that whatsoever is for C
logically consistent {yadt yad upopannam) represents not pheno-
mena, but absolute reahty, {na tat samvrttk) But smee nothmg
short of the whole is logically consistent and real {tlie definition
of reahty, above p 41) all particular objects are relative and
logic dealmg with them stands condemned.

® iattvam-eva

* slandha-^artlsd

* This IS a brilliant piece of very subtle dialectics about the con-
ception of a thing IS itself C*s aim is to prove that it is also
relational since it is a thing charactensed by itself, and contrasted
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The Logician. Now, what is the use of su^
cavilling * There is a general agreement between us.

witli a thing oharaotenzed not by itself, but by non-self Dig-
nSgn, tries to prove by on example that the supposed relation »
merely an inadequate expression C begins by criticising the
the example The relation, says ho between
c g the elements of personality, {pudgala) and tte personality

Itself is not tlio same as the relation between the body ofa statue
and its possessor In the first case, we have a possessive relation,

tlic identity reveals itself on philosopi ic cxanunationj m the

second there is no relation at all, but only a urong esqnessioUf
C now discloses his aim {svfibhtprayafn vdgJidtayait) and vindi-
cates the phenomenal reality of the relation of substance and
quality, and at the same time lie vindicates, upon IKantian lines,

tho necessity of assuming a transcendental reality which how-
ever, he imagines on monistic lines TJ c body oi bodil}* frame
ofa statue, is but an irregular and perversive manner ofspeahmg,
it means as inucJi as "tho statue of the statue" would mean.
There is no real possessive relation But in such expressions as
ih.e resistance ofsolid bodies" or **thc elements ofa personality^^

there is a real possessive relation as far as phenomenal reahty

goes and its categories of substance and quably arc regarded.

It IS not until philosophical analysis (v{cdnr)has condemned tfaia

relation as involved m contradictious and logically untenable

(anupapanna)that we are obliged to Jojoct it ns ultimately unrcfil^

whether reahty be defined ns effioioncy (<trth-lrtgd~ldra), or as

independent (anapelsa) existence in itself (sm^bJiSva, svajalsana)^

But empirically there is absolutely nothing cognizable which

wouldnot mvolve this relation The“thmgm itself” (svalalsana)

which by Dignaga is supposed to represent the absolute reality,,

outside every kind of relation, C holds equally to mvolve «a

double relation, first of all a moment of objective realily corres-

ponding to the moment of pure sensation, and then the relation

of "the thmg" to its charaetenstio "m itselT’, smee this

oharactenstic has a meaning only if contrasted with or
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XMeed I do not in the* least maintain that aB. onr

fanutiai conceptions of cognition and cognizable

lepresent absolute tiuth. I also deny the nltunate

xeality of the categories of substance and quality,

but by this my epistemology^ I claim to have estab-

lished upon a logical foundation that condition of the

external world which humanity at large believes to be
real.®

relative to, the thing “not in itself”, i a the general, the

universal. The general and the extreme particular are thus

correlative terms the one is no more absolute than the other»

This non-absolute, this bemg relative {praspara-apdMt), means

the same as bemg phenomenal {samijit) If we do not accept

that, there will be no hue ofdemarcation between the phenomenal
and the absolutely real, C thus mamtams that he has both a
phenomenal reality, (samv/U) and a transcendental one, samvjia);

whereas Digndga, m admittmg the absolute reahty of the
‘ ‘thmg

m mself”, undermmes this Ime of demarcation and has, as a
matter of fact, no phenomenal reahty at all. It would be of
some mterest to compare this doctrme of a thmg itself, (sva-

laksapa), with the doctrme of Kant The argument that if we
do not admit any absolute reahty then the phenomenal wdl
cease to be phenomenal and will itself become absolute (tatlvam
eea st/Bl, na tanwrtih) is qmte the same as with Kant, as well
as the conception that the thingm itself is a non-representable”
Kant 18 fuUy aware that his conception of a "thmg m itself” is

relatives it is, m lus words, “a correlatum to the unity of the
manifoldm sensuous mtuition” (Chtique of Pure Reason, transl
by Max Muller, p 204) For Candrakinti "bemg correlative”
means "havmg no reahty m itself (soulaXsopa), he thus charges
the "thmg m itself’ with bemg also phenomenal, and he mam-
tams that there is no other phenomenahly than rektivily.

* omund nySyena,
* lolapnutddhth.
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MadhjAiiuka. It is for me to ask you, what is the

use of your sopkisiary ^ You only esplam the origii]

of some perverse expressions current m common life.

As to phenomenal reality, leave it alone, albeit ita

existenoe and shape is founded on mere confasion*

It nevertheless is useful for accumulating those

fundamental virtues which bring fmal Dehverance to

those who strive after it ^ It has some value only, as

long as the philosophic comprehensien of the absolute

reality is not attained. But you, by your wrong logic,

destroy the foundation of this phenomenal reahty

The refinement of your intellect is led the wrong way,

so far as the difference between what is absolutely

real and what is only conventionally real is concerned.

You are apparently establishing phenomenalism upon

a logical basis in one pomtby assuming the underlying

**thmg in itself”, but at the same time you are under-

mining it by your wrong logic in all other pomts ®

Now I come with a theory which really explains

the importance of empirical reality

I take my stand on our usual unsophisticated

conceptions, and then I set forth a series of arguments

of which every one is mtended to destroy some parti-

^ Tlus 18 the Madhyemika method of saving ithe moral law under

phenomonahsm The phenomenal world is not real, but useful,

since by accumulating merit and knowledge (both are inseparable)

in it, wc cognize its unreahty As far as T can see, this means

that the p3>enomenal world, although unreal is nevertheless

partly real Whether this method is a better one than the

construction of a categorical imperative, m a phenomenal

surrounding, must be left for the specialists to decide

* Perhaps to read anyayaio' nyato naiayau ”
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cular UBual conception of mankind. By this method^

I thoroughly undermine the usual views It is only

that I, hke a venerable authority, am keeping back

from neglecting the rules of usual decent behaviour

(ie., of logic), but I do not undermine these rules, i.e.

I do not deny their empirical reality ^

Therefore, if it is true that you are also taking

1 Lit, p 68 7-69 2 “Wc -will also say the same » Wliat for is this

subtlety which introduces us into an expression of common life ^

Let it stand, first of all, for yonder “surface,” {samvrti) which

has leached an existence of its individnality, {atitna’-bhdva) through

logical mconsistenoy, {mparydaa) it is a cause of accumulatmg

the fundamental virtues which bring salvation to those who are

desirous of Deliverance, (let it stand) until the knowledge of the

Absolute, {J^aUva-^dhigama) is reached But you, by your per-

vesely sharp understanding of the division between phenomenal

and absolute realities, after having mtroduced consistency,

{u^paiU) mto some pionts (j&voctf) you destroy this division by
wrong logic {a/nydyatak). But here I come, because I know how
to establish phenomenabsm {aamofUsatya) takmg my stand just

on the philosophy, {pahac^ of common sense, (2auA.tJla), I take
one argument {upaf<jMy~aniaT€m^ which is adduced for the criti-

que {p/yrakarana) of phenomenal reality and refute it by ano-

ther (parallel) argument ; like a mentor hha-vrMha—) I call to

order, {mvartaydtm), just yonrsdf, whenevei you set aide the

rules of decency, (ocam) accepted m the world, [second sense,

”hke an ancient authority on logic, known throughout the world,

I am only refuting you whenever you depart from the ground of

common sense fJoLdedra), but 1 do not deny phenomenal teahty.]”
Thus Candrakirtimamtams, 1) that the phenomenal world and
the world of Relativity are equivalents and 2) since logic is m
any case doomed as a means of cognizmg the Absolute, he

. prefers simple realistic logc to a transcendental logical

doctrine. - ^ -
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yotix stand upon empirical reality^ m assuming your

two essences, the stnctly particular and the umversah

you are obliged to admit the cidstence of a stuff which

is cbaxactenzed by these essences themselves Our

criticism thus stands, i e , the cnticism ofthe conception

of an ultimate particular is not refuted However,

if we take our stand on transcendental absolute reahly

then mdeed we will deny the separate existence of a

charactensed substance. Sut then we will also deny

both these your essences, and both your sources of

knowledge

And moreover you maintam that speech is not a

source of knowledge and that the meaning of our

words in purely negative,* you do not admit that

^ pp above text p 58 14 p 140

* According to the Indian grammarmns and reahatic logicians, a

sentence contains an expression of an action associated ^nth an

agent and Actors (larala) or circumataJices Tins theoiy of

speech the Madhyanuka accepted mtli the aforesaid proTiso

But the school of Dignaga have a special theoiy of

- their own about the meaning of words accordmg to which

words express only iclations, or mutual negations (apoha^

parasapara-pmhdra^anifarVtfJBiviitt » vyavaocheda^partccheda)

between poiut-instants Beality is even cliaiaotensed as

that what can ne^'or be expressed m speech {param&rtha-sai^

svdlahsana pratyaLsa = nirvilalpahaaiia =» hhildpya) The

h^dhyamika here hints at this theory and sets forth the

argument that if speech could express nothing real, nothing

positive no actions agents etc , then it would be unporsible

' for people to enter mto conversation This remark is of

* course more of a glib gibe and unfair, smee the MadhyaTcaka s

own ultimate xeabty is also mexpressible lu speech (ntspra-

panca^anab7iilapya*=anupaJJiya, prapanca^^val) But CanSia-
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&^lysis of out Bpeech. wMoli implies tte leality of

Actions, factors and their connection. This indeed

is a very great disaster. When yon speah, you make

use of these very words which express actions, factors

their coimection, but you yourself do not admit

the reality of their meaning, of these actions, these

agents etc. Alas ' 'yo™ attitude^ is influenced" by

mere desires

And if, as we have shown, the duahty of every

thiug cognizable is a moot pomt, then we must agree

ki£ti thinks that no improvement m the logic of the Bealists

18 needed, no critical theory of cognition, no “thing in itself”

and no negative theory of epeech {u^oha) The logic of the

Naiy&yikas can be accepted wholesale foi the phenomenal

aspect of the world, and for the Absolute, no logic at all is

needed The school of Dig- n&ga, as well as the HhiaySnists,

can mamtoin that they also admit a double aspect of Ms,

one on the surface {samortv) and one ultimate {parem^Ttht)

or concealed (samwrto) op Abb kofia, V 12, but C is

persuaded that his vmdication of an empirical leahty has a

greater force The Madliyamikas are the mventors of the

doctrme of a double truth which they probably contrasted

with the “four truths ” of the Hjhayana op Madhyfi ,XXIV,
B This 18 also partly the leason why the hlndhyamikas,

and their followers the Yedantms. deem it permissible freely to

« use the arguments of Niaiyayikas when eombatmg Buddhist

Ideabsm, cp above p 38n, 3 At Snharsa^s time, when the

enemy is no more the Buddhist, but the Kaiyayika, this

attitude changes

Bead fravrftit& 0. is here playing with, the double meaning of

“iccftd” *‘desiTe** and “tenet”, “Your behaviour is bound by such

theories as are merely fantastical desires’^ i e you are not acting

- m accordance with your tenets, if speech is only you ought

not to speak at all
”
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with those who admit other sources of knowledge,

besides sensation and thought, as eg. Revelation*

etc., since these sources of knowledge are not devised

with a view strictly to agree with the duahty of every-

thing cognizable, the particular and the umversal.

XLI. THE DEFINITION OF THE SENSE ^

PERCEPTION

Madhyomilra Further your theory of an extreme

particular as the **thing in itself”, is wrong, because

^youT definition^ . of sense-perception, through ^ich
it IS supposed to be apprehended is deficient It is

too narrow, it does not cover such every-day expressions

as the **jar is a perception”, le the physical object

before us is perceived and these usual espressions of

the ordinary man^ should hkcwise be taken into acco-

unt Therefore your definition is wrong

The Logician It might have been wrong, but

for the following considerations. Perceived are

directly the sense data, eg a patch of dark colour

etc They make up the physical object, the jar.

Sense perception, as a source of knowledge, distm-

guishes only that But the cogmtion of the physical

object which is a mental construction ^esuttvng from

^ Tlio definition Lere aUaded to is Dignaga^s definition “aense-

pcrccption is quite free from all synthetic operation of thought”

{jLalpanapodha), op Nyayabindu, p 6 15

on-oiya, the non-Samt *The Buddhist itoint, being a philosd-

phor who has changed all usual habits ofthought, directly realizes

that what he perceives are only momentazy sense-data, the

remainder is construction Dignaga's definition may be a right

description of his perception, but will not cover the usual view.
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sense-peiception is likewise called sense-peiceptioa

by a nxetapbor. Such metaphors we find in Scripture,

e g. when it is stated that the advent of Buddhas is a

weal, instead of stating that it produces weak We
impute to the cause what really belongs to the effect.

Just so, by a converse metaphor, &om the cause to the

effect, we say that the physical object, the jar. is-

perceived, while only its causes, the sense data, are

really perceived ^

Madhyamika To assume a natural metaphor in

such cases as the perception of a jar is impossible,

Qiute different is the case of the advent of a Buddha.

Indeed a birth, i e. the process of a birth, is held in or-

dinary life as the reverse of pleasure (It is not the

blissful Quiescence of the Forces of h'fe) It is essen-

tially produced through the cooperation of a plurality

of biotic forces ^ It is a cause of very much pam
By itself it is anything but a weal Nevertheless it

is here called a weal There is a contradiction,^ In

such cases, we assume a metaphor. The advent of a

^ Lit, p. 70 1-3. **Biit let it be. The blue etc. tbe substratum of

tbe jar, are evident, smce they are bemg determined by percep-

tive cognition. Hence just as by iiuputmg the effect to the

cause, it is said that the birth of Buddha is agreeable, so the

jar, although its causes are the evident blue etc., by imputing

the cause to the effect, is called a perception

^ ”it has the essence of the forces of

life,** about the four forms {samsMrc^ which are called

laksofna cp. my Central Gono^tion, p. 39 There is no other

weal for the Buddhist as the Quiescence i e. extmction of all li&

in an Absolute.

* asambadS^ emt.
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Buddlia, although also pamfiil by itself, is nevertheless

a weal, because it produces the weal of Quiescence in

Nirvaigta. The case is different with' a perceivbd jar.

We have no such separate thing os an invisible jar

which could be called perceived metaphorically

The Logician. On the contrary, just because

there is no jar over and above the corresponding sense-

data, it is convenient to xnamtam that its perceptibihty

IS a matephor

Madhyamika If you take it so, the metaphor is

still less possible, because the object which you meta-

phorically endow with perceptibility does not exist at

all You cannot speak about the sharpness of the horns

on the head of the donkey even metaphorically^

Moreover, if you assume that the jar which is a part of

our every-day experience is perceived by us m a

metaphorical sense, because there is no such jar over

and above the sense-datum of a dark patch of colour

etc then you are bound to take the next step and con-

demn the patch of dark colour as well, smce it also does

not exist over and above the sense-datum of something

resistant ^ Then, please, assume that the patch of daik

^ Lit p 70 9 Because there IS no substiatum for what is being

used as a metaphor " In the first case, the really, esisting

sense-data were the substratum, and physical object jat

superimposed upon them It was answered that you caimot

superimpose a thmg you nowhere have perceived In

second the relation has been reversed and it is supposed that

the non-emstmg jar is the substratum upon v^ich the sense-data

are superimposed This is still less possible.' ' .

*
* r •

® Lit 70 11 “there is no blue etc beyond earth ^ i
'
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<colotix is also peoco^ved in a motaphorical sense. This

lias been expressed in the following verse.^

Just as there is no jar

Beyond its colour,

Just BO there is no colour

Beyond resistance.®

Therefore this and similar usual expressions are

-not covered hf your definition of perception. It is

-quite deficient, since it does not cover the whole of its

subject matter. Now, feom the transcendental point

of view,® we equally condemn the perception of the

physical objects, the jar, as well as the perception of

the sense data, blue etc. On the contrary, fiiom the

empirical view of every-day hfe, we must admit that

the jar is perceived. This has been expressed in one

of the four hundred verses of Aryadeva in the following

jnanner,

A transcendentahst^ will never say

“We see a patch of colour, not a jar,”

Or a “jar is present before us”.

^ CatuhSataka XIV 14

? Lit p 71 2“juatsothe3cei8nocolonrboyoiidTyindetc. Earth,
wind etc aw the four fondamental olementa of Iklatter, (maAo-

MUta\ which ate cognized oxclnsively by touch, {spa^lavya-aya*

iana)/thn8 colour, {rUpa-dyfOam-) is here reduced to a tactile

jihenomenon Op. the contention of modem empincism which
reduces our notion of Matter to sense-data and the sense-data

to the one fundamental sensation of resistance About Matter

^

offering resistance [sa^raUghaiva) to sight, op Ab. B^bh ad^

. 1.29.
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III following ]u&t this line of argumentr
Ills sovcicign mind will equally deny
Tlio soft- the fiagiaiit and the sweet,^

Thoio IS, liowevor, anotlicr explanation of what-
perroption lonlly menus Tlic woid perception simply
means a thing winch is not beyond the range of our'

sense (It does not mean its cognition tlirough our
senses) An object whicb is pxesent and faces us is

thus called a jieiccpiion- -Tars, patches of blue colour

and similar physical objects arc called peiccptions wlieii

tJio\r arc not beyond t»lic range ol sight A perception

thus means an object which has been approaclicd

by our senses ® TJic coricspondiiig delimte cognition

IS also called poiccptiou by a metaphor, because it is

the cause which makes the object evident, just as we
speak ol a “straw fiie” or “husk fiie” mctaiihoncally,

instead of saying fire producing burning straw or

burning husk.

^ Cntuh&itaka, XIHi 1-2

® The origin of this dofinitiou— aparol^am “perception

IS the object not beyond our kcn,“ con bo traced in the Brh or-

Upanislmd, III 4. -I and III 5 1 It is adopted m the later

scholastic Vedanta, cp Tcdunta-paribliaau, p 12 (Bombay 1900

Yenkatc£var). It is also mentioned by Udayana, Fari^nddhi,

p. 6<i7 (B 1) It seems probable that the MSdlhyamikas have

borrowed it fromthe Vedantins To the Madhyamikos, it sugges-

ted the onmi-prosonoo of BuddJia’s dharma-lSifa, just as to tho

Yodantms it suggested the omnipresence of *apar6Lsam brahma^

cognized by mystio intuition Op. above, p 45.

" 3 Lit. p 70 10-11 By meaning “m it the sense is approaohed^

the perceptibility of jars, blue etc not being beyond the ken^

established.”
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There is a philosopher^ who has given the follow--

'ing interpretation of the term perception Perception is

that kind of Icnowledge which exists in close connec-

iaon with each sense faculty (This could also mean that

‘Sense Imowledge is a knowledge about the senses^ a
Imowledge whose objects are the senses

) This inter-

pretation IS wrong, because sense perception is not a
Imowledge about the senses, it is a knowledge about the
objects® of the senses. If lus inteipretation were cor-

rect, we should speak not of sense perception, but of

^‘object-perception” or of “thing-perception”,

Be It as the case my be, we find in the Abhidhar-
inako&a the following explanation Sensation® is

produced by a double cause, the sense faculty and its

object Nevertheless it receives its name only througli
one of its causes, the organ in which the corresponding
sense faculty is lodged, because sensation changes in
degree, according to the changes by which the faculty
may be affected ^ To sharp or feeble faculties corres-
pond sharp or feeble sensations. We then have visual
and other sensations Thus, although a perception
changes with every object,® nevertheless it receives its

1 Tiio defi'ution of Pra^atapada is here alluded to, ep PraSastp

p 186 12 The etymological ejEplauation of t3io Naiyayikas docs
not differ meteiially, cp NyRyavarfc p 30 4 Nyayahindu, p,
6 4 makes a difference between the etymology and tlic real

moanmg

Ah. Blo^a. I 45
* Idfc p 72 5-7 ‘^Thtis although it exists with reference to every

object nevertheless, it will be sense perception, because, existing*
as lodged m every sense-organ, sensation is designated by its

residence.**
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name according to the place where it is lodged It-

exists as lodged in different sense organs, it is thus
sense-perception, (not object-perception). It is cus-

tomaiy to name a thing by its ^ecific cause, e g.

the sound "ofa drum”, although it is also the sound of
the sticks, the sprout *‘of barley** although it is also

the sprout of the soil etc

Madhyamika There is no analogy between the

example of the sound of a drum and the above men-
tioned designation of sense perception instead of ob-

ject-perception If sensation be specified according

to the object, one could specify om sensations as colour-

sensations etc ^ But we could not specify m this way
all the six lands of sensations, smce mental or intellec-

tual sensation is a sixth kind of sensation, which is

apprehending the same object simultaneously with the

external sense Indeed, if we include in the term sensa-

tion all its SIX varieties, begmmng with the visual ones

and including the intellectual ones, we might be quite-

unceitam what to think when some one would mention

the term (visual) sensation We will not know whether

it means only the sensation produced by the external

sense, or it is meant to include the correspondmg mter-

nal sensation , the mental reaction® also But if we

specify sensations according to the oigan in which they

are lodged, although mental sensation can refer to the

same object to which visual and other sensations like-

wise refer, nevertheless their mutual distinction will

in that case, be clearly estabhshcd (if they were called

1

^ m€LWUa
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according to tlieir object, since the object can be the

same when different sensations are meant, confusion

would arise).

However, in this case you are merely concerned

with giving a definition of what the sources of know-

ledge are You accordingly assume that sense-

knowledge is simply that kind of knowledge where all

constructive thought is brushed aside, (it is pure passive

sensation)^ Just the contrast with thought is in your

opinion its characteristic No purpose is served by
naming its varieties according to theur specific causes ^

^ Ijal^nSifodlia is the celebrated de&ution of Dignaga discnssed

almost in every Indian philosopliical Troik—It makes a difference

between the first moment m every perception, it is then pure

sensation, it is passive, mvolvmg absolutely no thought-cons-

truction But the nest step which is also perception, repre-

sents the construction of an image by synthetic thought.

kalpana anugamyate) The distinction has a great importance

for Dignfiga, because he thinks that m this pure sensation, this

so to say, *'zeme SmnlichkBit”, the “pure object** fivddha^artlia),

the “thmg m itsdf’* reveals itself to our conscious-

ness. It 15 mterestmg to compare the controversy between

Bbeihatd and Kant on a similar question. Eberhaid assumed

that he was opposmg Slant when he mamtamed that the “thmg
m itself** reveals itself in onr sensations but
Kant conceded the point *'nun ist das ehen (viz dass dte Dinge
an eicft der Sinnhckleit ihren Staffgd>en) dte bestandtnge Behaup--

tungder KriUk, “ cp. U^er, eine Entdeching, natdi der ete p,

p 35 (Kuchmann)
* Lit. 73 4-6 ‘*But here, with a view to e^ressmg the essence of
the sources of cognition (pramd^o), the absence of synthesis

(£alpand) alone is admitted as perception, because the peculi-
arity of this mode of cognition is foundm its difference from
constructive (diohotomismg, whalpahai) cognition

, by nammg
It according to its special cause, no usefulness is mdicated **
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Now, the number of the sources of our knowledge exact-
ly corresponds to the number of the cognized cate-

gories of existence You have established the character

of both your sources of knowledge in strict correspon-

dence with the double character of the cognizable

To this stnct correspondence they owe their existence

and their shape You should, therefore, remain al-

ways faithful to your principle of designating cogmtion

only according to its object To name it according to

the organ of sense would serve no purpose (from your

standpomt) ^

However the Logician may londicate his interpre-

tation by the following consideration The word

sense-perception is geneially Icnown to every one

The word sense-perception is not used as a designation

of what we here have in our mind Por this reason,

we adhere to the interpretation that the term sense-

perception means perception through the sense-organs,

through the place where the sensations are lodged, it

does not mean the perceived object

The Madhyomika answers This is true, the word

perception is veiy well known in common hfe, and we,

^ Lit 7S 6-8 '*Axid since the eiastenoe of the mimber of the

sources of cognition is dependent upon the objects of cognition

and because the essence of such two sources ofcognition has been

established which have attained their shape {StmahJiavo^ and

existence {saUa) oxolusively by conforming to the double form

of the cognizable, the designation through the sense-oi^n helps

nothing, tlius or m every respect the designation just by the

object is the ri^t one
**
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not you, are using it just in wliat senss it is used in

oommon hfe.^ Yonr interpretation is made vnth utter

disregard of -what is established as real in common life.

Generally knownm your interpretation is only the utter

disregard of what is really generally known, because

in your mterpretation, as pure sensation, it would not

even mean perception ®

And moreover, smce you give to the term a genera-

lizing sense of what is present in all sensations, the case

of single moment of visual sensation, which is produced

by a single moment of the faculty of vision, will not

be coveted by your de&ution And then, if a single

moment of perception vdll thus (according to this

^ fraiyaJLsa means also au ob]eot? '^evident'', present.

^ Lit p 73 4. 'VeU known could be your distortion^ {iirusiMra)

•of the term “well known” and therefore it wonld not be thus

sense**perception ” The ^raiyaksa m Dignsga’s and Dltorma*

Mrti’s interpretation, meaning as it docs a moment of pure,

nndiSerentxated sensation, represents, indeed, somethmg quite

unknownm common The divergence between the oommon
idea of peception and Dignaga’s conception of pnre sensation is

much more considerable than the divergence between it and the

DIadhyamika**yedanta definition of perception as the thing per-

ceived, smce the Sanskrit term for perception [pratyalsa) is a

word very commonlyusedm the sense ofa thing present, evident,

perceived Dharmottaxa hmself calls that kind ofpnre petcq)-

1aon which is imagined by Buddhist somethmg “hardly esistmg”

Qsat-hUpaj cp Nyaya-bmdu p. 16. This retort of the Ijadhya*

mika 18, neverth^ss, not quite fieiir, because tbe follower of Dig-

naga, when mamtainmg that perception is not the object, but

Its cognition, does not refer to pure sensaiion, but to perceptive

cognition which includes a moment of sensation.
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definition) not be perception, neither vnll a number of**

them bo perception ^

Now, you maintain that sense-perception is only

that kind of cogmtion which is quite free from any

jiarticipation in it of constructive thought However

with such pure sensation alone you 'will not be able to

converse with your fellow bemgs. Nevertheless you

pretend to analyse the course which cogmtion and

its object take in common life It follows that that

sort of sense-knowledge which you assume, (sc pure

sensation) is quite useless

Madhyamika You are also vindicating your

theory of peicexition by referring to Senpture where

it IS stated that “a man, havmg a visual sensation of

a patch of blue colour apprehends blue, but does not

know that tt ts blue*", the defimte knowledge is produced

by a subsequent operation of contrasting blue with not

blue.^ But in your opinion this scriptural deliverance

1 Lit. p 73 34 "And tliete vnll be no percephon-cluiracter

(pratyal^satva) of one visual sensation, (caksur-vijffSnasyd),

possessing an underlying {airayasya) single moment of the sense-

faculty {tndnya-’lsana), because of tbe absence of tlie meaning

of generalisation (vTpsn)
’*

® Tins very important text from an unknown Sgama is mentioned

already by Dignaga in Jus pramana^mttccaya-pillt, I 4, as a

quotation firom the abhidharma (clios-mnon-palas)m support of

the theoiy Tnis could prove that Dignaga’s theory of pure

sensation was fozesliadowed m previous SautrSntika works

Kamala^Ha examines it at lengthm his Kyaya-brndupUrva-paksa-

sanksipti (Basfcan-hgyizr, hldo GXI, f 112 ft) Vasubandhu's

definition ofpmtyalsa is quite different, cp Piamana-samuccaya

1 15, and Nyfiyavarti, p 42
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not meant to give any definition of sense-perception^.

It only is meant to notify tliat the sensations of the

five external sense-organs alone» without the partici-

pation of a conscious element, remain unconscious

Sensation which is absolutely bare of every element of

synthetic thought cannot be maintained to represent

perception, even on the basis of Scripture. This would

be wrong

Therefore from the empmcal,^ (not from the trans-

cendental), pomt of view, everything without excep-

tion IS called present,® (i e a perception), when it is

directly perceived by the senses, whether it be your

strictly particular essence or the general essense of

the thing® (possessing these both essences) A percep-

tion IS thus determined as meaning the object of percep-

tion together with its cognition ^ The double moon

and similar illusions will not be sense-perceptions, if

compared with the cognitions of a man with a normal

capacity of vision, but for the man suffering from oph-

thabma, it will be just hts sense-perception

As regards cogmtion of objects lying beyond the

range of our senses, it is produced by a perceived mark

which IS mvanahly concomitant with them* It is

called inference

The words of specially qualified persons who direct-

ly perceive transcendental things^ are called Scripture

^ lake

® aparoksa
^ lah^pa

* pl&nena saha, according to Dignaga pratyalsa, \7lien pure (iuddha)

IS TLOtjndna, but Dharmakirti Ijnngs it under the head of sam-
yag^nam, op Tdtparyat, p, 102 17
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If something that has never been expenonced is

oognized through a descnpiion, so far as it has been

declared to be similar to another thing 'which has been

cxpenenced by us—this is called analogy, e g when

we aie told that a gavaya whom we have never seen

IS some animal similar to a hull.

By these four methods of cogmtion is our know-

ledge of objects determined and our actions guided in

common life.^

But if we are then asked on what transcendental

basis four of these methods of usual cogmtion repose,

we will be obliged to confess that their reality is

relative ^ The cognizable things exist so far as cogm-

tions exist and vice versa, cogmtions exist so far as

the cognizable objects exist

But^ m no cc^e is there any mdependent absolute

^ Tnese arc exactly the four sources of knowledge admitted by

the Realists, the Naiyayikas

® farasparepeLsaya siddha^iunya

» Here Candraldrti winds up this remarkable controvert 'with

Dignaga by admitting realistic logic in the empirical field, but

not m the transcendental, and by rejecting Hignaga’s refom

which,although professing to be a logic ofcommon sense (/omIiXu.)

aimed at establishmg a transcendental reality of a “thmg m

Itself ’ For descnbmg the fact that phenomenal realHy is

established m his system on a firm basis, he uses two 'i*'*®^^**

IS satya “a truth,” and it is sHlidha. "established as a reslity”

.

However, it is a "surface truth” {samvrtirsatya) and it is “esta-

blished as a relative reality” ^rasparapeksayS sidiha), not

absolutely («« tu svahhavena) Dignaga retorts that he has

also two reahties, the relative reahty of all our conceptions and

the absolute reality of the "thmg m itself ” Indeed the follow-

-ers of JSiyasangB end DignSga are ftequently aharactensen
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reality^ either of our cognitions, or of the objects

cognised Therefore let us be satisfied mth the usual

view of the phenomenal world, just as it is cognised by

us from experience,^

Enough of this discussion.

Let us revert to our subject matter.

as bemg also M&dhyamikas (i,o. zelativisfes) because they adhere

to the doctrme that all our conceptions have merely a relative

value (paratonlra). But Candiahhrti insists that Dignaga's

*'thmg m Itself’ is also relative, that he has thus &iled to grasp

the real profound meaning of the doctrine of the two leahties.

the Relativity is the *'surhtce” of the Absolute , it Las its real

stand as such a surface Therefbre m ch-2!!XV’ 9 and XXV
20 Nagarjuna will emphatically assert the essential identity of

the Absolute and the Phenomenal, of Nirvai^lia and SamsSra,

cp translation below, p 200, The Absolute of hfaragpma and

CandreaMrti has thus a certam similarity with the ‘^Enzaimn

of Parmenides, whereas the **tliing m itself’ of Dignaga has

some points of similanty with the Hoc Ahquid (»slamcid idam)

of Anstotle. The Madhyamika view can he clearly realized out

of the following eqnatzons. (1) 9am>rti (surface},aspizraspard*

feksd (ielativity)ss2al^=Z{n(^£a^yava«fAae»prapffaca (pluxahsm)

ssspxatitya — stmvifp&da— (dependentlv-together-oxigmation)

—

jffln2fafd=nt^sva&%avaf^=sa/vsdm^DhaTma-^yaa^Mhe manifes'*

ted world«aniuproaesentia Dei phaenomenon (3) sdnuofta

(“under the 6nr£ftce}s==affape^«K(iionrelative) —farafn&rtha

(ab8oMe)a»nts-pnrpa^ca (non-^pluxal)

(moni8tic)=spra£t{^«a»Uf^dda (i e., SaipVTtah pratfyta-samut-

padah)=^yata i,e. SaTnvrta-tunyatB=sa8vabhavata==tathata

s»dharmata=smrvdtia == — the world tnth specie
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The Suhlune Buddhas have also preached their

'doctrine m adapting it just to the habits of thought

of common humamty ^

XLII THE HIHAYANA THEORY OE
CAUSATION EXAMINED.

From our correhgiomsts^ Hlnayamsts, we

receive regarding this our demal of causation the

following reply ® We agree with you, they say,

that entities cannot arise out of themselves, so far

the production of a thing already existing out of its

-own self IS useless That entities cannot anse out

^ lauLilam darhnamt “philosopliy of common sense” as opposed

to darhmaj real philosophy

^ svayfUkya

» About the general idea of Oiusahty, {pramy-samvipada) m
Hhiayana cp above p 39 About its speoial application to the

evolution of life in 12 oonseoutive stages, cp 0 BrCsenberg,

Problems, Ch-XIV, My Central Conopetion, p 28 n and above

p, 134: The schools of Binayana were, moreover, engaged in

clasBidoation of varieties of coordination between the separate

momentary elements m which existence had been split They

thus established different pratyayas of the praltiya-sanwipSia

The calssification into four vanetics here mentioned belongs to

the school of the SarvSstivadinas, It has been supplemented

T)y a further classification mto six difierent which probably

is later than N^arjuna, since it is not mentioned by him The

PaU school had devised a classification into 21 praiyayas. The

full theory of the Sarvdstv^dtns is given m Ab Kofo, H 60ff.

I^rattfaya when contrasted with Aeitf means condition m general,

and Acftt cause (special) Otherwise both these terms are veiy

-often used as ^onvms All ibe very’interestmg datailq of

tbeir connotation can he i^lised only through a carefol study

of the cbhtdharma
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•of both somces i.e. out of a pre-existuig stuff and

-separate agents is also true, since one half of this

-solution IS invalidated, by ourdemal of a pre-esdstmg

.substance.

The last eventuahty, viz. that every thing

esasts at random without any causal link at all, is

absolutely poor. It is qmte right to dismiss it with-

out much consideration But if you also mamtam
that neither ate existent things caused by some-

thing separate from them, this we do not admit.

The Buddha has spemhed that existing thmgs have

causes producing them and that these causes are

substantially different from the thing produced.

The BQnayana maintains

11 Four can be the conditions.

Of everythmg produced

Its cause, its object, its foregoing moment.

Its most decisive factor

There is no fifth condition.

Among them, the cause is what turns out ®

Such is the defimtion. Therefore, if one entity

turns out the other, i.e. if their mutual position

is similar to that of a seed versus a sprout,® it

IS called its cause, this is the first condition, the
cause in general sense. If something when being
produced, is intent upon an object, something else,

^ 3^}^atey<i==iadh%put^proiya/ya^f

niTvarihaJea

The seed is the . odhtpatt-praiyaya^'kSTarui-Jieluiss^as^lharana*

of the sprout, cp p 86 17, here it erampMesa condi-
tion in general ' - - ’
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as e g. a sensation which is ahvays intent upon an.

object, the latter is called its objective condition

The foregoing condition for the production of

a result is the evanescence of its material cause e.g

the foregoing destruction of the seed is a condition

for the production of the sprout

The decisive or predommant condition is that

decisive fact which bemg efficient, the result (in-

evitably) appears Such are the four lands of

possible conditions

If there be other circumstances, previous,

contemi>oraneous or posterior to an event, thejr

are all to be included in one of these categories

A supreme Deity and similar transcendental condi-

tions do not exist Therefore the author j>uts hmit

“there is no other, fifth land of condition” Entities

arise under these conditions which are not identical

with the thing produced In such sense there is

production (or coordination with) things other

than the thing produced

Wo answer. Neither are entities produced out

of (or coordinated with) conditions which are

substantially separate from them.

ni In these conditions we can find,

No self-existence of the entities.

Where self-existence is deficient,

Relational existence also lacks.

If the produced entities^ had any pre-existence®

s uhpaddt purvam saUvant
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at all, in their own causes and conditions

which are something different feom these entities

themselves whether in all the combination ofthem or

m some of them separately or both in all of them

and m every one of them, or (oven if they existed)

somewhere outside the combination of their causes

and conditions then alone could they appear out of

them But this is not so They do not pre-exist. If

they did, they would have been perceived, and their

new production would have been useless. Therefore

the conditions and causes of an entity do not contain
any real existence of the result.! If they do not
contain its real existence, neither do they contain
its relational existence ® Existence, relation,

production,® are ignaonyms. Production out of
something extraneous means relation* toi t, (some
kind of pre-existence in it). This is impossible.
Therefore it is wrong to maintam that entities can
be produced out of conditions which are different
from them.

But then the Hiuayaiiist would Tnaiutain that
the produced entities, such as a sprout etc. do not
really existm their cause, such as seeds etc. as lone
as the latter have not undergone any change
(But when &ey are changed the result appears).
Otherwise the latter would appear withoS any
cause altogether. (This is what they caU thX
relation to other entities which ate their causes)
^ tvahhivali ~
* panbh&vaJ^



But in what sensed are we to thd

“othorness”^ of causes and conditions. When
both Maitra and his help-mate are present, we can

assert that they are two separate entities which

depend upon one another in producing a piece of

work together. But this kind of co-existence is not

found between a sprout and a seed Therefore when

results do not possess such separate existence of their

own, their relation, the “otherness” of the sprout

in regard to the seed, is absent. The designation of

it as “other” becomes meaningless and this alone

TYiftt-ftB production out of something extraneous

imposrable.

The HanayUmst’s appeal to Scripture betrays

Tita utter ignorance of its real intention. Never

did the Buddhas preach something contrary to

reason ® What the real aim of their doctrine is

we have indicated above, we have namely indicated

that the doctrine of causality refers to the pheno-

menal world.^

,XLin. THE EXISTENCE OE SEPAEATE
ENERGIES DENIED

When the philosopher who maintains the origi-

nation of entities out of other entities which are

their causes, has been thus dismissed, another one

sets forth a theory of origination through special

^ paralva*

^ ffukh~vtruddha»

* op above text-p 6410
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energies.^ The organ of vision, goIouib and the

other causes of the visual sensation are not pro-

ducing it directly. They are called causes because

they call forth an energy® capable of producing

sensation. This energy® then actually produces

visual sensation Thus the causes, as separate

entities, do not produce sensation. Its real pro-

ducer^ IS a corresponding energy, an energy in-

herent in the causes® and creative® of sensation.

Analogous is the physical energy of heat^ which

produces eg. cooked rice

We answer

"

IV. No energies in causes,

Nor energies outside them
No causes without energies.

Nor causes that possess them.

If an energy producing sensation does really

exist, it must be associated with such causes as the
organ of vision etc But this is impossible. Why ?

Because we will then be asked whether this assumed
energy is supposed to appear when this sensation
already exists, or before it or simultaneously with

1

z

3

<

S

«

V

NSgaquna avails Himself of the term hriya {^ani~hr%ycL in
the sense of enm^ or function Later it is replaced by the
term uydpdra vrhich IS also used by CSandiakirti, cp p 329-16

Jenya,

vtQS&na-^antJea.

yratyayavail

Head
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it ? The first alternative must be rejected. If the
sensation is already produced, the energy is useless

The energy is supposed to produce something
But if It IS already produced, what has the energy
to do ? This has been expressed m our Madhya-
mika Introduction thus

—

The second birth of something born

Should never be admitted, etc.

Neither is the existence of an energy to be

assumed in the causes previously to the sensation.

This we have expressed in the same work thus,^

This energy cannot take shape.

As long as the result^ is absent.

Neither is the existence of an energy just at

the moment of production possible, because a thing

is either produced or not yet produced, there is

no existence between these two moments It

has been said

—

What IS being produced is not produced,

Because it’s only half-produced

Or else all things without exception

Would nascent always be ^

1 M av VI

8

^ Ibid Cl 29 cp M vr p 545

^ hxrtr& vwa, lit "irithoiit tbe maker*’ sc without the result as

maker or shaper of the eneigr The future vtjffdna is here

envisaged as the shaper, (Jtarma-ldrala) of its own producer

« Lit p 80 3-4 “Because the nascent is half-bom, the nascent is

not born. Otherwise the condition of bemg nascent would

attach (prasaj^ie) to everything*’
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Since tke assumed energy cannot be located

in any one of the three times (past, present and
ftiture,) it does not exist altogether. Na^rjnna,
therefore, says,

No energies in causes.

We have commented npon this point in our

MMhyamika Introduction, when explaining that.

Without something characterized

There can be no characteristic feature, etc,^

Indeed the non-existing son of a barren woman
cannot be characterized as the possessor of a cow,
since he neither did nor does, nor wiE exist. (The
non-existmg energy cannot appertam to a cause.)

But then an energy might perhaps exist alone
yn hout being the possession of a cause ? This is
also impossible.

Wo energy outside the causes.

aeie is ao emigy in lie camss,^ « a™ a-™, it

eaagy. Ifa® is no
j .

omde the theeodo compoBing it this

6156, m gojQTie straw ^ at

dtang onWo.

owratod muuut ^ ^pnnented m nn

«»»g«n tt,
rf r""*

"
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If tlus is tbe case, if it is impossible to assume

energies, then perhaps the causes alone, without

possessing any energies will be . sufficient for the

production of entities ^ It is answered,

No causes without energies

If energies do not eiost, then the causes will bo

bereft of energy, they will not be efficient, they

will not be causes How then will they produce

something ?

But if causes really produce something, they

must be necessarily possessors of enorgy-

To this it is answered,

Nor causes are there that possess them.

The^ existence of energies is thus denied.

It then becomes clear that causes cannot be posse-

ssors of non-existing energies

What has been here said about an energy pro-

ducing sensation, equally applies to the energy of

heat^ and other physical energies Thus the word

'"production” is itself devoid of any meaning.

XLIV. CAUSATION IS NOT CO-OEDINATION,

To this the Hmayanist replies. We are not

in the least affected by your examination of the

question whether the causes are possessors
^

of

energy or not, We are satisfied with establishing

the fact that entities, such as sensation, anse m a__

» Lit. p 81.2 **The void *not* is the oonnootion with the eubjoct-

mattor, i e the negation must bo token out of the preceding

sentence The word **«fo*' puts ompliasiB.”

> Bead foevhnyS
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eerfcam oo-ordination, other entities,^ e.g. ths

oi^an of vision etc, (This is all what we mean, when
we assert that the existence of an organ of vision

etc. IS the condition under which a visual sensa-

tion etc. can anse}

NS^rjuna now states that this co-ordinational

theory of causation is also wrong,

y Let those facts be causes.

With which co-ordinated other facts arise.

Non-causes will they be.

So far the other facts have not arisen

If sensation is an entity whose origination is

co-ordinated with a faculty of vision and other

conditions, and these co-ordinations are called

causes, is it not evident that up to the TnnmBTii:

when this so-called “result” the sensation, has really

arisen, what can the organs etc. represent but non-
causes ? They are as good as non-causes That
is the idea of Nagarjuna And nothing can be pro-

duced out of its non-causes, eg oil cannot be
pressed out of sand corns.

But the following objection is then raised.

Th^ begin by being non-causes, but they are
afterwards converted into causes by combining
with some other concomitant conditions. This nlgp

won’t do. Because concomitant condition, con-
comitant with something which is not yet a condi-
tion, can be considered as a condition only if the
other fact is really a condition. We are in this case
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faced by the same difficulty as before. Thex^fore

this explanation cannot be accepted.

An organ of vision and an object arc hero

assumed to represent the causes producing visual

sensation. But are they the causes of an existing

sensation or are they ilie causes of a sensation not

yet existing ? It is anyhow an impossibility

Nagarjuna says,

VL Neitlicr non-Ens, nor Ens

Can have a cause

my

«

If non-Ens, whose the Cause ^

If Ens, what for the Cause ^

I7on-Ens, i c. a non-cxisting thing, how could

it liavc a cause ^ Its cause is perhaps so called

in anticipation ? It will produce the result at some
future occasion No

Befemug to a future fact

We give a name anticipatmg,

But never will this future come

Without a force that latently is present.^

The incongruities^ (rcsnitiiig from assuming

latent forces) have been mdicatod above.^

But if a thmg is really existent, if it is present,

if it has taken shape, it as absolutely luseless to ima-

gine some causes producing it

1 M. av VI 68 Lit ‘'TJicic is for it no futiuifcy witliout a force
**

3 dofa

3 cp. nhovo. p. 16V ff
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XLV. THE CAUSE CONDITIpN
After having represented that conditions^ in

general are not really causes, since they have no
capacity to produce effects, NiigsLijuna now proceeds

to consider their varieties separately and to show
that none of them singly is really a cause.

The following objection is raised by the Hina-
ySnist. Ifyou are right, he says, there can be no
conditions at all. But ^e notion of a cpndition is

very well established, since we have a definition of
its essence. The definition of the cause-condition^
^ It would have been strictly correct to translate pratyqj/a

“condidon” or “co-ordinate” and hetwpraljaya cause-condi-
tion or simply cause. But adhiptHt-pratyaya is even more
of a cause than httu-prafyeya winch, therefore, is sometimes
called sakdksri-pratyaya, {Sarvadars p. 39 Poona 1924).
Only the slambaaa and sammantara-pralyayas can be distin-

gui^ed as “conditions.” It is, therefore, impossible always
to distinguish between these two terms. YaSomitra
accordingly, says, ad Ab. Ko£a. II. 50, heianSm capratycy&n&m
ea ko viStsah ? na kaidt.

' helu-pralytya. the first of the four pratyayas. This classifica-
tion of conditions into four varieties is not what to our
requirements diould be a strictly systematic classification,
an members ace not exclusive one another. Thus the
genmal condition is contrasted with the special one
(adkipotO but it indudes the two others which are only
to varieties. It also embraces 5 causes of the iiste-dassi-
toation, 1) sahhsgO'htUt, relation of homogeneity between
the preceeding and the following moments of the same
thing, producing the illusion of its duration, or moral

subsequent elements ofa persona-
lity. ThwAsto-classificationisalsounsystematical, because
ttM sixth clau, the karana-hetu has two varieties, the
effl^tradthe non-efficient one (nas-beas. nus-nud), thaam IS the same as the predominant condition adhipati-
pratyaya otjasdhsratta-kenm, the second is an expression oftae dependence rfa given point-instant upon foe condi-hon of foe whole Umv^e Uom dharhsk) cp. above

relations ofco-
^*15? elements of Matter
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which is here accepted, is the following one. A cause
is what "turns out.” If something be altogether a
non-£ns, the definition of its essence could never
he given, it would be as though {some one were to
teach us about the essence of a non-existing) son
of a barren woman.

We answer. The producing condition (i. e„ the
cause), would exist if its essence were something
real. (But this is not the case), since,

VII Neither an Ens, nor'a non-Ens,

Nor any Ens-non-Ens,

No element is really "turned out.”

How can we then assume

The possibility of a producing-cause ?

Producing means creative.^ If an element

which can be produced would really be produced,

then a creative cause would produce it. But it is

‘not being (really) produced, since there is altogether

no such thing that needs to be produced, whether

Ens or non-Ens or (something including both) Ens

and non-Ens.

Indeed Ens is not produced because it exists.

Neither is non-Ens, since it does hot exist. Nor

En8<non-Ens, since such mutually contradicting

(characteristics) cannot epst in one thing, and beca-

use, if they did, they would be subject to both the

above strictures together. So it is that, since there

is no production of effects (from the Monist’s point

of view), neither are there any creative causes.

Lit., what "turns out” (mroartaka).
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Consequently the argument that causes must

exist because their essence (or function) has been

defined does not hold good in the present case.

XLVI THE OBJECT, A CONDITION OF
MENTAL PHENOMENA.

The author now proceeds to deny the (second

condition), the condition consisting in the fact that

(every mental phenomenon) has an objective

counterpart (upon which it is intent).

VIII A mental Ens is reckoned as an element.

Separately from its objective counterpart.

Now if it begins by having no objective coun-

terpart.

How can it get one afterwards ?

What are the elements^ of existence which
are here in the Hinayanist’s system characterised

aspossessorsofan objective counterpart?® Conscious-
ness, (i e., pure, indefinite sensation) ® and definite

mental phenomena.^ Such are the words of
Scripture. When consciousness is awakened, or
definite mental phenomena produced, they are
intent® upon some object (which transcends them),
whether it be a patch of colour or some other object

corresponding to the sensation. These are then
called the objective conditions® of those mental
elements.

® €itta»

^ emita,

^ slambanena v^udyanU^
^ ulomhana^pratyayat
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It is now asked, is this objective condition ima-

gined for sensation already existing, or for sensation

not yet produced ? In the first case the objective

condition becomes useless. Indeed the objective

condition is assumed in order to account for the

production of this element,^ (sensation). But this

element then really exists before the objective cause

has begun to operate.

Indeed in this case the element (consciousness^

would be established as existing by itself, separately

from its objective cause. Why would we then

imagine it influenced by an external object ?

Thus consciousness and similar elements would

appear as existent and real, separately from their

objective counterparts Then it would simply be

your fancy to call them prossessors of an objective

counterpart®. They would have altogether no

(real) relation to objects

Now let us examine the other alternative. We

then imagine that a sensation not yet existing has

already an object. This is also impossible. Because

an element which has been entered into the system

of elements separately from its objective counterpart

is, in any case, an existing element. But (to im^ne)

an unexisting element combining with an object is

quite impossible. °

^ dharma»
a smtnbana.

^ impossible, because it is

1 iSie^'in aphorS “without in obj^t real^etc

^ element » tanght in the

non-existing has no combination with the object.
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The first sentence of the above verse must be

supplemented thus—“you call possessor ofan object”

a mental Ens which in the system is reckoned as an

element separately firom its object.

The second sentence of the verse contains a

question,

Now if it begins by having no objective counterpart

How can it get one afterwards ?

This is the reason expressed in the form of a

question.^ The meaning is the following one If an

element cannot exist without being intent upon an

object, if it is not real, wherefrom will then the

object appear ? If the object-maker^ is absent,

neither can the object exist.

But then how are we to understand the Scrip-

tural evidence that mind and mental phenomena
must have an object ? The question is trivial.”

Yes they have an object, if the rule be considered

from the empirical standpoint of contingent reality,

not from the transcendental standpoint of absolute

reality.

XLVII THE CAUSA MATERIALS DENIED

N^arjuna next proceeds to destroy the notion

of an immediately preceding moment of a chain of

homogeneous momentary existences which by the

^ Lit. p. 85.4 "The word atha for a question. Why •’—for

the reason.”

2 alambanaka

” adosa
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Hjnayanist is reckoned as a special condition.^ He
says,

IX If separate elements do not exist,

Nor is it possible for them to disappear.
'

There is no moment which immediately

precedes.

And if it disappears, how can it be a cause ?

The® definition of the immediately preceding

homogeneous condition is here (in the Hinayana) the

following one. The immediately preceding destruc-

tion of the material cause is a condition of tihe

production of the result. The following must be

considered. When in a monistic system all entities,”

all supposed results, are viewed as non-pro-

duced,* as e. g., a sprout is not considered as a

1 This condiUon corresponds roughly to the sammnyi-lBTam

of the Nygya-VaiSejika; it represents the upadSna, the

substratum of every appearing element. In the reahsbe

systems, the eausa maknalu is the continuant substance m
the new production. But all Buddhists deny the existence

of continuant substances and reduce them to chains of

discrete moments, every preceding moment representing

the upadStttt of the following one. The preceding moment

IS supposed to have vanished when the next one appeal^

* Precedes a grammatical explanation. Lit., p. 86. •

“Here, in the last half of the verse, the quarters must be

transposed. Moreover the word "and” is at the wrMg

place, it should stand after the word ntraddhe. The

reading wiU then be, “if it has disappeared, how « it a

cause? Therefore "the foregoing” is not admissible. It

has been thus expressed for the sake of versificatoon

^ dhama.
^ 1. c. ftfft Specie aeUrfittaUs,
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new origination,^ then 'it is clear that from this

standpoint, the disappearance of the cause, the

seed in its last moment, is impossible. In this case,

there is no disappearance of the material cause,

and therefore how can there be a moment repre-

senting the inunediately preceding condition for

the production of the sprout ?

But the Hinaygnist maintains that all existence

being a chain of descrete moments, the disappear-

ance of the seed must have happened before the

result has appeared. However, if the seed is des-

troyed, converted into non-existence, what is then

supposed to represent a cause ofthe sprout ? Or
what is the cause that has destroyed the seed ?

Both are without a cause. This is expressed in the
words.

And if it disappears, how can it be a cause ?

The word "and” refers to a non-produced
sprout® Indeed, since it is assumed that the sprout
is not yet produced at the moment when the seed
has already disappeared, both these events the dis-

appearing of the seed and the appearing of the
sprout are without a cause. For this reason, an
immediately foregoing separate momentary exist-

ence as a cause is an impossibility.

Another explanation of this verse is the following
one.

^ but as a mode of the unique substance [talhsiS^dharmakaja)
of the Univerfie*

* It is tiie habit of Indian commentaries to interpret the
particle ‘and* as an indication of some additional
drcnmstance.
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la the first aphorism of this treatise, viz,

—

There absolutely are no things,

Nowhere and none, that arise anew.

Neither out of themselves, nor out of non-self^

Nor out of both, nor at random,

the notion of origination has been cleared away

altogether.

The present aphorism simply refers to that gene*

ral denial and draws the consequence that—

If separate elements never appear.

Nor is it possible for them to disappear.

There is no moment which immediately preceds.^

As to the explanation of the last sentence of the

aphorism, viz.

And if it disappears, how can it be a cause ?

it remains then just the same as before.

XLVIII THE SPECIAL CAUSE ALSO DENIED

Nagayuna now goes on to deny the existence of

a predominant condition® and says^

^ z» e.» there is no momentary existence which immediately

disappears in order to make room for the next moment,

a This variety of causation is probably the precursor of the

as&dksrana karanot ssdhakatama k&raiM ot

karma of the Nyfiya-Vaiiesika. The eye, c- g., is the

adhipati^pratyaya of a visual sensation. But it cannot

be identified with our causa effietens because such a concep-

tion has^ strictly speakings no place in the Buddhist system.

Causation in the world-process is imagined as quite

impersonal, the separate bits of reahty are following

one another automatically. Karma itself is a separate

element, it is not personal in theory. All results are there-

fore automatic, the natural outflow *nisyanda-phala oi

conditions. Some results are very ^aracteristically

called anthropomorphic (ptmtsa-^kdra-phala^purusei^ tva

km), they are also conceived as automatic, but only

appearmg^as though they were produced by a conscious

wll. Of. Ab. Koia. II 56 ff.
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X If entities are relative,^

They have no real existence.

The formula "this beings that appears."

Then loses every meaning.

The definition of the predominant condition® is

here in Hlaay9.na the following one. A predomi-

nant condition is that special fact which being

present the result inevitably appears. But since all

separate entities® from the Monist's point of view

have only a relative origination^ and no real inde-

pendent existence,® the definition of causation

expressed in the words ’'this being, that appears"

then loses every meaning. What is indeed the

meaning of the word "this" which is supposed to

point to a cause, and what the meaning of the

word "that" which is supposed to point to its

result ? It is true, a definition is given, but Causa-
lity is not thereby established.®

The Hinayanist makes the fbllowing objection.

After having observed that a piece of cloth is pro-

duced out of threads, we conclude that the existence

^ ntktBobhaoa’^iStffa.

® ttdkipati-pTatjBjfa,

® bhseSnstn,

* pratflya-samutpannafiia==Sanyat8>

® svabbsoa-abhsvamaieiffatS,

* Lit., p, 87, 1-3. "Since there is non-existence of self-

existence of the entities because of their Dependently-

together-origination, wherefrom that which is pointed to

by "this” as a cause, wherefrom that which is pointed to
by "that” as a result ? Therefore, albeit from a definidon,
there is establishment of their conditions”.
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of threads etc. is a necessary condition for the
existence of a piece of cloth.

We answer. From the standpoint of transcen-
dental reality, it is just the production of such
separate results as cloth etc. that is ultimately*
denied. How can we then admit that their supposed
conditions are really causes ? That the production
of such results as cloth etc. is ultimately unreal,
this Nsgarjuna makes clear in the following words,
XI Neither singly in anyone of these conditions,

Nor together in all of them
Does the supposed result reside.

How can you out of them extract,

What in them never did exist ?
The cloth, indeed, does not exist neither in the

threads, nor in the weavers brush, nor in his loom,
nor in the shuttle, nor in the pins or other causes
taken singly. Wc do not perceive in them any cloth.

Moreover from a plurality of causes a plurality of
effects would be expected. And since the cloth does
not exist in any one of its parts taken singly, it

neither does exist in all ofthem, in the threads etc.,

taken together.

If we would admit that every single cause con-

tributes its part to the general result, we should be
obliged to admit that one result is produced
piece-meal.

Therefore since there are really no results,

neither can the existence of causes as separate

entities^ be admitted. .

^ svarUpatah
^ svabhsvafa^.
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XII Supposing from these causes does appear

What never did exist in them.

This is what the Hiuay^nist maintains.

Out of non>causes then

Why does it not appear ?

The result does not pre-exist in these things

which admittedly are not its causes. And we have
seen that it neither does pre-exist in those things

which admittedly are its causes. Why then is a
piece of cloth never produced out of straw and
other things which admittedly are not its causes ?

From the standpoint of ultimate reality^ we
then deny the production of results altoghter.

The Hinayanist makes here the following

objection. If the result were really one thing and
its causes something separate, then we would under-

stand your solicitude about the question whether
the result pre-exists in the causes or not ? But the
result is not something outside its causes. On the
contrary, it includes them in itself, the presence
of the whole complex of all the causes of a given
event is equivalent to the production of the latter.

Nsgarjuna says,

XIII The result a cause-possessor.

But causes not even self-possessors.

How can result be cause-possessor.

If of non-self-possessors, it be a result.

You maintain that there is a possessive relation
between a result and its causes, i.e., that the result

* svarapata^s^taUvatafy

i
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is simply a modification* of its causes. This

is wrong, because these supposed causes do not

possess their own selves, i. e. they are no real

causes.^

It is asserted that a piece of cloth consists of

threads. The cloth then could be a reality if the

threads themselves had ultimate reality.^ But they

consist of parts.* They are themselves modifica-

tions of their own parts, they are no ultimate

realities. Therefore what is the use of maintaining

that the result designated as a cloth consists of

threads, when these threads themselves are no

ultimate realities,® they are not "self possessors

This has been expressed in the following aphorism,

Cloth is existent in its threads.

The threads again in something else.

How can these threads, unreal themselves,

Produce reality in something else ?®

^ praiya^*mkdfah»

^ apratyAyo)^o€ihhitoiih»

^ soabhuva^stddha*

* andumaya, possessing particles or filaments.

^ asvahhdva’^siddha.

^ asvahMva^

7 asuayammaya.

® This 18 against the Vai^esila view that the reality of me

whole 11 conditioned by the reality of the parts in^ whi^

the whole is supposed to inhere, the atoms being t e

ultimate, eternal reality. For the Madhyamikas at^s

will be relative realities, constructed reaht.es

the identification of this stanza cf. M. de

in his eda
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XIV There is, therefore, no cause-possessor,

Nor is there a result without a cause.

Nor causes are there, nor non-causes,

If altogether no results.

Therefore there is no cause-possessing result.

Then perhaps there may be a result without

causes ? No, there is no result outside its material

cause. If the reality of a piece of cloth is noit

sufficiently explained by the reality of its compo-

nent parts the threads, this does not mean that it

will be explained any better by the reality of the>

straw of which mats are made.^

The HinaySnist objects. Let us admit for the

sake of argument that there are no results i. e., no

production and no pre-existence ofsupposed results”

^ Lit. p. 89.9 “If there is no cloth consisting of threads how
can there be one consisting of tSnma straw ?”

® The theory of the non-existence or the non-pre-existence

of the result in its causes, {ms bhst pkalam—asot-phalam=^

asat-kayam) is also admitted by the VaiSesikas, but they

admit a new creation {srambha) of the results by the

causes. The Hlnayanists have substituted for a notion of

efficient causality (tUpada) a notion of coordination,

Ipratiya-samutpsdtt) and converted efficient causes (fietUf

koram), into conditions or coordinates (pratyaya). At the
same time they have here converted every entity, every
durable object, into a senes of discrete momentary exist-
ences following one another with strict regularity. They
have thus replaced causality by a regularity or uniformity
in nature The MahaySnist rejects this
theory from the standpoint of absolute reality, but this
does not prevent him from accepting the realistic view for
phenomenal reality, cp. above p. 163.
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There is, however, a regularity’- in the phenome^
nal world according to which some facts appear as
coordinated and others are not so coordinated.
You yourself admit it. Indeed you ask us the

following question: if there are no results produced
by causes and if all existence consists of discrete

moments following one another why it is that cei>

tain facts appear only after those with which they

are serially coordinated, why is it that they do not

appear with the same evidence® after facts with

which they are not serially coordinated ? By putt-

ing this question you implicitly admit a strict

regularity in the phenomenal world. If the suppo-

sed results, called a cloth or a mat, were not exis-

tent, their coordinates, the threads 'and the straw,

would never have been called causes. In this sense

we the HfaaySnists maintain the reality of results.
®

We answer There would have been a real

result, if conditions and non-conditions themselves

really existed. We would then distinguish that,

given a certain result, such and such facts are not

its conditions. But if we critically examine* these

nfyama.

^ ahMptwiartate=abhimukham pravartaU.

* Lit. p 89 10-12. “Here he says, let there be no result,

but there is a r^;ularity ofconditions and non-conditions.

Accordingly you say “if a non-existent result appears

after its conditions, after its non-conditions also why does

it not evidently appear" ? ''And if the result called

cloth or mat does not exist, the conditionality of the

conditions, of the threads or the straw, is impossible."

ncsryamsna.
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conceptions^ they reveal themselves as non-real.

Therefore,

No causes are there, no non -causes.

Since altogedier no result.^

Thus we conclude that there is no coordination®

among separate entities, when considered from the

transcendental point of view.®

Accordingly it is stated in the Arya-Ratnakara-

sutra,'^

Where the adept of Relativity® himself is lost.

What vanishes like a bird’s flight in air,

What independently nowhere exists,

Will never be a cause producing something !

What independently at all does not exist,

How can it have a cause/ without itself existing,

Without itself existing, how can it be efficient ?
^

Such is Causality as taught by Buddha.

All supposed forces® are like mountains,®

They are immovable and firmly seated,

^ Lit. p, 90.1 **Gauses and non-causes is a (dvandva)

compound.”
^ sttnui^attps»prati^a^samutpsda. The first chapter thus

winds up with a rejection of the HinaySnistic praHtya^

samuipada*

® svtthh&vatah^ttvaUih.

cp. Xi. Feer, Index du Kandjour, P. 248.

® ^Unya-vid. cp. Tib

® para^^paceayahi possibly as hakuvriM*

^ Lit. ”give birth to something else.”

® sarva^dkarnuisssarDs sanukdt&h^ the totality of all the active

elements of mdstence.

® or "motionless”, acala^
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Not changing, never suffering, ever quiescent

Unconscious^ are they like aerial Space.

Just as a mountain can be never shaken

So motionless are all the elements ‘ of nature,

They never go and never come.

Thus should we have understand these elements

Revealed by the Victorious Buddha.
And moreover,

This one Reality Eternal,®

Has been revealed by the Victorious Buddha,

The lion of this mankind :

It is not born, it does not live*

It does not die, does not decay.

And merged® in it are all the beings !

If something has no essence in itself.

How can it then receive an essence from with-
out ?®

There are, therefore, no things internal,

There also are no things external.

ajSnaka Tib ies-pa-med-pa does not mean that dharma-

hSya is an unconscious materialistic principle, but that no

individual things are cognized, since they are lost in the

alNembracing whole, cp. 185. n. 3.

^ dkarma.

^ dhartna evidently in the sense of Utarma-haya^dharmatd^

tathsis. But the meaning of dharma *'the doctrine of

Buddha'* is also suggested

* ttpapadyi, here probably in the sense oFstkita as a member

of the series ufpsda, sthxti, jars, amtyats.

a nias^^t'^Tib. bkod-pcp^^ofnntviia '^arrangement**, i. e,, the

whole is an arrangement of parts, the parts disappear in

the whole
a pan-bhsvattt.
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But everywhere is present our Lord.^

This absolute condition^ for Quiescence

Where every individual disappears,

Has been revealed by die real Buddha. °

There is in it no individual life whatever.

There you will stroll* from birth delivered !

You will then by your Saviouti

And you will save the hosts of living beings I

There is no other Path discemable whatever.

There you will live, iirom birth* delivered.

And free yoursdf, deliver many beings ! etc.

Finished die “Examination ofCausality” the first

chapter of the ‘'Clear worded” Comment upon
Relativity, the work of the venerable Master Can-
drakirti.

» Lit,, 91 4-5 “With whom some self-existence is not
found, thrwgh something it is not reached as other-
esdstence, it is not being reached neither from within
nor from without, in it is the Lord inherent.” nsiha^
dhamorkaya', niwscffi in the same sense as in 91.2.

* The term gaft signifying the six kinds of worldly existence
is here applied to Nirvana which is not a gali, but the'
ultimate aim of all gatis,

» ae term m-gata is here evidenUy being interpreted as
the man who has entered the "best gati», i. e., who is lostm the Absolute.

* wliamsi is here also used pointedly for a condition which
at the same time the

ultimate aun of all vyoDahara.

gatu
5



CHAPTER XXV
EXAMINATION OFNIRVANA

L THE HINAYANISnc NIRVANA REJECTED

On diis sutyect Nagarjuna says,

I. If everything is relative,^

No real origination, no real annihilation,

How is Nirvana then conceived ?

Through what deliverance,® through what

annihilation

With regard to this point the Buddha has taught

that personalities^ who have lived a pure life and

have been initiated into Buddha’s religion,® who
have acquired a knowledge ofbntology, i e., of the

elements of existence as taught in that religion,®

can attain a double kind of Nirvana, a Nirvana at

lifetime, being an annihilation with some residual

suhstratum^ and a final Nirvana, being an annihila-

tion without any residue.

1

s

iunya*

prahsna^

® nirodka*

4

® taih&gata’^iasana’^prattpanna,

^ dharma^am^dknrma'-praiipatU’y^^ notewortfiy the use of

the term ^dkarntd in its two chiefsignifications side by side,

the first dkarma refers to the doctrine, or religion, the

second to the 75 elements of existence^ or ontology.
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* The first of ' them is conceived as something

attainable by a complete deliverance^ from the

whole catalogue of the defiling elements,* e. g., the

illusion of personal identity,* desires^ etc. etc*

A substratum is what xmderlies all these defiling

agencies, it is the inveterate instinct of cherishing

one's own life * The word *
'residual substratum *

thus refers to that foundation of our belief in per-

sonal identity* which is represented by the ultimate
elements of our mundane existence,^ which are
systematized in five different groups* A residue
is what is left. A substratum is left in a partial

Nirv&na. It exists with a residual substratum^

hence its name.

What is the thing in which there still is a residue

of personal feeling ? It is Nirv&na It is a residue

^ prahsna,

® kleia-gana.

® avidj^^

* ragadu

* atma-sneha*

^ Otma-prajnaph,

^ iipSdSna^skandh$/s=ss^Tam~dhztmShi the elements of mun-
dane existence as contrasted with the elements composing
the Saint and the Buddha; can be translated as
element” and as "group of elements” because three

dhas ( vedana, samjna, oijnana ) contain one dkama each,
rapa-skandha contains 10 dhamas, and samaskara-^skandha
the remaining 59 ones, except die eternal ones asams^a,
not included in this classification at all; zkondha is also
a group in the sense of contawing past, pcesent^ future
etc. dkamas cf my Central Concepdon, p* 6
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consisting of the pure elements^ of existence alone,

delivered from the illusionofan abiding personality’

and other stealthy defilers,’ a state comparable to

that of a town in which all criminal gangs have
been executed. This is a Nirvana at lifetime with

some residue of personal feeling.

A Nirvana in which even these purified elements

themselves are absent is termed final Nirvana, a
Nirvana without any residue of personal feeling,

because of the idea that here^ the residue of per-

sonal feeling is gone, it is impersonal. It is a state

comparable to that of a town (destroyed), a town

which, after all the criminal gangs have been

executed, has been itself also annihilated. It has

been said about this Nirv^a.

The body has collapsed.

Ideas’ gone, all feelings vanished.

All energies’ quiescent.

And consciousness^ itself extinct.

And likewise.

With his body still at life,

^ siaitt/Aa-mairaia^aSsreiia-d/iarmgfi

^ Bat-kS3Fa-dr$ti,

^ IcleaSa>taskara.

* mr~ufiaSt-£esa is thus an adhtkarana-^adhana

pada-lopttt composite word implying that when all the

elements of life are gone, there still remains something

lifeless in what there has formerly been life, cp. below

p. 525-6

^ /tdu-ses=sanyiis.

“ hdu-byed => samskSra.
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The Saint enjoys some feeling.

But in Nirvana, consciousness^ is gone,*

Just as a light (when totally extinct.)

This lifeless Nirva>ia, without any residue, is

attained through an extinction of all elements of

life.”

The Mahayanist. Now, how are we to under-

stand the possiblity of this double Nirvana ?

3- eetaki^ijijMna-skandha.

^ viinoksah»iuvrttih. cp. p. 525. 7.

^ shandh&nam nirodkdt. These two Niv^laas are well known in

European science since the time of Childers. Of them only

the second is the real and final NirvSna. It is defined by

GhilderSy according to the Pah school^ as annihilation of

all the skandhas. But the classification of existence as

sktindhas does not include mrodka or asamskTta-dkarma, The

Saro&suv&dins and Vaibhdsikas^ as we have seen^ assume

this mrodka to represent a separate reality— vasiu^

dharmaf it is a lifeless dkarma-svabknoa as contrasted with

the living dharma-laksana?^samskarak. The MahftySnist,

from his higher, monistic point of view> brushes both

these Nirv&nas aside. But there cannot be the slightest

doubt that NfigStjuna accepts their contingent reality.

He thus has three Nirvanas. The first represents the

world sub specie aeternitaks^ it is defined below, XXV 9.

The second is the condition of the MahaySnistic Saint, the

dfyUg the hodktsaitva* The third corresponds to his

disappearance in final Nirvana. The first alone is ulti-

mately real. The two others are immanent in it ; they ate

not separately {svabhdvaiah) real. To these three Nirva^,
the Yogacaras have added a fourth one, called by them
apraUstkitorniroSna altruistic Nirvana, it represents the pure
condition of their eternal Conscious Principle, that prin-

ciple which they have inherited from the Sautrantikas and
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The Hinayanist Nirvana is only possible through
the annihilation of desires^ and all active elements
producing life.® If everything is relative,® if nothing
really originates^ nothing really disappears, where
is the source of illusion and desires,^ where all the

elements® which must vanish, in order that Nirvana
should take place ? It is therefore, clear that

separate entities must really exist,® in order that

something should really vanish.

To this the following aphorism is an answer.

II Should everything be absolutely real,*'

No real creation, no real destruction,

the latter from earlier schools with similar theistic tenden-

cies, the Vatslputrryas^d the Mabasanghikaa, cp* above

p. 30 and J. Masuda, Der Idealismus der Yogaefira Schule,

p 52 if. ( Heidelberg, 1926 )• According to consequent

Mah&yanism, this fourth Nirvana should be also regarded

as merely an aspect of the first, but this question appears

never to have been finally answered, atleast among some

of the followers of that school. It is a moot point among

the Tibetans, even now, whether the Absolute of an

author like Dharmaklrti represents a Conscious Principle

(ies-pa) or Impersonal Eternity According to

the early YogSeSras, the dharma-kaya is divided into

suabkava-knya ( no-bo-nid-sku ) jHana-kiiya (je-^cs-kyi-

sku), the first is the motionless (mtyd) substance of the

Universe, the second is amtya, i e. changing, living*

^ kleia>

^ skatidka^

® k&nyit*

^ kleisk^^aDi^'d-tysfje,

^ skandksh.

® hh&osnum svabhavakt *‘non -relative, absolute existence
”

7 alkanya*
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How is Nirvana then conceived ?

Through what deliverance, through what

annihilation ?

If the defiling elements^, or all the elements

in general,^ are independent entities, existing in

themselves,® since it is impossible for them to

be deprived of their own reality, how can they

be annihilated, in order that through this

annihilation Nirvana should be reached ? There-

fore Nirvana is equally impossible from the stand-

point of the Realists.* But the Relativists®

do not admit a Nirvana consisting in annihilation

of all elements in general, nor do they admit

a partial Nirvana consisting in an annihilation

of the defiling elements alone. Therefore they are

not responsible for the just mentioned incongruity,®

The Relativists, in consequence, can never be

accused of assuming a kind of Nirvana which is

logically impossible.

II THE MAHAYANISTIG NIRVANA, WHAT ?

If, to be sure, the Relativists admit neither a

NirvSna consisting in the extinction of illusion and

desire,’ nor a Nirvana consisting in the extinc-

tion of all elements of life, what is then their idea

tieia. I

^ skandhsasm=iamtkl’ltt~dkanttSticlm=iamskarSnSm

® svahhamnai^aiiastktta.

* svtthhsva-vsdm,

® isnyata-vaiin.

? tesam ayam adoseh.

’ kte&a=avidyB~irsiie.
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of Nirvana ? The following aphorism gives the

answer.

III. What neither is released, nor is it ever reached,

What neither is annihilation, nor is it

eternality,

What never disappears, nor has it

been created,

This is Nirvana ( World’s Unity, the

Inexpressible )

That (undefinable essence) which can neither be

extinguished as, e. g ,
a desire, nor can it be attain-

ed, as e. g., a reward for renunciation; which

neither can be annihilated, as e.g
, all the active

elements of our life.^ nor is it everlasting,^ as a

non-relative^ absolute principle; which cannot

really^ disappear, nor can it be cieated; that some-

thing which consists in the Quiescence^ of all

Plurality,® that is Nirvana.

Now, if the Universe is really such a Unity, if

it is no Plurality,^ how is it then that our imagina-

tion has built up defilers® i e an illusion of personal

^ s/tandMi/ttfaL

® sasoata or ntlya *‘beginningless.*’

^ ainnyavat, as the svalaksana of the Yogfic&raSj the Nirvana

of the HinaySnists, the pradhana of the Ssnkhyas etc. etc.

They are all a^unya in that sense that their adepts suppose

them to be absolute^ non-relative*

^ svahh&v&tohs

^ upa^atna

^ ntsprapMca^

® Jf:US(i“X:alpattds
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identity and desires through a suppression of which

Nirvana is supposed to be attained ? Or how is

it that our imagination has built up separate

elements through the annihilation of which

Nirvana reveals itself ? As long as these construc-

tions of our imagination^ exist, Nirvana cannot

be reached, since it is reached just through a

suppression of all Plurality.

The Hinayanist objects. Be that as the case may
be, let us admit that neither the defiling elements,

nor the elements in general exist when Nirvana is

reached. However, they must exist on this side of

Nirvana, i. e., before Nirvagia is reached. In that

case Nirvana will be possible through their total

annihilation.

We answer. You are haunted’' by illusion, get

rid of it 1

For a real Ens which exists as an independent-

entity® can never be converted into an one-ntity.

Therefore those who are really desirous to attain

Nirvina must first of all get rid of this imagined

Plurality. Indeed N£g&rjuna himself will state that

there is no line of demarcation, with the Phenome-

nalworld on this side and the Absolute on the other.

Where is the limit of Nirvana,

’T is also the limit of Sainsara,

There is no line of demarcation,

^ halpmsti.

® gr^a. •

® svabhsvato mdyamsna.
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No slightest shade of dificrence between them.*

Thus it should be realized that nothing is really

suppressed in Nirvana, and nothing is really annihil-
ated. Nirvana consists merely in the suppression
of absolutely all the false constructions of our
imagination. This has been stated by the Buddha
himself in the following words,

Real ultimate elements ^ can never be annihilated,

The things that in this world do not exist.

They never did at all exist-

Those who imagine existence along with

non>existence

Will never realize phenomenal (Plurality's)

Qpiescence

The meaning of this stanza is the following

one. In the Absolute,* i.e,, in that principle

which is final NirvSna® without any residue (of

phenomenal life altogether), all elements of

existence have vanished, because all of them,

whether they be called defilers,“ or the creative

power of life,’ or individual existences,® or groups of

elements, they have all totally vanished. This

* XXV, 20.

® dharmsli.

® duhKha^^samsSra, cp. p. 523. 13

* rnrm'ttt

® ninsna-dhtttu.

® UeSa.
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all systems of philosophy admit, i. e., that the

Absolute is a negation of the Phenomenal.

Now, these elements which do not exist there,

in the Absolute, they really do not exist at all; they

are like that kind of terror which is experienced

when, in the dark, a rope is mistaken for a snake

and which dissipates as soon as a light is brought

in. These elements of our life, called illusion and
desire, their creative force and the consequent
individual lives.® have no real existence in the
absolute sense,® even at any time in the phenome-
nal condition of hfe.* Indeed, the rope which in
the dark has been mistaken for the serpent, is not
really in itself a serpent, since it is not apprehended
by sight and touch, whether in the light or in the
darkness, as a real serpent would necessarily be.

How is it then that it is called phenomenal
reality ?

®

We answer. Obsessed by the unreal devil
of their “Ego" and their “Mine*' the obtuse
men and common worldlings imagine that they
really perceive separate entities which in reality do
not exist, just as the ophthalmic sees before him-
self hair, mosquitoes and other objects which never
did exist. It has therefore been said,

sttna-vodinah,

® kleia-karma-janmadt,

® tatfyiOafj.

* satjtsSra-aoastiiayam,

* smtKSra,
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Those who imagine existence along with non-

existence.

Will never realize phenomenal Plurality's

Quiescence.

Those who assert existenccj the Realists who
imagine that there is a real existence of separate

entities,* are the followers of Jaimini, Kanada,

Kapila and others up to the realistic Buddhists, the

Vaibhgsikas.”

Those who deny future existence are the Materi-

alists ® who are firmly rooted in a destiny leading

them to hell. The others are the SautrSntikas who

deny the existence of the past and the future,* deny

the existence of such a separate element as the

moral character of the individual,® deny the exist-

ence of forces which are neither physical nor

* bhavasadbhsva-kalpatUtvatUah.

* It is noteworthy that the SautrSntikas are not mentioned

among the Realists; it is just because they are half-realists

In addition to what has been said above, p. 29 S, about

the position of the SautrSntikas, it must be mentioned

that Bodhdharma and many others characterised this

school as MahaySnistic, because of its moral philosophy.

But their opimon was reacted, since the founders of the

two mam schools of the MahsLySna, i. e., Nfig&tjuna an

iryasanga, did not share it (Gp. Lans^-hu-tuk-ta, Gnh-

mthah. trans by M. Gorsky, Ms. Mus. As. Petr.). The

total silence about Vedanta is also to be noted-

® nastika, they deny retribution, moral responsib ity

cp. p- 28.

^ Op. My Central Conception p. 42.

® corrected from vijfiaptis p» 523.1 1 cp- 1 i •

p« 6, 7,99.
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mental,^ but admit the reality of all other separate

elements. Or they are the TogacaraSt the Idealists

who deny the existence of individual things so hv

as they represent logical constructions of our

thought,® but admit L their contingent reality so

far they obey causal laws® and 2. their final

reality so far they are merged into the Universal

Whole.*

The phenomenal world/ or the pheno-

menal life® will never reach final Quiescence

neither for the Realists/ nor for the Negativists/

(nor for partial Realists). Indeed,

A man, suspecting he has taken poison,

Faints even when there is no poison m
his stomach.

Swayed by the care of Ego and of “Mine*',

Eternally he comes and dies,

Without real knowledge.® about his Ego^®

Therefore it should be known that nothing is

suppressed in Nirv&ua and nothing annihilated.

^ tnpmj^ta»samkara^rapa~dtta^mprayttkta-samk^^^ cp. ibid,

p. 21.

® pixfi’-kalpUa^svabknvaf cp. Tntnbtka, p. 39 gtud above, p. 33.

® paratantra, cp. ibid.

* pttmispannai cp. ibid.

® duMa^pafka'>upSdsna<kandhSh*

® samara,

^ asiivadin,

® nasimdm,

® hdag^der-hdu^ies»yan^ag=stad-atm^sas)ijna*

from the Hb.
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The essence of Nirvana consists merely in the ex-

tinction ofall constructions of our productive imagi-

nation.^

Accordingly we find it stated in the RatnSvali”

Nor is Nirvana non-existence.

How can such an idea’’ come to you ^

We call Nirvana the cessation

Of every thought of non-existence and existence.

Ill NIRVANA NOT AN ENS.

The following aphorisms are directed against

those who not being able to realize that Nirvana is

simply the limit of all constructions of our produc-

tive imagination continue to imagine a Jcind of

Nirvana which either represents reality or non-reality

or both or neither.

IV Nirvana, first of all, is not a kind of Ens,

It would then have decay and death.

There altogether is no Ens

Which is not subject to decay and death

There are indeed philosophers who have a

preconceived idea^ that Nirvana must be some-

thing positive.® The following is their line of argu-

ment. According to our system,® they say, there

is a positive thing which represents a barrier/ a

^ saTva'‘Ka}pen&4saya^

® Ratuavali or Ratnamgbkfi, a work ascribed to NagSguna-

^ hhavanS.

^ ahhnmsta,

^ bkava*,

® tka.

^ niTOdhstmaka^ padsrthah.
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definite for the existence of a stream® of

defiling elemtints, creative actions and consequent

existences.® It is comparable to a dam checking

a stream of water. This is Nirvana. We know

fit>m experience* that a thing® without having a

reality of its own® could not be cfScient.® in

that way.

The Sautr5ntika objects. It has been declared

that absolute indifferencei® the extinction of desires

which are associated with life,® of enjoyment that

this kind of blank,'® is Nirvana. What in itself

is a mere Extinction" cannot be envisaged as a
kind of Ens.' ® It has been just declared,

But in Nirvana consciousness itself is gone.

Just as a light when totally extinct.

To regard the extinction of the light of a lamp
as a kind of Ens is logically impossible.'®

The Vaibhasika answers. Your interpretation

of the words “extinction of desire”, as meaning

“extinct desire” is wrong. The right interpretation

' myata-rodha=ntredha=‘ntrvsm.

^ santena

® kUSa-kama-jamna.

* dr^ate.

* dhemai.

a md^mina'SvahhSDa,

’ kafyorksm.

® mrsga.

® nandtrsgasahagats-ifstts

mrodka,

kfoya-msbram.

bhsoa.

nopapadj/ate.
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is the following one. “That thing h which desire is

extinct” is called extinction of desire. It can

then be asserted that when that ultimate entity*

which is called Nirv&na is present, every desire and

consciousness are extinct. The extinction of die light

of a lamp is a mere example. And even this example

must be understood as an illustration of the idea

that consciousness is quite extinct ^ in something that

continues to exist.

Our Master Nagarjuna now examines the

consequences of the theory which determines

Nirvana as a hind of existence Nirvfina is not a

positive thing he says. Why ^ Since it would follow

that it must possess the characteristics of decay and

death, because every existence is invariably com

nected with decay and death. He means, it would

not then be Nirvana, (the Absolute), since like

our life® it would be subject to decay and death.

In order to make sure this very point, that

every life is invariably connected* with the marks

of decay and death, the Master says, there is no

existence without decay and death. Indeed, that

thing which is without decay and death is not at

all an Ens, it is a mirage, as e.g., flowers in the sky.

They never decay and never die, hence they do

not exist.

Moreover,

a tnmksa.

* mjUsnadi^shinihsh.

4 K,ead avyabhiesritstn.



V. If Nirvana is Ens,

It is produced by causes.

Nowhere and none the entity exists

Which would not be produced by causes.

Thesis. If Nirvana is a kind of Ens, it would

then be produced by causes.

Reason. Because it is an Ens.

Example. Just as consciousness and the other

elements of our life.

The contraposition^ of the major premise will

result in the following sentence : What is not produced

by causes does not exist, like the horns on the head

of a donkey. Pointing to this the author says.

Nowhere and none the entity is found

Which would not be produced by causes.

The word nowhere refers to location, the place

or the time. It might be also taken as referring to

a philosophic system. The word none refers to the

located thing, whether it be an object of the exter-

nal world or a mental phenomenon.

Moreover,

VI If Nirvana is Ens.

How can it lack substratum ?

There whatsoever is no Ens

Without any substratum.

If, in your opinion, Nirvana is a positive entity,

it must repose on a substratum, it must have a root

in the totality of its own causes. But such a defi-

nitely located^ Nirvapa is accepted by nobody. On
^ vyatireka.
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the contrary, NirvSna is the Absolute. It does
not repose on any substratum. Therefore, if

Nirvana is an Ens, how can it be an Ens without
any substratum ? Indeed,

Thesis. Nirvana cannot exist without substratum.
Reason. Because it is an Ens.

Example. Just as consciousness and other

elements of existence. The contrapostition of the

major premise is further adduced as a reason,

There whatsoever is no Ens

Without any substratum.

IV nirvana is not a NON-ENS.

The Satutrgntika now sugg^ts. If Nirvana is not

an Ens, becaTise of the incongruity^ which has been

elicited, it most be a non-Ens, since it consists

merely in the fact that the defiling elements and

their consequence, the individual existences, are

stopped. We answer. This is also impossible, be-

cause the following has been declared.

VII. If Nirvana is not an Ens,

Will it then be a non-Ens ?

Wherever there is absence of an Ens,

There neither is a non-Ens.

If it is not admitted that Nirvana is an Ens, if

the thesis "Nirvana is an Ens" is rejected, then

perhaps Nirvana might be a non-Ens ? The au-

thor’s idea is that it neither can be a non-Ens.

If it be maintained that Nirvana is the absence

of defiling elements and individual existences pro-

^ dosa-prasanga.



duced by then it would result that the

impermanence of these defiling elements and per-

sonal existences is Nirvg^a. Indeed, the cessation

of these defiling agencies and the end of personal

existences can be envisaged as nothing but their

own character of impermanence. They always

have an end. Thus it will follow that impermanence

is Nirv^Jia. And this cannot be admitt^, since m
that case Final Deliverance will be attained auto-

matically,® the teaching of a Path towards Salva-

tion, would be useless. Hence this is quite

inadmissible.

Moreover,

VIIL Now, if Nirvana k a non-Ens,

How can it then be independent ?

For sure an independent non-Ens

Is nowhere to be found.

A non-Ens, whether it be here the impermanence

or cessation of something, is constructed in our

thought and expressed in speech.® as a characteris-

tic appertaining to some positive counterpart*

Absolute non-existence indeed is similar to the non-
existence of horns on the head of a donkey. It is not
known to be impermanent We imagine® a
characterised thing as relative® to some charac-
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teristici and vice versa a characteristic as being
relative to something characterized. The work of

characterisation^ being thus relational,^ what is

impermanence or cessation without an entity

characterised by it ? Non-existence must, there*

fore, be imagined along with a counterpart”. There-

fore, if Nirv&9a is a non-Ens, how can it be an

Absolute^ Nirv^a ?

This argument might be formulated as follows

Thesis. Nirvana can be a non-Ens only as

relative to some positive counterpart.

Reason. Because it is a non-Ens.

Example. Just as the destruction of a jar is

relative to this jar.

In order to make this clear it is added.

For sure, an absolute^ non-Ens

Is nowhere to be found.

An objection is raised. If indeed it is main-

tained that an absolute non-Ens is impossible, then,

e. g., the negation of a son of a barren woman must

also be related® to a positive counterpart in the

shape of the real son of a barren woman.

Answer. Who has established that the son of a

barren woman etc. is a non-Ens ’ Just the cont-

rary has been said above.”

1 laksya-laksatta-prai^tUe

^ paraspara-apeksika,

3 up&dayom

f anupsdsya^

^ up&dSLya ahhavaJ^

« XV. 5.
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Ifsomething is not settled as an Ens

Neither can it be settled as a non-Ens,

What people call a non*Ens

Is nothing but a change in Ens,

Thus the son of a barren woman is not really a

non-Ens, a negation as something real. It has indeed

been declared that,

The empty space, the horns of asses,

The sons of barren women
Are spoken of as non-Ens

The same refers to all imagined Ens^,

But this should be understood as a mere denial

of the possibility to imagine them as real, not as

conceiving them as a negation, because positive

counterparts to which they could be related do not

exist. The ''son of a barren woman’' are mere

words. They do not correspond to any reality

which could be cognized, which could either be

an Ens or a non-Ens. How can a thing whose
concrete reality has never been experienced be imag-

ined either as existing or as not existing.^ There-

fore it should be known that the son of a barren

woman is not a real negation. Thus it is settled,

^ bh3ve$u-kalpan3.

s Buddhist Ic^c has established a very detailed aod tho-

rough theory of negation, where it is proved that every

negative judgement is founded in a negative experience,

on a possible perception which has not happened {ampa-

labdhi). It is, therefore, always related to some potitive

substratum, cp. NySyabindu II. 26 If.
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there can be no non-Ens without a positive counter-
part.*

V. NIRVAISTA IS THIS WORLD VIEWED
SUB SPECIE AETERNITATIS.

It is now asked,
^

if Nirvana is neither Ens nor is
it non-Ens, what is it indeed 7 We answer The
godlike Buddhas have made about this point the
following declaration r

IX Coordinated here or caused^ are separate

things,

^ anupadaya, this kind of ttpadatm is termed in the NySya
zy^tem pratiiyogin^ This realistic system admits absolute

non*c3d5tencG {fityant&*ahhso^ and relative non-edstence
{rniymya^ahhavti^

® From their Buddhist point of view the terms pratltya

••relative to a cause” and wp&d&ya^ ••relative to a substia-

turn” are equivalents. The realistic Vai^esika system

imagines that the substratum {jitpadan^ is a cause (raaia-

tayl-karaiia) really producing {arambkaha) the result In

Hinay&na, the real existence ofa durable substratum of a
stuff or substance, is denied and the duration of the object

IS converted into an uninterrupted sequence ofmomentary
flashes without any substratum, every preceding move-
ment is the substratum {upadana^hhutd) of every following

one. Cause and effect are thus declared to be correlated

concepts, just as the long is correlated with the short

{diTgha-hrasva^vati) causation is replaced by coordination,

and the causes converted into coordinates. NsgSrjuna

here says that whether we, with the VaiSeMkas, imagine

causation as a production of one thing by the other

{pratHya)^ or whether we, with the Hlnayanists, imagine

mere-coordination (upadaya) there nevertheless zs a Whole

(sv xxt ireev) in which these causes and coordinates are
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We call this world phenomenal.

But just the same is called Nirvana,

When viewed without Causality, without Coor-

dination.

The phenomenal world is here the run of life,

hither and thither, the come and go of life, the

concatenation of births and deaths. The pheno-

menal world is imagined as existing in the sense that

its separate entities are dependent upon a complex

of causes and conditions,^ they are relatively real as,

e g , the long is real as far as there is something short

with which it is contrasted. Sometimes they are

imagined as produced by causes, e.g., the light

is supposed to be produced by the lamp, the sprout

is conceived as produced by a seed etc. But in

any case, whether it be only imagined as relati-

vely coordinated, or whether they be considered as

produced by causes, when the continuity of birth

and death has ceased, when there are neither rela-

tions nor causality, this same world as motionless

and eternal is then called Nirvana.® Now, the mere

merged Otherwise, pratitja as a part of the term pfati^a-

sumutpada refers to also causation in the sense of coordina-

tion, it then is synonymous with upadaya, but here both

terms are contrasted from a special viewpoint.

^ httu-pratyaya-ssmagri. Since among the keUis we must

include the ksrana-dutu', the state of the whole Universe

with respect to a given pomt>instant is included in the

totahty of its causes and conditions.

^ Lit p 529 5-7. **In any case whether it be established

that it is imagined(^r<ijiiaj^at«} as coordinated {upsdsya),

or produced as caused (praiitya), in any case the noq-
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cessation ofaspect can neither be considered as an
Ens, nor as a non-Ens. Thus it is that Nirv^a is
neither an Ens, nor a non-Ens.

Another interpretation of this aphorism is also
possible; it would then intimate that the manner
ofconceiving Nirv^a by the Hfnayanists is much
the same, although they aver that their Nirva^
is an Ens.

They indeed maintain either, like the Sarv-
^tiv&dins, that there is in the Universe no abiding
central principle^ at all, that the world-process

consists m the evolution^ of coordinated energies®.

They maintain that this world in which every

momentary origination and every destruction,

operation (apravtUi)^ of this duration ofa lineage of births

and deaths, whether as non-caused or as non-coordinated,
is established as the Nirvana.” The non-operation or

cessation ofan imagined construction (prajnapti^kalpan^
is nothing but a change of aspect, NirvSna is thus the
Universe sub specie aeternifatis^

^ The angtman principle is an equivalent of samsh&rsh

samsaranti, cp. my Central Conception p. 25. 52 etc.

® samsaranlu

® sasH’^skSTS^i ^ sutnbhuya^ksfinah*, It would be Incorrect to

surmise that samskdraskandha is alone meant, although the

chief samskura^ karma or cetanSt the <$]an vital, the biotic

force which arranges the coordination of all other ele-

ments, is first of all meant. But vedanS and are

samsk&rasi and ttjiidna and rilpa are, according to the rules

of the 12 membered pratifya-^santu^Uda^ always included

in every life. From this whole passage, it appears clearly

that the Buddhist conception of samsk&ra and samskrtatoa

is but another name iovprailiyarsamutpannatsa cf* ibid, p* 26.



obeys, ia every case, causal laws,^ when these

causal laws have ceased to operate,** when all ene^

gics are extinct,® is called Nirvana*

Or they (like the F U^puinyos) maintain that

there is such a central principle, termed by them

"personality”® which migrates out of one existence

into an another. It escapes definition.® It neither

is the eternal Soul of the Brahmaoa, nor is it

momentary’ like the energies of the Buddhists.

Phenomenal life consists in its coming and going®,

dependent every time upon a changing substratum®

of elements. It then evolves obeying causal

laws’®

’ praU^a pniliyap uipad^ cn,

* apttiUya

^ epravarimmh

^ This absolutely lifeless something representmg the picture

of the Universe in which all energies are extinct remmdSi

us, to a certam extent, of the final condition of the Uni-

verse as represented by modem science according to the

Law of entropy, qi; above p, 26.

^ pudgak.

* aoa^

’ anttya.

vpsdsyaprmirUdtapratiiyapraoartatef sc it obeys the laws

of causation or coordination, The theory of the Vstsipu-

trlyas about au abiding p^onality {pudgda)^ which

they nev^theless do not connder as a reality (dharma) or

a Soul (dfRUR), is exposed wiUi detailed argumentation by

Basubandhu, ab. Kosa. X I and above, p. 31. u I

.
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This very principle which evolves on the basis of
changing elements/ when the time comes* for it

to assume no new substratum* and its evoultion
stops/ Is said to have entered Nirv^a ^

Now, whether it be coordinated energies^ alone,

or some central principle like the one called "pers-

onality”^ it is clear that the mere fact of their

evolution being stopped can neither be character-

ised as an Ens, nor as a non-Ens*^

And further,

X. The Buddha has declared

That Ens and non-Ens should be both rejected.

^ upad&yapravartam&nah.
® iddnlm*

^ anxipadaya^

^ aprovartam&nah*
^ Lit. p. 529. 9-530.2 ''Otherwise, those who have the

tenet that the forces {samskdrah) are migrating, for them

it is said that in-every-ca&e*coordinated-onginatiDn and

destruction is Nirvfina when going on without coordination*

But for those for whom the personality {pudgala) is mig-

rating, for them this personality, being undefinable as to

whether it is eternal or non*eternal, possesses a coming

and going when reposing on different substratums, it is

then going on upon a substratum; this very (personality)

which IS going on ipramrtamdxia) upon different substra-

tums is now called Nirvana when it no more is going on

upon a substratum

^ sfaiisk&r&h0

^ pudgala.

® This clearly is an answer to those HinaySnists who main-

tain that their Nirvana is ap Ens. {vastu* dltarma)^

JpW
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Neither as Ens nor as a non-Eas>

Nirvana therefore is conceived.

On this point, it is stated in Scripture, “O
Brethren, those who seek an escape out of this

phenomenal existence in a kind of new existence^

or in annihilation^ they have no true knowledge."

Both should be rejected, the craving for eternal life

and the craving for eternal death. But this Nirvana

is the only thing which the Buddha has character-

ised as the thing not to be rejected. On the cont-

rary, he has declared it to be the only thing

desirable.® But if Nirv^a had been eternal

existence* or eternal death,® it also would have
been rejectable. However it is not rejectable.

Neither as Ens nor as a non-Ens.

Nirvana therefore is conceived.

VI nirvana is not both ENS AND
NON-ENS TOGETHER.

There are some Vaibbasikas who assume a dou-
ble character in Nirvana. It is a non-Ens so far it

is the place in which the defiling elements and the
elements of existence in general are extinct. But
in itself this lifeless place is an Ens.® The author

Mava. —

® ahhSm,

® This is the Vaibhssika view about the reality of Nirvittia
with but a little change in its formuktion. It is here
examined once more in order to fill up the scheme of the
quadrilemma.
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now proceeds to state that such double NirvSna is

impossibJe.

XL If Nirvana were both Ens and non-Ens,
Final Deliverance would be also both,

Reality and unreality together.

This never could be possible.

If Nirvana had the double character of being

both an Ens and a non-Ens, then Final Deliver-

ance would be both a reality and unreality. It

would then follow that the presence^ of the ener-

gies^ of life and their extinction, both repre«

sent Final Deliverance. However a Final Deliver-

ance from phenomenal life and the energies of

phenomenal life cannot be the same.^ There-

fore, says the author, this is impossible

And further,

XII If Nirv&na were both Ens and a non-£ns.

Nirvana could not be uncaused.

Indeed the Ens and the non-Ens

Are both dependent on causation.

If Nilvana would have the double character of

an Ens and a non-Ens, it would be then dependent,

it would be relative to the totality of its causes and

® samskSra<

8 Probably the Vaibhftsiha theory about the dhaxma-soahhum

js here alluded to According to their theory, some life-

less residue of the samsksr^ts or dharmas remains m
Nirvana, but there manifestation (Marma-laksana) is slopp-

ed for ever. We would then have m Nirvfina samskms

somehow existing and non-exwtmg at the same time^ cp.

My Central Conciq)tion, p. 42-95.
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Why ? Because both these Ens and non-Ens are

conditioned.^ Considering that the Ens is the

counterpart^ of the non-Ens and vice versa the

non-Ens is the counterpart of the Ens, both Ens

andnon-Ens^^ are necessarily dependent existen-

ces. They are not absolute.** If NirvJtna were

not the absolute, it could then be partly an Ens

and partly a non-Ens. But it is not so. Therefore

this is impossible*

And fiirthcr,

XIII.How can Nirv&na represent

An Ens and a non-Ens together.

Nirvana is indeed uncaused/

Both Ens and non-Ens are productions.^

An Ens is caused, since it is produced by the

totality of its causes and conditions.*’ A non-

Ens is likewise caused/*’ snce 1. it arises as the coun-

tcrpart“ of an Ens, 2. because it has been declared

in Scripture that decay and death, are consequent

^ anupiids^a-sat^ipmmsrihasat

^ mmkfiem=sna krtam*

® samskrtaokrtaka.

° heUt-praiyaya-ssmgri-sambhuta'^

pratUya « upsdeya« prahyoe^tn.
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Upon a birth. ^ Thus if Nirvana were essentially an

Ens or a non-£ns it could not be uncaused, it

would be necessarily caused. However, it is not

admitted to be caused. Therefore NirvS^a cannot

be both Ens and non-Ens together.

Let it be so. Let Nirvana itself not be Ens and

non-Ens together. Perhaps it may be the place

where Ens and non-Ens are found together. How-

ever this is also impossible. Why ? Because,

XIV. How can Nirvana represent

The place of Ens and ofnon-Ens together ?

As light and darlmess in one spot

They cannot simultaneously be present.

Since Ens and non-Ens are mutually imwmpa-

tible, they cannot possibly exist together in one

place, in NirvSna. Therefore it is said.

How can Nirvana represent

The place of Ens and non-Ens together ?

The interrogation means that this is absolutely

impossible.

VII NOR IS nirvana a NEGATION OF

BOTH ENS AND NON-ENS TOGETHER

The author now proceeds to consider Ae four*

part of the quadrilemma, and indicates the

incongruity of assuming that Nirvana is a negation

ofboth Ens and non-Ens. He says: —
1 This simple statement that non-emstence is aep^u

upon previous existence « here given the form of a Sc^

S ^idence. because it corresponds to the two fast

members of the 12 membered pratltjm^semutpsda, ste ng

that death foHows upon a birth.
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XV. If it were clear indeed

What an Ens means and what a non-Ens^

We could then understand the doctrine

About Nirv&^a beings neither Ens nor non-^Ens.

The judgment^ that Nirvana is not an Ens

would be possible
,
if we know that there is a real

Ens, then by its negation Nirvana would be deter-

mined. If we know that there is a real non-Ens,

then by its negation we would also understand

what the judgment means, that Nirvana is not

an Ens. But since we neither know what an Ens

nor a non-Ens really are, we can neither under-

stand their negations.® Therefore the result at

^ From this and the following aphorisms it results that the

fourth part of the quadrilemma, viz. that Nlrvsna is

neither Bns nor is it non-Ens, represents the solution

favoured by the Madhya-mika. Indeed since Ens in

aphorism IV and non-Ens in aphorism VIII are conceived

empirically, as referring to such entities which conform

to causal laws, it is evident that transcendental or absolute

existeuce which is contrasted with both these Ens and

non-Ens, can be nothing but their simultaneous negation*

Since this kind of reality cannot be expressed in terms of

our language, since it is anirvacaya^ the fourth part of the

quadrilemma IS likewise denied, but in terms which are

altogether different from those used in denying the three

first parts of the quadrilemma This especially appears

from the comment upon aphorism VI It is explicitly

stated above, under aphorism IX. comment p. 530.3 that

both m the HloaySnistic and in the MafaSySnistic conc^-
tion, Nirvsna is neither an Ens nor a non-Ens, since it is

transcendental and inexpressible In terms of human
language.
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which we have arrived, viz* that Nirvana is neither

an £ns nor a non-Bns, even this negative result

cannot be accepted as logically consistent*^ This
also must be rejected.

And moreover,

XVI. If Nirvana is neither Ens, nor is it non-Ens,

Who can then really understand

This doctrine which proclaims at once

Negation of them both together.

If it is imagined^ that this Nirvana neither has

the essence of a non-Ens, nor has it the essence of

an Ens, where is the man to understand this ?

Who indeed can understand, who can grasp, who

can proclaim the doctrine that Nirv^oa represents

such a double negation ?

But ifthere is nobody to understand this here,

in this world, perhaps there, in Nirvana, someone

exists who is capable to realize^ it ? Or is this also

impossible ? If you admit it, you will be also

obliged to admit the existence of an eternal Soul*

in Nirv^a But this you do not admit, since the

existence of a Soul, or consciousness without any

substratum,® independent of causal laws you do

not admit.

But if there is nobody in the Nirvana-world,

if Nirvana is altogether impersonal, by whom will

^ nopapadyafe*

^ kalpyattm

^ pralipatls*

5 ntrupsdana^ asarnshrta^^paramrthasaf.
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it then be realized that there really is a Nirvana of

such description ? If it is answered that those who

remain in the phenomenal world^ shall cognize it,

we will ask, shall they cognise it empirically® or

metaphysically® ? If you imagine that they will

cognize Nirvana empirically, this is impossible.

Why ? Because empirical consciousness apprehends

separate objects.* But Nirvana is the whole. There

^ samsdraoastktsh ^ prtkag^ms Sf}ds ca,

^ vtjUanena,

^ jndnens vijnsna as vijndna-sktmdka is contrasted in Hlna>Sna

vtith samjna^ The first means pure sensatiout and even

something still more primitive, potential sensation, since

sensation is sparSa. Samjna as we have seen above, text*

p. 65r5 can be replaced byjndna* We have then a contrast

between vijilSna and jnSna, the first meaning undeveloped

and the second-developed cognition. The relation bet*

ween these two terms is here, to a certain extent, similar

to what it is in the Bhagavadgitg, whereas the early

Upanishads make no difference between them, cp Brh,

3. 9. 28, Tait 2. 5, 1, 3. 5. 1. Katha, 3-13 Tait 2. L X. In

Buddhism, however, mjnatia is not empirical cognition,

but sensation, and as is quite clear from the context,

means transcendental or absolute knowledge, sarva-pra»

pdnea^attta^ The Tibetans usually translate this kind of

jnana not by their ordinary ses*pa, but by ye-ses, i. e.

highest knowledge. Fywnw again, in this context, does
not mean pure sensation, but empirical knowledge, know-
ledge founded upon pure sensation.

*The definition nimttdiambana or nimittagrdhirig or nim(ia~

udgrahanan is given to and not to whose
defintion is pratmjmpatih^ cp. My Central Conception,

p, 16. But here this difference does not matter, since both
mjnsna and samjna are equally nimUta-grahin when con-
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are no separate objects in Nirvana Therefore,
first of all, it cannot be cognised by BmpirTcal

consciousness.

But neither can it be cognized by transcend-
ental knowledge. 1 Why ? Because transcendental
knowledge should be a knowledge of universal
Relativity.® This is the absolute knowledge, which
is essentially eternal, beginningless.® How' can
this knowledge which is itself undefinable* grasp
the definitejudgment “Nirvana is negation of both
Ens and non-Ens*' Indeed, the essence® of absolute

knowledge is such that it escapes every formulation®

Therefore the doctrine that Nirv^a is neither a

non-Ens nor an Ens at once can be realized by no

trasted with the transcendental or direct knowledge of

the absolute; mmitia has here the meaning of a mark or

a particular object, mmttta-udgrahamsm means abstraction

or synthesis.

^ jnsnena*

^ idnyata^alanibana^ it is clear that the absolute Reality

sumifl iC'^^nyata) is here meant which underlies the Uni-

verse of Relativity {samx/fH-snnyata). cp 164, n
(

^ anutp&dam eva **quite beginningless, it is also the knowledge

of the Universe in which there is no causality (anutpadaj

This knowledge is also called Omniscience, sarvajnata^^arva^

Hkgrajnatd^ snnyafa jn&nam -prajns pdramxia.

^ atndydm&na^svttrupa^ i. e. its character, svardpa^ is not to be

found among our human kinds of knowledge

B rapa b svsrapa.

® farva-prapaffea-atfta, (prapdafo vsk, cp^ M vr. p 37? 9 )
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one. No one can realize it, no one can grasp it,

no one can proclaim it, consequently it is logically

impossible ^

VIII. THE REAL BUDDHA, WHAT ?

The author now proceeds to state that just as

all the parts of the quadrilemma, are inapplicable

to Nirvana, just so are they inapplicable to the

Buddha who enters Nirvana, He say?,

XVII. What is the Buddha after his Nirvana ?

Does he esist, or does he not exist ?

Or both or neither ?

We never will conceive.

Indeed it has been already stated. ‘

That one who firmly is convinced

That Buddha during lifetime did exist,

WUl be convinced that after death

The Buddha cannot be existing.

Thus it is that we cannot imagine " what has

happend after the complete extinction* of the

Buddha, does he then exist, or does he not exist,

after Nirvana ? Since both these solutions are

unimaginable singly, they cannot be right both
at once, neither is the negation of them both,

therefore, ima^able.

Not alone are all these fiiur solutions unimagi-

nable with regard to Buddha after his demise, but

* na yu}gttte=-nopapad^ale.

* Translated according to the version in yyiT 13. p. 447.
^ mhjafa—jut katpjalg.

* mrodka.
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his real existence before Nirva^^a is equally un-
imaginable.,

XVIIZ* What is the Buddha then at lifetime ?

Does he exist or does he not exist ?

Or both or neither ?

We never will conceive.

This is beyond our understanding, beyond our

concepts. It has been shown in the chapter devoted

to the examination of Buddbahood^

1 Cb. XXII This chapter begins by stating that the Buddha

IS neither contained in the elements, (skaadha) of a per-

sonality, nor is he something apart from them. (XX 1-2).

It is the old formula of the VatsIputrXyas and, probably

of all the early sects who have favoured the idea of a

superhuman Buddha. If the Buddha consisted of ele-

ments (skondftoi) he would be onstws* pfX. 3), On this

occasion, CandrahTrti remarks that the term dfman in this

context h a synonym of substance, a real, independent or

absolute substance {atma^iabdoyam svabhaua’-sobda-paiyayah)*

If he were not Self-existent, he could not be the Buddha

since Buddha means Self existent, UUkuigaia existent in

reality, in absolute reality. He is then characterised as

&mya and ms-pn^aSta, the Inexpressible, ‘aose who

would attempt to give him a conceptual definition {pnpa^

flmwnft) are incapable of contemplaUng him by mystic

intuition (no paiyaati tathagahun) (XX. 20). The Reality,

or Substantiality (jwiWom) of the real Buddha {taihagiOa)

IS just the same as the real substance ofthe world {tatbsgm

yatsoabksves talaabhioiam idam jagaf)^ And just as the

phenomenal world is unreal (mWAwo),

Buddha is unreal just in the same degree (XXVIl 16).

Candrakirti adds that the unreality or relativity of the

phenomenal world has been established m ^
Sapterof this work. It « thus clear that Buddha is
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IX. ULTIMATE IDENTITY OF THE PHENO-
MENAL AND THE ABSOLUTE

Just for this reason, since both are equally

inconceivable,

XIX. There is no difference at all

Between Nirvana and Samsara,

There is no difference at all

Betwene-Samsara. and Nirvana.

Since it is impossible to imagine a real Buddha

living in this world nor to deny it, and since it is

regarded in a pantheistic light as deus sive substantia* This

is the strictly monistic standpoint of consequent MahSyU-

nism. The conception of the Buddha is here quite the

same as the conception of God (Xsvara) in the

advaxia system of Sankara* The yogiUs^ra school has^ in

this point as in others, deviated from strict MahgySnism.

Just as it had established four kinds of Nirvgna, instead

of the former three cp above, p. 185, it has also four

kinds of Buddhas or four bodies of Buddhas and four kinds

of absolute knowledge [hodki). Here Buddha abidmg
in ^‘altruistic*’ {aprahsthita) Nirvana appears as a real

God, the personified Wisdom and Love. His Spirit is

not that unique substance, undifiTerentiated into sul^ect

and object which is the essence of dharma^ksya or tathata,

but it IS a living and sympathizing Spirit which distmguish-

es subject, object and the other separate things of the

pluriverse by pratyaoeksaita-jn&na The constructions of

the early Yog&cara school regarding Nirvana, Buddha and

Bodhi are extremely artificial and evidently the product

of a compromise between strict Monism and the theistic

tendencies of the school, cp, Vinitadeva*s comment upon

the closing passage of (B* B.) where he seems not to be at

one with Dharma Klrti, cp. also J. Masuda, cp. cit p. 57
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equally impossible to imagine a real Buddha after

his Nirvana nor to deny it, just for this reason

there is no differenc at all between the Phenomenal

world and the Absolute. On analysis they reveal

themselves as being just the same in thdr essence^

For this very reason we can now understand the

words of the Buddha when he spolte, "O Brethren !

this phenomenal world ‘ consisting of birth, decay

and death has no under limit This is just because

there is no difference between the Phenomenal

and Absolute, Indeed,

XX. What makes the limit of NirvSna,

Is also then the limit of SamsSra.

Between the two we cannot find

The slightest shade of difference

The phenomenal world being in its real essence

nothing but the Absolute.® it is impossible to

imagine either its beginning, or its end.

X. THE ANTINOMIES.

But not alone that, the antinomies established

by the Buddha are insoluble for the same reason.

XXI. Insoluble are antinomic views

Regarding the existence beyond Nirvana,

Regarding the extinction of this world.

Regarding its beginning.^

3
- rupasssvarnpa-

0 samsSf^o

* Lit. p. 536.T,t T, 5Se. 1-2. The theones {it^ayah) beyond final

extinction {mndha) “end etc.," "eternal etc."

(««amto) towards Nirvana, the upper hunt and the und

limit.
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All the theories about these questions are

inconsistent^ (animmies)^ Since the phenomenal

world and the Absolute^ are naturally merged

quiescent® in the Unity of the Whole.

By the indication® contained in the words

**after Nirvana*' four theories arc embraced, viz. 1.

The Buddha exists after death; 2. after death the

Buddha does not exist; 3. after death the Buddha

exists and does not exist both at once; 4 after

death the Buddha neither exists, nor does he not

east These four theories are professed regarding

Nirvana.

The theories regarding the end of the world, are

the following ones;- 1, the world has limit. 2, the

world has no limit; 3 the world has and has not a

limit; 4. the world neither has, nor has not a limit.

These four theories exist regarding the upper limit

Le., the end of the world.

Not being able to know something about

our foture life or about the future of the living

world, wc imagine that the life of the world

will be stopped. This theory establishes a limit

to the living world. Similarly, the theory that

foe living world will have no end is produced by
an expectation of a fiture life Those who partly

expect it and partly do not expect it profess a
double theory. Those who deny both profess the
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theory that the world-process neither has, nor has
not any limit.

Regarding the beginning of the world there are
likewise four theories. 1. It is eternal, i e. it has no
beginning 2. it has a beginning-3, it both has and
has not a beginmng-4, it neither, has, nor has
not beginning.

The theory thet the world is beginningless' is

based upon the view that we ourselves, or the
living world, previously existed. The opposite view
leads to the theory about the world having a

beginning. Those who are both convinced and
not convinced of it will profess the theory that

the world is both eternal and non-eternal. Those

who neither are convinced, nor are they unconvin-

ced will profess the theory that the world is

either eternal, nor is it non-eternal.

How are the antinomies^ to be solved ? “ If

any one of these attributes* by which the world

is characterised as finite, infinite etc. possessed

absolute reality in itself® we would then understand

' sksvata means here, as appears from the context eternal in

the sense of begmningless

* drstayah=aiQSkrta-vastOHt.

'* kafkam jntjyante.

* padSrthtt=‘artka = dhaTma means "any object”, "everything,”

it contains here an allusion to the follovnng sanyesu sana-

dharmestt but the predicates of finiteness, infinity, identity,

otherness, etc., are more particularly aimed at, they are

also dharmas.

^ kascit svabk&vahe
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what its affirmation or negation means. But

since we have established that there is no difference

between the phenomenal world as constructed

according to those ideas and the Absolute® underly-

ing it, therefore no one of these attributes has

ultimate reality, indeed—

XXII. Since everything is relative® we do not

know

' What is finite and what is infinite,

What means finite and infinite at once.

What means negation of both issues,

XXIII. What is identity, and what is difference,®

^ bhsvabhava-kolpani = bhsvabhSva-jojana, kalpana tn tku con-

text means as much as our judgment.

^ Lit, p. 537. 1-2. '‘How are ‘these >dews possible ? If

anything whatever possessed some self-substance, by

arranging it with existence and non-existence these views

would be possible.'*

® This identity must evidently be understood in the sense

that the Unity of the Absolute is the reality underlying

, the mirage ofplurality,

* silnya^

This refers to the question of identity between the Ego
and ^he body, it is usually formulated as a dilemma,
whereas the antinomies regarding the end and the begin-
ning of existence, as well as the question about existence
after Nir^^na are formulated in the familiar Indian
method of quadrilemma. Thus the consecrated tradi-

tional number of 14 insoluble points {avyakrta-^vastiMi)

concerning the four autonomies is arrived at. In XXVIL
4 ff, the question of personal identity between the pre-
sent Ego, the past and the future one, is examined in



What is eternity, what non-eternity.* . , .

What means eternity and non eternity

together, > .

What means negation of both issues ?

These fourteen points which by the Buddha
were declared insoluble, will never be Solved;^'**

because we do not know what reality in itself is.
‘

But those who imkgine somb'kind' • of <absolute rea-

lity,^ and, by either excluding or asserting*’ it, esta-

blish these dogmatical theories, they are influenced

^y. * prc-conccived bias®. It prevents them finom '

entering the right PaA, leading' to the city pfr

NirvSna, and binds them to the turmoil of phenom-
enal existence. This should be noted.

,

detail with the result that there is neither identity nor

otherness.

* or ‘‘without beginning,” Sasvala,

® natoajttjyante. ‘ •
' '• 't-f;

, ,,

® asati bhsva-svarupe^ lit “because they are *00j'Self-substit^nt

things.” Here again we must point out a remarkable

analogy between the Indian and European philosophy

with 'respect to the doctrine of antinomies and their

solution. Kant thought that “these questions naturally

suggest themselves to the human mind and he inevitably

must encounter them”, and the explanation he sought jn

the fact that the objects of the phenomenal world are not

"self-subsistent things”, cp. Critique of Pure Reason,

(trahsl. by Max, Muller) p. 400.

* hhava-svarupam ttlUff^npyth
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XI CONCLUSION

An objection is raised. If this is so, will it not

be possible -to m^ntain that Nirv&^a has been

> denied by the Buddha ? Will not his doctrine be

absolutely useless, this doctrine which establishes

corresponding antidotes ibr every kind of worldly

career in^ order to enable mankind to reach

NirvSna. It has been established by the Buddha

who watches the infinite hosts of living beings in

their worldly career, who unmistakabley knows the

- real intentions of all the living world, who is quite

given op to his feeling of Great Commiseration,

iwho cherishes the denizens of all the three spheres

1 of existence as only a unique son is cherished ! We
- -answer. -Ilhis- mticism would .be xigh^ if. there

were any' absolutely real^ doctrine, or if there
'

'were'any kbsblutely real beings which attend to

. (.this law,' or if there were any absolutely real teacher,

a divine Buddha, But since in a monistic Universe

, that does not exist, we are not hit by your

, accusation.

"^'''XXtV. Our bliss consists in the cessation of all

T- ’ thought.

In tire quiescence of Plurality.,

To nobody and nowhere no doctrine

about separate elements^

By Buddha ever has been preached !

^ dhoma Is here used in both senses, a doctnne about
dharmas. Not a single one of the ESnayanistic dSlomuu

(elements of ej^tence) has been taught by the real
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In this case how can the reproach made above

^

affect us ! Our view*- is that Nirvana represents

Qplescence, i e. the non-applicability^ of all the variety

of names^ and non-existence of particular objects^

This very Opiescence^ so far as it is the natural

(genuine) quiescence of the world, is called bliss.

The Qiiiescence of Plurality is also a bliss because

of the cessation of speech or because of the 'cessation

of thought. It is also a bliss because, by putting

an end to all defiling agencies, all individual® are

stopped. It is also a bliss because, by quenching

all defiling forces, all instinct (and habits of

thought)® have been extirpated without residue.

It is also a bliss because, since all the odjects of

Buddha, since on p. 539. J-2itis stated that neither a

defihng {sSmUmU) element, i, e. ignorance, and desire,

nor a punfying one {aatyavadsntka), i.e. prejtui and samsdht,

has been taught by the real Buddha, i e. by the Buddha

conceived as Dharma-ksya, the Cosmos. The whole cata-

logue of the dhamas is evidently meant, and their relati-

vity and unreality from the transcendental point of view.

But since HlnaySna is Plurahsm, i- e. a doctnne about

the elements, a Dkarma about the dkarmas, dhamSnudhama,

both meanings are no interwoven that in many contents

both wiU apply. On p. 537.13 the general meamng «

evidently intended.

\ ika.

A apradfHu

® prapc^cUi pTOponco v3k»

^ nimtUa*

^ jatman*

• vssana. explained as parvam

cosmical Force transcendental illusion.

but conceived as a
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knowledge have died away, knowledge itself has

also died.

When the divine Buddhas have entered blissful

Nirvana in which all Plurality has vanished, they

are like regal swans soaring in the sky without any

support,^, they are hovering in the wind produced

by their two wings,® the wing of accumulated

virtue.® and the wing of accumulated wisdom,*

or they are hovering in the wind of Space, that

Space which is the Void.® Then from this eleva-

tion, all separate ebjecls having become undisdn-

gishable.® the Buddhas have not preached, neither

about the defiling elements^ of iife, nor about

its purifying elements,® neither in the divine

worlds, nor in the human world, neithr to gods,

nor to men. This should be realized.

Accodingly it has been declared in the Arya-

tatbagataguhya-“The n^ht, when, O S^ntamad,

the Buddha has readied the highest absolute

enlightenment, the night he was about to pass into

^ asAsna-yogena.

^ paksa-psitt, the meaning of bias or fetvonr, towards a

special doctrine is equally here intended.

” pmyo-smhhOTa,

* jnsnee-sambhsra.

® efe'flieona, an illusion to the doctrine of iunyata; the lofty

Bodhisattva is hovering in the regions of Relativity, which
is here poetically compared with the Void (svabhSva-

sUngaa).

® sana-miBiifa-anupalamhha,

^ seetiild€hka-&aTma >

~® Timyavadsa^-dkttTttta.
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Final Nirvana, at that occasion the Buddha did
’ not pronounce even one syllable, he has n6t spoken,
nor does bespeak, nor will he speak. ' But since

' all 'living beings, accoirding to the intensity b? their
' religious fervour,* appeafr as' different ' cha!^6ters*

with differenf aims,® they imagine,^ ’ the Buddha
preferring on different' occasions a variety of discour-

ses. On 'separate occasions it occurs to them “this

to his Buddha teaches us about such a topic,”* -'We
listen teaching 'about this topic'*. ’ But the ’’real

Buddha* is never engaged in thought-construclibn,

in thought-division 'O. 'S&ntamati, 'the Buddhas is

averse to 'all plurality which is produced ' by our
''
habits of thought.^ that' Fluralty which is the^cause

of an entanglement of thought constructions*' and

of the dismemberinent* of the world’s Unity,'*®
— - . —

^ yathadhimuktalu

^ vidoidha-dhstu^ dshtu evidently in the sense of gotra,

^ {mfndkay^«ya»

^ san^waniu
^ or element, dhama*
^

i. e. dharma^haya*

vasana^psrvomjfUinam*

® kalpana^yojatta*^ . ,

^ v%kalpa=d%vaidh^arana*

This is a purely Mabfiy&mstic doctrine, viz. that Buddha,

as soon as he became d' real >Buddha, did not speak,

• ' because human speech is not' adapted to express, and

'j ' human knowledge incapable to realize conceptuaUy, that

unique Substance of the Universe with wWch Buddha

himself is identified as dharma^hoya and whith appears

directly to the intuition of the mystic. • The logical value

of the tenets sarucaHo na vakta and asaroajffo ^vaktd is analy-
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M
Indeed,,

, ,

Unspeakable unpronounceable are all elements,

Relational,^ quiescent, pure ,! <

Those are real Buddhas and Bodhisattvas*

Who realize them in this their pure condition.
t

.
But if the Buddha has preached no doctrine of

separate elements nowhere and to nobody, how
is it then that we hear about bis various discourses,

constituting the Scriptures ?
' ' r ,r ' r 1 »

We answer. ,
Mankind is plunged in the slumber

of ignorance, they are as though in a dream, they

have a wealth .of constructive imagination.® It

orcuis to Aem. "this Buddha, this Lord over all

go^, demom and human beings in all the three

worlds, teaphra us about this topic.*’

Accordingly it has been said by Buddha,

The Buddha is but a jreflezion

Ofthe pures passionless principle.^

- He is not real,;^e is not the Buddha.

’Tis a.refleption that all creatures see.

led .with nnich subtlety by Dharmottara in the NySya

Wtidu,-p. 66.19 ff and by Vacaspatimisra in theNySya

kaidks, p., 1 10. - 16 and 1 12. 22 £fL M. d^l^ V. P. /- 366.

n 1 of hisWition, thinks that this doctrine is in glaring

contradiction with what is repeatedly stated in the Pali

Ganon. No wonder, since MahSySna is Monsuu and

Btnay&na Pluralism. Spinoza can hardly be expected to

agree with Aristotle.

iSttya.

* kmara=jina~putra,

® swt-vikatpa-ahhyttdtya.
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This is likewise explained at length in the

chapter about the ^'Secret meaning of the Buddha^

words.”

Since there is thus no separate teaching about

separate elements, for the sake of reaching NiyvSna,

how is it then possible to maintain that a kind of

Nirvana existSj because the discourses^ about the

elements^ of existence really exist. Therefore it is

established that this kind of Nirvana does not really

exist, Accrodingly, it has been said by Buddha,

“The Ruler of the World has said

That this NirvSlna is not real Nirv&na;

A knot by empty space entwined

By empty space has been untied !
”

And moreover, “Those who imagine that soIn^

thing can appear and disappear, for then O Blessed

one, the real Buddha has not yet appeared! Those,

O Blessed one, who seek a realistic® (definite)

Nirvana, they never will escape out of the world-

migrations I For what reason ? Because, O
one, Nirvana is the merger* of all particular

the quiescence of every motinon and commotion.

Ignorant indeed, O Blessed one, are all the those

men who having become recluses in the name o ^

^ the reading of to Mss, dtian&nsm is perhaps to be retained

{fihhidhtya^hakxUtai)*

® dhama* *
,

® hhavetnh^sva^hhiioatah i, e, not that NirvfifW w i

immanent to the Universe.

^ prasama*

^ sarva^nmitt&nSM

° sarva’-injita-saminjifa^



doctrine and discipline by them imagined.^ arc

seeking for a realistic Nirvana and have thus fallen

down into a false doctrine whidx is not Buddhist*

They think to win Nirvana is the same as to get

oil out of oil-seeds or butter out ofmilk ! I declare,

O Blessed one, that those who seek NirvSna in the

fact that separate elements of life will be absolutely

extinct,® I declare, that they are not better then

the most self-coneited gentiles*”

Master of Yoga,® O Blessed one, the man
thoroughly trained in Yoga does not really produce

something new, nor does he suppress something

existing,^ nor will he admit that something, some

real element,® can be attained, or seized by absolute

knowledge*® etc/'

Finished the Examination ofNirv^a, the 25th

Chapter in the comment, upon Relativity by the

Venerable Master Candrakirti.

^ svskhyaia^

® pannirvTta^panto niruddha^

^ YogSeara, here in the general sense of a MahSyanist, not in

the sense of Master ofYogSeSra school.

^ as the HXnayanist teaching about yoga-sam&dht assumes,

cp above p. 14 and Central Conception p* 52.

® here dkarma refers to the phalas attained by msrga,

^ abhisamt^a—pTajna-paTomUa^
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?fi%s ^?nii.? anr qaff'asin’^'iTt:—

51^
sr€f^ ^ I

[ feo SZiro-^0 ]

5ig?^ fipfaft ar^ l^gawlqTdgr-
sRsmt f^KlSFCTRf*rwT^: wff^ ’a^: anw sr^sf 1

51 csn^^sfe^isTT^ asr^j, arrannfe:^ ^ \

15: ’^«(i5i»^ II

i^5i??nfq‘ infer ^Fani ^ fe ?i5fHT5TT5=5mfe«q--

gT5n5Ti«r ^ar arfearfe^rfe^ S5rt?:ftr i ^ ^ <irgs.

’ErT5Ti«f ^MrgT^s=argiaiRwit ^r^^arr asf^ iirfe i

ife 5nfe feitSI^FT iTFani II

^ I;ffkfe3[raf%iafesfq aj^sir: u

isaffeliai^, ar««|'i|*iWi%HT5f 5t5ij1^sqfsv^5TH5a |[%-

%qt 1 5i5^qTgrifefasiiatf'Hlcai<;^ IcaT^ar;,^
5ira;i 5ife ?Rn garpfesnfer fei^ ^raarr, aararr ^rpqf

feafoifefe II



?n»TRs^s^ |;?5r8is ? ?ff5?n gsrr ^tsrpi^s? ^^rni
,
gg' <1?:-

Iim ifg ? ^n:,^ l^d^sfcrr i wnfei^,
«T ^Rn^rsT ffi^fg'5' gfT I

g^r—
?*f f^g^ ^r% ff II

[ no SITo-l'j ]

^T^^fFTs.i gg?^ iRvuld)'
5gmg^gT%;^: arf^isfgT fgg^gr gr ^ftig ii

pgi^ ^gVfiil^<^1tg i^g, gwr-
?Hg^gigii% ^g^ggfq^gial.^^g ^gg- isrg- |;gT^iigrg-

'fe^gcgig.^rg^ogg ^rrggifg sq
i g^gi

—

^ g^gT*
q^^eg^f sTTcgigrowaw^^q

, ’rogig^, g?T*rT

qg^g I siggr—g i^gigg igg^gp g^scRnwrrlgr-

^Tgggft^ggi: ggrgr ffg «rogig, gggi g?^.
?g i|fg I g^sgri^^gg ?gg ggT%3[J

3[
ii

ggr gn^—ggiJgT gg ar^gifk^ gigu, gfegfg^.
ssggieRg;?;^!^.—i^Rg g^if^ffger ^dg^ ig^a i^grg-
^5'gT ggjfgig., aw wgil^gw gtfgg: swR^gr gig-

gigr^wf g?ggj gjgigggrrggjgfw gggigg ^fg giwi^, ggi

gl&g Ig (g (;meqq^«q><ui iRig IgkflrgT^, g|g<^gig-

f^gi^g I gg wfggig^sft-g^gTsfgtsncf^
artgegig,, ngftggf^ arfcgwt^j wgggifg?[gT-

sfgr ^agr ii

g g^Tggj ’Eraw grf »g?g^, gsR%g«gig,

gggr g«gm»m I ggr—-g gg g^ g:ggt, sfHggwTgi,

^qgil.1 ^icwgrgr g g^, ^qjRgig., gggrl^j,

|cgw%f|;g: wg gg gta^ ii

grgrlgfg g5c?ft^gn1wg: i i% gg^ g^-
g5i;ifcq j

i^’<>
'

iwigggiig wg g^gggrig;,

isps gtqgjgrfirig gsig^ gTwrggwRnggriw^l^

'gg^gii, ggTgfggigiilii



qg «isn 'nraT^®srg*i#5 gqgg’een,

^rsfJ’aif^oprer#
, 5

51^ ^ ^

f^iora^' srpra ^flr i i a’iC^w-^*

^sRTf^gtrpf m<.mIci^jPj^^-

tBScfT^^Ji^^’TRRiq; 1 ^sn %--'n:: qy?Rft% ar^q^^i

fii5g%, gwif^ ?Tsr

^sTTOg# gsf ^ y<g.afim {iT ?n1lg. srfer

’srgg} ?retng. 'T^?j;i«nE!r i ?rasr

# <?aT^stjra?iwq3*n^55;g;io^ti ^ ^ssjh^
’^trra^tTCs, *R[J ^BrirFi^twr

^ 3i«i5Rii1«^w iwig** 1^ I ar^, w
srfe^^g^T, sT'nsftj^,

a^TFHijia^ ^nfgort ^jr4^ ^iT^feq^T-

^T, i T^spgfii^gfr arat sn^ ^roarar: i

'? 3^, 9«TT I ^rfe^^eT
a^^Tfi.1 8ra«5^ tf^{

^T^TTj
I ?r«g ?F^--.?r

^ snnDf en, gn^d^fe^ir..

5qgt^Wg^<ril4|A^ Zf^
^?r 5Rtmsva^; li

^ an»i^ % trif ?^-
srw^tsnfr II

,

» >1

5 ?3prfe%si^»nM, Jit»rasr%fe
i

«iTO5r%*raT^ TO#,,

' mt I «RT»n^
I t?g^_

f »To 5no-J*», 1



3if«R5i^5*r «tw 'rcts«ri%®rf

sn^^ si|«K I^ wlaaf ^aar

§i??f «i<W'HRa^s^H%sl7 «Rimi n

[ »»RWBRaK~VtV ]

•^ li^ [ trtaa^raciKra;] *RiEr a«i%«%^sftsa^ il

srraT^f^smfea^ 5?rra^--a to sprfI' »nw,

flr^eR «?f*r«R5rawT?ii I'l^wr?-^w
q[4^^ Tq[. ^n®RnW^f’T^’T 5?aTj ?sras ww: ^
aaRr*^ snar*, ^5rfeRRaf%i;?r§f, ?fa sn^sjf^sn i

ap'^rar ^r^wTOfF?; i^TO" ?ria*Tf5®n^^*’*^'

RrTW**Ta^*laa. [ s'^ ] i ^cr?«mmnw

'nf^aRTTi^ ^
a ga^ anwta^ n

sn[wn?rfi' sftTsrpr^ *rraTJ,

si^Njgs'n^ww®^!®^ i atpr%^—
^«Tv-*!t w^ «rl? 1# a

^ [no nro-?^ ^ J

ai^^sfitsftaras^—

|;3t?raf?r W7>f
^ [no nio-^'v

)

5!^ «ra?r*iFr?^aJWST^,

fs*n^RtastHfT®a a

8n^p?nfea?E^-^l3^
wa'a**!siirawra:i3t^*^*>T^^ Immune—

w las*'



SRnqqT^eiT »

fdsRi 3iK»*i^r?E5«ipe’'^ i ^ o?rT’?*rr sr

3'9fr«riii^^l«n^% l 'i^qlRdsR^KlRwq^ ll

t?TOa>Ta'^qacigq:, ? OTl i %to-
#it -itsiiv^M^wurd^lmRfS i

'd«q|<4l«4J^W=5rf«^S-

li iR i%Riii: snfteras^n^ s?rsr%rat

^jqrfs:,^ «rait ^^NglTfcq;-ai >{ ?r^rciJ*"3rf^-

% (^ ? ) «5?Kr 3?qi?5?j3raf&i3i; i

g9??r II: fire«aTi% ^qjw: §^li

gsrr-3?nfTsi cf^Hwww^cqigi^i gsnffTOi ferlt<TT

sr?i!ort ’^qrar, ^frwfisTei^ ?if?r si^jc gn^K r:
,

^ sn#f^ Tis^Rft ^snq^%?n%,

«'^ST ft(f|-?) ^8?ra ^ ?

qw qsf jrat5q^r§?qT??qtq3¥?r^, sra’ ?rar-

*T55n^ spjft^jrrqT^ i

^^ sra^w«^<^iii*J4]cmd i<tq ^j, ^ ^ f^nmfNn-

wra3T-tE^ fflsj^r: qt^f ^
?r^ ar*ftq?w feqWj , <H«f'«‘w>i<i*r ^qr »Ttq^^dof! ffl’ i

s^srar^ aif^arar qr « *ftqsr4q>«^«rfi., sr^-
q4*4j«ldci,, ^qF^g?];, qissifqsfi^ I g«rr-

'lwRu4lq4f ^ Iggr g^priqa i i

’Tctf^^rpft^r^ ?r5EfTu.* ^tigalRffr. ?

«rpi\q*f 'q R^q^Tii«iRruq--^qr ll ifq ii

Rqr qr^ qr ^gqw<^ qfg^t i

qfgf^’^grq ^rFrf >y 4?i>[<lq^m'%q^ H ?iq H



W ^lu||Iif?<| ilf 11

^rarfiiRpTralJisra^iT ff|f: srar I^stt

sirol
^?r!if sft^Tsif^i^jrsafra, f^[»i?r5R?fh sTF^nwf

S^nunwrf ^ggf wi^ ’n<«i<uiw ^vifai(ii<44fK5M
'

«<iq: u

3^ ‘sr ?33:’ [ *ro srro ] |^?it%it gfe3q3 i>?rdT II .

3^<n ?f)3si^ 3g< TqiPi^^4in?g-

1

^ swKR&sr ^^ U

[ Ho 5iro-t? ? 3

[Ho 5ITo-??-?
3

'3 «rfe 5iT?cfl%'sft*PP^ i

sr^f^S «m33T u

[ Ho 5Ro-tV'S 3

55JrTf%»iT srnwit 3^313: ii

33i‘ ariqlg^fffggj-^ gftgnsi^ 1 ’rmk-

3RT3 f^f^, f« 3^3!^ 5pn«jf: I k ?raT53v. '5®ra3TCRr

f3%Ti_, m ?iHT*i!: 1 313^ ^ ^raijgp 3j«i3t^fir-

^aiSmT3iw<WTf3W ‘td
'

l35ff3l^-

1h%tj 3 3^p% !ft3ra!: I ^-
,
3 5t3P??^3fT-

337 *3 an3%3IT305rQ^-

3\313<iji['^fir|l3 3T3f3

HsrWf^g*!^ I

33!

5rnfrf3^r#3fl^q: il

[ HHlfqTlH-tt'K 3

?'n*iT si33c!ra3?iT3i3?^3-

^tRp53T3T3T3! 11





3rar ^ grfii »T^ffT5nPir fii^srari^ wisra^

I 3isr »Tirsn^ [ 5R?Tf ^ ?rFi^ firesRrt

»TE®fsxr CTT, ;rpf it firw ii

arar ?rifH «iw ffl^jicrr^ ^ [inafor] eft ^
[ 3 ft^^RfJBwPer OT I aq?f^«i eng-aft^R;—f^na^

ajT?^ aift-sarar;? f^er^mt^m;—JTfirG?rT^ 3TR-nn?RT-

ara?i5, era *>!TRg^CT3f^^f^cf^®n^*’ i ^^ ’prapj; erer

^jiarfe', eraRi «rra?rG^ a55R?n«r:

i sra enl^»rar ftTg^idi^aaeft'a-i:—^ee^csn-

^afraw? w^raw! ^fwrewT'rarR^ i ft»T ^erei'i^rnraft^

g-u iw^e^grl^frait^ftsefnr; i firffirer^ra^^i^—

^

% an^wT'-fTt ?f»nwieft sr ^q-fe-sernr: t grRqifvrcflT

^ amaRer araif: I — ^raigserra: Ji^FTT^r srfe'rars ?

ei Twr^^i^— srcrara ^ srfa*<^i* •

qnw^cnn—f% 3^CTgBjT?cr: ang:

ggrqpisq
'

q' 9 —if ftswt kfl »r iftaraRP^"

oftq^!ii%, snft' fts*ift^f5'ierT ae'T?i*% i l^ffterara^^"

f|; ati^sere^
eft AT ^Tarer, [ an %^<raer ] i ai^

RRWReft H ab<rMR<^ar8r sr tqapwfaRarsT, effT ai

fsnsafsr I anr^ sr ac^ ar f%ara!, asr 5n?er ^eg^saift i ylrftff-

sR^rfgV St H^ra:% st <TR^ft i sanf^: srar Pi^Rtil^s^

^R^anapsaRaar «Tftf^df?r i

!tman3«»==?r ^
^s, *n ^ ^finatf^
grT!n& Win ^sraJranwr erirafft i

^^a.nTO«raLi ^4l^«W«««i‘'ruu«ii.im

faw-



hw spr sr?^ \

fwar^cr^^Hr^— fsngsiFat nm:

^TFraii 1 ^s^sjr-sr »hrr st f^fefiRRPr

jg^ *T<Ndi t%?R I snc—^ RRSBiRt
5n?5T ? anf:--^ ;ft5qvft ^ T^q^prlir i anf—^ ^wn-

fJrif^fi wet: ? anf: *r w^snipr ^ ^ftspr i ar^— %ar^
%fkTs ? an|j—^jRsr ®EPit!r arif—^^ sigw: ?

ang:—jnft^TP^MPT sr ft«f^?Tr?wpr i ang—

^

anaw ? an|:~^5rRjf 53Tft?i'55q:iang~%^6Raj;g?j|r-

'aiftor 1 ang;—^ i«ng% i an^—feaiilTrtT-
? ang;—^ ggn»Tgiqffi^Tt

l ar^—^ ^atn^: «f>Con«TH.? angJ—aj^^TCtR^-
'ifUwiat I ang—«?Nf ;^: ? ang:--3R!r?Ergpn-

agagrtilanq;
» am;—srf^ ^rnfamk: ? ang:—^?«nrro-

sprawng. I ang— ^sRrrfJr: ^nm t ar^:—
sr laTaT *1 anwsn i ar^— fRTft^%qfVingfir: ?

angj—am^5sriOTR[ER i atrg—a^iff ^wrife ?

ar^—aiga^g^^iPERra: I ang—irfe’raT
an^;? angj—^jng^f^ftscr: I ang—f^rnf^ an^-

«IRR ? eng:—

^

qTffliTW ia
'

HWlHfficI

U

I gf^ JSTgCRra?

^rerjTt ^fafq^sl^Tgt ^reat qa^ aisrsTf f^-
gramPTgqigWTai^arSRrTfir grR^nrar arif^Hg-

^nott f9Pran«S ^nfargf§i;5g i gfe ii

s^* amnaftffiOTwrt fwgsqt q^rat

a^ 'a aiTqa*Rr»5gprt yKu^Tg.—

aw aisgEft; ^EToaar nafea iwntqr sraterggqR

g^ersrpnrf 'a q^^ mg^^aalRi arfhrcfirfaw^ i h
'qifiawETi'ft a a qsrnWfirfarat a SHsggw-

aarqpnfiSrfeg: i qa^ qsgafb arerflqqWTft^w g^q-

ggn^ a9R^ qwqfigigt iqqRgigt qlgqf^grg: i ^et ar

qftgi^ snwiRt a aigal ataprq^^m fera: u





iltqqT'Ogn SRW SHJTW; I

*?’T^5r5?T 'spf

?iTw:,m^t, ^tjsprT ^ ^CRl^-
'l$-<(l^»tgs ^fg i gsr

^Rgra^g gg ^rafer—^ g 55^ ^ ^
g gg^ g g^gaft \ igggr ^^gggt: 1 a^ng^ -wgggl: 1

^ ggggr: \ gp^wr^ g^gg^; 1 ^cw rqgi' 3^

gggg^; 1 fgtif^gr ^ g^ggl 1 gfggj^rgr ^
gggg^i 1^ iggro i % ^gsnggprg^&^ wprr fggg-

gr^H;ggggig;g^g Pg' 1 ^ggg^g;ggggH'^?^f^
gpnggrggon^ \ % a<mi'T?(^g ^ggr gi® fg#g 1 ^

giOTgi: ggFtT iw^4(gji^ ^ralggi^ gftftgr^i gg-

gii gggg g??5Tg I ffg u

g5iS g an^mfegRu'^ig ig;—

gg g’dgg g
gggg^ gIRjg g% \

g g ^fg gfef

^ ^21 *!»<* (?!' gt^giT*ni^ tl

gggR^grcggf^
^ sar gfgsflgscflgit: 1

gt'gqgjlg g g?g1g gg
gi& gg#g smf^ ?ign: U

fggggkg gfeggcm
sEggfgg?g gsr^g ggigp 1

ifsfgg gnfig ggPT^ n

^5gg^ iggffgig gig;

^lPi|g grg; I

gt g g^ am^ atg^

g^gilifsHgrgr gigp g«RmglgRidIqg^ gigwl

?rafTt^ wicn^ii



*r®ra^PT®TOi%!ra^7irRi^?n^ II

aran:—^ to; 3*ni^5^gf^ ;nfer ^nror-
S?rTB7, ^Eq^riVoTsyi^ifi.'^Ef^KT wiggr 1 i

Wffebr ST TO^ll

spflTO^ I ST 5 qiH-ci'^ayi'iWM^i^w ^ra^iTmT?sra^»

TO 'qi;«'iMTii I i^HTOcnsnJp^qsi^ Igqissit-

SIWTt fggsrll^l

^ TOTT^’sRnTOST H

[ slwateTO-^ ]

^jcriq arapT%-

irero sbtssp qw # srcftrsT ^ qnw;?, i

sjiHitq^sinr; U^ II

[ ^9 «in*-4. ]

5raT;f si^efest sr^^j «iwlwi'ti^-

53pqg%, qgs sflferPRSlsn; H^OTCi;, W^KJRSPf

ft^qfirgTT^ H
^ ___a.

sra ^Tsn i<*t iui^

asdiM4noiqrs ? silg >i*i]uig y»i5, g^ «i-^«ir^

spnon^ fitftgonfsT %firqsniar,^ to

^ 1 araiTOiRT;, ^ sr

I srafsTsi^ *1 snrpitwn;^

^ SW|U| |*IN K*llr4^ISTWTl^ f^ssf ^
sr a'tMld^fiwTsn sirar ife l

atg^mr; gq?

. aw %



?iw sra*f srtcow i

I ^ snnorift

m WK«^Ti«(^ J ^ I f% icrf^^-

^r*!^ ^ ^:^|TlcMldM85!«'4l|»A I^ ?rN«i<m%‘ snfer, %r^;
^?rnt 1't, ^f^^iure«r i;?5rfl^«rRfj;. i ?T3t

g:fT ^ 5r%5qsf snrMrisr

^ardi5iiai3t ^ ’a‘5?i%K% ^s^rfRinfw li

1%?^ 5n% ^sr 35ift^ ^T5Rr>

gqsip?^ 5ffq^-^r snfr toFI: st spc^ *ii«i|S5ft

««F5tir ? i Pili^dfe^ ^TSF^ stisCT ?g3r%5^sftq'-

snfe %% 1 snafiorf ^pifhflrrai i fER3^ sm-

af% mail wii% 51 ^ar^, %5t 'rww^
^ 51 ^<!r«| Hi «>l<1>^‘S4q^|^unM'<Rt sJUl'iJpyrj f%

3 ^5r ais an sr%^'n%;, ^ ''i^Rr^arpfarf^^ giar

^«r?r^ I artw ^ ^^nsrwfr g^5:i^fttdi ^qaiWi-

girax anftoft 5ftw5T!%, g*nm5c m5^s?n^ «TftflErf^,

5t^ tanaqrafera^fiif^^^mgarefmn snaisTB^rfigiai:

gvrefinan f^s^r faiaantrrar?^: i q^Si^icarR; ^^sri«r'

aaWTarat^n^ ^fe^arf^gaj qfcfo^ajfa ^q-

55RU i m^^anailt ggrfeg^cn «<sa^ qftqWfid i arar

g|
'

ai4<R^ ?tfgr 5t^st%pt atgn^ Icar<glli34i
,

i^argga^R^i^*

%5ait asra^ga^,'*^

aPTlft ?annr3ig*iw tpitswraRrf^, I aRarif-

gaiarw w, i arar-

^^igaaac^iR sigtggiF 5t i gwK-



filter lir
il

5 35^rofs]W ?rft»B^ ^rrram I fail^ ^
^miq] R<f’Clqqtiimi(ffqi^, ^TWI^mf^Tt ?P5P38pi5®%i^^ k fqTPl^ra4<1u<^i^UiMUHwi^^
®«pRTOr sNwjPTRi:, 3^ sr353wre5?f ??njj; 1 51

/ f% o^w 1?^ jpj^0 II

swnonisfIsT; sj%?nf^5T;,

iir^ ^ I

^I<ltl.^4^'fei)jju|^')^'^t6|4i'(ii »n% II

% I «r% ^TOWF*r385»ii:?ng^t^ woigqg^
g^g^s.’^q:, g^gryfe arar ^rfer ? grerfiCT, gft 3fq^ g^w-
’Rft%^ q^oi&'4>( ? 3W «nfer 38?3*i;, 3^ geginffPr f^-
w^f snRftf3^ STflloigqj^ ? 353f3f|—

ssron^fsi^ ^ 3 35*iiprRT^ 1

g4q^’CTiS'^'^^^ •q'ggpt^iiimffaT^i 11 ?% 11

[ »To 5n«-VV ]

3Tar ?373r3 5!EE3^.^%f3 SStonj;, f% trff
‘gcHyggf

3g®^' [ •no-^.^ ? ? ? ] ff3 ^sffor ^sqr st^ 31^
sssnrqi. » 333i3 §^3^3 ®«f«RnaR3W'33n^33S^, JRJT

^Frf^5ai1is«H?313 3W II

' ^3T3cf^n3^3 3;^3;qT3CT =3 e3®^FnJ=33Wl?33^
353% I ^ 3l3T3Tffi=3TgWK33 [;tft3

'
'

33E33^ 35?3-

gjjom, 3?r3T #Io3TS ^rfesf %?3T3T f333Tg3^ iq^TflW

^3tpiij^r{3SrfH;^j %?l ,®s«if »<Ri>Ri3*«qf '3

b^^Ri33’|3 4^*ErT333*3*Pr^% I ftaWWr ^?W3T^

Jrll'^?I*^%^'® '*r3f% ^3^sroR^ ^^as^uipcfucw

^ituniT^i^ 1 333^ ftaw^^segrof ^??>m;, 3OT Kri3f^^

q^^qni'qfi
'

dVlfa^AET.i^^ It



SRqqsrto TO 5TO I

^ lo^RR^f^j ^sfdfftfRTO^TO

fefw si^ TO^* TOITOpf

^^5?nT— 5i^ ^ o?r?fe^i

fel^gR^? ^*<RW ^

gpTTO^-roRrfa^i
TOf^r^^n^'

TOfTOUT^ SlJhn^TO i

^mk TO%l%f^TO. ^ssrof ^©lijMiH^or

?rffif ^pRfftw ?fe ^ srft *^i 3#TOsrrff

tciti>ni<iMIdUm

?m?n^^sn W* TOftftj? TO’^tTOHTO-

n
< »

?[TO

TOfes^,^ %feTOT I 5Tar cl^

I totR to l^iRtTO?

52^:1^
fwOfTTOTOT SI5?lTI??nfW[T 5IfS?TO

to?R[^
’

4I 5r ^ ^ ^ gftftroitf

fei^ fi^iif4d R^wsrfkg^ f^^prrot

I gf OT srro# I ^ 1^3^

[#W?TO ]

?(^ safe

ft I^ ^ gfw ^ ^

TO^^,gfT552pn5 ftsRTO^POTroftHW’i^i



5T SSpTJi
| ^rar sKm&=,^^ I ?r?iAgm5Jf^3S-

®8E^TOTS?ri^-

!T ^ ^q.__

?r^!iK«T^5STi^t qrfsra* jg^r li f1^ ii

[ ®NiTtflRRira-?
j ]

Tt^nr 3TgT5=*r?tfr sjprasFffe^
5ran ^ g^f^rfer—

^ %%fT5n»n%?T ^ I

5rf^, g?ft: fti% ^ g 50§ II II

, - , [ 511®-^ ^ ( ]
gr8r5rT=gqt-^T^gj^i fef^?ff%ranftf^ %|qii;i
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( Containing the original of ch. XXV
of the translation )
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~
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,
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Axn^umaya 27)6

Aikaya 105

Akiiiicana 325

Akusala 15, 66

Akrtaka tAsamskrata) 66

Acala 279

Ajfinka 280

Apu 153

Atipatita Loka MarySdfi 213

Atiprasanga 138

Atindny&rtba 251

Atyanta AbhSva 302

Atyantabhinna 209

AtyantSnutpadatva 165

Adosa 269

Advaita 69, 103, 132, 253, 317

Advaita Brahma 26, 36

Advaya 69

Advaya Nisprapafica 69

Advaya Laksana 55

Adhikarana Sadhana 10, 284
Adhipati 265, 266, 272, 273
Adhipati Pratyaya 255, 265,

272, 273

AdbyavasSya 206

Adhyava$ita2I3

Adhystma Vid>a 91

AdhySropya 322

Adhvan 68, 171

Ananta Dravyi^ 13

Ananta Vi^e^aiia-Sambhava

133

Anatikramya 2$^
AnStxnan 226

Anapeksa 253^

Anapek^ab Sv&bh&vab

Anabhivyakta 150 ^

Anabhivyakta-Rapa Anutpat*
ti 150

'
'

Anabhilspya 238

Anavagata 129

Anavasthfi 139

An£tma 12, 68, 201, 203, 316

AnStman''226, 231

AnSropita 222

Anfirya 240

Ana^rava 91, 186

AjiSsrava DbarmSb 91^ 284

Anitya 286, 395

Anityata 280

Anirvacaslya 78, 253

Anirvacanlya Vada 204
AnirvAcya 311

Aniicaya 206

Anugamyate 247
Anutpatti 150

Anutpanna 204
Anutpanndh Sarvk Dharmah

204
Anutpada 71, 324

Anups^anna 234

Anupalabdhi 302

Anupftkhya Prapanca 238
Anupsdaya 300, 302, 306

AnupSdSya ( Sat ) « Paramfir-

tbasat 309
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Anubhava 210

Anuxnsna 141,159

Anumflaa Nirgkrta 159

Anuxnana j^dha 145

Anurodha 229

Anuloxna 183

AnusaJ^ta 91

Anapeantika 175

Antadvaya-Rahita'^va U9,
- 123

Anna 185

Anapeksah 75, 234

Anya-Vyavrtti*288

Anyftyto’ nyto 235

Anyayatah 237 *>

Anyonya-Abhfiva 302

Anvaya-JnSna 28

Apatrapa 185

Apara 182

Aproksa 74, 244, 251

Aparoksa-Brahnsa 244

Aparok^a-Vartin 74

Apavarga 98

Apeksk'i206

Apek§ya 71

Apoha 238, 239

Apratisiddha 205

Aprati^thita-Nifvfina 285, Sl?

Apratltya 74, 305

Apjatltya-Sainutpanna 69

Apratyaya Svabhfiva 276

ApravartamSna 305, 306

Apravrtti 304, 324

Apraha^avya 307

AprSpta 129

AbW 62, 80, 82, 307

Abhidharma 22, 52, 89, 125,

254

Abhidheya-Bahittatvst 328
Abhinlvi^ate 322

Abhijfig 30

Abhmivjjf^ 294

Abhipravartate»A'biiiinuLha-

mpravartate 278

Abhiznata 133

AbUbaniaya'*78, 133

Abhisamaya » Prajiia FaramS-

tfi 329

Abbata 164

Amrtyupada 98

Amuna NySyena 235

Ayatnena 299

Arupa-Dhatu 12, 16, 27, 120

Aropino (Dhannflh) 13

Artha 1 9, 74

Artha-KSma-Dharma 19

Artha-Knyakara 234

Arthakriyfikfintva 170

Artfaa-Jflsnyorbhedah 63

ArthapadSni (Catviarj) 91

Artha-Vfikya 155

Arthapatti 154

Alinga 45

Avkdharana 233

Avmrsyate 9

1

Avasthayflm 148

Avficya 305

Avicarita Siddba 65

Avigamatah 322

Avjjnapti 292

Avidya 201, 283

Avidya Tsrne 94

Avidyamana Svarupa 314



Aviparltartha73

Avyakta '4d

Avyabhicarxt& 296

Avyakrta VastOni 321

A^Onyam 71

A^Qnya 286, 288

Aianyavat 288

Alaayata- VSdin 166

Aiubha-BhavanS 208

Asamskrta 25, 69, 90, 283

Asaiiiskrtam^Na Krtam 309

Asazisskrtadharma 56

AsangatSrtha 180

Asat, Nirasat 45

Asat-Kaipa 249

AstkSryavada 168

Asamanupa^yan 220

Asambaddha 241

Asarvajno VaktS d26

Asadharanakfirapa '255, 265,

272

Asiddha 68, 1 75

Asiddha Svatah 173

Asiddhfirlhata 171

Astb&n Yogena 325

Asti“Vfidin 213

Asthita 97

Asvabhava 276

Asvabbfiva Siddha 276

Asvayaznmaya 276

igama 250

Acara 237

AcSrya 106

Ajavan^avlbbfiva 80, 305

Atma 12, 50, 68

Atman 226, 305, 312

Atma-Prajbapti 283

Atma-Bhfiva 237,^248

Atma-labha 308

Atma-vSda 35

Atma-sndha 283

Atma 5vabbfivai231

Adi-Santa 57

Adhipateya=Adhipati-Pra-

tyaya 255

Adbygtmika ( Ayatana } 160,

167, 169

Adhyatmikabbsvah 170

Ananda 134

Ayatana 12, 90, 201 ,*231

Arambba 277

Arambhaka 302

Aropita 73

Aropita Vyavabftrab 73

Arya 5, 14, 27, 19, 132, 290,

196, 207

Arya-pudgala 91, 132

Arya-satya 92

Aryasya satyani 27

Alambana 228, 265

Aryatiam 90, 134

Arya Ai^anga 52

Alambanaka 269

Alambana-pratyaya 267

Alambana-buddby-upajana-

nah 228

Alamben utpadyante 267

Alaya 53

Alaya-Vijn&na 49, 51, 52, 107

Avasthika 183

Avastbik-pra titya-samutpsda
183

Airayasya 250

A^raya-asiddba 159

Airitya 299, 305 ,
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l^srava 94/ 196 »

Icch3 239
Iti 55, 90
Iti Ananta Dravya 13

Ittham^csra 231

Itya 127

Idazn 316

Idanta 78

Idampratyayatfi 78

Idampratyata-znStram 202
Idamsatva-abhinive^a 191

IdSnlm 306

Jndriya 92, 104, 173

Indriya«-Ksana 250

Iva 314
Iha 294, 324

I^vara 157, 317

livara-pranidhSna 24
Ukta 94

XJkto 71

Uccheda 157

Uccheda»vsda 46, 83

Uccyate 91, 224

Uta 75, 262

Utkar§a 14

Utpatti 160

Utpatti-nihsvabhsvatfi 54
Utpattih SvatahsSatkSryam -

139

Utpadyate 140, 267

Utpanna 65 /i

Utpada 140, 277

UtpSdab 257, 277

UtpsdEt purvam satvam 256

Udgbfityati 234

Upajata Buddbih 228

Upadisyate 71

Upanayan 148-'

Upatti 10, 247^ '

Upapatti-dhyfina lb

Upapatty-antar 237
Upapadyatema 312
Upapadyi 280

tJpapanna 233^

Upapfiduka 18

Upalaksana 319

Upalaksyate 156

Upa^azna 2^
UpSdatr 230

Upadsna 201, 269, 270, 302

Up danam 305

Upadana-bhata 502

Upadana-skandha Taddhetu-

sea Dubkhamuktam 94
Upadaaa skandh ^ Sasrava

Dharmah 283

Upadaya 297, 300, 302, 303

Upadaya Abhevah 300

Upadaya pravartamanah 306

Upadaya prjfiapti 1 19

Upadaya nPratltya Sapek^-

ka«>Sunya 309
f

Upadaya pravartate^PratSya

pravartate 305

Upadaya “ ( pratitya ^ sapek-

sika ss Sapratiyogiiaka) 309

Kddhi 11,30

Eva 90, 171, 288

Ekapuru^a 197

Eka Vjjflanotpatti 126
^

EkSgrata 10

Etani 91

Katham Yujyante 320

Karma 22, 23, 93, 191, 201,

265, 272,290,304 ..
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Karma-karaka 104, 260

Karma-sadbana 10^ 78^ 132

Kalpan& 204, 206,224, 247,

289,311,321

Kalpan&=Yojan& 31]* 326

Kalpan£-Nsm^ati yojanS 206

KalpanS-podha 28, 214, 240,

247

Kalpyate 312

KavallkSra &bara 22

Kascit Svabh^va 320

Kartr vinft 2fi0

Kstbinyfidl 229, 232

K&ma 19

Kgma-dbatu 11, 16, 20, 120

Kleiajanmaor abhSvah 29 9

Kleiajanxnanor Kjayah 48

KleSa-taskara 284

Knya259
K^ana^Savalak^anasFaramSr-

tha-sat 164

Ksana 57, 68, 214, 222

ICfaya mStram 295

Ksanti«ruci 27

Kvacit 237

Kbaratva 173

Khygti 62

Catavya 211

Gati 281

Gotra 326
K&raka 226

Kama 150

K&ranam 143

Karane 143

KSrana betu 68, 303

Karye 143

Karyam=s:gvirbhavah H2
K§rya*karana bhava 257

Kgrya-kgrana rspa 184

Karya Karin 295

Kalgnanugata 214 ,

Kimapek^am 258

Kuznara 327

Kuiala 14

Krtanta 139

Kli;ta 15

Klista Sasrava 15

Kleia 15, 208, 286, 287, 290

Kle^a»avidya*>tr^ne 286, 287

KleSa-karma-janznadi 291, 295

Kie^a^kalpana 288

KIeiaga\;ia 283

Graba 289

Grahanak 146

Grahya-grabak-j ahita 54

Gcdbabbisandhih 234

Grahanakavakyam 146

Grahanak Vakyasya 146

Grabya Visaya—Parmartha*

5at 213

Caksuh 169

Caksuradi 160

Caksurgyatana 160

Caksur Vijnana 250 j

Capx 71

CStta 76, 225, 266

CittaBznanas«Vijnana 5, 51,

160, 225

Cittaekagrata 10

Citta^dharmata 54, 78

Gitta-dhara 220

Cittam samanupaiyana 220

Citta zaababhumika 10, 13

Cztta Vtjnana 225
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Citta**5amprayukta Sai&skara

225

Citta svolakjana 22i

Cetah»VijnftnasSkandha 285
Cetana 504

Caitanya 174

CaitasaeCaittaB citta«sainpra-

yukta^saifiskara 225

Caztta 75, 267

Cheda 148

Codanfi 150

Jada 08

Jani-kriya 259

Janma 290

Jathagata Kayo 75

Jaii 125

J5ftna 51, 45, 91, 43, 49, 65,

141, 205, 210

Jfianaxn 326

Jnana-sambhaia 325

Jfisnasya 226

Jfifina-Savikalpaka^Jnano-

Arthavi^esa-paricchitti 226

Jfianakftya 286

Jflftnena 313, 314

Jnftnena na pr&pyat^ 213’

Jyotirvidyft siddha 215

Tat 35, 40, 55, 37, 90, 95, 153

Tatkftlikl gatih 215

Tatsabh«ga»asvakarinakrt 172

Tattva 38, 41, 56, 124, 153,

154

Tattvam 202

TattvamEva 253

Tattvaadhigama 237

Tattvatah 191

Tattvs<darilik 201

Tattva-vld 243

Tattvavid apek«ayS 243

Tad 71

Tad anurodhena 229

Tad cva updrisyate 229

Tad Vjparyaya 253

Tathagata 316

Tathft ca 148

Tathagata Garbha 7d

Tathsgata iflsana piatipanna

282

TathSgatSnfini 184

Tathata 32 47, 32, 53, 61, 68,

69, 87, 107, 204, 317

Tathata^Dhamia Kaya 271

TatbaiS^DharmatS 54

TathatfisSfinyata 221

Tad dharina=>Faksa dhara-

ma 139

Tad Vigaxn Avfgamatab 322

Tarkajvftla 120

Tatkfiiikrgatih 215

Tasya 146

Tarkika 166, 120

TScparyattka 94, 146

Tira&kara 249

Tirtbika 221

Tu 148

T»o&20i
Tesam ayam doja^i 287

Traidhfttuka 90

Traxlokya Vyivrtta 214

Truaiik^ 78

Dar^ana 134, 254

Divya cakgub 18

Divya irotra 18
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DTrgba hrasva vat 214

Dubkha 16, 17, 20, 27, 55, 57,

56,91,92, 94, 181, 201,

202, 121, 34, 35

Duhkha»Saxns&ra 220

DuhkhaspancopfidSna skaa-

dha 104, 293

Duhkha Vedanft92

Duhkha Satya 94

Duhkha samudaya 90

Driyate 295

Drjtayah^Avyfikrta vastani

318, 320

Dr^ii 26

Disiavyo 75

Drstimarga 16, 18, 26, 29,

37, 90, 132, 137, 207

Drsti heya 15

Desanugata 214

Desanam 323

Dehoccheda 46

Do^a 264

Dosa prasaxiga 298

DvaidhTkarana 47, 137, 206,

224

Dharma 8, 9, 12, 13, 16, 18,

24. 28, 29, 31, 33, 34,

36, 39, 41, 42, 44, 45,

46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 55,

56, 72, 75, 81, 83, 84,

85, 88, 90, 91, 95, 98,

113, 119, 130, 168, 184,

185, 201, 203, 213, 267,

268, 270, 280, 283, 285,

296, 295, 305, 306, 323,

324, 326, 328, 329

Dharma (KSrya-Kfirana-rapa)
184

Dharma SvabhSva-dhara^
dharmfih 75

Dharmsnudharma ( Pratipat*

tiyukta) 282, 324

Dharma*k&ya 41, 48, 50, 54,

67, 68, 72, 78, 79, 85, 100,

119, 123, 124, 244, 253,

280,286,317,324,326

Dhamia*kjiya DharmatS —
Tathatg 280

Dharma-jnSaa 27

Dharmat& 67, 74, 76, 157,

253

Dharmtah 74

DhannatS::=Anfttma 132

DharmatS-Dharma-k^ya 67

DharmanStn 69, 78, 184

Dharma-dh&tu 54, 78

Dharma-nairStmya 90

Dharma Pravicaya 94

Dharma-praviveka 94

Dharma-saniketa =» Anatma «=

Fudgala - nairatmya =« 12

ayatanas 203

Dharma*Samskrta Dharam «

Samskara

Dharma-laksapa 44, 285, 308

Dharma-svabhava 44, 46, 66,

285, 308

Dharmah 75

Dhatu 22, 92, 104, 326

Dharanad 75

Dhyana 10, 11, 17, 29

Dhvani 228

Na 142, 146

Na Karyatmkam 142

Na yujyate-sNoppadyate 315

Na pasyanti Tatfaagatam 316
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Nandi r^ga sahagata tr<;n& 29^

Nstha (Oharma-ksya) 281

Nanya nSnanya 54

Ndmarfipa (»Panc-skandlia}

201

Ndsayatz 236

Nflsti 143, 180

Nftstika 292

Nfisti-vsdin 293

Nihsrcyasa 89

Nihsvabhava 72, 75, 316

Nihsvabhfiva«*!llnya 273

Nih-svabhSvata 253

Nimitta 324

Nimitta-udgrahnam 313, 3J4

Nimitta-kSrana 272

NimUia-grSinn 313

Nimitta lambana 313

Niyama 278

Niyatarod ha«Njrodha=Nir-

vftna 295

Nxrantara-utpada 171

Niravasesa-prapanca-upaia-

xna 71

Niravikalpak 238

Nir&karana 237

Niiakrta 159

Niruddha 57, 270

Nznidbyate 186

Nirupa-pattika 129 «

Ninipa-pattika Pakja 145

Nirupadfina=Asan)skrta«Pa-

ramftrtbasat 312 /

Nirupadhi-sesa 199, 284

Nirupeksa 206

Nirodha 27, 40,. 90, 282, 285,

295, 315, 318

Nirodha-satya 41

Nirodhstmaka PadSrtha 294

NirmSna^kilya 94

Nirvatarka 266

Nivartyatc 168

N]vart3^-nizvartakatva 168

Nirvana 24, 25, 27, 31, 72,

75, 76, 79, 80,90,97, 107,

154, 253, 313

Nirvfina-dbStu 199, 290

Nirvikalpaka 51

Nirvikalpakam Jnsnam 51

Nirvartaygmi 237

Nivrta-avyfifcrta 18

Nivrtti 290

Nivesayl 281

Ni^caya 206, 207

Ni^caya ss adhyavasgya «KaK
pang»vikalpa 213

Ni^cita rupam Vftkyamup-

patti*=»PrainSnain 207

Niiprapanca 69, 71, 72, 238,

253, 288,316

Ni^yanda phala 13, 272

NiUdi -vijnftna 246

Nopapadyate 295, 312, 319

Nohyata=»Na Kalpyate 315

Naiva Yujyante 322

Ny&ya 155
^

Pakja 237

Pakja-dosa 159
, ^ .

Paksa-dharma 139

Pak§a-pfita 325
^ ^

,
Pacikriya 258, 262

^

Pad 125

Padgrtba 294
^

i

Padfirtba « Artha Dharma

320
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Parata utpattih 179, 180

Paratantra 54, 172,206,253,

293

Paratva 258

Para paksah 279

Paramatam aintya 63

ParamSrtha 207, 239, 253

Param£rthatah 166, 168, 169,

171

ParamSrthasat 170, 213, 222,

238

Paramgrtha-Satya 212

Paramgrtha Nihsvabbgvatfi 54

Paraspara Vibhaga 224

Paraspara Apek^a 235, 253,

300

Paraspara-parihara 238

Prasparapek^a-siddha 252

Prasmin abhavgd eva 1 78

ParSrthanumana 246

Parikalpa 206

ParikalpanS 219

Parikalpyante 155

Parikalpita 54

Paiikalpita Svabhgva 293

Paricodang 203

Pariccheda 238

Fancchidyate 206

Pannsma 53

Parxnama-duhkhatg 27

PandIpayata»parito Dipayata

131

ParinirvSsyatx 195

Pariaivrtta^arito Niruddha
329

Parmispanna 64, 293

Paiinispazmatfi 78

PariSudhyg 75

Pa^yanti 73

Pg^ana nirvzge^ah 97
Paraznita 133

Punya-saznbhara 325

Pudgala 12, 68, 81, 230, 234,

282, 305, 306

Pudgala-zzaii^Cmya 68, 90,

187

Pudgala*Nairfimtya»Aizatman

203

Pudgala-'VSda 50

Pudgala-vSdin, 35

Punarbhavfirtham 201

Puruskgra-phala 272
ParvH 104, 324, 326

Purvgpara koti 104

Prthag Jagna 19

Prthag<;;nanatva 19

Prthzvi 217

Prithivygdi 229, 231

Prakara^ 105

Prakrti 45, 157

Prakrti Prabhasvara 75

Prakrti-^gzita 329

Frajikapti 72, 82, 230

Prajfiapti =» Kalpang 304

Prajziaptisgt 39, 67, 82 230

Prajnapyate 299, 303

Prajng 14, 16, 94, 324

Prajng amalg 14

Prajng-pgrazzlitg 70, 75, 78,

182, 133

Pxajng-Piadipa 105

Prati 124, 127, 128

Pjrati Kartr 229

Pratigha 18
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Pratjpaksa 206

PrncipalU 312

^iatipsdan^rtham 21

1

Pi-atiyogina 302

Praliloma 183

PralivaklT 228

Prativijnapti 313

Pratisanikhy.i-nlrodha 94

Pratisantana ^arIra-k-» na 13

Pralltya 71, 124, 126, 127,

128, 302, 303, 305
Pratllyae^Prfipya 128, 129

Pratltya^LTpSidSya » Pratiyo*’

gin 309

PraiItya«^^Qnya 158

Pratityaja 202

Pralttya^samuipannatva 132,

304

PraUtya’^^mutpanna 1 1Vd s?jlin-

yats 273

Pratltya-sajnutpsda 13, 54,

69, 70, 71, ,76, 119, 123,

125, 127, 128, 130, 183,

203, 21 1, 253, 254, 277,

279, 303, 304, 310

Pratitya-samutpada mati am
202 ,,

Pratltya^samutpada ^Onya 76

Fratltya-samutpSda (r-Sunya-

tfi«Antadvayarahitatva) 123

Pratyak^a 79, 214, 228, 249,

251

Pratyaksam 74, 244

Pratyak&atva 250 «

Pratyaya 71, 254, 265

Pratyaya Niyama 277

Pratyayfln pratltya 263

Pratyayayatl 259

Pratyavatl kriya 261

Pi-atyayalvikarah 276
Pratyaya samutpada 254
Pratyavcksana jnSna 317
Pratyatma-vedya 29
Pratyayan 71

,

Frathama^dhyanadi 19

Pradhana 53, 288

Prapanca 71, 253, 324

Prapanca-Vak 79, 134, 207,

314, 324

Prapancayanti 74, 316

Prabandha -sKsana'santana

124

Pramana viniscaya vada 203

Piamana-samucchaya-vrtti

250
Pram&nena viniscita 28

Prameya 92

Prabhavah 257

Prayoga Marga 26

Prayoga Vakya 156

Prayojanazu 71

Pravittita 239

Pravrttfitu 152

Prasama 328

Prasanga 137, 153, 154

Frasangatft 157

Prasanga-v&kya 138

Prasajyate 260

Prasajya pratisedha 137

PrasamkhySna 94

Prasannapada 108

Prasiddha 217

Prasrabdhi 18, 23

Prahana 282, 283

Prabt^^a 14
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Prfikai^ika 183

IPradurbhavah 71

Praptz 128

Prapya-visaya (a^dhyavasita)

213

Phala 329

Bahuvrlhi 279

Badha 257

Buddha ( =nharma*-kaya

Scnyata) 133

Buddhi 96

Bodhi 317

Bodhi-citta-utpgda 133

Bodhzsattva 285

Brahma 36, 85

Brahma-nirvana 6

Bhavana 257

Bhava 45, 75, 171, 257, 294,

295, 307

Bhavatak»Svabhavatah 328

fihavanft 294

Bhavana heya 15

Bhavam upadaya 299

BhSva-yath&tmya 171

Bhava*sadbh§lva-kalpa&£van-

tah 292

Bbava-santati 72

Bhava-svaiUpani adhy<£ropya

322

Bhavya 106

Bhavya viveka 106, 120
Bhavesu Kalpana 301

Bhiitas]Vlafaabhuta 173

Bbuta koti 75

Bhat-tathata 78

Bhutam 164

Bhautika 173

Bhautikani (indriyam) 172

Matinayana = Prajna-caksuh

186

MadhyamS pratipad 119

MahakaiuUS 122

Mahana 243

Alahabhata 243

A4ahlssPithvI 173

Mabhuta phalamsAsatphalin»

Asat-karyazn 277

AlSnasa 246

AXflrga 27, 31, 90, 94, 329

Marga-satya 91

Aluktaye 97

A4nla 103

Alola-kanka 105, 155

A4ok«a 46, 89

Alok^a-Njrvana 97

Yat 71

Yad 75

Yathadr$tim(-Dr^tam) 253

Yathavasthita 134

Yathadimukta^ 326

Yaths sambbavam 163

Yad yad utpannam 233

Yantrakara 192

Yuktiviruddha 258

Yuktisas^ik^ 230

Yoga 10, 13, 17, 24, 329

Yoga samadhz 329

YogacSrya 25, 52, 78, 106,

172, 293, 329

Yogi 24

Yogi abhimata-sarvajna 133

Yogi pratyak§a 2 33, 207

Yojang 224
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Yom^h prayukta 221

Ragsdi 28?

RasiBAvayavin 67

Rapa 6^, 71, 76, 87, 150, 173,

304

Sad-bhutapadartha^lesa 164

Ssdayatana 201

Sanidassana 203

Santana 12, 14, 295,

Sannikar^ 212

Sabbg 90

Sabbam 90

Sabba-vaggo 90

Sapratxghatva 243

Sabhaga ( s sva-karmakrt) 172

Sabhsga-hetu 265

Samanantara-pratyaya 53, 265

Samjnd 304

Samjinanti 326

Samavgya 229

Samaveta 209

SamavSyjkarana 143, 270, 302

Samyag^asna 251

SarnBjm 283, 284, 313

Samadhi 10, 11, 13, 17, 30,

94, 424

Saxnapatti 17, 19, 29

Samana 198

Saxnapattz dbysna 10

Samasnta 318

Samut 125

Sanmtpattiepratitya samut-

pSda 279

Samutpfida 125, 127, 128

Samutpannam 71

Samudaya 27

Samudaya-satya C^’Heya-he-
tub) 94

SammOrcchita 203

Samprakfi sana s samyak-pra*

kSsana 123

Samaprayukta hetu 265

Sambandha 121

Sambandhy-antaza 206

Sambhava-vibbava 104

Sambhara 29

SambbSra-marga 26

SambbUyakm 10

Sambhuyakarinab 304

Sazva 90

Sarva-nzmltiftnam 328

Sarva-skars-jnats 133

Sarva injitasaminjzta 328

Sarva-fcalpana k$aya 294

Sarvajnats 133

SarvajOatft ( =»Sarva-fikara-

jnats » Sanyats-jnflna =

Prajfia-Prajflfl-Paramati) 314

Sarvajiia-vfida 133

Sarvajnonavakta 326

Sarvatra-betu 15

Sarvato-vyavrtta 214

Sarvatha-abhava 226

Sarva-darmS^ 75, 199, 226

Sarva-dharmah f=sarva sam-

sk&rab) 279

Sarva-nimitta-aziupalambha

325

Sarva-prapanca 288

Sarva-prapanca-attta 313, 314

Sarvam 90

Sarvazzyilayazn yarn 90

Sarvaznvijfiapti-mStrakani 55

Sarva-vadinah 291
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Rapa=svaTQpa 149| 318

RQpa»Ayatana 92, 273, 240

Rapa dhatu 26, 120

Rupa-skandha 92> 173 283

Laksana 173, 232

Xiaksana-*nihsvabh&vSta 54

Laksya 229, 231 251

Laksana-pravrtti 300

Loka-xnazySd9 213

Ziokavrddha 237

LokacSra 237

Lokatxta-stava 223

Lok4 251

Lauidka 252

Laukika vyavasthg 253

Laiddkam Darianam 254

Vastu 32, 40, 67, 75, 285, 306

V&ianfi lOI, 324, 326

Vikalpa 71, 206

Vikalpaka 247

Vikalpena anugamyate 246

Vikalpa (Dvaidbtkarana) 326

Vigrahvan abhava^ 62

Vigraha-vyavartanl 103, 105

Vicgra 234

VicaryamSna 232, 278
Vyfiapti 292

VijSapti-mfitrata 78

Vijfiaua 15, 22, 64, 141, 201,

203, 216, 217, 245, 260,

283, 284, 304, 313

Vijfiana (^cittassmanassartha)

225, 226

VijSfina-janik 258
Vijngna-jani-krlyg 259
Vijfifina-skandha 51, 313

Vijilsna-svalaksana 218

Vijftana-v&da 50

VijQ£nadi=skandhSh 296

VijxlSnSd&iam 71

VIjSSnena 313

Vijassi 71

Vidyate 142

Vidyamgnatva 143

Vidyamana-svabhSva 295

Vidusam 165

Viniicaya 204

Vipazyasa 104, 164, 237

Vipaiyana, 220

Vipaka 53

Vipaka^hetu 265

Vipsa 250

Viprayukta-^amskara (»rapa^
dtta-vipra-yukta-saifiskara }

293

Vibhava 307

Vinnikti-jiiana-dariana 194

Viznokja 45, 296

Viraga 295

Virudhyate 186

Vivak^ayfi 153

Vivaksam-anuvidhlyante 153

Vivafcjita 209

Vivarana 146

Vividha-aiaya 326

Vividha-dhatu 326

Vivsdala 143

ViiSesa samjiia 119

Vise^ana-abhidhana 229

Visesana-vise§ya-bhava 227

Visaya 245

Vlra^wi 261, 277

Vedana 201.217, 283, 304

Vedana*skandha 92

Vedana-satnaj^a-samskara 64
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Vaidharmya-drftanta 148-

VaiyavadSoika {Dhairoa)
324, 325

^

Vyakti (s=j^rthfipatti} 139

Vyatireka 297

Vyavaccheda 238

Vyavacchidyate 206

Vyavastlift I58»

Vyavahllra 281

Vyavahfira-satya,63

Vyasta-vj:cSra^ 1 52,

VySpSra 258

Sakti^rQpapanna 149

Sfinta 57

Santaenivrtta

Sabdain)81

Ssstra 97, 103, 119, 122

Ssstrena 71

Ssivata, 158,

Sasvabhgva-vfida 202

Sasvabb&v-vsdin 153

^aivat*v4da 83

Savikalpakaxn-jfianam 51

.$l|^-saksla-kalpa 97

Silatvftya-ffi^tra 97

Suddba 251

i^uddha-kalpanft 213

i^uddba-advaita

8uddha*artha 213, 247

^uddhaxn-pratyakfam - Nirvi-

kalpakam 213

5anya 70. 7t, 194. 212, 252,

282, 286, 316, 321,. 327

i$5nyat& 70, 76, 78, 80, 83, 87,

90,
j
103. 107, 119j 122,

123, 130,^ i32, 134, 174,

190,207,211, 213, 253, 325,

7L
5finyata-glambana 314
^Unyts-nihsvabhfivatah 53

^^”l32^
(*=dharma-nairatinya)

Scn^tS (^sprafltya-samutpfi-
dah)

SanyatSsaj^tati 103, 105

Sanyatta (“antadvaya-jabitat-

vaeradvaita) 132

Sonyavada 49

SQnyata-vadin 166, 287

Sila-iakal-kalpa 97

Samvadaka 213

Samvrttah 132, 165

Samvrti 132, 212, 233,^235,

237, 253, 239

Samvrti-satya 237, 252

Samvrti-^Qnyaia 314

Ssmkle^ika 324

Samskleiika^dhanna 325

Samsarga 104

Samsfira 31, 80, 90, 190, 253/

291, 293, 318

SamsSra-avasthaySm 291

Samsaravasthitah ( « Prthag**

jana*aryaica } 313

Samsannah (
«Prthagjana-

arya^ca)

,

Samskara 14, 67, 125, 134,

183, 184, 185, 201, 284,

285. 304, 306, 308

Samskara sskarman

Samskara-duhkhata 27

Samskara-samOha 1215, 68

Samskara-skandha 283, 304

Samskrta 69, 80, .309

Samskrta«=kitaka 309
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Samskrta^s^trilaksana 104

Sainskrta«pratltya-samut-

panna

Samskrtei-dharma 56, 125

Samskrta-dbarma (samskryate

etad) 10

Samskrtatva 304

Samskrta-lak;ana-svabhvSa 241

Sakalena 71

Sat 143

Samjfia-skandha-5

1

Satkaya-drs^i >35, 284

Satkiiya 139, 143, 168

Satkgryavsda 142

Sattfi 248

Satvat“vidyainSnaivst 174

Satya 90, 92, 285

Satyam-iunyatSySm 206

Sahabhu 265

Ssmkleiika 324

Samklesika Dharma 324

Samvrcta 63, 202

Ssdhakatazna p. 272

Ssdhya (pak5a) p. 139

Sgdhya-sama 175, 210

SSmagrt 104

S&pek§ata pravrttan 228

Sslambana 267, 268

Savaks^a 153

Sakata 288, 320, 322

Sssrava 15

Sssrava-dhanuSh 92
Sidhyi 232

Siddhi 207, 224, 232

Sugata 281

Sutra 36

Skandha 16, 49, 91, 104, 231,

283, 316, 285, 286 '

,Skaiidhah (samskit dharmaha

Saxnsk&rah)

Skandha^-lyatanaodhfitavah

* (anatmaa) 68

Skandha-parlk^g 233

Skandha-xnatraka ( ^AnSsra-

va-dharmflh ) 284

Skandhsdivat 288

Sthita 280

Sthiti 280

Sthito’pi (asthitan na vigi^ya-

te) 97

Sparta 201, 313

Sprastavya*syatana 243

Smrty-upasfhSna 221

Srota-Spatti-phala 26

Srota-spanna 132

Sva-upagama-virodha 140

Svatah 140

(Na) Svatah«Nakaranatinkain

142

(Na) Svatah-na^ksryatxQakam

142

Svat-utpattih 157

Svat-utpattih^Satkrfiyam 139

Svatantra 107

Svfttantrika 107

Svatantra-anumSna 175

Svarupatali=*tattvatab 275

SvarUpavastha* 96

SvarQpkvasthayacn 96

Svabhava 72, 75. 76, 104, 157

Svabhavah 75, 172, 178, 234,

257, 316

Svabhava-abhava (^Sunyata)

273

Svabhava-kaya 72, 286
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Svabh&vtah 191, 274, 279 ,28'

288

Svabh&vato-vidyamSna 289
Svabhftva-pary,iya

( = Atman)
Svnbhgva-rGpa 323

Svabh&vaoVfidin 287

Svabhfiva-^abda-pratyaya 231

Svabbftva-sunyut 325

Svabhava*sUnya 67, 70, 171 •

Svabbava siddha 276

SvabhavikX-siddhi 253

Svabhfivcna 71

Svabhsvcna-vyavasthita 287

Svamatcna 133

Svaydthya 254

Svarnptah 274

Svalab;ana 75, 204, 206, 213

214, 222, 232, 234, 235,

238, 247, 288

TIBETAN

Skod-pasrSamnibcsa 280

SLhyd*par 225

Slhyad-par-ghan 228

^7e5-te 141

!^o-bo-nid sku 286

Shos-mnon-pa 250

Sfu$>bcas,-ined 265

Etnain-par-ses>pa»vij5ana 284

3jiin-r]e chen-po 122

Snoms'par hjug-pa«sama-ftpa-

tti 11

Sva-vikalpa.abhyudaya327

Sva-sarlra 231

Svatma-adarsan-dbarma 175

SvJdhi*>miikti-’daridra 73

Svfinumanena 150

Svsbhipriya 234

Svsrthanuixiana 146, 178

Hctu 254, 265
Hetn, kfirana 277
Hctu*do^a 159

Hctu-pratyaya 12, 265

Hetu-pratyay-apekna 125, 132

Hclu-pratyaya-sSmagrI 303,

309

Hetu-pratyaya-sainagrT - sam-

blmta 309

Hetan^ca pratyayanfim 265
Heya 92

WORDS

Rtag-pa 286

Bdag - der * hdu>ses - yan-dag

(=srad-Stma-samjn& 293

Tha-sfiad*grub-pa 105

Thugs-rje-chen-po 122
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SUBJECTS

' 'v

Absolute, called NirvSna ( q. c. ) Buddbiszn, 4; impersonal

5; either eternal life or eterzial death, probable history of

the Buddist coneption, 92« whether to be cognised by

logical methods, 317.

Adamantine argument of Buddhapalita against Causality, 139*

AgenU denial of conscious agents in the impersonal world-

process, 224, 225*

Agnotieism of Buddha, 34*

Annikilation of all the d^ents ( skandhas ) of life* a reality

in the HXnayana, 3 the ultimate end of life, 4,5. The

strangeness for our habits of thought, of the idea that such

such an end must be ''desirable,'* 3. Indian protest

against it, 4, Buddhism not tne only Indian system with

such an ideal, 54 f£. The probable, explanation 3—4 54

Antinomies, simila.r to those of Kant, 318 similarity in the

solution. Ibid.

V. Saint, 5«

Beings, containing elements of 18 kinds, containing elements

of 14 kinds (ethereal bodies) containing elements of

3

kinds ( pure spirits }, 22 p, s* v. mystic worlds and

Central conception, p, 27, 143*^

Bhsvatnaekeds criticism of BuddfaapSlita, 129 fL

Buddha, Essentially human during life time and absolutely

extinct after death in the majority of the early

schools and' such a Buddha denied in Mah&yana,

ibid, identified in MahSySna witi^ the Universe 73, 316,

n* 3 the question whether he existed at lifetime or after

death has no meaning in the strictly monistic system of

the MSdhyamikas, 315 according to the Yogacaras the

Buddha abiding in apratisfihita ( q>« index 7 ) Nirvana

reveals himself as a God, 204 n, 3 Congized in mystic

intuition* 72.
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Buddhtm, ums always predominantly pfailosopbic, 8 a moral

doctrine based upon a system of ontology* Ibid.

Caxisahty. 1, in Hlnayana^ The world an infinite plurality of

momentary entities ( dharmas } and forces ( samskaras

)

appearing and disappering in strict coordination accord*

ing to causal laws* 64. No production of entities by

other entities but their coordinated appearances* ibid.

Uniformity or regularity In nature* 277, 307- The mystic

worlds also Imagined as obeying special causal laws IS,

14* 15, 20* 21, 3I« Similarity of this Buddhist conception

of causality with the modem conception of causation as

meaning of the formula of pratltya^^mutpfida, to be

distinguished imm the 1 2 ntembered special formula (c. c.)

204, 247, n, 6- A general causal interdependence

(k&mahctu) between all elements, past; present and

future, of the whole universe, 62, 259, 1 72 n. This

conception the forcninnor (or corollary) of Monism, 67

causes and conditions (hetu-pratyaya) 257, 258 the

difTerence how far observed, 292, 35B; both terms used as

synonyms, ibid. Classification of condition, 258, not

always required to be strictly systematical* ibid. The

classification of conditions in the school of the Sarvasti-

vadins, 248 mn The preceding condition of causa maim*

alfj (samanantara-pratyava) 260. The special condition

or sei/c/T fff^eirns redhlpafi-pratyaya) 262. -nie objective

condition (slambana-pratyaya) 259. The general or

cooperating condition (Hetupratyaya or sahaltfiripratyaya)

256. The homogeneous (sabbSga) the simultaneous

(sahabha-samprayukta) and the moral (vipaka-hetu-

karma) causations 258. Anthropomorphic (puni^a-kara-

phala) conception of causation rejected 262.

Causality IL In M^hayfina. The conception ofinterdepend^t

momentary elements replaced by tiie idea of their

tivity (q. c) 61 ff. Origination* existence, rdatatm

coneived as synonyms 150. The relativity of separate

elements conceived as their ultimate un^ M. th^

fore causaKty denied altogether 74, 148 ff, 172 The
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adamantiae argument against causation; the effect can
be neither identi&l yiith the cause nor can it be different,

210 n 2. The current views of causality involved in

contradiction, 139 fT A new manifestation not to be
distinguished from a new production, 143, 149, 147. A
new production of an existing thing useless 148. Mea-*

ningofsuch arguments. Critique of the converse (Vai-

sd$ika) vievr of a break between the effect and its material

cause 179 n, impossibility of efiicient causes 272.

Causation not to be established on the basis of direct

experience, 139. Causality as coordination denied 263.

The denial of identity between cause and effect does not

entail the acceptance of a difference be ween them, 153,

154. Impossibility ofa double causation, when the effect

is supposed to be partly identical and partly different from
its cause 181. Impossibility of a (pluralistic) Universe
without causation 121 ff. Impossibility of a causation

by God, 122. Causation from Time, from the Atoms,
from Primitive Matter or Nature denied, 157. Causahty
in the phenomenal, world hkewise denied, but only on
the score that its advocates are lacking the right concep-
tion of the difference between the Absolute and the
Phenomenal, 160 otherwise contingent, phenomenal,
relative causality accepted, 160, 167, 253.

Commiseration. Great, (maha-karuna) different in Hlnaytoa
and Mah&yfina» 122.

Gontroversyp philosophic, to be conducted on principles
admitted by one party 176, by both parties 177.

Dharma’^aya, the Cosmos or Cosmical Body of the Buddha
45, 74, 79, 215. Index. 7. s. v.

Differential Calculus, its principles known to Indian astrono-
mers 142.

Dualism^ 14.

Piftti,karman24, 92, ff;—vipaka-hetu or moral causa-non.

JSfciwntJ, their number in a personaUty, 12; linked together
by causal laws, 12 their intensity in a combination 14 the
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two most precious ones in a personality 14 Some
elements suppressed by insight, others by concentration
(yoga), 15; divided in fundamental and their manifesta-

tions, 41.
'

Energies their separate existence denied, 251.

Eiemaltsi^ 4.

Ethic* 5

Entropy^ 9, n.6

Evanescence, Buddhist theories about it. 166

God, as a Supreme Deity denied* 159

Gods* their position in Buddhism, 15 are conceived as

denizens of mystic worlds, eternally merged in trance,

representing assemblages either of 14 or 3 categories of

elements, 17

Hinaysna, contrasted with Mah£y5na, 55 Its central concep-

tion a Plurality of—Elements (dharma) and unreality

of Substance or Soul (pudgala—^nairfitmya), 60 its moral

ideal of personal Qpietism leading to final Annihilation

of every hfe, 5 divided into Vaibhasikas and SautrSntikas,

q. c.

Idealistic views appearing several times in the history of

Buddhism. 48

Ignorance* (avidyfl) or naive reahsm coneived as a separate

mental element, the reverse of prajnfi, 24

Illusion, and reality, contrasted, 166

Impersonal Universe, 5

Introspection, 169

Logie, the question of its validity under Monism, 203 if*

acceptance of realistic logic by the Mfidhyamika. 209

MBdhyimtka=^* Middle Path=Relativity=iion duahty=»fo-

nism, 121 n, not nshHism, 57 history of the system 99.

its method expiained, controversy with Sankhya, loi

ff. Misconcepbon in Europe; 57 misconceptions in India,

57.
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Msdhyamikes H*. passim 55

MaMyana^ its central conception of Monism (advaita) or

Relativity (sunyatS) of every tiling phenomenal or the

unreality of the pluralistic Universe (dharma-nairstyma)

40. fif; its contrast vdth the Central conception of Htnayfi-

na. q* c* Aupani^ad influence very probable, 76 This

Monism interpreted in an idealistic sense by the Yogfici^

ras, 99 The Mahayanistic feeling ofGreat Gommisseration

and the Mahayanistic moral ideal of Universal Salvation

of everty thing, living, imag^ed as agreeing with monistic

ontology, 124.

Materialim { e^denlal of future I& ) 4* { »^dcnial of retribu-

tion) 4.

Matter^ consisting ofevanescent elements, 5 no Matter beyond

sense-data, 278

Middle Paths ^ synonym of Relativity, 122 cp. madhyama
pratipad in Index, 7.

Mind, consisting of evanescent elements, 5 the number of 13

mental elements (separate) coexisting at one moment. 13

n. 2

Monism, 5 parallel developments in Buddhism and Brahma*
nism, 75 European parallels, 70 fiT. harmonizing with the

feeling cfGreat Commiseration, 134 the unique substance

of the Universe possesses an infinite number of attributes,

136; impossibility of logic under Monism 168, every

reason either unreal or contradictory 169; in a monistic

Universe the reality of the Buddldst doctrine itselfmust
be denied, in that sense that it is also merged in the reality

of the Whole, 312 ff. All philsophical systems ultimately

tending towards Monism, 166

Monist, 6

Monistic Unioerse, 4

Moral progress how imagined ? Moral law how to be esta-

blished under phenomenalism, 191

Motion, impossible in a monistic Universe. 207
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Afytik inluilm (yogi-pratyakja) of the Saint. 28 the faculty
of intuiting directly that real condition of the Univene
which has been constructed conceptually by philosophic
analysis, 25 ff. Different in Hlnayilnaand MahR3«na,
Ibid. Is called the Path of Illumination (drstimsrga),
tbjd, Produces the Buddhist Saint (5rya»yogia) ibid.

Attained suddenly in the 24 consceutivc moments, 26.

Mystic mrldst higher planes of existence corresponding to

degrees of absorption in trance, where the faculty of
concentrAtion And the special powers which it confers are

predominant and control the character of life and the

number ofelements entering the composition for shaping

individual existences^ 17. These Worlds projected by
imagination on the basis of obseravation of the states of

ecstatic medication^ by translcrring actual experiences

into separate higher planes of mdsiencc, 21 Opinion of

Sriiabha, ibid. Wheress in the worlds ofgross bodies the

formula of an individual being contains elements of 27

dilTcrcnt kinds (5 sense faculties, 5 corresponding sense

data, 5 corresponding sensations, the mind, ideas and

mental sensations,) in the worlds of trance (the four

dhyfinas} the olfactory and gustatory faculties and the

corresponding sensations bemg in abeyance, the formula

is reduced to elements of 14 kinds, 17. The experimental

foundation of this feature, 21. Life shapes under the

changed condition that neither food, nor dothes, nor

houses, are needed- 19 The consequent moral perfection

of those beings, mid; their transparent bodies ibid. The

condition of their life described, ibid. In the highest

planes of trance the appearance of-all physical elements

bdng suppressed by the formula of a personal exis-

tence comprised only mental elements (3 kinds of them),

the denizens are pure spirits, merged in almost eternal

catalepsy, 17.

hb works, 144, his style, 70.

jV^irranc, /, a designation of the Absolute as an

absolute end of all phenomenal existence 6 possibly pre
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BaddbistiCy 6 uaUke a survival in heaven, 34 extinction

of all active elements (samskflra) of Ufe» 43 even the

thinnest vestige of life, still existing in cateleptic states,

extinct in N. 23 Yoga as the expedient through which a

gradual extinction of all active elements, is attained,

6, ff; Protest against annihilation of life as the ultimate

goal of life, 87, ti*., 279, meaning of N« as immortality,

31, it is a place where there is neither life, nor (repeatedj

death, 300, a place of eternal death, 39, how far similar

to the materialistic conception 44, similar to the Ny&ya-

Vaisesika conception of a ^'stone-like" conchtion of the

Soul as the absolute end, 41, how comparable to the

conception of modern science about the absolute end

(Entropy), 53 n, 6; the difiElculties of giving a clear

dejSnition of the Absolute realized in ffinay&na, 32; the

antinomies, 32 n, 308 n* 9; their solution similar to the

answer given by Kant^ 323, n. 2 the reluctance of the

Buddha to go into details when pressed by inquisitive

questioners, 31 N. final and non-final 276 ff. their defini-

tions in the E^nayfioa, ibid. The Vaibh&sikas, the only

school of later Buddhism which kept faithful to the idea

of a lifeless N. 35; their idea of this N, as being a reality

(vastu), in the sense of materialistic, hfeless reahty, 42,

n. 3, 299, n, 3, 300 their ime of argument, 41 n. 3;

the denial ofsuch a N« by the Sautr&ntikas, 31, definition

ofthelatter presupposes the acceptance of the MahftySp

nistic idea of dharma-k&ya, 41, n. 2. The moral side

of the problem of N*» 3 Buddha’s emphatic protest against

Materialism in the Indian conception of the term as con-

noting a denial of moral obligations and of retribution,

6, such materialism is a direct way not to NitvS^; but

to hell, 282; N,, although extinction of Ufe, nevertheless

a ''desirable" aim, contrasted with phenomenal life as the

mm to be shunned, 85* The world-process as a process

of gradual moral purification and spiritualization of life,

14; which nevertheless leads towards Annihilation of all

Ufe; 23« The strangeness, for our habits of thought, of
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the "desirability'’ of such a solution, 4, but Buddha
finds the conception of an eternal Soul equally strange.

4. The grip of the idea of Qpiescence upon the Indian

mind, 7. > The protest of several early schools against a

lifeless N. 4, 46; The idea of a surviving consdiousness

in the VStsiputrlya, Mahasanghika and other schools, 46,

n. 5, their Ime of argument, 46, n. 1. The SautrSntika-

school a continuator of this tendency leading to MahS^
nism, 37. J^tnana II Mahsysmsiit, a designation of the

Absolute harmonizing with a system of philosophical

Monism, 53, ff. its identity with the Vedanta conception

52, 204, n. influence of the Unpanishads probable, 76

its contrast with the Pluralism of HtnaySna, it is neiflier

an £ns, nor a non-£ns, and 256, nor both, 297, nor

neither, 302. The last solution (ndther Ens nor non-

. £ns) how fer favoured in Mahsyana 302, n. 2 N. means

non<plurality, 64, non-Duahty (adVaita), extinction of

Plurality, 137, no Origination 139 ff, 274, no motion,

361 no real extinction 274, but it is the extinction of all

constructions of human (pluralistic) thought 286 N in-

expressibly, 304, N. IS this world viewed sub spute aeter-

mfattsJS; thus there is a substantial identity between

NirvSaa=the Absolute and Samsara-the Phenomenal,

n. 287; no line of demarcation between them 280, there-

fore Nirvana is not. a separate reality,* 37; such is the

. meaning of the “denial” ofN. 38. Neither the Realists,

,nor the Materialists, nor the half-reaUstic Sautrfintikas

nor the Idealistic YogficSras conceive N. rightly m a

strictly monsistic sense, 282- The three and four NirvSnas

' oftheYogScaras,276,n. 3; .their altruistic (apratisthite,

cp, .Index 7) N., 278, its seemmg contradiction wi

strict Monism ibid. The theistic tendencies of the

YoSicfiras and the.r artificial constructions, 307 n. 3.

Thr20 solutions .mentioned in the LankavatSra-sfitra, a

literary composition without any sdenbfic premsiM,

n.2. History ofthe Buddhist conception ofN. 91 ft.

5.
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NySya-^VaHestka, the Nirvana as taught in the early school

similar to the Annihilation in HtnaySna^ fF. 82.

Oijecf (the) as a condition of mental phenomena, 260.

Offfolgqy, 5.

Paih ofllluminalion^ 25*

Path ofSalvation^ its divisions, 25*

ParUatlar, the notion of an Absolute Particular»the point-

instant«the ‘'thing-in-itself” (q, c.) 215 fiF. 218 ff

Personal identity denied, 227.

Personality, (pudgala) a bimdle of elements 12, a stream of

of thought, 12.

Pessimism, 8 the term dubkha does not mean pain or suffering

in the usual sense, but phenomenal life (janman»:upad3na-

skandh&b) as contrsted with the eternal Quietitude of the

Absolute which is the Only Bliss, 83 cp. Index, 7 s. v.

duhkha.

Phenomenal Reality, vidicated as the surface (samvrti) covering

the Absolute, if. but there is in such Phenomenal Reality

not the ‘^slightest bit" of Absolute Reality; i. e. no

"thing-in-itself*', q. c}166 Phenomenal Reality denied

as against non-Buddhists, since they have not the right

conception of the difference between the Phenomenal and

Absolute Realities, 157.

Pltsralism, passim 5.

Psychology, without a Soul, 8.

Pratifpa^^amtttpsda, see in index, 11.

Quiescence (real bliss) 5.

Realism, in HXnaySna, 202, of the Sautrantikas, 29, 189; de-

nied in Mahayima, K
Reality, its conception in HlnaySna, its definition by the

Msdhyamikas the same as the definition of Substance

or Reality,by Spinoza, 61.

Relativity, the causal interdependence of all things r^arded

as their relative existence, 42- Ibc term pratitya-
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samutpilda has in Mahsyana the meaning of Relativity,

60 etc. It is a synonym of ^anyatfi, 63 and n« !• Existence

absolute and relative, 61« Nothing short of the Whole,

i. c« the Wliole of tiie Wholes represents absolute, inde-

pendent existence, 61, 246 n. Similanty, of this idea to the

conception of an independent Substance by Spinoza,

61. n. 1; other European and Indian paralleb 76 S;

Every separate thing relative because not independent,

61* Meaning of the term sQnyn as svabhava-iQn)^ i. e.

a thing ’'devoid” of independent reality or ‘'relative”

62. Relative means ultimately unreal or phenomenally

real, 61* Vindication of phenomenal reality (paratantra)

by tliG Yog&cilnis, 40 by the MSdhyaimfcas, 321, IF*

Phenomenal another name for relative, 202, n, L Cause

and eflbet correlative 201. Cognition and its object

correlative, 245, Sense-data correlative, 237. The’'*thing-

in-i*seif**#

correlative, 240 n. 4 Non-Rclative (= non-coordinated

«not caused}, is only Nirvana, 137 Relativity as the

"surface” (samvrti} and ReaHty as the essence "under

the surface” (saifivrta) 135, n. I,* the essential identity

of both, ibid Synonyms expressing the idea of Relativity

in the Buddhist interpretation, 121. One of the synonyms

"
is the "Middle Path,” Mfidhyamika-^Sstra therefore to

be translated as the Theory of Relativity 75, n 121 Is

Relativity itself relative ? 74 Some pmnts of ambarity

beyween this conception of Relativity and the Dialectical

Method ofHegal and his school, 70, cp. -Index, 7, s. v.

vikalpa.
'

Releast, (Final), 5

Religtm, Sacrificial, the promise of paradise, 4

as a natural outflow of conditions (nijyanda) 259, n

the anthropomorphic, (pumjakBra) ibid.

Saint, (Srya) The term srya which in the Brabaminacal

Codes and aU Brahamanical literature has the meaning

of "noble in race” changed in Buddhism for this meaning
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altogether and is used as a techinacal tenn for the dedg-
nation of Buddhist Saint^ 24, n, (cp, the similar change
that Buddha wished to inculcate in the meaning of the

term (Brahmin) Rhys Davids. Dialogues, 218 firya^-

pudgala represents an assemblage ofmorally pure elements,

25; he is the man who has through accumulated virtue

Cpuoya-sambhsra) and accumulated knowledge (Jfiana-

sambhSra) entered the Path of Illumination, fdr§tim5rga).

consisting in a direct Intuition of the real Condition of

the Universe, as Pluralism in HXnaySna, as Monsim in

Mahftyana, 24, n. 4, 196. n. 1 ; is called the Yo^n 24, n.

the Yoggcara, 31 1 ; His intuition called mystic intuition

(yogi«pratyaksa) 24 flEl All habits of thoug^ht dianged,

ibid. This intuition only felt internally (pratystma-

vedya) cannot be expressed in words, 68 The real

attitude of the Saint in the discussion about the Absolute

should be silence 167. He nevertheless can adapt himself

to the habitual ways of thinking and instruct manidnd by

arguments intelligenle to them 167. All arguments \dll

be negative and point out the hopeless contradictions in

the usual ways of thinking, ibid.

Ssttkhj^a views, 5.

SarvssHimdinSi their idea of the world as an assembly of

cooperating elements, 294.

Sautr&niika, as intermediate school between HtnaySna and

Mahfiyana 36, if, their role comparable with Occam^s

Raxor, 36; th«[r conception ofreality, 44 ff. 289; regarded

as MahSyfinist, 289 n.

S^olastieism in Early BuddMsm 36.

Scriptures, their conventional and real meaning, 188 ff.

Sense^data* the only reality in Matter according to HXnaySna,
216.

Sense^erc^Hon, its definition as pure sensation 156 fT; the

Msdhyamika definition n. 7, 258

SopMsms Of Bhavaoiveka, 68 of Zeno, of Elea, 52. 67, 140

Soul, eternal, individual 2 denial of its existence as a separate

substance in Early Buddhism, 6 as inanimate ubiquitous

*'stpnelike’' substance in N3
^ya-Vai^e$ika, 88
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Sound, theories about its cssencej 162

Sources ofhtmsUdgt only t\vo, (intellect and senses) 141 ; the
four sources of realistic logic accepted by the Madhya-
xnikaj.251.

Spaeth, a reality in Hinaygnai 51 .

Sptieh, the Buddhist theory ofspeech (apoha) 233

Sphtre of purified matter of ethereal bodies, 15 of pure

spiritSi 15 cp. s. v. Mysdc worlds.

Substance denied 12 the unique substance of the world, 5

Sunyata means svabhSva-^Cnyatfi«q)araspara-apcksata, or

Relativity (q, c.) cp. Index. 7.

Thing in itstlf The conception of an extreme concrete

. and particular, the absolutely particular, the thing char-

acterised exclusively by its own self (sva-laksana), the

residue which remains when all constructions of thought

and all relations have been dropped, is opposed by

Dfgnffga as a kind ofAbsolute to the Universal Relativity

and Unreality of NSgdrJuna, 215, Candrakirti declares

it also to be relative, 231; its double relativity, a with

the corresponding cognition, b) %vith the Universal as

the thing fioi in itstlf 213, 231. Its similarity to the Hoc

Aliquid of Aristotle, to the "thing m itself', ofKant,

246, n. to the "Thisness** of Hegel, 87

Time, its unreality, 273,

Truths {thefour) of the Saint, 27; their meaning in Hinaytoa

and their meaning in Mahayfina, 28, in Nyaya. Vaiie^ka,

55; a scheme for phUosophical construction accepted by

all systems, 90-91, nothing Buddhistic in them, since they

are accepted by all systems, ibid.

liJ&aRirW, views, 4
^

Vaihhsnkas, continuators of the San^tivadins, 40, ^
in a broader sense the name is ^

. 18 schools of HlaaySna, sc. aU, HtoaySna the SauttSnhkas

excepted.

FatJt/w(rIj>«,theirideaofasurvivmgpersonality,305.

Toea, 1 profound meditation, the means of attaining Qjn^-

cence, 4; is not magic, 8. Opmions of , Keith, Beck,

' Lehman, Soderblom,Heier,de la ValKe Pousm, Stoarti
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Woods, Anesaki^ Takakusu, 9, The faculty of concectra-

ting attention upon one point to the exclusion of all other

objects. (samSdhi), 9; considered as a separate faculty of

the humena mind such as feeling, will, desire, ideas,

attention, etc, 4* n. when cultivated induces hypnotic

statesending in the catelepsy, (asamjfii.samSpatti}, 11;
considered to be one of the most predous human faculties,

14. Can mean the faculty, the resulting mental state

and the different places (worlds) where it is more or less

intensely practised, 11. Its synonyms dhySna, samS-

patd, ekagrata, ibid.

II, the mystic power produced by intense concentrated

contemplation of a slng^ point or idea, 15. This power
capable of producing a radical change in the composition

of individual existences by suppressing the operadon of

elements composing a normal existence, ibid. Individuals

with a highly developed faculty of concentraUon and
having much practised it considered to be purified, ibid.

This power capable of transferring human beings out of

this world of gross bodies into higher mystic worlds (q. c.)

where it becomes the predominant faculty controlling the

character of life and the composition of individual exis-

tences (the gradually reduced number of elements ente-

ring into cooperation for psnoducing an individual per-

sonal life) 17. The ultimate end of this process of supp-

ression in Nirvana, 23. Buddhist yoga has nothing to do
with magic and sorcery, 3 ff 8 if. Yoga exercises in

Zen monasteries in Japan, 24 n. Origin and history of

the Buddhist doctrine of meditation, 27; its denial as a

mystic power by the MlmSmsakas, 28; its importance in

the NySy Vaiiesika, system, 87.

Yogd^dtos^ the school of 46, ff, their idea that all elements

of life are eternally quiescent, 53 their conception of

reality, 49; the synonym of a MahfiySnist 318.





TECHNICAL TERMS

Att-prasangOi a generalized reducHo ad absvrdum. e. g. “if cause

and effect are identical, everything will be eternally

nascent, if they really are different, all things being

different from one another, eotryihing will be produced

out of anything’^, 138.

Adhxkarana-sgdhana^ a noun denoting the place where an

action is going on, e. g. dhySna from the root dhjan, (to

meditate) in the sense of a world of which the denizens

possess thought-concentratioh as their normal condition,

7, 134.

Adhipati^pratyi^at a ruling or determining cpse, e. g. the

organ of vision in regard to visual sensation, 272 cp.

samfinSntara*—slambana,—and hetu-pratyaya.

Adhyaoasita"(msaya)f see prSpya-visaya, 213.

Adhvan^ transition, time; past, present and future, 69, 171*

Anapeksah soa-bhSM/i, **one’s own" independent existence,

non-relative, absolute Ens a conception corresponding to

a certain extent, to Spinoza’s Substance, 75.

Anasrava» “uninfruenced’’ by kleias q c. cp. Ssrava 89, 186.

Anatma’-{vsda) the theory maintaining that the Whole
whether a Soul, a Psyche or a Substance, does not exist

separately, over and above its separate elements (dharma)

linked together by causal laws. This is the principal

tenet of HinaySna and Buddhism, synon. pudgala

nair&tmya, pratitya-samutpfida (Hinayanistic, dhannats

(HXnayanistic) dharma-sanketa, skandha-ayatana-dhatavah

etc* q. c. The converse theory, viz, the Whole really

exists, but not the parts, is the central conception in

MahfiySna, 68, 201.

Anupskhya^ inexpressible in speech, beyond words and

discursive concepts-anirvacanlya nisprapanca, 238.
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Ampahhdhi^ negation of the hypothetically-assumed presence

of something, e, g. there is on this place no jar, because

if it were present it would be perceived, 301.

A theory of negative judgments very similar to that

introduced into European Logic by Sigwart, cp. Logic,

3 p. 155. *'dic Vcrncinung setet einc Zumuthung (2ropa)

vo^aus'^ cp, Nyaya-bindu, II 26 If.

Anup&iSya*sat, existence independent of any substratum

uncaused, non-relative, absolute e:d5tence, 309.

Annhhavaf immediate experience, as contrasted with philosb’'

phic interpretation, 210

Anaikantiktt irhetii) inconclusive, indefinite argument synon.

savyabhic&ra, 302>

Anya->v}avttii (existence of an object established by) contrast

with its negations, e. g. “blue colour is established and

exists only in so far as there are non-blue colours”, synon.

apoha, paraspara-apeksa, svabhfiva-^anya, etc. 238.

Anvayajnana, a momentary mystic intuition of the “Four

Truths^' in the mystic worlds, x e of the elements out of

which these worlds are constructed in accordance wth

special causal laws, 28.

Apan^ksa (---arihe) the presence of an object in one's own kex^

the essence of sense-perception according to Vedfintaand

M&dhyamika, 74.

Apratisthita {ninsiia) “altmistic" Nirvana, cp.intte pre«-

ding Index s. v. N.r«lna. 185, 204 M de la V. P

expLns it (Mnaeon. 1914. p. 34) as a mto

which a Buddha could have entered, if he did notpi^M

to remain in Samsara, and to work for the Salvation rf aU

living beings. A similar explanation is also current in

Japan. oVRosenberg, Die Welt ^^c***™^

enL Buddhismus p 30 J. Rahder.

p XXIV, thinks that the MahayauisUc Buddha does not

reside in *aprat‘. u.. «il niest pas s4par4 d« sam^a, ni ne

se r4jouit du nirvana." But a Buddha who does nrt

residJ in Nirvaua is not a complete Buddha m Im
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Dharmak&ya. However aprat. is always represented

as the highest form of Dharmakiya, the most perfect

Mahayfinistic Nirva^^i. It is contrasted with - the

HCnayfinistic Nirvana.

The latter is attuned by the Saint for his own, personal

salvation. It is “egoistic’’, The MahSyfinistic Buddha

does not reside in that kind of Hlnayfinistic NirvSna,

his Nirv&oa is altruistic and represents all-embracing

Love and Wisdom as the highest manifestation ofDharma-

kftya, just as every creature and every olsject is also but

a manifestation of it. The Tibetan Grubmthah is per-

fectly aware that the MahSySnistic Buddha represents

the motionless Cosmos and cannot be an active principle,

but the empirically existing 'nrtues are conceived as a

special manifestation of the eternal principle; apratis^

hita-nirv&na is thus defined negatively, it is not a NirvSost

which is reached exclusively for one’s own Salvation, it

is altruistic (rafi kho-nm don-du-zh-ba-la mi-gnassssvSr-

tham&trena upaiame na prati?thitah). The manifesta-

tions ofLove and Wisdom in the Universe are viewed as

a special manifestation of the eternal Buddha and this

is called the altruistic aspect of NirvSna.. The HtnaySnist,

i. e. the Srsvaka and the Pratyeka, are characterized as

persons degraded by their bias for personal egoistic

cpzietism (zhi-mthar-lhun-bsd gaSi-zag«apadamante pati-

tau pudgalau). Suzuki’s words (MahSySna p. 345.) that

the Buddha does not ding to Nirvsna etc. are apparentlv

intended to suggest the same explanation as the one

here given.

Ahkisamaya, (I) In HinaySnS—prajfia-amals, direct intuition

of a monistic Universe («pra5n&-paramit&). NSgSrjuna in

his Prajfi&‘-mfila has taught Monism directly and the

Mahfiyfinistic marga indirectly. Maitreya-Asaiiga in his

Abhisamaya-alamksra, has taught this marga directly;

it is thus a synonym of prajiig^pfiramitopadeia or mSrga,

78, 133.
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Arnpadhatu^ immaterial plane of existence, the mystic worlds
ofpure spirits, 7, 10, 11, 81. The formula of individual
existence in these worlds, includes three kinds (dh«u)
of elements dhstu. (dharmafa) and (mano-vijfifina),
cp. Central Conception, 10, 17, 120.

ArBpxno dharmah^ tion'*niaterial mental elements, (13.

AHhd’^krijii^kdriivii^ efficiency of an £ns. existence characterized
as efficiency zn the schools of SautrSntikas and Ybgft-

cgras, 170.
*'

I ,

ArthO’-vskyUt an aphorism implymg a wide connotation, 155.

Aoidys, naive realism, as contrasted with prajSs-amate

**pl^osophic insight,'' 201, 283.

Avyakrta^esinntf the four insoluble antinomies established

by Buddha, (they are 14, according to the Indian mode
of reckoning), 321.

Asamskrta, not beizig produced by co*operating causes, eternal,

absolute, (three such elements znthe Sarvastivfldm system),

25, 69, 40, 283.

Atman^ (1) Soul, personality, 8,31, etc.; the equivalent of

pudgala according to most schools; different from it

according to the VatsiputrXyas, (2) substanceB(sva-bh&va),

226, 305.

Atma-bhava, Individual existence; atman means here body, and

is usually in this context translated into. Tib as lus, Gf.

Buddhaghosa Asl 287, 240.

Atma-’labffOi takmg shape, actual existence 199;=&tma-bhfiva«

pratiUtbha, having a body in one of the three spheres of

existence either as a gross or an ethereal or immaterial

(mano-maya) body, cp. KJiys Davids, Dialogues I, 259. •

Adi^ianttt'dharma eternally ^quiescent existence, 57, a theory

denying a real transition from the phenomenal into

absolute existence and maintaixung that the phenomenal

' world Itself is the Absolute, if viewed sub specie aUmtiaits.

169,57
'

* '

.
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Adf^tamtka-ayatafia^ the 6 internal bases of cognition^ vix. cons-

dousness (pure) and the 5 sense-faculties; the 160^ 167 trans-

lation ''mental phenomena'* will be found apphcable in

many cases, although it is not quite correct, since samjhft,

vedanii, saibskara are classified as b&hya-Syatana with

regard to pure consciousness (manas),

Arambka-vsda, the "creative'' theory of causality, advocated

' in the Ny&ya-Vaiie'^lca schools, the revei^e of the Sunkhya

theory of an identity (tsd&tmya) between the cause and

effect and ofa mere change of manifestation (parinSma-

v5da), 217

Aiya, a Buddhist Saint, cp« prec. Index, s. v. Saint, 3. 9, 90 n,

firya-satya (—ftryasya catvnri saty&ni) the four aspects of

the Universe (of its elements) as it appears to the Saint

in mystic intuitions 5, 14, 27, replaced in Mahayana by

two aspects (the phenomenal and the absolute)

.

Alambana^pratyayaf the object of a cognition, viewed as a

cause or a condition of every knowledge,^267

Jdambanaka^ the agency produdng the intenlness of cognition

upon an object, 269

Aiaya^-vijHdna, the granary of consciousness, containing the

"seeds" of all future ideas and the residue' of all past

thoughts and deeds, 49, 51, 52

2vasthika (or pratitya-samutpsda q. c, 148

AirayiMuiddha^ devoid of a real substratum^ e, g. the quality

length of the (non-eidsting) horns ofa donkey, 259

Asrava, onginaily a physical "influx" of the subtle defiling

matter through the pores of the skin to fill up the Soul; in

Buddhism, spiritual "infiuence" by kle^ q« c. from (root)

Vsru. Buddhagho§a derives Pali Ssava from (root) su,

and interprets it etymologically as an "intoxicant," 299,
305

Idamts,—tathatHj 28

Idmfipraiyayatd, causation in its Buddhist interpretation 47 cp4

Index 6 sub* v. Causality.
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Jndnya 1) the six, 5 sense faculties and manas (pure sensation)

the 22 agencies determining the shape or iormulas of life

in the different planes of ordinary or mystic existence*

cp, 92, 104, 173 Ab Kosa. II. 1 ft

Jndnya-ksanas ^ moment of the operating sense-faculty, which

together with a moment of the olt^^ct and a moment of

consciousness (vijilSna) produces actual sensation (the

sparia) ; before such actual sensation consciousness in an

embryo is latent sammurchila, 250

Veeheia-vsda, the theory denying future life. Materialism in

the sense of a denial of retribution and of a moral law;

according to this theory every death is NirvSna; Buddhism

maintains that this theory does not lead to Nin^a, but

to the hell, 46, 83

Utkarsa^ either groiirth (avayava-upacaya), or increased

intensity. 14

production or causation, MahaySna asynon. oferis-

tence (bhgva), of becoming (bhavana), and relation

(bhava), 140, 277

Upapattu J) being logically admissible, 155, 2) being reborn

in one of the worlds, 14

Upapaiti-dhysna. being born in the lower 4 mystic worlds

whose denizens possess ethereal bodies, 14 cp. samapatti-

dhyana.

Upapaduka^ appantional, born miraculously or acco 'ng

to special laws, 18

Upsduno^ substratum, 2819 269, 270

msdana-skandhi. sc. kle^a upfidsna-skandha, the dements of

a personality as influenced byavidya and ttsnS-sSsrava-

dharmah-dubkha^atya-dnhkha, 283

UpBdeya, having a substratum, co-ordinated, caused, re a ,

Upsdaya-prajnapU, a synonym of the MahaySyistic madhyama

pratipad c* 119 ,

EkSgraiS. the concentration of thought upon one point

(flam&dhi), 10
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Kalpattapodha, a pure somafion without any participation of
synthetic thought, 28, 214, 240,

AVr/a, morally impure elements (mental in Buddhism) phy-
steal in Jainism; illusion and desire (avidyS^tr^ne) are the
the principal ones; when residues (samsksra) of former
deeds (karman) arc moistened (abhisyandita) by them,
they like "seeds*’ produce new existences (janma), 15,

208, 286.

KtiTMia-hcU*, notion of a universal link between all elements

of existence, past, present and future, also called sehakart^

hftu as contrasted with the adhipaii^helu q. c. this notion

is a forerunner of Monism, 68, 303.

JiiiJananu^ataj having no duration in time, point-instant, cp.

desSnanugata, 214.

Kriuig (ssvyapfira), energy supplying a link between the

cause and the ciTect, such as the energy heat (paci-kriy£},

1G7-1G9.

KsanOy a moment, point-instant, identified with the "dung-

in-itsclf" H2, the difiercnlial of motion, its principle

known to Indian astronomers and philosophers (s^Ruci),

57, 68, 214, 222.

Kssntty satisfaction (»TUci)

Kkaralca^ resistance, 173.

/T/i;ati=jfi&na=upalabdhi, 62.

Ga/f, (1) motion 115 (2) individual existence in one of the

5i'>c kinds of bodies, 287.

Grakanaka-valja^ a short statement to be developed (vivarana)

in the sequel, 146.

the primafacte object, the first moment m the

cognition of an object, cp. prfipyavisaya, 213.

Cittc^ pure consciousness or pure sensation, manas and vtjUana

(sc. vzjfitoa-skandha), its synonyms in Hlnayana cp.

Vijfifina, 76, 225.

CtHa-maha-bhnmtks, (dharma) the mental elements always

represented in every conscious moment cp. Central,
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Ck>nceptions p. 100.

Cetans^ will, conscious voHUon, a ptxrposxve acdon (karmaii

q. c., 124 and 197.

CaittOf mental phenomena 304 (citta**samprayukata saips-

ksra) cp, G. O.

Jnani-kny&9 energy, function 259, (vyapSra)

Jfi&na^ (1) knowledge in general in the sense of mental pheno-
mena 143, (2) definite cognition as contrasted with
pure indefinite sensation (vijfisna. q- (3) transcendenal

metaphysical knowledge. 202. (4) omnisdence (Tib. ye^

ies) 207, 210.

Tat-sabhaga, non-active non-operating sense faculty(=a-sva-

karma-krta) cp. Sabhsga. 172

Taitviif absolute reality, (»tattvam eva) 154

TathatSj **thisness” absolute reality, (many, synonyms) 68,87

TgtkaltkUgatiJi, the differential of a planet’s motion, 213

Duhkka^ (1) vedanS-duhkha suffering (2) parkiSma-du^kha,

phenomenal existence (^up&dana-skandha) cp. Pessimism

in Index 6 181, 201

Drstl, (1) intuition, 16 (2} wrong view ( »mithy& drsfi },

(3) antinomy, 261

DfstUmsrga, the path of illununadon, momentary mysdc

intuition of the real condition of the universe, (yogi-

pratyak$a) q 16, 18, 26, 207

DektnanugakL^ having no existence, a point-instant,

DvaMhhkarana, dichotomizii^ (thought), thought operating

by contrast ofA with non-A 137, 207

Dharma^ doctrine, (2) quality. (3) element of existence,

288, 280

Phatma^anurdkofinai a doctrine about elements or an element

according to that doctrine 324, its connotation (dharma-

sahketa) includes strict Unifornuty of Nature (asmin-sati-

idambhavati) 135; hence the translation 2 '^norm*^ ^'nor-

maiism’’ which is not quite correct since norm is niyama-
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dharmfin5m*niyama-pratya7a-niyaina»pratxtya - samut
pKda} q* c« 4 a synonym of -samskrta-dharma and sams*
kfira q. c. 5) Nyaya-VaUesika. a meritorious action

(=karman) 6) In Jainism^ a special ubiquitous subs-

tance, the medium of motion.

DkarmaA&ya^ The Cosmical Body ofBuddha, i. e, the Cosmos

regarded as the personification of the eternal Buddha,

'divided into svabhaoa~kaya^ which is mtya and jfiana~ksya

which is 123, 244, identified with Buddha'a final

Nirvana, 48, when mentioned in HlnaySmstic lore

(e. g. D. N., Ill 84, with the synonyms hfakma'-ksya and

dharma-bhuta) it probably has no clearly Mahaygnistic

sc. monistic, connotation. Synon. tathatfi.

DhUiUf has many different meanings which are summarized

in the Bahu-dhatuka-sfitra, the pnndpal are 1) when

three are reckoned, the 3 spheres or planes of existence

of gross bodies (kgma-) of ethereal bodies, passim 2}

when six are reckoned, the component principles ofan

existence in the material worlds, sc. the four general

elements of Matter, (mahs-bhata), gkSsa and vijfifina, this

is not the asamskrta gkSba in the next classification

and otjiiSfia here comprises all mental elements, it is also

quite different from the v^n&na-dh&tu of the next classi-

fication, cp. Ab. Kosa, L 28 3) when eighteen are

reckoned, a special division of all elements of existence

into ten material and eight spintual ones, (cp. Central

Conception p. 9), 4) dhatu-gotra, 22, 92, 104, 321)

Dkynna-^ 1) concentrated contemplation (—^samadhi—^yoga);

2) a mystic world where the denizens normally possess

thought-concentration, 11, 17, 29.

ffasttka, when used by Buddhists as an invective means

Materislism as a denial of Karman, i. e. of the moral law

and of every survival after death.

m-soabhUDa, having no independent existence of its own,

relative, ultimately unreal—^ttnya, 273
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Myama, strict uniformity in nature, norm, causality between
elements of existence, cp* dharma, 270

Jifirodhasatya, 1) in HXnaysna, tbe reality of the Annihilation

of all energies (saihsksra), comparable with the idea of

Entropy in modem science 41; 2) in MahaySna, the

cessatin of all differentiation iu a monistic Universe, 190

(sarva-kalpanS*k§aya)

Nirfnsna^haya^ the apparitional body of Buddha, Buddha in

the docetic sense, 94

Mrv&na^ cp. prec. Index.

Kirvsna^-dhaltt^ ditto

J^tr^vikalpaka, pure sensation, devoid of any synthesis or

thou^t-construction, 238

Ifi^prapancOy inexpressible in speech and irrealizable in con-

cepts,—the Absolute, 60, 71, 72, 238, 253, 258, 318.

J^isyanda^phala, natural result, automatic out-dow out of

preceding homogeneous conditions (sabhsga-hetu), 8, 13,

372
#

Paksoy tenet, thesis, minor term in a Syllogism, 255

Paksa—dofOy impossible thesis (—bsdhXta vi^aya} 108

Paksa^^dhamoy nunor premise (^panaya), 139

Pttdsrikay a thing, an entity, 294

Parafa^tUpaitiy a break between cause and e£Eect, production

out of something different, the Nyfiya-Vai^esika view of

causality, extreme realism, involving Srambhavada q. c.

and the doctrine of samavsya as a semi-substantial uni-

versal substratum, a utnquitous thing invented in order

to bridge over the gap between a result and its material

cause, 101, 179, 180

Paratantray relative with the connotation attached to it in the

YogSc&ra school which admits the reality of relative

tidngs obeying causal laws, 54, 132, 206, 253, 293

Paramsrtha^aty existing in an absolute, nou-relative, sense,

111, 170, 213, 222,238
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•Tatamwrlha’^alyii^ absolute reality as contrasted with samv^fi*

satya q, c, 212

Paraspara^apeksa^ mutually relative^ relative,

synon. §Unya, pratitya-samutpanna, 252

Paftkalpita4aksana^ see Jaksana nihsvabhsvats.

Pmn&ma^duhkhat&s changing, impermanent or phenomenal

worldj synon. duhkha-satya, or duhkha, cp. duhkha-

vedana*suH'ezing. 27

Parintspanna, absolute reality In a monistic sense with the

connotation attached to it in the YogScSra school, 64.

293

^nfitman, q. c. 68, 90, 187

Puigala, **the fleeting union of elements that make up, for a

time only, an unstable individuality (Rhys Davids,

Dialogues, I 260), synon, stma-bhava, santana. Vatsiput-

riya and others assume kind of surviving pudgala; this

tendency, the forerunner of MahaySna. 12, 68, 81, 230,

282, 306

Punsa-ksra^pkaia,^(purasena iva krta); anthropomorphic

result, anthropomorphic conception of causation, 272

Prthiin, the resistant hard stuff in jitter, imagined as an

atomic force of resistance, 217

Prait-vijnaptif the momentary awareness of the presence of an

oiigect in one's ken, 313

Prati-sanfAjS-ninika, the blank created by the extinction of

element (dharma) through yoga, 9i
''

PratUj/a, different interpretations of the term, 124, 125, 128,

302

pratHya-samipsda, 1) HinaySna, inter-coanecboil according to

causal laws of aU the elements co-operating m the fer-

mulation of hfe, contrasted with adhitya-samatpada

{production at random) synon. pratyaya-niyama-^yama

samskrtalva-dharma-sanketa, 54; 2) in MahiySna,

S^ty synon paraspara-apeksaS^vabbrn-fiimyata.

satnvrti; 3) its general formula in Sahstamba-satra, m
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^.^InaySnisdc and Mah&ySlnistic interpretation, 185,203

4) Svasthika *ot prSkaT^ika pr« s. utp«—12 nidsna, a

special case of the general law, its application to the

' evolution of an individual life under the influence of

illusion (avidy&) and passion as long as they are not
* extinct^by phibsophic insight (prajfia) and ecstatic medi-

tation and the mystic power (Yoga), derived from it.

1 'Prenatal forces, (samskfira) then produce anew life (vijni-

na) in a matrix, it passes through an embryonic state

(nidana), 4-7, develops into full life (n 8-10) decay and
death and is continued in a new life (n. 11-12) in a new
individual and so on without an end, until Nirvana is

attained, which according to strict Htnayana represents

' a complete Annihilation of every life (Entropy). This

twelve-membered formula refers to the phenomenal

world , 253, 205.
1

Pratyaksa^ sense perception of object perceived, 79, 214, 228,

251.

Preiroya-nfyama, see niyama, 279.

Pratyaveksana^jn&^o, a special kind of Omnis^enoe with which

the Buddha, according to Yogacsiras, is endowed when
representing apratistbita-mrvSoa q, c. 317.

Prapanca^ speech, (~v&k) the expression of conceptually

differentiated reality in words, 71, 253, 324.

PtamfiiM~mniseaya^v&day vindication of logic, anti-skepticism,

the standpoint of Dignaga and Dharmaklrti as opposed to

the Madhyamika school, 203.

prayoga (—nfli^a), formulation, syllogism, (—prayogSata], 156.

Prayoga-m&Tga^ path of practice, the second division of the

Path of Salvation, 26.

Prasahga^v&kya, deductio ad absurdum, 138.

Prasttjya^prattsedha, a nmple negation, not neccessitating any
afBrmation of the opposite, 137*

Prokarsika^ cp. iSvasihika sc, pratxtya-samu^&da, 183.
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«P«sentat.

Sy?2I3“ ^‘*h3«vaseya-cp. grahya-

Sr“’ (=bhavana) relation, production.

meditation, (samSdhi), 394...vasana,

Bhsoamt-heja, an element of easistence to be neutralized or
extirpated by profound Meditation, cp. 15 drsti-heya.

"Bh&vs-sadbhava^^kalpana, Realism^ 292.

Bhauabhsvs, affirmation and negation, 321.

Bkata^mahsbhutay Matter 173.

Mad^amn^praUpadi the Middle Path, (1) in HXnayfina, a

middle course between materialism (uccheda-vfida) and the

doctrine of an Eternal Soul, (fitma-vada, £&Svata-vsda},

(2) in Mahayana, Relativity, ^unyats, 81 n. the theory

which maintains that the Relativity of all the objects of

the empirical world is the surface, (samvrbjjof its momstic

Essence, 119.

Mabs-karunai Great Commiseration (Hinayfinistic, different

from MahSy&nistic, 127.

Mahd~bhata^ the four fundamental elements or atomic forces

of Matter; repulsion, cohesion, heat and lightness (or mo-
tion), 143.

Tathadhimukta^ bemg in accordance with one’s religious

fervour (either Hinayfina or Mahayana) 326

Toga^ V. Index. 6 yqgacara, v. Index 6 10, 13, 12, 24, 329.

RapOp (1) svarapa, essence, real essence, (2) rOpayafana,

colour and shape, the external basis (bahya ayatana) of

visual cognition, (3) rupa-skandha, the assemblage of all

physical elements partakmg in the constitution of an

mdividual life, the elements of its body and of its external

world, 116, 184 (4) rapa-dhatu, the mystic worlds of

ethereal (accha)bodies, 10, 81

Laksano'^nih-svahhavats, the unreality of logical constructions

O)rakalpita),-according to the Yogacaras, 54.
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Laksyorlaksaj^a-praifriH^ Ixnagixied entities as something conti-

nuant cbatacterized by changing characteristics. 300«

VssanSy the YogacSra idea of karman, q. c. explained as

pfirvam jilginaxn and derived either from root vas ^to

perfume’ or from the cause of root vas 'to live’. Vasana^
bhavan£ to make live, to produce empircal existence,

326.

Vikalpay dilemma, dichotomizing thought, the differentiation

of the object into A and non-A, hence productive, imagina-

tion, thought in general and a synonym of kalpanS q. c.

71, 206.

Vijnsna, (1^ in I^nayana synon of citta and manas, vijnsna-

skandha »mana-Syatana = mano-dh£tu, pure indefinite

sensation, pure consciousness, the principle ofevery cons-

cious life, 135, 148 249,2) the third member ofthe 12-

membered formula of pratltya-samutpsda, it is latently

fsammnrcchita) present even in an egg as long as it has

not lost its vitality; this vijnana is regarded by the

VbgScSras as an Slaya-vijnSna, by the HlnaySnists and

Msdhvamikas as a mano-vijfisna-dhstu; in the moment
of conception the masculine and feminine sperma unite

with VijfiSna under the influence of samsksras f?=karman)

the physical part of the new being comes from the parents,

but the vijdana element ac causally connected with some
previous existence, not necessarily that of the parents^

this theory, possibly founded upon some observation, has

led to the doctrine of reincarnation; vijflSna is here to be

translated as "life”, "the vital principle” and must be

distinguished from sensarion, spar^a, whi<^ is a farther

step of the formula 260, 283 empirical knowledge, when
contrasted, with absolute knowledge (jnana=sarvajfiat5=

tib ye-^es, 149, 202, 4) in the idealist Yogac^ra system

( vijnSna'-vSda ) everything becomes vijfiana, it then

means idea in general vijfidna^skandka, ditto, 296
Vtpska^helUy moral causation,«kaTman, 265

Viprayitkta-sajhskiirai forces which cannot be classified either

as Matter or as Mind (»riipa-citta-viprayukta-saxhsksra),

c^. Central Con. 1, 293* ' '
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Voijavadaniha-dkarma, those elements of an individual life

(santanaj pudgala) which have a purifying, soothing force,

conducing to Nir^na, e, g. prajna and samadhz, 293.

Sshaidi eternal, beginningless (cp. pnmntam sams^ntya-
drsfi), 158.

'

Smja^ devoid of znd^endent reality C=svabh3va*iffinya),

dependent, relative, unreal; in Mahsysna, a synonym of

pratTtya samutpanna, q c, 321, 327.

Sanyatd, Relativity, the theory that nothing short of the whole
is real, the parts being always dependent are ultimately

unreal; its synonym is pratitya-samutpada, madhyams
pratipad, etc. 81 as samvrta^nyats q. c. represents the

Absolute, 205, 325.

Ssihvsdaka^ agreeing with experience, supported by successful

ptkrposive action»avisaznvadaka not contradicted by ex-

perience, cp. b« t. p. 213.

Saditrii^satya^ the surface reality, empirical reality, identified

with Relativity, with the Dialectic ofBeing, 237, 252.

Samskdra^ (1) the forces, the four forces, (samskrta-laksana)

accompanying the appearance of every momentary ex-

istence (jfiti-sthztti-jara-anityata}, (2) «viprayukta sams-

kfira, q. c. ( 3 ) citta-5amprayukta-5amskfira«ea]l mental

phenomena, (4) a synonym of samskrta-dharma in

general (5}-karman cp. Central Conception, p 201, 284’.

SamjnSf idea, conception produced by abstraction (nimitta-

udgrahana), 304

Saija, truth, reality, four stages of reality in HlUaySna and in

all realistic systems, replaced by two stages in Mah23r3na,

55, 143.

Sanidassana, the vfsibles=rttpayatana, q. c, 703,

Santana^ continuity or synthesis of moments of existence of

either an element or an assemblage of elements, a per-

" sonality (pudgala=fttman), 8, 9, 190-

Sabhdga. 1) hetu, homogeneity between cause and effect,

2)-—indriya, active operating. effident,=sva-karma-krt,

115,cp.tat.sabhftga, 179
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Samanantara-pra^ajap the immediately preceding moment of

every efTect, its substratum (upsddna-ksana), 53^ 265

Samapaiti-^dhysnat being transferred in ecstatic meditation to

one of the mystic worlds, 10

Sambhard^marga the accumulation of virtue and knowledge,

the pr^aratory path to Salvation, 26

Scrva^ a techn. term, denoting the totality of all elements of

tile Universe including the Absolute, 90

SarvajHa^ Omniscience in the sense of an intuitxcm ofthe

Absolute, 133

Sa^svabhsoa^vadOf Realism, 202

saihvrta, '^under the surface,”; Relativity (pratltya-samut-

pSdassfunyata) is the ^'surface” (samvrtti) of the absolute

reality, this same absolute reality viewed as the thing

lying ^'under the surface^* is metaphorically also called

pratltya-samutpsda or ^Qnyatfi which, in this sense,

becomes designation of the Absolute, and it is in this

sense that NirvaVa the Absolute is declared to be the

equivalent of SamsSra, the Phenomenal*

Ss^ya’^sama^ petitio principii, 175, 210

Ssnkledika, associated with kle^ q. c. defiling, disquieting,

relegating Nirvfioa, 324

Samagrf (=shetu-karana*s&nagrl), the sum total of causes and
conditions relative to a given entity, the entire setting in

which the thing eadsts, (J. S. Mill }, 104

Sdlembana, intentness upon an object as a characteristic of

mind and mental phenomena, 267, 268

Sdsrava, see Ssrava, 15

Skondha^dyatena^dkdtavahf classification of the elements

(dharma) of existence from different points of view,

—

anatman q* c. cp« Central Conception, p, 68

Sparde^ sensation as a mental element (citta«samprayukta-

samsksra), the sixth member of the twelve member
formula of life's development, it is sensation in which a
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sense faculty and its object partake, it must be distin-

guished from vijSsna^ the third member, which then rep-

resents the quite indefinite and even latent pnnciple of

life, 201, 313

Soahh&oa-dbhdva—nihsvabhfivats, ^unyats, 273

^alak^antty the "thing in itselT^ cp. prec, Index, 204. 213

Hin&dkimukta—a HlnayfUiisc, 60

pratyaya, causes and conditions, terms also used as

synonyms, 8, 303, 309

H^^a-dharma^ elements of phenomenal existence to be extin-

guished by the Saint, 14




